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Abstract 

Apprehending Stigma: Towards a Reparative Trauma-Informed Decolonial Reading of 

HIV-related Stigma  

Applying a decolonial trauma-informed framework that brings together different 

disciplinary systems, this project investigates responses to the stigma associated with the 

Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) in the literary work of two Canadian and two 

South African writers. I approach the literary journalism of Stephanie Nolen and Jonny 

Steinberg and the novels of Tomson Highway and the late Phaswane Mpe as testimony in 

which Steinberg, Nolen and Mpe contest Western epistemologies and Highway 

foregrounds Indigenous knowledges. The four texts reframe stigma as operating within 

much larger systemic violences and operations of power than can be envisioned within a 

politics of recognition, indexed to the expository logic of Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s 

paranoid position. Locating HIV-related stigma as emerging within the context of 

intergenerational collective trauma rooted in colonial violence makes possible the kind of 

reparative work that Sedgwick envisions, as well as an engagement with the infinite 

possibilities of encounter as an ethical response to this socially polarizing phenomenon 

that has proven so difficult to dislodge. Attentive to specific racialized and minoritized 

colonial histories, this project unravels the entanglement of events and conditions that 

coalesce around HIV in watershed moments when decolonial work collides with ongoing 

histories of colonial violence. Such a trauma-informed, decolonial lens offers a non-

positivist framework to unsettle, potentially, the stasis of stigma reduction.  

Keywords: HIV and AIDS, stigma; decolonial trauma theory, testimony, witnessing 
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Introduction: Reading HIV and AIDS in the time of COVID  

There is [an] unnerving echo of the AIDS crisis right now. As with safer-sex 

promotions, public-health messaging about social distancing is hard to absorb — and to 

act upon — when you are poor or disempowered. It is harder still when you don’t yet see 

the effects of illness all around you. And by the time you do see them, it’s too late. 

Mark Gevisser. “How Can You Social Distance When Your Share a Toilet 

With Your Neighbor?” New York Times, 3 April 2020 

 

The coronavirus disease pandemic forced everyday life to grind to a halt as I was 

writing this dissertation. Ironically, my work focuses on another virus that has wreaked 

havoc on the lives of millions of people globally over some four decades—that of the 

human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) and its acquired immune deficiency syndrome 

(AIDS).1 Specifically, my project is concerned with the stigma associated with HIV and 

AIDS as an exemplary case study.  

 

1. I mostly use HIV and not AIDS to describe the disease, given the medical treatment advances 

made since the disease was first diagnosed in the 1980s. AIDS, which is known as HIV’s acquired 

syndrome, and heralds the final stages of the disease before death if not treated, does however make up 

much of the archive of HIV-related literature I read—hence my reference to AIDS narratives. I prefer to 

use HIV and AIDS, rather than conflate the two, as HIV/AIDS implies that if you are diagnosed with HIV, 

the inevitable next step in the progression of the disease is AIDS, which is no longer necessarily the case. 

HIV under optimal circumstances is now a chronic disease—entirely treatable. Additionally, I don’t want 

to erase the use of AIDS, as I believe that it negates firstly the suffering of everyone who has lived with 

and died as a result of the disease’s complications within a deeply stigmatising context, and secondly, the 
loss and grief of so many. I note this, as there has been a recent trend to no longer refer to AIDS, but 

simply HIV. Furthermore, from a public health perspective, our understanding of what AIDS constitutes is 

not monolithic. Different countries define AIDS differently. For some countries, patients present with 

AIDS when the number of their CD4 cells (the white blood cells that fight infection and play an important 

role in the immune system, also known as T cells) falls below 200 cells per cubic millimetre of blood, they 

develop one or more opportunistic infections, regardless of their CD count, or both.  
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Some 700,000 people still die every year from HIV. The deaths of those who 

succumb to the virus are attributed to not knowing that they have the disease, not 

receiving treatment, or starting treatment too late, despite testing and treatment guidelines 

that have proven to be effective. The reason? That the stigma associated with the disease 

stubbornly persists. Some forty years into the response to this disease, there is consensus 

that HIV is and continues to be a problematic virus to defeat.2  

Two of the biggest challenges that have not changed over the decades are the 

marginalization and stigmatization of vulnerable communities known as “key 

populations” who continue to be disproportionally affected by the virus.3 In 2018, the 

World Health Organization (WHO) reported that despite a global commitment to ending 

AIDS by 2030, rates of new infections and deaths were not declining quickly enough to 

meet this target. While some may argue that HIV is technically no longer a crisis of 

epidemic proportion, for some communities, the epidemic continues to be a reality, as is 

the case in the two geographic locations that are the focus of this research. In Canada, 

some Indigenous4 communities have high prevalence rates of HIV,5 while South Africa 

also struggles with still high prevalence rates.6 The people considered most vulnerable to 

 

2. Drawn from World Health Organisation (WHO) information. https://www.who.int/hiv-

aids/latest-news-and-events/why-the-hiv-epidemic-is-not-over 

3. “UNAIDS considers gay men and other men who have sex with men, sex workers, transgender 

people, people who inject drugs and prisoners and other incarcerated people as the five main key 

population groups that are particularly vulnerable to HIV and frequently lack adequate access to services.” 

Reference https://www.unaids.org/en/topic/key-populations  

4. Following AP’s style guide, I capitalize the descriptors Indigenous and Black in recognition that 

the “lowercase black” signifies a “color, not a person” (Scire; qtd John Daniszewski)). By capitalizing the 

descriptors, I recognize people’s “essential and shared sense of history, identity and community” (Scire; 

qtd. Daniszewski).  
5. Indigenous people are over-represented in Canada’s HIV epidemic. CATIE (Canada’s Source 

for HIV and Hepatitis C Information) notes that 2016 national estimates show that Indigenous people make 

up 4.9% of the total Canadian population in 2016. However, Indigenous people also represent 11.3% of 

new infections in 2016.  

6. Epidemic estimates for South Africa according to UNAIDS (2019), includes some 7.7 million 

people living with HIV. 
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the disease within these geographic spaces include women, transgender people, men who 

have sex with men, people who inject drugs, sex workers, migrant workers, displaced 

populations, people in prison, young people between the ages of 15 and 25 and the 

elderly. All these groups also suffer from other forms of stigmatization.  

As the American writer and AIDS activist Mark S. King notes during a World 

AIDS Day event held in Bologna, Italy in December 2019: “And yet HIV stigma still 

exists […] As medicine, as science has gotten better, as the health of people like me has 

gotten better, social stigma has gotten worse” (“Rosso di Sera 04: Mark King, The 

Present” 03:15–05:21).  Other media-related messages released to commemorate World 

AIDS Day on 1 December 2019 echoed King’s statement; as the AIDS Healthcare 

Foundation (AHF) succinctly put it: “HIV is a virus. Stigma is the deadly disease.” There 

has undoubtedly been a push to address stigma related to HIV, and one that has been 

gaining momentum steadily over the last decades. That increasingly people are willing to 

name stigma “as the deadly disease,” echoing the words of public health experts and 

people living with HIV worldwide, is an important step. Nonetheless, after 40 years of 

biomedical and other science-based responses, a coherent and sustainable theoretical lens 

through which to examine stigma’s pernicious and pervasive nature remains elusive, 

which must impact how we approach the disease and its stigma pedagogically.  

A 2010 participatory study from the perspective of people living with HIV and 

health care providers reviewed stigmatization as a social control mechanism, finding that 

[stigma] is a leading contributing factor in marginalizing people living with the virus. 

Using interviews and focus groups with Indigenous and non-Indigenous individuals in 

two major Canadian urban centres, Ottawa and Edmonton, the findings show that both 
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passive and active mechanisms were employed to manage social control. These included 

“shunning and ostracising, labelling, and disempowering health care practices” (Mill et 

al. 1469). In addition, the authors of the study, Judy Mill et al. note that South African 

historian and AIDS scholar Harriett Deacon (2006) proposed that stigma, despite it being 

fixed in the “individual psyche,” is continually reproduced and “influenced by material, 

political, institutional, and symbolic contexts” regardless of the monumental biomedical 

advances that have been made in treating the disease (1470).7 Therefore, key to my 

dissertation is the argument that an effective response to stigma must recognize 

stigmatization not primarily as a behaviour enacted by individuals on other individuals 

but seen instead as a practice embedded in complex social dynamics linked to and shaped 

by the unfolding of histories of violence.  

It is no coincidence that each of the four primary literary texts chosen for this 

dissertation, Stephanie Nolen’s 28 Stories of AIDS in Africa (hereafter 28, with some 

exceptions), Jonny Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague: A Young Man’s Journey Through a 

Great Epidemic, Tomson Highway’s Kiss of the Fur Queen and Phaswane Mpe’s 

Welcome to Our Hillbrow, explore social and political turning points that foreground the 

complexities associated with such watershed socio-political moments. Additionally, each 

text opens possibilities for understanding responses and modes of resistance to 

stigmatizing behaviour in which all of us are implicated. In so doing, each narrative 

imagines different ways forward in addressing HIV and its associated stigma.   

 
7. The individualization of stigma is increasingly contested as problematic, given that the 

phenomenon is socially and “culturally constituted” to establish and maintain “social order” (Parker and 

Aggleton 17). Focusing on the individual is always challenging, especially concerning HIV and AIDS. 

Such an approach, as Parker and Aggleton point out, excludes the political and societal dimensions of 

stigma (in a similar vein to concerns expressed about historically narrowly theorized the concept of trauma) 

(17). 
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As coronavirus disease (COVID-19) has forced the world into a social, economic, 

and political crisis, it is fitting to consider, albeit briefly, the latest pandemic, given the 

societal and cultural attributes, beliefs and attitudes that inhere in diseases that are 

epi/pandemic in scope or at least have the potential to be, and how such diseases 

illuminate gaps in society. Moreover, COVD-19, while particularly dangerous to people 

with underlying health concerns and illnesses and those in higher age brackets, has also 

shown that it is complex and can defy expectations of what it will do to the body—

healthy, young and otherwise. Therefore, the pathology is suddenly and irrevocably 

rendered deeply personal—we are all key populations now, albeit briefly—even if the 

impact remains asymmetrical.  

That globally, people are forced into “social” or physical isolation by an unseen 

“bug” should not come as a surprise. Epidemiologists, virologists, and other public and 

global health experts have sounded the alarm for decades—that the biggest threat to the 

world as we know it may be in the form of a virus.8 The continuous information hyper 

feeds about the pandemic—potent drivers of anxiety and fear that thrive in mainstream 

and social media—can feel like the dystopic fiction of popular culture. News reports 

indicate a spike in the online streaming of films concerned with pandemics, such as the 

Steven Soderberg film, Contagion (2011), which focuses on a fictitious disease that kills 

 
8. Caltech trustee, David Ho, of the Aaron Diamond AIDS Research Center at Columbia 

University is quoted as saying that COVID-19 “is just the tip of the iceberg” in terms of viral 

epi/pandemics. https://www.caltech.edu/about/news/tip-iceberg-virologist-david-ho-bs-74-speaks-about-

covid-19?fbclid=IwAR3K8fFLNxmQWk-CF4UqqDPsPwB3zwLXhUMXhjdEyssvtapJt7wo3SooYK4 

And the tech giant and philanthropist, Bill Gates, has been sounding the alarm about the threat of 

pandemics to millions of viewers on his now famous TED Talk. 
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26 million people globally within weeks.9 In real-time, we are living and dying (together, 

yet ironically forced to limit our social and physical interaction with others)10 through a 

global catastrophe in the form of a pandemic that, at the end of 2019, existed only in our 

worst imaginings. People who are not quarantined, or self-isolating, are advised or 

compelled to practice social/physical distancing to curtail the spread of the virus and 

“flatten the curve” of infection rates.11 It feels shocking, just a little bit unreal, and as 

though we have all been caught flat-footed. Therefore, the novel coronavirus pandemic is 

a timely reminder of the need to understand that we live in an era where two epidemic 

viral diseases are colliding head-on—COVID-19 and HIV. 

The causative agent of the new coronavirus is another one with, in part, an 

ominously familiar-sounding name: SARS-CoV-2, the SARS standing for Severe Acute 

Respiratory Syndrome.12 I mention SARS, as much like COVID-19, and for a long time 

 

9. The World Health Organization (WHO) Covid-19 Dashboard cited on 2 February 2020 that 

“globally, as of 10:00 am CET […] there [were] 102,817,575 confirmed cases of COVID-19, 

including 2,227,420 deaths, reported to WHO.” The Dashboard can be retrieved at 

https://covid19.who.int/?gclid=CjwKCAiAjeSABhAPEiwAqfxURYfOCUquTz9E28XpH084Ypoknlb6L4

3jcsFhBvJDeKMpRxmexwmhARoCywEQAvD_BwE. 

10. Social distancing is something practiced with relative ease by those privileged enough to have 

the space to do so, and have readily accessible sources of food, medicines, and other life-supporting 
necessities. If you are poor, displaced, or homeless, social distancing can only be described as a luxury.  

11. Judith Butler, presenting a lecture that touches on the complexities of the global pandemic, 

which was followed by a live session chaired by Amia Srinivasan, critiques the emphasis on “flattening the 

curve” at the expense of “Black and Brown lives.” Butler argues that “The pandemic is a crisis but also one 

that exacerbates pre-existing crises of capital, care, race, and climate. If we seek to repair the world or the 

planet then it must be unshackled from the market economy that profits from its distribution of life and 

death. The state directed imperative to open the economy mid-pandemic, comes at the cost of human lives. 

[…] In short, the global pandemic has revealed ‘the death drive at the heart of the capitalist machine,’” 

which reproduces the idea that the “health” of the economy is of greater concern than the health of people, 

even if there can be no economy without people (Posted by Stuart Elden at Progressive Geographies 

https://progressivegeographies.com/2020/07/30/judith-butler-on-covid-19-the-politics-of-non-violence-

necropolitics-and-social-inequality/). 
12. On 11 February 2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) not only declared the novel 

coronavirus outbreak a pandemic, but also gave COVID-19 its official name—the “CO” referring to 

corona, the “VI” to virus, and the “D” to disease. COVID-19, caused by the virus SARS-CoV-2, refers to 

the new (or novel) virus’s genetic link to the virus that in 2003 gave us SARS—Severe Acute Respiratory 

Syndrome Coronavirus. There is a reason why the WHO is steering clear of using SARS-CoV-2, given its 
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now, HIV has attracted what can only be thought of as highly contagious trope-like 

thinking.13 War metaphors abound, calling for heroic leaping into action to save the day 

or humanity. More problematic are the dehumanizing and often racializing tropes that 

attach themselves to such diseases, as identified by many scholars.14 In COVID-19, the 

racializing tropes, as with SARS and HIV and other viral diseases, are marked with the 

geographical.15 At the most basic level, such tropes point to the place (or assumed or 

projected place) of the disease’s origin—the spatial is given prominence over all else. 

However, as the post-structuralist theorist, Michel Foucault (1973) declares in The Birth 

of the Clinic, disease itself occupies a symbolic territory, albeit one where those—the 

diseased or ill—who fail to conform to the “rules” of health are forced to live (149). 

Alternatively, as the cultural critic Susan Sontag describes this process, everyone who 

lives “holds dual citizenship in the kingdom of the well and in the kingdom of the sick” 

 

negative associations that “may have unintended consequences in terms of creating unnecessary fear for 

some populations, especially in Asia which was worst affect by the SARS outbreak in 2003” (World 

Health Organization Technical Guidance: https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-

2019/technical-guidance/naming-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-2019)-and-the-virus-that-causes-it. The 

Coronavirus (CoV) represents a large family of zoonotic viruses. A zoonotic disease is an infectious 

disease caused by bacteria, viruses, or parasites that spread from non-human animals (usually vertebrates) 
to humans. The novel, as in new, coronavirus, first identified in 2019, is a unique strain not previously 

identified in humans.  

13. Consult Person et al. “Fear and Stigma: The Epidemic within the SARS Outbreak.”  

14. Critical and cultural theorists such as Susan Sontag (1978; 1989), Linda Singer (1993), Lee 

Edelman (1994), Paula Treichler (1989), David Morris (1998) among others have written extensively about 

the trope-like language that inheres in a disease such as HIV as well as other diseases too. Susan Sontag is 

perhaps the most famous of the critical theorists who tackled this subject in two volumes, Illness as 

Metaphor (1978) and AIDS and its Metaphors (1989). 

 15. Ebola virus disease, MERS (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome) and the Zika virus among 

other diseases are all linked to geography that play on the notion of the Other.. On 2 February the Canadian 

broadcaster, CTV News, published a report by Ryan Flanagan titled “Why the WHO Won’t Call It the 

‘U.K. Variant,’ and You Shouldn’t Either.” Quoting Anita Jack-Davies, Assistant Dean of Equity, 
Diversity, Inclusion and Indigeneity at Queen's University in Kingston, ON, who notes that we have “to 

use common sense, and common sense is [that] you cannot label an entire region or an ethnicity or an 

entire group of people as sort of being associated with something like this,” Flanagan reports that the 

documented “rise in anti-Chinese and anti-Asian sentiment” in 2020, with “more than 600 instances of 

anti-Asian racism […] reported to Project 1907, [illustrates] an attempt to document attacks and 

harassment targeting Asian people in Canada during the pandemic.” 

https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/technical-guidance/naming-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-2019)-and-the-virus-that-causes-it
https://www.who.int/emergencies/diseases/novel-coronavirus-2019/technical-guidance/naming-the-coronavirus-disease-(covid-2019)-and-the-virus-that-causes-it
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(Illness and its Metaphors 3). Sontag has long been concerned with the stigma that 

attaches to certain illnesses. She argues that a disease such as HIV, specifically the 

opportunistic diseases that take over the body if the virus is not treated, results 

temporarily and spatially in a “new class of lifetime pariahs, the future ill” (AIDS and its 

Metaphors 33-34). Nonetheless, even Sontag, critiquing how symbolic spatial imagery is 

socialized, refers to the “passport” that represents one’s citizenry to “the kingdom of the 

well” as the “good passport,” because that is what it is, the passport that gives its citizens 

a free pass in terms of geographic movement and mobility (3). Sontag’s imagery is also 

powerfully prescient and chilling because of calls for the loosely termed “COVID-19 

immunity passports” as a way through the impasse between saving lives and avoiding 

economic collapse and catastrophe.16  

Judith Butler writes that the new virus, which attacks indiscriminately, does not 

recognize national territorial borders, forces people into social isolation, and underscores 

our shared precarity, even as it asks of us to consider our “obligations toward one 

another” (“Capitalism Has Its Limits” 19 March 2020). This is not Butler’s first venture 

into flagging precarity, interdependency, and our ethical obligations towards each other. 

The theorist has increasingly challenged us to think through our ethical responses and 

vulnerabilities since 9-11 (Precarious Life 2004; Giving an Account of Oneself 2005; 

Who Sings the Nation-State? with Gayatri Spivak 2007; Frames of war 

 

16. The World Health Organization (WHO) has warned that “there is not enough evidence about 

the effectiveness of antibody-mediated immunity to guarantee the accuracy of an ‘immunity passport’ or 
‘risk-free certificate’.” Since this statement in April 2020, the organisation’s position remains unchanged as 

of December 2020. WHO suggests that such passports may have the unintended consequence of increasing 

the risk of continued transmission, and act as a barrier to adhering to public health advice about 

maintaining physical distance. From an ethical perspective, privacy concerns have been raised, as well as 

concerns about fraudulently reproduced immunity certificates, in whatever form they may be available 

(Drawn from the global vaccine alliance’s website, gavi.org). 
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2009; Vulnerability and Resistance (2016); The Force of Nonviolence 2020). Butler’s 

concern in her writing in March 2020, albeit from the perspective of the United States 

(U.S.), is the question that must be asked: “Especially now, why are we as a people still 

opposed to treating all lives as if they were of equal value?” Her question connects to her 

earlier framework (2005) of the constitutive structure of “address” that underlies all 

account-giving and to her question in Precarious Life: whose lives count as grievable and 

whose do not. Butler’s central claim is that we cannot read the subject’s failure in giving 

a coherent account of the self as translating into an abandonment of our ethical 

obligations towards each other. As such, Butler’s ongoing probing and thoughtful 

challenge to her readers is universally applicable, given how fast and how quickly the 

novel coronavirus disease has spread and how starkly it brings into relief the ways that 

some lives still matter more than others. A state governor in Mexico is quoted as 

claiming that poor people are immune to COVID-19; in the U.S., a high-placed Texas 

official suggests that anyone over the age of 70 should be willing to be sacrificed on the 

altar of the economy—utterances that point to the value that is placed on human lives 

within neoliberal contexts that consider the profitable above all else.17  

To fully grasp this idea, we need to look at pandemics’ power to upend the 

socially normal when conditions of the already minoritized are exacerbated. The director 

of prevention and community partnerships for AIDS Alabama in the U.S., Tony Christon-

Walker, notes his irritation with “surprise around the racial disparities” that have 

coalesced around COVID-19 (Murphy). These disparities do not represent a “new” 

 

17. “Mexican Governor Prompts Outrage with Claim Poor are Immune to Coronavirus” The 

Guardian, 26 March 2020; “Elderly Should “Sacrifice” for U.S. Economy Amid Coronavirus Pandemic” 

Democracy Now, 24 March 2020. 
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phenomenon—it is recognized by many who work in the field of HIV response. 

“Everything bad we’ve got in society disproportionately affects Black people,” Christon-

Walker argues (2). This argument illustrates the impact of structural stigma, defined by 

Hatzenbuehler et al. as the “societal-level conditions, cultural norms, and institutional 

policies that constrain the opportunities, resources, and well-being of the stigmatized” 

(2).18  Such societal-level stigma conditions remained in 2020.19  

Mired as we are in a viral pandemic fueled by COVID-19, I think it is fair to ask 

why HIV and now? At the most basic level, the answer to these questions lies in 

understanding that HIV, itself the cause of viral epidemics, remains stubbornly framed by 

affective drivers of guilt, shame, disgrace, anger, fear, and risk, and as such, attracts a 

complex web of stigma and stigmatizing behaviour that within our contemporary context 

can be considered as exemplary, and situated in the context of transgenerational histories 

of trauma. As such, there are profound lessons that can be learned from our responses to 

HIV.  

There is a stark difference between HIV and COVID-19. Even though both are 

viral diseases, their means of transmission and patterns of infection vary greatly. HIV is 

still most often transmitted sexually, although also through other vectors that include the 

 

18. The sociologists Mark Hatzenbuehler and Bruce Link (2014) contend that “there has been 

limited empirical investigation of the extent to which structural stigma represents a risk indicator for 

adverse health outcomes among stigmatized individuals,” which they note has led to the conclusion that 

research on structural stigma is “under-represented” (2). Such “a dramatic shortcoming in the literature on 

stigma,” leads them to conclude that attention should be paid to the impact that this lack of engagement 

with this aspect of stigma can have on outcomes (2). However, they note that “recent research” shows that 

“structural stigma [has a role’] in the productions of negative outcomes for members of stigmatized 
groups,” and indeed that “initial findings [demonstrate] the impact of structural stigma to be substantial and 

thereby indicated the need to understand it more thoroughly” (2).  

19. As far as COVID-19 is concerned, the factors that play a role in determining the risk for severe 

illness are age (although increasingly, studies show that younger people may also be at risk), underlying 

medical conditions, ethnic background, and economic status.  
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sharing of needles, or to some extent, vertical (mother-to-child) transmission.20 No 

vaccine exists for HIV. COVID-19, for which vaccines now exist, is airborne. Both viral 

diseases can be contained by adhering to simple public health approaches to curbing 

transmission. The two conditions also foreground a shared variable—human behaviour. 

Modifying sexual practices to prevent HIV infection and increasingly maintaining the 

simple public health strategies to prevent the spread of COVID-19 has once again 

highlighted the vulnerable spot and weakness of public health interventions. We may 

very well think of masks as the new condoms, as both prophylactic measures elicit 

behavioural responses that fly in the face of proven scientific strategies. HIV and 

COVID-19, in this way, both set the stage to analyze the interplay of the biomedical and 

sociocultural dimensions of diseases that pathologize behaviour and engender 

stigmatizing behaviour. However, it is to HIV that I look, as a case study of the stigma 

associated with pan/epidemics, that invites attention to interdisciplinary approaches' 

possibilities (and limitations), specifically from the Humanities perspective. As the 

epigraph to this chapter suggests: it may serve us well to stop and examine what the 

South African journalist, Mark Gevisser, refers to as the “unnerving echo of the AIDS 

crisis” in his 2020 online article “How Can You Social Distance When Your Share a 

Toilet With Your Neighbor?”  

 

20. The United Nations Joint Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) reported on 7 July 2020 in an 
online article, “Despite Great Progress Since the Early Days, the HIV Response is Still Failing Children” 

that “the HIV response for children has fallen behind.” The global agency notes that there are “many 

reasons for vertical (mother-to-child) transmission of HIV” (UNAIDS). These reasons can include “women 

not receiving antenatal and prevention of vertical HIV transmission services during pregnancy or 

breastfeeding; women starting antiretroviral therapy but falling out of care during pregnancy or 

breastfeeding; and women becoming infected with HIV during breastfeeding or pregnancy.”  
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The environmental humanities scholar Stacy Alaimo writes in a personal social 

media post that there is a disquieting “ecofascism lurking in [the many] misty reveries” 

in response to the present pandemic. Following Alaimo’s argument that merely because 

“people are hearing more birds, and cetaceans are hearing fewer ships, [it] doesn’t mean 

that the oceans are not full of plastic, the world isn’t full of toxic chemicals;” (Alaimo), 

the same can be said about public health disparities. We cannot extrapolate from the feel-

good moments of our (limited) successes that much-needed reforms will occur magically 

and that social inequalities will be reversed and remedied merely because of the 

extraordinary, current political, health, social, and economic responses to COVID-19. 

This caution brings me right back to HIV and AIDS, as its highly contextualized, 

disease-specific form of stigmatization remains a powerful driver in social and cultural 

understandings of the virus’s means of transmission.  

Additionally, the general failure to examine the stigma related to biomedical 

trauma as a traumatic encounter, as noted by Charles Stephens in a 2016 online news 

article co-written with Naina Khanna, “Trauma and HIV: A Call for Intersectional 

Approaches,” is therefore especially striking when conceptualizing disease stigma 

associated with such a polarising and politicized disease as HIV.21 Stephens (and 

Khanna), both experts in responding to HIV, along with scholars such as Laura Quiros 

and Roni Berger (2014), have called for a consideration of how trauma is experienced 

differentially by socially marginalized communities, “across the lines of race, gender, 

identity, class, sexual identity, and socioeconomic status” concerning HIV. Given the 

 

21. UNAIDS, the Joint United Nations Program on HIV and AIDS, puts the number of newly 

infected people with HIV in 2018 at 1.7 million. Globally, 37.9 million people are living with HIV, with 

770,000 people having died of AIDS-related illness in 2018.  
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disproportionate impact of the domestic cases of HIV on Black and Latinx communities 

within a U.S. context, the authors argue that trauma should be read through a lens of  

“racism, economic distress, and heterosexism” as a means to advance efforts for health 

and social parity and equity for people living with HIV (Stephens). More recently, 

Stephens, who heads up Atlanta’s The Counter Narrative Project—a community 

mobilization group for gay Black men—points out that with COVID-19, the “social 

safety net” is very “thin” if you are Black and gay (Murphy). Such barriers to an effective 

response are also prevalent in HIV, not only within the U.S. but globally. COVID-19 

reminds us of the topography of the social and political fault lines that crisscross society, 

much as HIV has shown us for the last four decades. 

In 2020, resonances of past entreaties and public service announcements related 

to HIV and AIDS and its stigma are again front and centre, now as lessons to be drawn 

from the HIV epidemic. Citing two groups, the HIV Justice Worldwide network and the 

United Nations Joint Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), Trenton Straube documents 

the insights they offer concerning “the use of repressive measures and laws that limit 

human rights, including those that punish people” with COVID 19 in an article focused 

on criminalization and the lessons that can be learned from the HIV response. The HIV 

Justice Worldwide Steering Committee’s statement reminds that “[c]ommunicable 

diseases are public health issues, not criminal issues […] and that criminalizing a disease 

negatively impacts public health and human rights—especially those of marginalized 

communities.”22 UNAIDS’s (2020) 20-page report, Rights in the Time of COVID-19: 

 

22. The HIV Justice Worldwide network aims to eliminate laws that control and punish people 

living with HIV based solely on their HIV status.  

https://www.unaids.org/en/resources/documents/2020/human-rights-and-covid-19
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Lessons from HIV for an Effective, Community-level Response, provides seven key 

lessons from successful, community-led HIV efforts to battle the stigma and 

criminalization of HIV. Straube lists the “takeaways” as reminding us that “communities 

are central [to such a response]; no stigma and discrimination, including those that 

prevent marginalized groups from accessing care; support [for] the most vulnerable; 

[removal] of barriers to action; no criminal sanctions; [a need for] international 

cooperation; [and finally], support [for] health care workers and [to] be kind to each 

other.” The website of UNAIDS contextualizes its response to COVID-19 as born from 

“experiences learned from the HIV epidemic [that] can be applied to the fight against 

COVID-19. Critically, UNAIDS’s concern is that “key populations must not bear the 

brunt of increased stigma and discrimination as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic,” 

especially in light of the seriousness of the coronavirus disease “that is set to hit the 

countries with the highest HIV burden” (“COVID-19 and HIV” UNAIDS 2020). 

UNAIDS’s response to COVID-19 underscores clearly that we simply cannot afford 

poorly executed responses; lack of access to treatment and preventive measures; building 

capacity in times of public health crises; lack of community involvement and especially 

that of the communities affected by the disease; the ubiquitous curtailing of public health 

care in favour of privatization to tackle strong and overwhelming diseases such as HIV, 

now in tandem with COVID-19.  

The many biomedical successes regarding treatment for people diagnosed with 

HIV may lead one to believe that the end of the epidemic and everything it may entail is 

close. However, the consensus is that treatment alone will not end the epidemic. Even 

while treatment is more readily available, access to it still poses a problem for millions of 

https://www.unaids.org/en/resources/documents/2020/human-rights-and-covid-19
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people globally. As Brophy contends, a legacy of the fixation on the end of AIDS or the 

epidemic being “over” is countered by the protest by the “epidemic’s ghosts” to “being 

exorcised, rendered untroublesome by a public rhetoric of AIDS that would fast-forward 

public consciousness to a sometimes future world” that has been “purified of the scourge 

and its ‘victims,’ a world, in other words, purified of grief and of mourning” (8). The 

undeniable and not-silenced voices of Brophy’s “ghosts” are loud and clear in AIDS 

narratives. These are the “ghosts” that defy displacement, as Eddie Vulani Maluleka’s 

poem “Nobody Ever Said AIDS” in its eponymous collection demonstrates, by claiming 

their place in the land of the living, despite the “whispering” and nobody ever saying the 

word AIDS (Rasebotsa et al. 19).  

Such narratives represent a field of knowledge that speaks to a vast array of 

scholarship grounded in the interdisciplinary human sciences and political treatises and 

manifestos relating to advocacy, the expressive arts, journalism, oral histories, and 

testimony and memoirs. It is for this very reason—encountering such voices—that work 

related to HIV and its stigma is still called for, especially now that another virus has 

shown just how fragile the weave is that holds our world together and how very close to 

the surface the social and cultural fault lines are in relation to global health.  

Some would have it that HIV and AIDS do not require an exceptional response, 

despite how related narratives that frame systems and their dynamics inherently “promote 

particular goals and values and justify particular pathways of disease response” that are 

critical to our understanding of the disease (Leach et al. 369). Leach et al. argue that there 

is pressure by “powerful actors and institutions to ‘close down’ around narratives that 

emphasise stability” (369). The result is that “longer term, less controllable dynamics” 
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are underplayed, when instead, “governance approaches need to ‘open up’ to embrace 

strategies for resilience and robustness concerning epidemics” that do not undermine and 

marginalize alternative narratives and framing (369). Such a situation can make for a 

“tension-filled” experience. Liz Walker describes the experience as forcing a “liminal 

illness space wherein normalcy and exceptionality are uncomfortable, yet ever-present, 

bedfellows” (99). Many questions arise for me about the ongoing AIDS exceptionalism 

debate, given the history of HIV and its unique position in global public health responses, 

and more so when I read the statistics and note who is most vulnerable to the disease and 

who is still stigmatized most in our societies. AIDS exceptionalism dictates that HIV 

calls for “a response above and beyond ‘normal’ health interventions” (Smith and 

Whitehead 1). Over time, this position has given rise to a series of backlashes, with 

critics arguing that the disease “receives a disproportionate amount of international aid 

and health funding” (1). Perspective is a powerful influence on how the response to the 

infection is viewed. As Smith and Whitehead point out, when “lower-than-expected HIV 

prevalence is reported,” the impression is created that “things are ‘not so bad,’” even 

though in some instances, “10 percent of the adult population is living with HIV” (6; qtd. 

De Waal). Indeed, transmission rates may have stabilized globally, with the urgency to 

respond to the epidemic declining (8). However, shifts in policies and priorities do “not 

change the reality of an epidemic that, after [four] decades, is still unfolding,” shaping 

generations to come and still marked by social and economic inequality—all of which 

must be relevant to the estimated 37.9 million people living with the disease globally—as 

Smith and Whitehead argue (8).23  

 

23. UNAIDS data for 2019.  
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In reading narratives that are focused on AIDS or HIV centrally, or ones that 

reference the illness even tangentially, the challenge in understanding the underlying 

discourses is to gain insight into what is represented as “truth;” how such norms or so-

called truths are constructed; what subjectivities, identities, actions or practices are made 

possible; and which ones are excluded, regulated, or treated as other, deviant, undesirable 

or unhealthy. As this is an interdisciplinary Humanities project, my task is to read beyond 

the biomedical and the behavioural and to include the “subjugated knowledges” present 

in literary explorations of HIV and AIDS. This does not mean that I discount biomedical 

literature or the literature of the social sciences. Instead, I situate each text in its 

discursive context and engage with them across disciplines to “provide richer insights 

than those produced by any one discipline” as a means to bridge gaps between 

disciplines, as well as to “find new spaces in between conventional categories” as the 

editors of Unfitting Stories propose (Raoul et al. 9). I see this as a critical move for three 

reasons. First, in an increasingly post-AIDS landscape, discourse dictates that we have 

entered a world “of seeming possibility—biomedical, political and social,” which wholly 

“negates the embodied and structural experience of living with HIV and AIDS” (Walker 

95). Second, the departure point of the post-AIDS narrative is primarily and firmly 

grounded in the “biotechnical […] with a myriad of [medical and pharmacological] 

technologies at its heart” (96). A third reason is that AIDS writing within Canada’s and 

South Africa's contexts, where decolonial work is in progress, constitutes an archive of 

witnessing. Such an archive can come with limits and wields power through its capacity 

to create a space for acts of memory that are pivotal in challenging political rhetoric that 

would displace and erase the voices of those who will not be silenced. Framed by these 
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reasons, the word “interdisciplinarity” translates into thinking through critically, what 

health research means, especially as “for understandable reasons, the medical 

establishment still seems to like monodisciplinary, essentially biomedical research best” 

as it represents the scientific ideal (Segal xxvii). Adopting an interdisciplinary approach 

brings on board narratives from non-fiction literature and the fictional texts of writers 

who frame the embodied experience of living with HIV differently from medical 

literature and diverse perspectives, beginning to envision reparative work. Such stories 

make evident “that events or symptoms do not carry the same meanings when they are 

framed differently or viewed from different perspectives” (xxviii). The narratives also 

shift the “boundaries of literary study,” which can result in how such narratives “report 

and construct the experience of illness, from the personal level to the national” (Jurecic 

3). In a world driven by a narrative of “positive progress” that easily sidesteps that 

“living with HIV and AIDS is very ‘present’” (96).  I agree with Walker’s suggestion 

that there is not much “‘post’ about HIV and AIDS. Therefore, by broadening my 

reading scope, this shift to focus on South African and Canadian fictional and 

nonfictional narratives helps me assess the texts from the perspective of historically 

excluded knowledges as a counterpoint to the proliferation of Western AIDS narratives. 

Following Achille Mbembe’s argument “that contemporary forms of subjugation of life 

to the power of death (necropolitics) profoundly reconfigure the relations among 

resistance, sacrifice, and terror,” I explore whether the cultural narratives and productions 

engaged in decolonial work are mediated through the “repressed topographies of cruelty” 

and the inherently political discourse of pan/epidemics (“Necropolitics” 40). 
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The primary texts I chose for this inquiry—Tomson Highway’s Kiss of the Fur 

Queen, Phaswane Mpe’s Welcome to Our Hillbrow, Stephanie Nolen’s 28 Stories of 

AIDS in Africa, and Jonny Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague—illuminate this ongoing 

work, reminding the reader of the historical, social, and cultural antagonisms endemic to 

HIV and AIDS discourses. These narratives do what Tim Woods describes as reinstating 

“people’s lives into the symbolic order that has been disrupted by a medical diagnosis” as 

a way to claim “control over their lives” and carve out “meaning” (315). Following the 

editors of Unfitting Stories, Woods notes that Raoul et al. argue that narratives have both 

“an epistemological power […] and an ontological power” (315). Epistemologically, 

“aesthetic stories shape things into a coherent experience of meaning to claim authority 

and knowledge,” while ontology gives us “therapeutic narratives [that] have implications 

for changing identity and re-establishing self-coherence” (315). From the perspective of 

literary representations of HIV and AIDS, the writing of Highway, Nolen, Steinberg and 

Mpe, the latter offers a pathway to Sedgwick’s reparative work in how the subjectivities 

of stigma and the stigma of the subject (to paraphrase Mbembe and Janet Roitman)24 

humanize bodies (in pain and living with a disease) and throw into sharp relief traces of 

resistance. Biomedical and clinical literature overall is known for its generally sanitized 

and impersonal language. However, as Felicity Horne notes, this is not always the case, 

and “the ill person” is not always and necessarily expunged from the biomedical 

discourse, and that medicine’s so-called scientifically objective language is very much a 

“myth fostered by [both] patients [and] doctors” (53; qtd. Morris). Nevertheless, while 

 

24. Mbembe and Janet Roitman discuss the “subjectivities of ‘the crisis’ and their corollary, the 

crisis of the subject” in “Figures of the Subject in Times of Crises” (323).  
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biomedical discourse is grounded in ideology, medicine too chases its “own research 

agenda[s] [and] economic interests” in favour of pharmacology’s “response to disease” 

(Horne 53). The challenge is that illness is always subjective, while the disease itself, 

from a Western perspective, is always treated as objective within the discourse of 

biomedicine’s privileged position in the “medical world” (29; 53). How then to straddle 

the divide when medical experts work with statistical data read as objectively reliable 

facts while patients report “unreliably” and subjectively on their “unruly illnesses”? 

(Horne 54; qtd. Morris).  

The South African journalist and social media commentator Gus Silber, on 16 

March 2020, writes that “[w]e like to think of disruption as a human-driven force that up-

turns industries and changes the ways of the world.” Silber points to industrial and 

technological innovation that has historically driven how the world has transformed as 

examples of such change agents. He then turns to COVID-19 to ask how we failed to 

understand “that the greatest disruptor of the technological age would turn out to be a 

silent, unseen predator from the primordial swamp, capable of destroying economies, 

collapsing markets, turning humans back into hunter-gatherers and sending them 

retreating into their caves” (Silber). Referencing the cover page of the 23 March 2020 

edition of The New Yorker magazine, with its shades of red dominoes against a shadowy 

background encircling a lone individual, called “Critical Mass” by Christoph Niemann, 

Silber notes that “it is a perfect, mesmerizing analogy of fear and randomness, of gears 

disengaging in the unknown. It is a reminder, too, that art survives, even thrives, in crisis 

and that it can join forces with science to save us.” (Silber). Indeed, as Nobantu 

Rasebotsa et al. write about another virus in the South African, AIDS-focused anthology, 
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Nobody Ever Said AIDS, the power of “art and words” lie in their capacity for making the 

worlds of others accessible to us, even opening up possibilities of recognizing “ourselves 

in those worlds” (11). Words can “transport us from isolation to a sense of community, 

even if imaginary,” especially within a context where “so many people are made to feel 

cast out – alone with illness, with loss, with grief (11). As existentially shocking as the 

current circumstances may feel in terms of the forced social isolation and quarantining 

brought on by COVID-19, as a disease and as an illness, HIV and AIDS are widely 

acknowledged as possibly the most polarising and socially isolating disease of our time, 

steeped in the cultural and social phenomenon that is its stigma.25  

Contrary to this reality, the emphasis increasingly falls on HIV as a disease of the 

past, and now even more so, with nascent successes related to COVID-19. AIDS scholar 

William Haver suggests that such a stance—the perception of HIV viewed as a disease 

that belongs to the past, much like the Bubonic plague, or scurvy or polio—betrays the 

trauma inherent to what has become known as the AIDS pandemic (2002). Haver also 

points to the mounting celebratory reporting that “here is a war that can be won”—a 

“view [that] is premature,” as HIV continues to disproportionally affect “the world’s 

dispossessed” or the “socially marginalized” (36-7). Only by regarding others as “utterly 

expendable […] is it at all possible to imagine an imminent end of AIDS” (Haver 37). By 

situating stigma within the context of Nixon’s uncounted bodies or “unimagined 

communities” and reading the texts chosen for this dissertation through a trauma-

 

25. COVID-19, however, does not pose an existential threat to humanity. While it can be fatal, 

data shows that around 80 percent of cases are mild to moderate, and that most healthy individuals can 

recover from the disease in a week or two. Existential threats to humanity are conceived of as a total 

extinction of the species.  
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informed decolonial lens, allows for the possibility to “trouble” this HIV and its 

pernicious stigma (151). Discounting or ignoring the embodied experience of trauma 

does a disservice to theorizing disease stigma, especially within the context that no 

“common theoretical perspective” currently exists, despite stigma having been identified, 

beyond HIV disease, as a “major barrier to health care and quality of life in illness 

management” (Deacon 418). Within the South African context, Njabulo Ndebele 

describes the catastrophic impact of the disease as “[a]ll systems were to go [after the end 

of Apartheid] until AIDS, hovering rather uncertainly at the periphery of the national 

consciousness, reared its head, threatening extinction at the very moment that freedom 

affirmed life and promised infinite possibility” (24; emphasis in the original text).26 HIV, 

and now, COVID-19, have demonstrated how this imagined (and misplaced) state of so-

called normality can be overturned with lighting speed.  

The world has come a long way in its response to HIV and AIDS. Nevertheless, 

in its response to COVD-19, the world reveals itself as shameful in its “brutal, structural, 

social and economic inequality” that manifests as a “callous indifference to suffering,” as 

Arundhati Roy (2020) argues. Roy’s accusation is aimed at India, yet in this instance, 

India can be extended to a wide range of contexts globally, as India is not alone in how 

this latest pandemic exposes the differential condition of precarity amongst sectors of the 

population regardless of their country of origin. Pandemics have a way of revealing both 

the strengths and the weaknesses of societies, throwing into sharp relief the social fault 

lines that crisscross them. More than anything, COVID-19 reminds us to listen carefully 

 

26. I have indicated the chapter number as a location marker for Ndebele’s text, given that I am 

referencing a e-reader version of the book. Chapter 24 is “AIDS and the Making of Modern South Africa.”  
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and to attend to the voices of those affected by a disease such as HIV through such 

accessible instruments as The People Living with HIV Stigma Index and through the 

literary works of those engaged in the expressive arts who have turned and continue to 

turn their gaze either to HIV and AIDS and its crushing stigma over the last few decades, 

other epi/pandemics or even to a speculative future that represents a post-HIV world.  

Crucial to considering HIV-related stigma through a trauma lens is an acute 

understanding of the “embodied experience” of living with HIV. Research shows that 

materially, living with HIV “remains [a state] of conflict, derision, ambiguity, and, often, 

distress” (Walker 99). Walker argues in “Problematising the Discourse of ‘Post-AIDS,’” 

that normalizing HIV as “a disease ‘like any other’” is not without its ironic pitfalls (99). 

To be diagnosed with HIV in contemporary times increasingly risks  

a new and unanticipated form of stigma […] grounded in the increasingly 

demanding biomedical prerogative and expectation that someone with 

HIV will respond ‘appropriately’ to treatment both psychologically and 

physically (Walker 99).  

Thus, biomedical discourse dictates that people diagnosed with the virus “‘should’ not 

internalise the still very evident stigma surrounding HIV” (Walker 99). Additionally, 

Walker contends that “they will adhere to treatment protocols and, most importantly, 

[that] they will not die from the condition” (99). To fail at any of these dictates will 

“profoundly undermine contemporary medical and social expectations” (99). By 

therefore heeding the trauma theorist Michael Rothberg’s invitation (and challenge) in 

his “Preface” to The Future of Trauma Theory, to consider Rob Nixon’s notion of slow 
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violence in our understanding of trauma, I believe we can succeed in applying a less 

paranoid lens through which to view stigma reduction.  

To simplistically compare our responses to the two different viruses is wrong, as 

tempting as it may be. Despite the racializing and war-inspired tropes associated with 

COVID-19 and how quickly Asian people were blamed for the virus, to connect such 

stigmatizing behaviour and draw a direct line to how homosexual men were blamed for 

HIV in the early 1980s is to skip over the inherent and systemic social injustices baked 

into global economic and political systems. Such systems push people who already 

shoulder the burden of disparities in the way people receive health care, for instance, 

even further to the edges of society because of social and cultural prejudices. The 

American writer and AIDS activist Mark S. King (2020) reminds us that instead of 

comparing HIV with COVID-19, we need to focus on our shared humanity and 

vulnerability.  

People ask me if our lives today feel like the early years of HIV/AIDS, 

and I want to scream.  There is no comparison. Just stop. No one cared 

about people dying of AIDS in the early years of the pandemic. The stock 

market didn’t budge. The President didn’t hold news conferences. Billions 

of dollars were not spent. In the early 1980s, AIDS was killing all the 

right people. Homosexuals and drug addicts and Black men and women. 

There is no comparison to a new viral outbreak that might kill people 
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society actually values, like your grandmother and her friends in the 

nursing home (14 March 2020).27 

King’s indictment of the response to HIV echoes my frustrations related to the stigma 

associated with the disease and how, in many respects, the virus still presents as a risk to 

the vulnerable and marginalized in our contemporary society and continues to be 

stigmatizing. It is a frustration that goes to the core of my being, which along with the 

deeply personal—losing loved ones to this disease—are catalysts for this research. To 

have witnessed first-hand the nauseating fear and shame that accompanies first the 

diagnosis and later the disease itself, especially in its early years, is to understand why I 

am profoundly compelled not to dismiss HIV as a historical or political crisis that we 

reminisce about in relation to new pandemics. I keep thinking that this is the link in the 

fence that can be fixed but never is. Instead, as the Canadian-born artist, writer and 

organizer whose work focuses on HIV and AIDS, Theodore Kerr (2020) notes in the 

online magazine POZ, it is more appropriate to connect the dots between the AIDS 

epidemic historically and the contemporary “opioid crisis, the epidemic of missing and 

murdered indigenous women and the alarming murder rates of Black trans women and 

trans women of color” as more explicit and distressing examples.   

As glaring as these real and figurative reminders of injustices are, and as 

appealing as it may be to compare HIV with other disease outbreaks, Rothberg’s 

 

27. Since news broke of vaccines being available for COVID-19, concerns have been expressed 

that in 40 years, no vaccine has been developed for HIV. The reason is relatively simple: HIV is a virus 
that mutates rapidly, hiding within the cell structures of those it infects. Currently, COVID-19 is also 

mutating, with different variants having been diagnosed by the end of January 2020, and with some 

concern related to at least one of the variants, 20H/501Y.V2 (B.1.351), (problematically referred to as the 

“South African” variant) perhaps not responding as well to the vaccines as some of the other variants of the 

virus do. As I write this dissertation, there are at least three variants that have caused public health 

concerns.  
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conceptualization of what he terms “multidirectional memory” is an important place to 

pause, especially when “different histories of extreme violence confront each other in the 

public sphere” (Multidirectional Memory 1-2). Although Rothberg’s theory focuses on 

“the exemplary sites of tension” related to the Holocaust, the slave trade, and colonialism 

and decolonization, for this project, I see such tensions and epistemic violence as 

inherent to global health, given the “struggles and contestations” present in our notions of 

health care and its place within the public sphere. We need only consider the social 

technologies of subjugation at work that deny people access to care and exclude the 

Other. Still, Rothberg’s framework explains the dynamics of a kind of remembrance that 

steers clear of reproducing partisan-like struggles. Key to his argument is the notion that 

“competitive memory” follows a “zero-sum game” logic where for one to have power, 

the other has to be disempowered (Multidirectional Memory 9). Rothberg considers such 

logic as dangerous in that historical experiences of extreme violence and exclusion 

cannot compete to outdo each other.28 Two other core claims that round out Rothberg’s 

theory are that collective memories emerge dialogically and, therefore, cannot be easily 

separated and that the assumed connections between “collective memory and group 

identity” are ill-founded (5). However, Rothberg suggests that the collective (and 

uneven) “terrain of multidirectional memory” shows us that there is the possibility of 

finding commonality and “new forms of solidarity” by putting different histories of 

suffering in dialogue with one another (and not treating them analogically) (5).  

 

28. I have experienced such a “zero-sum” logic at work within the context of both civil and cross-

border wars as both a journalist and working in the field of humanitarian responses to conflict, first in 

South Africa in KwaZulu Natal, and later in countries such as Liberia, Mozambique, Iraq, Kosovo and 

Sudan (Darfur). 
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Consequently, as appalling as the disparities in our responses to different viral 

epidemics can be, as Mark S. King points out, Rothberg’s framework, even without any 

guarantees, offers a solid base on which to think through the many failures and successes 

of our global response to HIV, and to take some of those lessons, and apply them to the 

work that must still happen related to refiguring our understanding of the stigma 

associated with HIV.  
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Chapter 1: Apprehending Stigma: A Literature Review  

No one escapes the precarious dimension of social life—it is, one might say, the 

joint of our non-foundation. 

Judith Butler, “Precarious Life, Vulnerability, and the Ethics of 

Cohabitation” 

And thus I came to understand that I, anyhow, had had plague through all those 

long years in which, paradoxically enough, I’d believed with all my soul that I was 

fighting it. I learned that I had had an indirect hand in the deaths of thousands of people; 

that I’d even brought about their deaths by approving of acts and principles which could 

only end that way. 

Albert Camus, The Plague 

 

Health scientists such as Hélène Joffe (1999/2003), Paul Farmer (2001), Laura 

Nyblade (2006), and Harold Jaffe (2008) have all addressed the mystifying complexity 

that is the stigma associated with HIV. Their work, among others, informs the South 

African AIDS scholar Harriet Deacon’s (2005/6) (and more recently, in 2016, Leah 

Gilbert’s) push for a sustainable health-related theory of HIV stigma. Within a 

sociological paradigm, Deacon’s (and Gilbert’s) call considers the stigma associated with 

HIV an exemplary crisis requiring refiguring. Gilbert argues that stigma continues to be a 

complex and ambiguous phenomenon that remains a pernicious public health concern 

despite its publicly discursive and scholarly prominence (8, 9).  

Along with the scientists mentioned above, and Deacon, in particular, there is no 

shortage of scholars who have articulated the frustrating impasse related to HIV stigma 
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or addressed the broad concerns with the stigma associated with the medical condition. 

Such theorists and scholars include Paula Treichler (1988/1999), Cindy Patton (1990, 

1993, 2002), and more recently, Richard Parker and Peter Aggleton (2003), and Bruce 

Link and Jo Phelan (2006), to name only very few.  

I highlight Deacon (along with the work of Inez Stephney and Sandra Prosalendis 

in 2007) in particular, as the authors’ 2005/7 call (given new impetus by Gilbert’s 

reminder in 2016) facilitated this project some six years ago. Deacon’s work on 

understanding HIV and AIDS stigma is also an incentive for turning to the literary, given 

how difficult it is to pin down the idea of stigma. I wanted to look more deeply and 

broadly than the social science research I was reading. Enmeshed as it is in history and 

ideology, stigma is “communicated symbolically—through the media, material culture, 

social spaces, embodied practices,” which requires an altogether different set of strategies 

of representation, such as literature and artistic production as generative sites of enquiry 

(Howarth et al. 143). Without making extraordinary claims for literature and cultural 

artifacts, it is helpful to think through biomedical research and social science research as 

concerned with describing how a particular epistemology produces an inevitable social 

reality—what is, in other words. The arts, at their best, enable a reimagining or a tracing 

of new sets of relations that are not bracketed within the context of a positivist 

framework. As such, the arts offer new knowledge and an alternative way of thinking 

about, in the Queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s words, “what knowledge does” 

that is qualitatively different and can add value to research from the biomedical and 

social sciences. The literary texts chosen for this dissertation illustrate how this space 

opens to engage with a disease at a Humanities-informed, textual level.  
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In laying the foundation for a theoretical approach to responding to an epidemic, 

the work of the social and cultural theorist Paula Treichler forms an indispensable part of 

this project. In the early days of the AIDS pandemic, Treichler (1987) tackled biomedical 

discourse and the homophobia surrounding AIDS. Her notion that HIV and AIDS is an 

“epidemic of signification” still holds in contemporary times, even as AIDS is no longer 

a given, and HIV is a chronic disease that is both treatable and preventable if people can 

access testing and treatment (Paula Treichler “AIDS, Homophobia, and Biomedical 

Discourse” 31). By following Treichler’s work in documenting the “cultural chronicles 

of AIDS,” I not only gained insight into the sociological entanglements of HIV but could 

apply her ideas to make meaning of Harriet Deacon’s call for a sustainable health-related 

theory of HIV stigma.  

Treichler opens her ground-breaking How to Have Theory in an Epidemic (1999) 

by thinking about the “abundance of meaning and metaphors” that characterized the 

epidemic at the end of the 1980s (“Prologue” 1). That a disease such as HIV continues to 

be steeped in a confusion of tropes gives weight to her argument that we need theory to 

understand the “structural and cultural characteristics that promote the generation of 

meanings” (316). Words powerfully impact how the world is evoked—a process which 

Treichler argues cannot be constitutive of looking “‘through’ language as though it were 

a plate glass window, to see what AIDS really is” (329). Instead, this asks for a looking 

“at the window itself, where language, like a series of special effects, constructs what we 

think we know about AIDS” (329). For Treichler, “names” are foundational to the 

“construction of scientific entities” as a way to make them “socially significant and 

conceptually real” for the public (167).  
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Since the 1960s, when the sociologist and social psychologist Erving Goffman 

first introduced the “concept of stigma” to the “fields of sociology and psychology,” 

defining the phenomenon as a “spoiled identity” that needed to be managed, his work has 

been widely applied as a standard in HIV-related stigma research (Howarth et al. 140).  

The media company, Tomson Reuters, in 2007, ranked the theorist as sixth in terms of 

scholarly citations, out-performed only by such scholarly luminaries as Michel Foucault, 

Pierre Bourdieu, Jacques Derrida, Albert Bandura and Anthony Giddens (“Most Cited 

Authors of Books in the Humanities, 2007”). Therefore, it is no surprise that Goffman’s 

definition of stigma is often foundational to studies focused on analyzing or discussing 

HIV and AIDS-related stigma.  

Given how influential Goffman’s work continues to be, let me briefly note his 

definition of stigma, which he describes as encompassing “[t]hree grossly different 

types” (“Selections from Stigma” 132). Goffman defines the first kind of stigma as 

arising from “abominations of the body” (132). Additionally, “there are blemishes of 

individual character […] inferred from a known record of, for example, mental disorder, 

imprisonment, addiction, alcoholism, homosexuality, unemployment, suicidal attempts, 

and radical political behavior” (132-3). Goffman defines a third type of stigma as a 

“tribal stigma of race, nation, and religion, these being stigma that can be transmitted 

through lineages and equally contaminate all members of a family” (132). Goffman 

makes the point that “In all of these various instances of stigma [the individual] possesses 

[…] an undesired differentness” [that leads those he deems] “normals” to “believe the 

person with a stigma [as] not quite human” (132). He argues that “[o]n this assumption, 

we exercise varieties of discrimination, through which we effectively, if often 
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unthinkingly, reduce his life chances” [and then] construct a stigma-theory, an ideology 

to explain his inferiority and account for the danger he represents” (132). Apart from the 

language that now seems archaic, it is within the context of a “stigma-theory [as] 

ideology” that the sociologist Imogen Tyler, whose decolonial and “undisciplining” work 

is focused on re-examining “the preconditions of stigma,” refigures Goffman’s 

conception of the phenomenon (Stigma 22; 8). She notes that while Goffman himself 

said that his defining text on stigma was motivated by the lack of “effort to describe the 

structural preconditions of stigma,” what is striking for Tyler is the “strange absence of 

power” in Goffman’s work. For Tyler, such a lack of engagement with power reads as 

Goffman being “unplug[ged] from power: both the power-inflected micro-aggressions 

[and] the larger structural and structuring power relations which shape the societies 

[within which] we live” (Stigma 22). In my project, Tyler’s stance offers a reparative 

departure point within the context of HIV and AIDS stigma that refigures Goffman’s 

definition of stigma, which continues to be widely quoted, including in such critically 

essential reports as the People Living with HIV Stigma Index.1  

HIV’s associated stigma may well be thought of as an epidemic or even pandemic 

in scale—an alarm that the late Jonathan Mann prophetically sounded in 1987 during the 

United Nations General Assembly. Mann noted that the disease represented “three, 

 

1. While much of this dissertation focuses on narrative research (representing the study of story), I 

am compelled to mention People Living with HIV Stigma Index. The Stigma Index is a standardised tool 

based on responses to a survey designed for people living with HIV by people living with HIV. As a tool, 
the Stigma Index, first launched in 2008, is designed to measure self-reported beliefs and intended 

behaviour related to HIV and AIDS stigma and is grounded in the Greater Involvement of People Living 

with HIV and AIDS (GIPA) principle. I would like to have engaged more intentionally with the qualitative 

data contained in the Stigma Index in this dissertation. However, to do so is beyond the scope of this 

project. While the index represents the outcomes of a survey, it is also, following Gary Morson, 

representative of a narrativeness that speaks to science with a story.   
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‘distinct yet intertwined’ epidemics: […] infection, […] illness […],” and that the “social 

cultural, economic and political reaction to AIDS” was “as central to the global AIDS 

challenge as the disease itself” (Weait 1774).2 HIV-related stigma remains the most 

damaging barrier to an effective response to the disease, regardless of geographic 

location. Nonetheless, irrespective of location, geographically, similar conditions occur, 

such as inadequate housing, poor health care, access to clean drinking water, and other 

colonizing effects, such as racism.  

Two recent stigma-related Canadian examples clearly illustrate how stigma plays 

out. The first focuses on Casey House in Toronto, Canada’s only standalone hospital for 

people living with HIV and AIDS and a place where people can seek care without fear of 

judgement. The Chief Executive Officer of Casey House, Joanne Simons, is quoted in the 

Toronto Guardian in February 2020 as saying: “How we treat HIV has come a long way. 

How we treat people with HIV hasn’t.” One way in which Casey House aims to 

normalize HIV and tackle the stigma barrier is through their HIV-positive restaurant 

events where HIV-positive chefs and cooks prepare the meals. As an article in Toronto’s 

weekly news and entertainment “voice” Now points out, a “study conducted by Casey 

House found that although there is no risk of transmission, both baby boomers and 

millennials would not knowingly eat food prepared by someone HIV positive” 

(Bergman). Zero risk of transmission, yet the stigma is so pervasive that some people are 

still afraid to eat food prepared by a person living with HIV.  

 

2. An epidemic is classified as a widespread occurrence of an infectious disease in a community at 

a specific time, while the World Health Organization defines a pandemic as the worldwide spread of a new 

disease, such as COVID-19.  
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The stigma associated with HIV is also vividly illustrated by a reported incident 

in Toronto in 2017 (Gillis). The tenacity of HIV’s associated stigma came to the fore 

when a police officer in the process of arresting a man warned a passerby who was 

filming the arrest that the man was “going to spit in your face; you’re going to get 

AIDS.” The narrative that such an action invokes perpetuates the myth and stigma 

associated with the HIV-positive person—as crazed and wanting to infect others. (The 

Toronto police subsequently—and quickly—issued a public apology after the video was 

widely shared on social media).3 It is responses to HIV and AIDS such as these—one in 

the affirmative and the collective, and the other, egregious and individualized—that have 

compelled my research in examining literary AIDS narratives and biomedical discourse 

that bookend the social and cultural discourses around HIV and AIDS. 

The perplexing stubbornness of the stigma associated with HIV, its persistent, 

irrational links to “deviant” social behaviour, and the multiplicity of humiliations and 

acts of violence—both big and small—perpetuated against people living with HIV makes 

Tyler’s revision of Goffman’s concept of stigma timely within the context of my inquiry. 

Her work allows for re-reading HIV stigma through a lens other than the cause-and-

effect-driven, functionalist, individualizing, social control theoretically applied 

approaches and stigma-reduction initiatives and policies that often underpin 

conceptualizations of stigma. Key to this approach is an understanding that HIV has 

ironically unsettled the “social interaction order” to its very “foundations” (Tyler. 

“Resituating Erving Goffman” 748). Building on Tyler’s proposition consequently 

 

3. Abdigir, Ebyan. “Toronto Police Apologize for AIDS Comment Made by Officer in Arrest 

Video” Toronto Star, 25 January 2017.  
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allows for a “placing of Goffman’s concept of stigma into critical dialogue” with HIV 

epistemologies of stigma to foreground prevalent “technologies of dehumanisation” that 

are endemic to the stigmatizing behaviours associated with a disease such as HIV (744). 

This intervention by Tyler and her argument that stigma should be considered a 

“classificatory violence from above” galvanized my inquiry and its concern with 

structural histories of marginalization, inequality, and oppression as represented in 

literary narratives concerned with HIV and AIDS (Stigma 27).   

My dissertation, therefore, draws upon and extends Tyler’s work by focusing very 

specifically on the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS within a context of specific 

decolonial initiatives and approaches that are pursued by many actors in South Africa and 

Canada. In both South Africa and Canada, colonial structures continue to be replicated 

and reproduced, while the spectre of HIV looms at a time of reckoning with the injustices 

of the past: in the case of South Africa, with the country’s apartheid history, and in 

Canada, with the country’s history of cultural genocide and abuse in the residential 

school system. As I will argue presently, I follow Nixon’s lead in Slow Violence that 

shifts the focus away from the most spectacular manifestations of—in this instance, 

colonial—violence. Moreover, Nixon contends that the “casualties of slow violence […] 

are the casualties most likely not […] seen, not […] counted, [who] become lightweight, 

disposable casualties” (13). Such a shift in perspective affords a focus on what Nixon 

names as “slow violence”—the more pervasive and enduring “incremental” and 

“accretive” operations of violence that often fail to be registered as violence in the first 

place (264; 2).   
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Both South Africa, and later, Canada established Truth and Reconciliation 

Commissions for the express purpose of investigating injustices of the past, and both 

commissions focused on the most overt and graphic forms of violence (“gross violations 

of human rights” in the case of South Africa’s TRC, and physical and sexual abuse in the 

case of Canada’s investigation of the Residential School system). Both Truth and 

Reconciliation Commissions were critiqued for foregrounding what Nixon terms 

“spectacular violence,” with the result that structural and systemic violence were given 

far less attention and continued to operate almost intact. Additionally, both commissions 

have been critiqued for leaving the impression that processes of reconciliation were well 

advanced if not fulfilled. This focus on the ongoing operations of structural and systemic 

violence allows me to read my primary texts, attuned to an awareness of the structure of 

power and its violences, and to oscillate between the critical work of Tyler and 

Sedgwick’s reparative approach, when circumstances permit. As Howarth et al. point out 

in the context of racism studies, it is all a matter of perspective: whether one perceives 

such stigma as “being embedded and deeply entrenched within institutional life, 

[impacting the collective, or] as [an individualizing] difference in individual attitudes and 

behaviour” (140). From the perspective of HIV-related stigma, I would suggest that the 

latter perspective is more in keeping with Goffman’s approach, which is precisely why 

this inquiry seeks to reveal, within an interdisciplinary framework that brings together 

different ways of knowing and examines interdependent and interconnected systems, the 

enmeshed and ongoing impacts of structural trauma. Whereas anti-oppressive approaches 

generally seek to name and dismantle discrimination in all its forms as a means to enact 

social change, by applying a decolonial lens, my research takes a further step, as it 
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actively foregrounds Indigenous knowledges or contests Western thinking to challenge 

systemic colonial practices as they relate to stigma.  

1.1 The “Slow Violence” of Stigma and the Importance of Affect 

Key to this inquiry is parsing the connections between such narratives (and their 

persistent silences) and moral, racist, gendered, and political discourses. Such links 

demonstrate what Nixon identifies as the “accretive” and “incremental” aspects of “slow 

violence,” which are traceable in the pan/epidemic disease of HIV and its stigma. The 

idea of “slow violence” not only gives us a way to speak about the slowly evolving and 

often barely visible forms of violence that steadily work to wear down or weaken 

resistance (11-15). “Slow violence” also alerts us to a vast time scale that we often do not 

consider or even register. By drawing our attention to this “longue durée,” it becomes 

easier to imagine the accretive effects of intergenerational traumas precipitated by 

colonial violence (to use one example of violence) and its legacies of racism (to single 

out one example) (60). It does not mean that stigma does not produce spectacular 

violence. When ignored, slow violence generally does. However, in its steady, drip-drip, 

temporal and intersectional expressions, I read and understand stigma as an encounter 

with collective trauma. By applying a trauma-informed lens, we are made attentive to 

affect and others’ suffering—not generally a primary concern of stigma theory.4 Michael 

Rothberg, too, speaks of the importance of thinking both synchronically and 

diachronically. If we look only to “present conditions” to understand stigma (or trauma), 

while silencing the past, we miss whole dimensions of its operation.  

 

4. Rob Nixon suggests that some instances of “slow violence” can operate as a “threat multiplier,” 

fueling conflict when “the conditions for sustaining life” are at risk (Slow Violence 3).   
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Therefore, I consider HIV-related stigma as steeped in power “that is written on 

the body and gets under the skin” (Tyler. Stigma 9). Quoting the work of Robert Pinker, 

Tyler notes that while “‘stigma is the commonest form of violence used within 

democratic societies,’ […] it is rarely theorized either as a violent practice, or as a form 

of power” (Stigma 16). Tyler’s contention that stigma itself makes “it impossible to think 

of stigma separately from power” is central to my claim that by considering stigma as 

enmeshed in evolving and intersecting power relations, it is equally essential to consider 

stigma as a “violent practice” that emerges in a pervasive ecology of trauma that 

implicates everyone (16). Therefore, I do not confine trauma to individual experiences of 

specific and catastrophic historical events. Instead, I consider trauma through a social-

cultural lens, as a collective condition that has ramifications for communities, especially 

within decolonizing contexts in which “colonized voices […] refute and challenge the 

erasure and misrepresentation [of such voices endemic to] Western” epistemology 

(Novak 49). What brings these frameworks together in my analysis is a broad ethical 

perspective grounded in respect for agency and Indigenous knowledges, compassion, and 

doing the least harm possible—all of which I consider as the strong medicine needed to 

respond to the stigma associated with HIV through a trauma-informed decolonial lens. I 

borrow the term “strong medicine” from the title of an educational video by the same 

name, Strong Medicine. Developed by the Canadian Aboriginal AIDS Network and 

CATIE, with and for Indigenous people living with HIV, the video weaves together 

Indigenous knowledges of culture and wellness and Western knowledge of HIV testing 

and treatment. As such, it illustrates the effectiveness of Sedgwick’s oscillating 

reparative and paranoid stances as part of a continuum. The video shares accurate 
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information about HIV testing and treatment, and it encourages people to get tested and 

start, resume or stay on HIV treatment for their health and wellness. The three thematic 

areas combine to give us “strong medicine,” as sharing strength, treating each other well, 

and acknowledgement that culture matters. I can think of no more potent medicine for 

what ails our planet and our commitments to all who call earth home than the three 

premises outlined by this educational video.  

1.2 From Stigma to Trauma: A Move to the Collective 

The profoundly social nature of stigma brings me to the idea of trauma, 

specifically the social theory of trauma developed by the sociologist Jeffrey C. Alexander 

(2012). Alexander’s central premise is that trauma operates at a psychological level and 

encompasses collective experiences at the social level. Further, Alexander argues that 

such trauma leaves indelible marks on the collective consciousness, impacting identities 

because of the “process” of trauma that codes and narrates, constructs, and performs the 

trauma. In Alexander’s view, trauma does not come about due to the pain and suffering 

caused by the encounter. Instead, as Frédéric Vandenberghe points out in a preamble to 

an interview with Alexander, “trauma […] frames the pain, resignifies the suffering and 

performs the collective identity” (23). I include Alexander’s contention here, as it helps 

me frame, from a trauma-informed perspective, and through a decolonial lens, the 

complex nature of a disease such as HIV, and how its impacts play out in contexts such 

as South Africa and Canada, where collective identities have been profoundly impacted 

by ongoing colonial violence.  

Additionally, as trauma theory continues to evolve from its Holocaust-centred 

genesis and initial concerns with war, abuse, and confinement, it has opened up to 
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include trauma that may not have resulted from physical violence.5 Much as there has 

been a call to de-individualize analysis of stigma, so too has the push been to move away 

from focusing on trauma as exclusively event-based. Such an approach allows for a more 

sustained engagement with the structural and systemic transmission of trauma, including 

what is reproduced trans-generationally.6  

1.3 Why a Trauma-Informed Approach? 

The question remains: What does a trauma-informed decolonial lens give me as a 

researcher in understanding the stigmatizing nature of an exemplary disease such as HIV 

that stigma theory and other associated frameworks do not, bearing in mind that different 

theories of trauma represent “trauma discourse in a significant and still-emerging field of 

study” (Balaev 3). To answer this question, I primarily consider the framework from the 

perspective of literary trauma theory but always attuned to the ethical questions that the 

trauma scholar Lauren Berlant (2020) poses concerning the inclination to pursue social 

justice as a means to erase suffering. To do so is far from my intention, and I heed 

Berlant’s warning that there is a tendency for slippage to occur in challenging “purveyors 

of structural violence” in efforts to make “less profitable, even symbolically” the pain 

 

5. The threshold for trauma remains high, and while a broadening of the concept is welcomed, it 

in no way implies that every negative encounter should be understood as traumatic. Such an understanding 

will simply water down our understanding of trauma to the point that it becomes meaningless. Trauma 

within the Humanities has become an elastic concept that can be stretched beyond its limits. Michael 

Rothberg notes that by “developing a necessary-but-not-sufficient trauma theory entails reflection on 

implicated subject positions,” which calls for an openness to revision to account for “the changing nature 

of violence and power” (xvii). If we consider stigma as a form of systemic violence, to then engage with it 

within the context of a trauma-informed decolonial lens, makes sense.  

6. Additionally, I also engage with how affect—different from emotion and feeling—can be 
brought to bear on HIV and AIDS-related stigma. Sedgwick considers affect within the context of 

overcoming the dualistic divide between the mind and the body. Examining the works of the psychoanalyst 

Melanie Klein and affect theorist Silvan Tomkins, Sedgwick brings the material world into the picture, as 

well as movement and fluidity into theory, to describe how the body can both be moved and move if we 

consider affect as both force and form. Within this context, Sedgwick explores the reparative and paranoid 

positions both as affect and as a mode of analysis.   
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and suffering associated with trauma (“The Subject of True Feeling” 125; emphasis in 

the original text). Berlant’s point is that there is danger in substituting trauma (as a 

“model”) for the “pain of subordination,” as doing so waters down the notion of trauma 

and its unsettling characteristics, equating it with the everyday “structural subordination” 

that is not shocking and is, to some extent, expected (126).   

However, in grappling with HIV stigma, many studies specifically consider post-

traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) connected to being diagnosed as HIV positive and 

living with the disease.7 “Symptoms” of PTSD are increasingly recognized as one of the 

“most common mental challenges for people living with HIV/AIDS (PLHA) around the 

world (Sitong Luo et al. 1-2). PTSD prevalence among people living with HIV is also 

cited as being considerably “higher than those reported for the general population” (2). 

The authors of the study note that research shows that people living with HIV develop 

symptoms of PTSD mostly because of “being diagnosed with a life-threatening disease, 

 

7. Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) was first included in the third version of the American 

Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual in 1980 (Wilbur Scott. “PTSD in DSM-III, 

1990). PTSD is described as follows:  
The essential feature is the development of characteristic symptoms following a 

psychologically traumatic event. The characteristic symptoms involve reexperiencing the 

traumatic event; numbing of responsiveness to, or reduced involvement with, the external 

world; and a variety of autonomic, dysphoric, or cognitive symptoms. The stressor 

producing this syndrome would evoke significant symptoms of distress in most people 

and is generally outside the range of such common experiences as simple bereavement, 

chronic illness, business losses, or marital conflict. The trauma may be experienced alone 

(rape or assault) or in the company of groups of people (military combat). Stressors 

producing this disorder include natural disasters (floods, earthquakes), accidental man-

made disasters (car accidents with serious physical injury, airplane crashes, large fires), 

or deliberate man-made disasters (bombing, torture, death camps). The traumatic event 

may be experienced in a variety of ways. Commonly the individual has recurrent painful, 
intrusive recollections of the event or recurrent dreams or nightmares during which the 

event is reexperienced. Diminished responsiveness to the external world, referred to as 

"psychic numbing" or "emotional anesthesia," usually begins soon after the traumatic 

event. After experiencing the stressor, many develop symptoms of excessive autonomic 

arousal, such as hyperalertness, exaggerated startle response, and difficulty falling 

asleep” (Scott 294, qtd. from the American Psychiatric Association (1980) 236). 
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the progression of the disease, social stigma and [the] deterioration in [the] quality of life 

(2). Critically, studies also show that people living with HIV are “more likely than other 

individuals to experience other traumatic events, such as physical violence and sexual 

assault,” which can also lead to PTSD (2). Moreover, while “a significant number” of 

people living with HIV “do not meet the diagnostic standard for PTSD,” they are cited as 

demonstrating “symptoms associated” with the condition (2).  

That instances of the stigma associated with HIV can be experienced as a 

traumatic encounter is not contested. Therefore, I suggest that a trauma-informed lens has 

a place in theorizing HIV-related stigma, given the life-altering event that testing positive 

for the virus is, and living with the disease within the social and cultural contexts of 

stigmatizing attitudes towards HIV can be. To be diagnosed with a disease such as HIV 

does take “you out of your life shockingly and places you in another one” (Berlant 126). 

As the Canadian writer and AIDS activist Bob Leahy (2018)8 writes in an article for the 

POZ online magazine, “HIV Defines Me: There, I’ve Said It,” that there is danger in 

disavowing that HIV shapes lives: 

HIV DOES define me, and many others. It shapes our lives. Pre-diagnosis 

years, I suspect, are universally much different to post-diagnosis years. 

That’s even more so for long-term survivors who now constitute a large 

faction within the HIV community and who inevitably bear scars from 

living through the worst years of the epidemic. And, as a result of 

criminalization, we can be charged with serious offences our HIV-negative 

 

8. Bob Leahy is a Canadian writer and long-time survivor of HIV and is a regular contributor to 

POZ magazine, which is published in the U.S.A.  
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neighbours cannot. We grapple with stigma, too, in all its forms that our 

neighbours cannot even comprehend. Living with HIV IS different.  

Both stigma and trauma theory are frameworks that speak directly to intersectionality. 

Nevertheless, as Leahy's article illustrates, intersectionality is generally treated as a 

critical but taken-for-granted departure point and is not necessarily recognized as an 

always-already-present foundation.  

What this suggests to me is that stigma research is siloed. It is not that researchers 

are not aware of the potentially traumatic effects of stigma.9 On the contrary, many 

studies focus on the traumatic after-effects or shocks of being diagnosed with HIV or 

living with the disease. However, trauma within this context is very much dealt with as 

an event rather than as a multifaceted, multipronged and multidirectional process, such as 

what Rothberg outlines in his work on “multidirectional memory” (2).10 Such an 

approach is in keeping with Rothberg’s contention that Rob Nixon’s idea of “slow 

violence” offers a way to understand trauma as a “violence of delayed destruction” that is 

not hardwired to a single event (xv). 

 
9. From a methodological perspective, it is important to keep separate the intersecting modes of 

power, violence and exclusion as illuminated in the experiential world—both real and imagined—of those 

living with HIV or AIDS, and the intersectional methods of researchers and scholars engaged in analyzing 

stigma. Much as contemporary trauma theory for instance brings together an array of “concerns and 

disciplines” as Irene Visser argues, so too to do intersectional approaches that focus on stigma’s enmeshed 

nature (255).  

10. Michael Rothberg’s trauma work on “multidirectional memory” has been foundational to my 

thinking through the stasis that exists when it comes to HIV-related stigma. Rothberg’s work focuses on 

memory contestation, and the way to conceptualize “what happens when different histories of extreme 

violence confront each other in the public sphere” (2). The trauma scholar argues that rather than following 

a “zero-sum” logic of “competitive memory” between different individuals or communities that have 

experienced historical violence, we instead need to “consider memory as multidirectional; as subject to 
ongoing negotiation, cross-referencing, and borrowing; as productive and not privative” (3). Crucially, 

Rothberg argues that collective memories emerge dialogically, and that the idea of multidirectional 

memory destabilizes the sedimented notion of a link between collective memory and identity (5; 19). As 

much as Rothberg argues that remembrance happens on an “unstable and shifting terrain” I argue that the if 

we view HIV-related stigma through a trauma lens, such stigma can be understood as balancing on equally 

uneven terrain (22).  
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A study published in 2017 does address the gap in the literature when it comes to 

recognizing trauma when working with people living with HIV. The paper illustrates 

how HIV-related stigma “was found to be correlated with, and predictive of, 

experiencing an HIV diagnosis in a consequential and potentially traumatic way” 

(Zeligman et al. 12). The authors of the study, Melissa Zeligman et al., note that it is 

crucial “to consider the emotional impact of living with HIV” (12). Citing studies dating 

back to 2010, the authors argue that “an HIV diagnosis has the potential to serve as a 

traumatic marker” and is often cited as a decisive “moment” by those who have been 

diagnosed and who frequently experience “post-traumatic stress.” (12). The study also 

demonstrates that along with a stressor such as the stigma that accompanies an HIV-

positive diagnosis, there continues to be “a lack of an informed approach to treating 

PLWHAs’11 mental health concerns, which elicits further care implications” (13). Thus, 

the study suggests a need to be more intentional about intersectionality as a crucial lens 

applied to understanding stigma through a trauma framework. This approach translates 

into theorizing HIV-related stigma as a traumatic encounter by considering the impact of 

living with HIV within the intersectional context of socially and culturally driven, 

stigmatizing contexts on multiple aspects of life, with a specific focus on systemically 

marginalized communities and individuals.  

Trauma theory, however, is not without its limitations. Roger Luckhurst 

summarises trauma theory’s fundamental limits for literary studies in The Trauma 

Question (2008), pointing to the theoretical inattention to politics, which he considers an 

 

11. PLWHA is the abbreviation for People Living with HIV and/or AIDS. The abbreviation more 

commonly used now, is PLHIV.  
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egregious oversight. Rothberg, whose recent work on the “implicated subject” (2019) in 

part informs this inquiry, also contributes to what he considers the ongoing decolonizing 

work of trauma theory. In his preface to The Future of Trauma Theory, Rothberg argues 

that opening the framework “towards possible, alternative futures” requires genealogical 

“thinking” (xi). By adopting this approach, the sedimented “common sense that tends to 

cluster around concepts that achieve a rapid rise in popularity,” as is the case with trauma 

in the humanities, can be loosened up (xi). While Rothberg cautions against 

“overgeneralizing the trauma concept,” he does suggest that we pay attention to “the 

relationship between trauma (named or not) and other disruptive social forces” to 

overcome the framework’s limitations (xiii; emphasis in the original text).  

Rothberg contends in an online article, “Trauma Theory, Implicated Subjects, and 

the Question of Israel/Palestine,” that the trauma framework’s “dominant imaginary” is 

limited primarily by the “scenes of violence [that] rarely permit clean distinctions 

between traumatized victims and traumatizing perpetrators.” Rothberg’s argument is 

based on his contention that “subjects of trauma […] have been perpetrators at the same 

time they suffered from the conditions of violence they helped produce.” Secondly, 

Rothberg argues that “however complexly conceived,” the over-simplification of 

violence inherent in some articulations of trauma theory ignores the “missing figures” or 

“implicated subjects” that describes “the indirect responsibility of subjects situated at a 

temporal or geographic distance from the production of social suffering [that] surpass our 

agency as individual subjects” (emphasis in the original text). For Rothberg, to 

acknowledge such an “implication […] highlights the uneven but consequential relation 

between privilege and the production of suffering.” Rothberg’s contention speaks directly 
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to the “unequal distribution of vulnerability” that remains discursively prevalent in the 

way in which I read stigma as operating as a technology of power, highlighting the need 

to “track the silent participation of implicated subjects.” As Rothberg reminds us, not one 

of us can claim that we are not also implicated in the histories of violence.   

Another point of contention is the notion of an underlying claim of melancholia 

related to living with HIV, which is critical to my inquiry regarding interrogating the 

trauma inherent to HIV-related stigmatization. I argue that by considering trauma as a 

multifaceted process that is continuously reproduced structurally rather than as an event-

based effect of suffering, the notion of stigma from this perspective becomes less 

monolithic and more open to engaging with other frameworks, such as trauma theory. 

Critics of Caruth’s idea of trauma, such as Dominic LaCapra and Roger Luckhurst, for 

instance, argue that melancholia has become a reified construct within the context of 

post-traumatic arguments, focused as it is on the incapacitating and immobilizing effects 

of trauma. The post-colonial scholar, Irene Visser (2014), following the work of 

Rothberg, Luckhurst and LaCapra, among others, notes that recent studies have 

continued the discussion of the complicated “relationship between Holocaust-centered 

trauma studies and present-day postcolonial trauma studies” regarding Rothberg’s 

arguments in favour of decolonizing trauma theory (“Decolonizing Trauma Theory” 

251). Given this ongoing work, Visser concludes that it is impossible to uphold the 

“‘injunction’ to regard malaise and melancholia” and their implied “submissiveness and 

inaction” as the next and unavoidable result of experiencing trauma (254). Visser, 

however, stresses that “Caruth’s notion of the enduring and ultimately unknowable and 

inexpressible nature of traumatic wounding” is not in dispute, and neither is her focus on 
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the “impossibility of exact and ‘ultimate’ knowing” (252). If trauma is on one level 

structural and systemic, the structures are continually reproduced—or very gradually 

altered—making “ultimate” knowing problematic (252). As Visser notes, Caruth herself, 

while still grounding her theorizing in Freudian analysis, has more recently turned to a 

“trauma that calls for a turn to life” rather than her earlier and original focus on “stasis 

and melancholia” as an unavoidable outcome (255). Visser’s points acknowledge the 

essential aspects of Caruth’s theorizing, noting that the complex nature of “knowing,” as 

Caruth argues, “does not oppose or contradict the notion that narrative is curative” (255). 

Nor does “the lasting impact of trauma” negate the possibility of an affirmative and 

generative response “in the aftermath of traumatic wounding,” damaging as such 

aftershocks may be (255).  

The literary texts of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe engage in powerful acts 

of witnessing trauma, a process that Kelly Oliver (2001) argues holds power to expand our 

concept of the social, offering through her notion of bearing witness a pluralistic, dynamic 

and relational view of human subjectivity that allows for an encounter with radical 

otherness.  For Visser, literature offers a powerful domain that can be mobilized “to 

present, represent, and dramatize trauma in its many manifestations” without making 

claims to precise definitions or complete exactitude,” much as the fictional and non-

fictional works of South African and Canadian authors do (255).  

Several notable scholars have addressed the notion of witnessing as key to trauma 

theory. Beyond Caruth (Trauma: Explorations in Memory), Dori Laub (“Re-establishing 

the Internal ‘Thou’”), and Shoshana Felman and Laub (Testimony), such thinkers also 

include Laura Brown (“Not Outside the Range”), Oliver (Witnessing: Beyond 
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Recognition) and Rob Nixon (Slow Violence). These scholars are all concerned with the 

importance and value of testimony, its meaning and use, and its place in society, with 

varying interpretations of witnessing violence, pain, and suffering across cultures and 

contexts. For instance, Oliver’s theory of subjectivity, modelled on witnessing that 

encompasses both bearing witness to the imperceptible (what cannot be seen) and 

eyewitnessing, has been followed by other scholars such as Brophy (Witnessing AIDS).   

Oliver’s argument that only by acknowledging one’s unconscious fears, phobias and 

desires, can there be hope for enough self-reflexivity to consider an ethical response to 

others is a powerful argument that must be front and centre in any close reading of disease 

narrative and its literature. The theorist’s argument, which speaks to” Sedgwick’s 

“reparative stance,” draws on Butler’s idea of subjectivity and precarity in which differences 

(and otherness) can be used to brace against the threat of fragmentation. Oliver argues that 

drawing boundaries (artificial but strict) between oneself and others helps strengthen 

identities. In this way, it allows us to project onto others the very characteristics that we 

consider as: “unacceptable, dirty, or improper” (“Witnessing and Testimony” 80), whereas 

witnessing offers the possibility of address and response that goes beyond recognition 

within the “infinite response-ability” of an ethical response (Witnessing 8-11).12  

 

12. In “The Plight of Ethics,” Kelly Oliver reminds us that there is always tension between the 

ethical and the political, arguing that “while the ethical pole is the infinite responsibility of universal 

hospitality, the political pole is the finite necessity of living together, and if this is the double bind of 
hyperbolic ethics, then sociality is the rebound between the two (130). The oscillation that Oliver 

encourages between the ethical and the political is reminiscent of Sedgwick’s fluctuations between 

reparative and paranoid stances. Like the paranoid stance, the political is necessary in certain circumstances 

as a matter of survival. However, the political can become too rigid if it becomes “sedimented” as the only 

possible response. Ideally, the space exists in which to “oscillate back” towards the reparative or the 

ethical. 
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Referencing Butler’s theorizing of vulnerability and Foucault’s idea of biopolitics 

in “The Biopolitics of Trauma,” Pieter Vermeulen asserts that the “failure to adequately 

mediate the aftermath of trauma only perpetuates cycles of violence or retraumatization” 

even as being exposed to “trauma is inescapable” (142). To accordingly read HIV-related 

stigma within the context of what Vermeulen terms the “capillary power” of Foucault’s 

population-managing biopolitics, and I also suggest that the biomedical, steeped as it is in 

the political, answers in part the challenge that Deacon poses to us in her call for a 

sustainable theory of HIV-related stigma. Moreover, Vermeulen’s argument that “an 

account of trauma that recognizes the pervasiveness of invisible biopolitical operations in 

everyday life” helps bring into focus the degree of influence that “structural trauma” 

poses to the body in pain. The very insidiousness of the trauma experienced by people 

living with HIV responds to Deacon’s argument that “indirect effects of stigma such as 

internalization and fear of stigmatization” are the very reasons people living with HIV do 

not access health services and treatment.13   

Eddie Vulani Maluleka’s aforementioned dirge-like, post-millennium, and post-

apartheid poem, “Nobody Ever Said AIDS,” line by line, addresses the so-called truth of 

discourse. The poet’s speaker ties together the spectre of fear most readily associated 

with the apartheid regime in the past, and a new killer that ironically, unlike apartheid’s 

soldiers, does not discriminate between the young and the old, men and women, healthy 

men and sick men, gay and straight, between “Boers” [Afrikaners] and Africans. Even 

“Freddie Mercury died” (19). Maluleka’s poem holds the reader to account and invokes 

 

13. Projects include the Body Mapping initiative, The Quilt Project, the Memory Box campaign 

for children affected by HIV, multiple social media campaigns, the HIV History Project, and its Instagram 

memorial, and overall Social and Behaviour Change Communications (SBCC) efforts.  
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ethical obligations while at the same time showing the silencing effect of stigma. 

Maluleka’s speaker tells us that HIV is not spoken about but instead attributed to 

tuberculosis (TB).  

The speaker’s repeated references to TB—a disease that is commonly associated 

with poverty and cramped, unhygienic conditions, and working in the mines14 —would 

have it that it is still more acceptable to die from an illness that marks one as poor and 

cast out than from a virus that can be passed on through the sexual act (one of several 

ways in which the virus can be transmitted). The speaker’s lament also crystallizes 

around imagery of exuberance and carefree moments in the grip of loving, juxtaposed 

against denial and the grim reminders of a particular kind of death and its horrors, and the 

knowledge that the enemy lives inside of the body: […] / But some of us / Still made 

love / Still kissed / And made each other cough and die / She died of TB / That was me / 

Whispering it at funerals / Because nobody ever said AIDS” (Rasebotsa et al. 19-20). 

Maluleka’s fast-paced lines that coalesce around the silence associated with the disease 

and the refrain of “That was me” or “That was us” also illustrate how our awareness of 

our sense of self can shape how we experience the world. While there are limits to how 

the self is narrated, such embodiment cannot be disconnected from its situatedness in the 

world and is therefore susceptible to the social and cultural fluctuations of stigma, as 

made clear in Maluleke’s poem. By including the refrain, Maluleka’s speaker also makes 

Oliver’s ethically-based theorizing of witnessing come alive as representing more than 

recognizing social struggles that turn on identity. Beyond our struggles for recognition, 

 

14. By far the majority of the people who worked in the mines during the apartheid era were 

African.  
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“That was us” drives home Oliver’s message of pathos that facilitates our connections 

instead of our alienation.15 What happens is that Oliver’s theory of witnessing opens the 

possibility of both address and response, which, in turn, points to our ethical obligations, 

much as Maluleka’s speaker interpellates us, holding the reader to account for the 

silencing and displacement of people living with HIV. Maluleka’s poem powerfully 

illustrates Butler’s earlier mentioned thesis that given how tenuous our social connections 

already are, we cannot abandon our ethical obligations to one another because of the 

subject’s failure to account for the self.   

Language (beyond metaphoric constructions), even if not meant to harm, does 

matter. Witness how the evolving and “unstable nature of the discursive meanings […] 

constructed around AIDS” has impacted those who live with the disease and those 

affected by it and how it has insinuated itself into the language of disease stigma (Horne 

263). The vast number of linguistic constructions used in AIDS discourse points to the 

illness’s complexity and ambiguity. Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague 16 powerfully plays 

with this idea—he need not even include the three letters, HIV, in the title of his book 

published in South Africa in the mid-2000s, for most people to understand which 

“plague” he invokes. 

 

15. The media scholar Sue Tait warns in “Bearing Witness, Journalism and Moral Responsibility” 

that the idea of “bearing witness [that] conceptually organizes what journalism does, and names a subject 

position for audiences other than voyeurism” is seldom clarified or explained, which leads to a “conflation 

of eye-witnessing and bearing witness” (1220). I include this urging of Tait’s, as sense that the idea of 

“bearing witness” has acquired some cachet as a way to indicate that the journalism is of a higher quality 
and more insightful, when it often signifies no more than opinion or editorializing, rather than journalism. 

It is then easy to conflate the two concepts—to bear witness and to act as an eyewitness. Within the context 

of this dissertation, I consider the work of Nolen and Steinberg as exemplary of bearing witness to the 

structural and systemic social conditions within which HIV stigma flourishes.   

16. Three Letter Plague was published as Sizwe’s Test: A Young Man’s Journey Through Africa’s 

AIDS Epidemic in the U.S.A. in 2008.   
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In terms of ending this disease, we are not there yet, even if HIV is, if treated, a 

manageable chronic disease. HIV continues to medically impact some 38 million people 

globally, most of whom often experience layered forms of stigma because of race, 

poverty, and sexual and gender politics. Therefore, within the context of theorizing 

stigma, trauma can help broaden an understanding of “how different forms of suffering 

and violence may inhabit the same social spaces” (Rothberg. “Preface” xvii). Michael 

Rothberg argues that such an approach dislodges our understanding of trauma from its 

binary “Eurocentric thinking” (xvii). This profoundly polarising way of thinking, and 

Rothberg’s call to keep worrying at the “knots and assemblages of violence” that early 

trauma theory gave us, also informs my choice of an overarching framework for analysis: 

that of Sedgwick’s oscillating reparative and paranoid positions. These two stances 

represent Sedgwick’s attempt at expanding the set of strategies and tools available to 

those practicing critical theory. Within this project’s context, such strategies and tools 

make it possible to consider the relational realms in which trauma plays out 

intergenerationally and collectively and begin to move towards reparative work.  

We cannot ignore the estimated 700,000 people who died from HIV-related 

complications in 2019. Moreover, we cannot overlook statistical information that 

estimates that in some communities in South Africa and the KwaZulu Natal province, 60 

percent of women live with HIV. As global health policy experts Sarah Allinder and 

Janet Fleischman note: “These are staggering figures, by any stretch of the imagination,” 

which are “not being treated like a crisis.” For Allinder and Fleischman, the 

“complacency toward the rate of new infections […] and the absence of an emergency 

response, especially for young people” who make up 15 percent of all new infections, is 
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alarming. In 2018, 71,000 people died from AIDS-related complications in South 

Africa.17 Indeed, to define their “deaths as either exceptional or unexceptional seems 

both callous and arbitrary,” as Smith and Whitehead point out in terms of the AIDS 

exceptionalism debate (8). I would add: To argue that the crisis of HIV and AIDS is over 

also contributes to the silencing and erasure that has characterized this disease since it 

was first diagnosed in the early 1980s.  

1.4 Testimony, Witnessing and Ethical Obligations 

I approach each of my four primary texts as testimony that compels an ethical 

obligation to respond to what is not always familiar, recognizable and comforting. Kelly 

Oliver argues that such an obligation is constitutive of our responsibility (“response-

ability”) to bear witness to what is “beyond our comprehension, beyond recognition” 

(Witnessing 106). Each of the four literary narratives tests the limits of recognition, 

insofar as the people who are stigmatized because of a disease such as HIV and its 

associated racializing and marginalizing histories “are not merely seeking visibility and 

recognition, but [seek] witnesses to [shocks] beyond recognition” (8). By 

representationally reframing stigma as a form of power and violent practice in keeping 

with Tyler’s argument, the literary narratives of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe 

locate such stigma as emerging within the context of systemic trauma.  

Stigma, as defined by Tyler, compels the reader to understand stigma beyond 

Goffman’s theory of “stigma as ‘a language of relationships’” by taking into account that 

“social relations are always already structured through histories of power (and 

resistance)” (Stigma  99). By extending Tyler’s work on power dynamics to view stigma 

 

17. UNAIDS report for 2019.  
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through a trauma-informed lens, I explore how multiple and intersecting histories of 

violence continue to reproduce conditions of stigma while foregrounding the different 

modes and histories of resistance that jostle with and respond to these ongoing histories 

of colonial violence.  

Oliver’s notion of witnessing provides an account of the need for ongoing 

vigilance against stigma’s compounding effects. By adopting witnessing as an ethical 

commitment, our understanding is broadened to encompass more than “seeing” or 

“recognizing.” To simply act as an eyewitness—assumed to be neutral and objective—

does not compel what Oliver defines as “encounter” (Witnessing 2). For Oliver, 

encounter creates the space to share more than “information”: this is the space of 

encounter where dialogue and responsiveness are potentially present. Ideally, an 

encounter with stigma through witnessing obligates us to engage with the ways we are 

implicated in such intersecting histories of violence, whether as stigmatized or 

stigmatizer or both (Oliver 2). Such an encounter makes possible witnessing: listening 

“for the unfamiliar” (2). Instead, witnessing functions disruptively, upsetting “what we 

already know” (2). To bear witness thus affords us infinite possibilities of reimagining 

the aftershocks that come from the stigma associated with living with or being affected 

by a disease such as HIV, as the four primary texts chosen for this dissertation illustrate.   

My four primary texts reframe stigma as always enmeshed in power relations. 

The narratives are also open to claims by the subjects on whom each focuses that 

illustrate “the [diverse and rich] dimensions of human life and experience as they are 

expressed in trauma narratives and testimonies” (Visser. “Decolonizing Trauma Theory” 

261). As such, reading the four texts through a trauma-informed lens counters the 
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normatively constructed assumptions related to the stigma associated with HIV and 

thereby opens new conceptual spaces to unsettle the social constructions of such stigma 

as a violent practice linked to historical fact. I read Nolen’s, Steinberg’s, Highway’s and 

Mpe’s texts, in keeping with Tyler’s argument, as reframing stigma as always enmeshed 

in power relations. Following Tyler’s notion of stigma as a violent practice linked to 

historical circumstances, I thus consider such stigma as compelling a reading that allows 

for the maneuverability of Sedgwick’s oscillating paranoid and reparative stances. 

Neither the paranoid nor the reparative stances are, therefore, ever a final stance. While 

paranoid thinking assumes a stability of meaning because of its expository logic and 

anticipatory temporality, to work within a reparative context (as an act of witnessing) 

makes possible what Oliver refers to as an ethics of “infinite responsibility” (or “the 

possibility of response” as “response-ability” (Witnessing 90; 15). Paranoid thinking, 

however, will always fall short of the work of witnessing, given its focus on exposing 

wrongs (or perceived wrongs). Therefore, reaching for the reparative makes space for 

engaging with stigma and its associated “epidemic of shame” (Steinberg 9).  

1.5 Trauma and Interdisciplinarity 

Stigma, especially if viewed as multidimensional, multipronged, and 

multifaceted, lends itself to be examined through a decolonial trauma-informed lens. 

However, it is essential to note that “as a research paradigm, trauma cannot be stabilized 

according to a predetermined field of theory” given the ongoing “expansion [of] literary 

trauma theory [that] presents a complicated entanglement of concepts and approaches” 

(Visser 125, following Nikro). Roger Luckhurst argues in The Trauma Question that 

trauma studies are always and necessarily interdisciplinary, and I contend that this field 
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foregrounds the intersectional critiques of the multifaceted violence of stigma within the 

context of the aftershocks of colonialism. Additionally, Visser references the editors of 

The Future of Trauma Theory (2014) in describing “contemporary trauma theory,” which 

draws on a panoply of disciplines such as “literary and cultural studies, history, politics, 

sociology, psychology and philosophy,” as “perhaps less a field or a methodology than a 

coming together of concerns and disciplines” (125). History has clearly shown that HIV, 

like trauma, has been studied across disciplines, incorporating myriad theoretical and 

other concerns. Crucial to understanding the notion of intersectionality is the recognition 

that it also represents “a way of exploring how power structures are constructed and 

maintained through categories” (Pérez Aronsson 18). Given intersectionality’s “central 

goal [which is to socially include] voices traditionally less heard, including populations 

often ignored, excluded and/or objectified,” I consequently look to Nolen’s and 

Steinberg’s literary journalism and the novels of Highway and Mpe as a way to think 

through stigma as a traumatic encounter rather than an event that befalls individuals (18). 

The four authors’ texts are written in such a way as to invite the reader to adopt a more 

critical and self-reflexive attitude when confronted with the suffering of others while 

never belabouring the point.   

Additionally, the literary texts address the stressors brought on by being 

diagnosed with and living with HIV and the affective condition that can accompany a 

diagnosis of HIV. All four authors engage with untangling stigma, worrying the 

phenomenon as a structure rather than an easily pinpointed event in space and time. 

Through this approach, the authors shift the focus to the ongoing (re)production of 

stigma, which connects it to trauma as a fluid encounter rather than a static event. They 
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weave together a vast array of “nonoppositional, noncompetitive, and nonhierarchical [as 

well as] many knowledges and [insights] into cultural practices” gained over time to 

tackle the trauma associated with being Othered (Visser. “Trauma in Non-Western 

Contexts” 125). From a “non-Western studies” perspective, “critics and theorists [….] 

have emphasized [that] trauma is not only to be understood as an individual, 

psychological, and/or physical response, but also as a collective, political, and cultural 

condition with far-reaching material and immaterial dimensions” (126). As Visser 

argues, while this “leaves undisputed trauma’s basic definition as the response to an 

overwhelming and unassimilable life-threatening event or wounding,” the “basic and 

uncontested notion of trauma” as representing a process that encompasses “a period or 

aftermath rather than a traumatic event or experience” remains, albeit recognizing the 

misguided assumption that the “definitions of trauma and recovery that the West has 

developed are universal” (126; 129, quoting Beulens et al.) Adhering to a trauma-

informed decolonial context thus offers approaches to understanding and examining the 

stasis of stigma reduction related to HIV that individualized behavioural practices may 

not.  

Confronting what Steinberg terms, the “epidemic of shame” associated with HIV 

and AIDS (9), the journalism of Nolen and Steinberg, demonstrates how the 

traumatogenic aspects of South Africa’s history are exacerbated (Visser 130). Both 

journalists also deliberately connect AIDS activism with the activism of the anti-

apartheid era, given the context of a “new democracy” having to cope with what 

Steinberg refers to as “an insult too ghastly to stomach”—that the young democracy and 

“new nation’s citizens are dying from sex” (7). In the chapter on Zackie Achmat, Nolen 
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in 28 draws a direct parallel between Achmat’s activism of “ten years underground, 

organizing cells of the outlawed ANC [African National Congress] and training new 

members of the resistance” and his AIDS activism that illustrates the continuities 

between the two struggles (180). Mpe’s text similarly grapples with the trauma-informed 

elements of the embodied experience of living with HIV and AIDS, as does Highway’s 

novel within a Canadian context. Acting as a disruptive force that triggers shame, the 

stigma associated with HIV forces an engagement with the “slow violence” of the threat, 

in this instance, of a disease that, without treatment, kills (Nixon 14). Steinberg, in 

particular, illustrates the “slow violence” of HIV and AIDS stigma and its compounding 

impacts through his careful attention to the asymmetrical imposition of social, racial, and 

economic vulnerability underpinning the disease while firmly grounded in and 

responding to a “mandate of accuracy” (Sims 15). As such, Steinberg carefully attends to 

the workings of “slow violence”—largely invisible, unless you know what to look for—

while also engaging with the specificity of fact. Most poignantly, he writes about his fear, 

as a gay man, of testing positive within the context of the violence that the shame 

associated with the disease engendered for him, “scooping up the aggression and hostility 

[and hurling] it with all my might at my own will to live” (361). 

Steinberg’s reflections on his own affective response to the prospect of a positive 

diagnosis and his understandings of the biomedical science of HIV and AIDS research, 

offer what Nixon argues is “humanizing, imaginative writing [that] can help make the 

unapparent appear” (Nixon 15). By drawing “together […] the domains of perception, 

emotion and action,” Nixon contends that “slow violence” can be apprehended, even 

though most of us are entrained to recognize violence mainly in its spectacular 
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manifestations (14-5). Such an “apprehension,” as Nixon contends,  signals more than 

“perception, emotion and action,”—a simultaneous sense of “understanding” that arrests 

or mitigates “often imperceptible threats [that require] rendering them apprehensible to 

the senses through the work of scientific and imaginative testimony” (14), and is, 

therefore, I argue, crucial to how we understand the stigma associated with HIV and 

AIDS along a paranoid and reparative continuum. Simultaneously, the word denotes 

anxiety—a core pre-occupation in Nolen, Highway, Mpe, and Steinberg’s texts. Both in 

their journalism and their fiction, the authors address the violence associated with being 

diagnosed with being Other, of living with HIV and AIDS, which is “discounted by 

dominant structures of apprehension” that is so critical in engaging “the culturally 

variable issue of who counts as a witness” (16). As Nixon notes: “Contests over what 

counts as violence are intimately entangled with conflicts over who bears the social 

authority of witness, which entails much more than simply seeing or not seeing” (16). In 

no small way, the authors create a space where the complex matrix representing the 

relationship between the narratives, the authors, and the readers is visible. In many ways, 

especially Nolen and Steinberg act “as go-betweens [and as] intimate, highly motivated 

translators” of the stories of people who are forced to stand in the shadow of HIV and 

AIDS stigma (27). As such, both journalists’ work finds particular resonance in a world 

grappling with an old epidemic such as HIV, at the same time as it struggles to come to 

terms with a new pandemic caused by a novel virus that comes with its stigmatizing 

characteristics, as noted in the introduction to this dissertation.  

Nolen and Steinberg engage imaginatively with the “apprehension” of HIV in all 

the multivalences suggested by Nixon’s definition. They do so by tackling the dangers of 
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the disease that may be “imperceptible to the senses” for a host of reasons: such threats 

may be too big or too small in scale to comprehend; its progression may play “out across 

a time span that exceeds the instance of observation or even the physiological life of the 

human observer” (Slow Violence 15). As Nixon notes, and the narratives of Nolen and 

Steinberg lay bare, we live in “a world permeated by insidious, yet unseen or 

imperceptible violence” (15). Both journalists capture the “temporal dispersion” of 

Nixon’s “slow violence” and the “way we perceive and respond to a variety of social 

afflictions” (3). While Nixon argues that representing such violence remains a significant 

challenge, in the instance of Nolen’s and Steinberg’s texts, we see two journalists 

devising “arresting stories, images, and symbols adequate to the pervasive but elusive 

violence of delayed effects” (3). Engaged as they are in this kind of exposure, both 

journalists’ texts balance the project that is “bearing witness” with an acute awareness of 

the limits of witnessing as stopping short at “recognition,” which, as Oliver argues, is 

“distributed according to an axis of power that is part and parcel of systems of dominance 

and oppression” (“Witnessing, Recognition, and Response Ethics” 473). Each highlights, 

in other words, the insidiousness of HIV-related stigma and its imperceptible violence 

that plays out over time, crucial to understanding or “apprehending” the stigma 

associated with HIV as a form of “slow violence” that inheres in who may or may not 

witness.  

Each of the primary texts demonstrates how locating stigma within the context of 

systemic trauma makes possible an engagement with the infinite possibilities of 

encounter as an ethical response to this socially polarizing phenomenon that has proven 

difficult to dislodge. The texts also illustrate that stigma is not just about individuals but 
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also underpinned by societal factors, structural inequalities, and systemic forces of 

oppression and marginalization that create trauma. Deacon claims that if we develop an 

unambiguous definition (and theory) of health-related HIV stigma, we must understand 

its complexity and relationship to disadvantage as a product of AIDS discourse. Gilbert 

reminds us in her 2016 scholarly article that the former head of the World Health 

Organization’s global AIDS program, and the late Jonathan Mann, in 1987, described the 

“social, cultural, economic and political reaction to AIDS” as an epidemic itself and as 

central to the HIV response as is the virus itself (8). Despite the many efforts over 

decades to counter this social and cultural phenomenon that somehow refuses to become 

fully unstuck, it remains so, which in turn makes the theorizing of disease stigma related 

to HIV appear stubbornly out of reach (Deacon 2005/6; Misir 2015; Gilbert 2016).  

Stigma is, above all, grounded in the desire to “inflict violence, to wound and 

humiliate, to sully those not considered to be one of us” (Mbembe. Necropolitics 58). It 

is also a concept illuminated in the texts chosen for this project, which all speak to the 

Canadian or South African contexts in unique ways, providing insights into the cultural 

narratives and the social structures and practices within which they are situated and 

operate. In a sense, these texts, limited in number as they may be, overhaul tired ideas of 

what HIV and AIDS are and the representation of who the people are who live with the 

disease. There is therefore much to make of this ossified state of affairs—this stasis in 

conceptualizing a sustainable theory of health-related HIV stigma—which points to the 

perplexing conundrum posed by Andrew Spieldenner—that people living with HIV “are 

still being asked to prove [that] AIDS-related stigma exists.” To broadly engage with 

Spieldenner’s question, I set up an email alert through my Academia online account to 
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receive daily updates on all digital scholarly articles related to HIV-related stigma 

uploaded to the site that I had access to as a subscriber. My approach was not strictly 

scientific—I was simply curious about how many hits I would get from such a search. 

The number of email alerts that landed in my inbox was overwhelming.  

My broad inquiry parameters were for a “theory of HIV-related stigma,” and I 

started my search on 1 January 2020. Some days I would receive notices that some 70, 80 

or 90 new papers had been uploaded that matched my search fields, some of which have 

made their way into this dissertation. Having done its work by 1 April 2020, the search 

bot had sent 57 email alerts, all containing either one or multiple academic papers on my 

search topic. Most of the scholarship focused on HIV and AIDS was grounded in the 

human sciences, mainly applying qualitative and mixed methods approaches. My very 

unscientific and super-broad search demonstrated that when it comes to theory and HIV, 

the notion of literature is still primarily steeped in the biomedical and social sciences.  

To conceptualize “literature” on HIV and AIDS so narrowly is to ignore the 

insights that literary texts, as well as the vast existing array of social and cultural 

artifacts, bring to the discussion of HIV and AIDS stigma.18 Consequently, reading 

literature beyond the biomedical—a central principle of this project—allows me to put 

such cultural texts in dialogue with the somewhat sedimented social sciences/advocacy 

approach to researching the disease and its related stigma. Nonetheless, literary texts 

have a place in health research, albeit not prominently. Still, as the science and 

technology scholar Judy Segal contends, that “narrative study includes research on, with, 

 

18. Projects include the Body Mapping initiative, The Quilt Project, the Memory Box campaign 

for children affected by HIV, multiple social media campaigns, the HIV History Project, and its Instagram 

memorial, and Social and Behaviour Change Communications (SBCC) efforts.   
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about and through stories” that contextualizes “the embodiments of disease, disability 

and trauma” (21; 20). Thus, a disease such as HIV (and AIDS) and its perplexing stigma 

continues to demand as much attention from the biomedically-focused world and the 

social sciences as it does from the Humanities, and especially so by giving it “meaning 

and texture and humanity” when conceptualizing the stigma that cleaves to the disease 

(21). There is much to be learned from studying the expressive literature of a time when 

AIDS was still very much presented as the next inevitable and mostly terminal step in the 

progression of HIV disease, and the HIV of our time as a contemporary chronic disease. 

1.6 Significance of an Interdisciplinary Humanities Approach 

As a humanities-focused, interdisciplinary project, this enquiry has taken me 

down many research roads across disciplines. Some of these query-expeditions have 

ended up as dead-ends. Some have led to other paths of inquiry. None has been a waste 

of time. HIV remains a highly pathogenic and medicalized disease and a deeply 

polarising and stigmatizing global phenomenon, acquiring social and cultural meanings 

within specific historical and political contexts. That the problem with HIV-associated 

stigma persists and that so many efforts have failed to mobilize the inertia that pervades 

the phenomenon informs this inquiry at its core.19  

 

19. I first wrote about HIV and AIDS as a journalist in South Africa in the nascent treatment days 

of the late 1980s/early 1990s. My early work became grounded in praxis over two decades, mostly as a 

journalist and organisational communicator, including that of a global AIDS policy communicator. I have 
also trained journalists across Africa to not inflict pain and suffering with their words and images on people 

living with the disease and have worked with civil society AIDS advocates at the international level to 

strategize their advocacy interventions in the media. Concerned with how we come to believe a narrative of 

risk and punishment in relation to certain diseases, I have continued to research and write about HIV; more 

recently, I also wrote a few online articles on Ebola for the international media development organisation, 

Internews. 
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 By locating this project within an interdisciplinary Humanities framework and 

through the critical readings of cultural texts that may be read as falling outside the 

traditional understanding of what constitutes a “trauma” narrative, the literary work of 

Nolen, Steinberg, Tomson and Mpe, functions as one form of intervention that can 

enable readers to understand better the interconnectivity and ethical obligations that are 

in play when researching stigma associated with HIV. I consequently look to Nolen’s and 

Steinberg’s literary journalism and the novels of Highway and Mpe as a way to think 

through stigma as an encounter framed by collective trauma rather than an event that 

befalls individuals.  

I want to be clear that I do not think that everyone who is stigmatized is 

traumatized. This project is not diagnostic, and I do not attribute a medical diagnosis of 

trauma to stigmatized individuals. As my four primary texts illustrate, people react to 

stigma uniquely. Such reactions play out in diverse ways. My project is very much 

concerned with structural and systemic trauma that works in insidious ways through time 

and across space, always in the background, and amplifies the social and structural 

stigma associated with a disease such as HIV.  

Pandemics or localized epidemics can be virulent, deadly, and pose genuine 

public health risks, calling for an urgent clinical response. In short, they are the stuff of 

nightmares, overlaid with cultural meanings, and binary, and tropical thinking as 

COVID-19 and other diseases such as the first Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 

(SARS), Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), and Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) 
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demonstrate.20 However, such diseases’ pathologizing, dread-inducing range and reach 

also explain in part the context-specific social and cultural stigma that clings to such 

diseases, providing fertile ground for paranoia and panic. There are always elements of 

what the sociologist and historian, and cultural critic, Cindy Patton, terms “tropical 

thinking” that foregrounds the ongoing operations of colonialism’s spatial politics. As 

Brophy points out, drawing on the ground-breaking work of Treichler (1999), “AIDS,” 

since it was first identified and overlaid with scientific and cultural meaning, has been 

characterized by a vast array of “dichotomies” aimed at calming a hypothetical populace 

who fear that any boundaries erected as safeguards against a threatening disease, may be 

breached (3). Intrinsic to the dichotomies is the implied notion of them and us, driven by 

a desire to classify sameness and difference if only to defend against those who are 

different (Brophy 3). Such apparent “natural oppositions between, for example, 

‘homosexual and heterosexual,’ ‘active and passive,’ ‘guilty and innocent,’ and ‘First 

World and Third World’” suggest that as long as the barriers hold, some will be safe and 

immune, while others will be associated with “infection” linked to “moral corruption, 

deviance, and doom”—all building blocks for stigma (3-4). Brophy’s argument is also in 

line with Patton’s ideas of “tropical thinking,” underpinned by “the late-nineteenth-

century version of germ theory” that paralleled the “political logic of invasion and 

 

20. The Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) was caused by a coronavirus of zoonotic 

origin that surfaced in the early 2000s. Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) was first reported in 

Saudi Arabia in 2012. Ebola virus disease (EVD), continues to flare-up in the Democratic Republic of 

Congo. EVD’s most severe documented outbreak was first diagnosed in Guinea in 2013, before spreading 

to Liberia and Senegal, and minimally to other parts of the world. The epidemic was declared over in West 
Africa in June 2016. “Emerging […] infectious diseases can be associated with considerable fear in the 

general public or in specific communities” related to their “evolving nature and inherent scientific 

uncertainties” as is the case with the current pandemic, and certainly in the instance of SARS in the early 

2000s” (Person et al. 358). When SARS first made its appearance in Canada, Toronto was singled out as a 

vector of transmission, often accompanied by a troubling racist stigma in the public sphere aimed at 

“people who looked Asian, regardless of their nationality or actual risk factors for SARS” (358-9). 
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occupation” (34). Decolonial work is very much focused on dismantling the colonial 

habit of zoning and drawing boundaries. As I argue in the following chapters, all the 

authors on which this dissertation focuses disrupt such colonial topographies and their 

conceptual correlates.  

1.7 Story as Methodology in the Stigma Conversation 

To locate my inquiry in an interdisciplinary humanities context allows for an 

exciting engagement with different disciplinary approaches that offer the possibility to 

read beyond purely biomedical and behavioural works of literature within the context of 

the stigma associated with HIV disease. Moreover, this approach allows for a reading of 

the literary narratives of fictional writers, poets, and journalists in dialogue with 

theoretical frameworks from the social sciences and somewhat against the grain of the 

biomedical sciences. This is not to say that I am not interested in clinical responses and 

medical breakthroughs that can help counter or end diseases or biomedical literature and 

its generally neutral, positivist, and “bracketed” approaches to disease (and its stigma). In 

particular, the social sciences play a significant role in my inquiry, given that the 

different ways in which health and illness are cited suggest such concerns as to how 

power works concerning “social differentiation and senses of self and other,” which in 

turn can be viewed through theoretical lenses that focus on identity politics, and concerns 

with “subjectivity and biopower” (Whyte 6).21  As Susan Whyte notes, the “formation of 

identity and subjectivity in relation to health” is a fundamental concern of the social 

 
21. Disease as a biomedical construct refers to the way in which a health-related concern is 

labeled or referred to in clinical or medical discourse. Illness however speaks to how disease (or ill health) 

is experienced by the ill person. HIV for instance, is considered a chronic disease that with treatment can 

result in an individual’s viral load becoming undetectable, and therefore no longer transmissible, if the 

person living with HIV adheres to a treatment regime. In the language of media campaigns, this translates 

into U=U (undetectable equals untransmissible).  
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sciences (6). Politics, identity, subjectivity, and biopower are central concerns in 

discussions in “cultural studies, sociology, political science, history, and philosophy” (6). 

Such theoretical lenses are certainly implied too and at play in the literary texts chosen 

for this project. For instance, Mpe sketches an entangled context in which HIV and AIDS 

connect with xenophobia and South Africa’s racist history and disavowals of HIV as a 

disease that is blind to gender and identity. Highway plays with notions of the politically 

real in his fictionalized memoir and radicalizes subjectivity within the context of 

Canada’s colonial past. In his literary journalism, Steinberg’s “mobile stance” artfully 

combines quantitative and qualitative data to tell a powerful story of epidemic injustices 

(Kramer 31). Nolen shows how a change in perspective can make the reader see a whole 

new world regarding HIV, especially within the context of her challenging a point of 

view that equates vulnerability with weakness.  

None of these texts tells us what to do definitively. They are non-prescriptive and 

non-didactic. All work at levels of attitudes. None charts a way to make HIV stigma go 

away. As Theodor Adorno contends, “[c]ommitted art in the proper sense” is not 

intended to bring about “ameliorative measures, legislative acts or practical institutions – 

like earlier propagandist plays against syphilis, duels, abortion laws or borstals – but to 

work at the level of fundamental attitudes” (4, 6). While stigma is indeed about our 

beliefs and attitudes towards others and ourselves, what the texts do is suggest what is 

infinitely possible, posing questions and ideas that may be bracketed out in scientific 

research.22  

 

22. Read more in Culture of Prejudice” (2008), by Judith Blackwell, Murray Smith and John 

Sorenson. Other suggested readings include The Nature of Prejudice by Gordon Allport, On Prejudice: A 

Global Perspective, ed. Daniela Gioseffi, The Violence of Hate by Jack Levin, and Cultures of Darkness: 

Night Travel in the Histories of Transgression by Bryan Palmer.  
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 That literary narratives increasingly have a place in health research is not 

contested. Science and technology scholar Judy Segal argues that “narrative study 

includes research on, with, about and through stories” and “gives meaning and texture 

and humanity to what might otherwise be just cases; the embodiments of disease, 

disability and trauma” (21; 20). A disease such as HIV (and AIDS) and its complex and 

perplexing stigma, therefore, continues to demand as much attention from the biomedical 

world and the social sciences—its more traditional paradigm—as it does from the 

humanities, and specifically English literature, home to a vast global archive of AIDS 

writing. Therefore, turning to the expressive arts, and specifically to South African and 

Canadian literary AIDS narratives—some fictional, others not—have foregrounded for 

me how narrowly perceived disease stigma still is within a neoliberal context that treats 

disease stigma on a case-by-case basis, rather than as a profoundly systemic concern.  

The fictional worlds created by South African and Canadian writers such as 

Highway and Mpe, find precisely the moments that “signal a movement away from 

silence, stigma and pain, a ‘crossing from solitude’” and a resistance to being socially 

and culturally erased (Rasebotsa et al. 11). In both instances, the events are set against 

the background of profound social (and political) transformation, leaving space for 

encounters with the unrecognizable, the unknowable and the unsayable. Therefore, the 

writers' narrators brought to imagined life compel questions about our ethical obligations 

concerning disease stigma and urge a reading through the silences that continue to infuse 

discourses associated with HIV and AIDS. Additionally, the literary journalism of the 

Canadian journalist Stephanie Nolen and South African Jonny Steinberg brings me back 

to the contemporary, grounded in fact, to make meaning of the truths associated with 
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HIV and AIDS and the “epidemic of shame” that has mainly characterized living with 

and affected by HIV (Jonny Steinberg. Three Letter Plague 9). While the literary texts 

that I have chosen for this inquiry point to some form of resolution, they also make 

possible interventions in the public sphere that can and do collide with HIV and AIDS’s 

normative discourse. These interventions problematize HIV from the perspective of 

Sedgwick’s paranoid position, which Sedgwick argues is not always sufficiently attuned 

to social and cultural contexts. It is this “doing more” as a story that interests me as a 

researcher, as I am concerned with the possibilities of affirmative and generative 

responses to the structural inequalities that underpin much of our engagement with an 

exemplary disease such as HIV, and its myriad narratives, from the biomedical to the 

media, and also the creative arts.  

The four primary texts chosen for this dissertation do not speak directly or 

explicitly in the voice of a person living with HIV. What each of the texts does is 

foreground subjugated knowledges. Nolen gives us the voices of a range of people living 

with HIV across Africa, and in the instance of the chapter in 28 I focus on, working on 

the frontlines of activism, while carefully not speaking for them. Nolen’s feat is that she 

intentionally profiles voices other than those of “experts” such as top Western 

researchers or policymakers in high positions. Steinberg goes to great lengths to bear 

witness to, without “exposing” or making definitive pronouncements about, the 

experience of HIV and AIDS and stigma in rural South Africa. Highway fictionalizes his 

own brother’s experience of living with and dying from HIV complications. In turn, Mpe 

fictionalizes the experience of a range of characters, some of whom live with HIV and 

die from the disease’s complications, and most in positions from which we do not 
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generally hear. Except for Mpe’s novel, someone is bearing witness to someone else’s (or 

others) experiences in Nolen’s, Steinberg’s and Highway’s narrative and doing so very 

carefully. As such, the witnessing goes hand in hand with the foregrounding of 

subjugated knowledges, while also making evident the careful strategies of witnessing 

that can be thought of as different forms of “empathic unsettlement” (LaCapra). 

The literary journalism of Nolen and Steinberg deals directly with the HIV 

epidemic, whereas the novels of Highway and Mpe engage with the disease peripherally 

but crucially. Nolen’s 28 offers a collection of journalistic stories of 28 people living 

with HIV across the African continent, each involved in treatment, research, activism, or 

in some way impacted by the pandemic, and each emblematic of one million of the 

estimated 28 million people living with HIV at the time of the book’s publication. 

Steinberg, a scholar-journalist, situates his text within the hopeful context of South 

Africa’s nascent democracy after decades of white supremacist rule, now threatened by 

HIV as an emerging pandemic that may undo the hard-won political gains made. 

Highway is a well-known Indigenous playwright, children’s author, novelist, Cree 

language librettist and commentator in Canada, whose novel, Kiss of the Fur Queen is a 

quasi-fictional account of his own and his brother’s experiences of residential school and 

the aftermath, and his brother’s eventual death of AIDS-related complications. The late 

Mpe—a South African author—tackles HIV and AIDS within the xenophobic context of 

post-apartheid life in Johannesburg, a context in which the disease and one’s birthplace 

function as a marker of Otherness.  
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Whether fictional or non-fictional, spanning the late 1990s23 to 2020, these texts 

enact resistance against a pluralizing trend of the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS 

in the South African and Canadian contexts, which amplifies stigma. Whereas earlier 

texts were principally concerned with AIDS and dying, a shift occurs in the literary 

representation of HIV, discernable midway through the 2000s, when HIV is no longer 

necessarily a death sentence. The authors’ gaze is increasingly fixed on what Woods 

describes as “a symbolic reorganisation of subjectivity in the public sphere” and is less 

concerned with constructing the imagined lives of people living with HIV as “dying 

subjects for whom nothing can be done” (Woods 305). Despair is no longer as prevalent 

a theme as in the earlier texts, yet the stigma (and shame) associated with the disease 

persists.  

1.8 A Need for Unravelling Before Rebuilding 

While stigma scholars such as Tyler have started the critical process of refiguring 

Goffman’s theory of stigma (1963), it is essential to note that Goffman did argue that the 

phenomenon should be considered through “the eyes of society” and a “language of 

relationships” (13; 3). In other words, stigma is a “product of our social relations and 

institutions,” and as such, forms the basis for “scholars [advocating for] an integrated 

approach to stigma that simultaneously explores social prejudice and institutional bias,” 

recognizing that “stigmas are contextually experienced and are thus contextually bound 

[and] relate to social histories and ideologies,” reproducing themselves through discourse 

(Howarth et al. 147; 142). My adoption of a decolonial lens is grounded in an 

 

23. Tomson Highway’s Kiss of the Fur Queen was first published in 1998. However, the narrative 

dates back to the characters’ childhoods, as well as the death of the fictional Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel in the 

late 1980s.  
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understanding of colonialism, not as an event but as an institution. As historian Jeff 

Denis puts it in the documentary film Colonization Road, citing the theorist of settler 

colonialism, Patrick Wolfe: “Colonization is not just something that happened in the past 

[…] it is a structure and not an event, it is an ongoing process. It is something that we 

reproduce every day through our actions” (3:36–3.52). Just as such an understanding of 

colonialism demands an ongoing questioning of how colonial structures continue to be 

reproduced every day through “our actions,” so too does an understanding of stigma as 

structure demand the same kind of vigilance and the same attentiveness to potential 

moments of intervention. Such unravelling work must happen before rebuilding can 

commence. To think of stigma as an incident or an event, rather than as a continually 

reproduced process through larger structures, does not do enough in countering how 

stigma is amplified and plays out socially and culturally. Therefore, approaches to and 

“strategies for contesting stigma across all social contexts necessarily require a 

collaborative effort,” as has been the case for decades now in various communities 

coming together to push back against and reduce the stigma that clings to HIV (Howarth 

et al. 143). Nevertheless, the stigma remains—a stasis that is my main driver in arguing 

that by shifting our perspective and focusing, through a trauma lens, on stigma’s ability 

to inflict pain and suffering on others, we can at best unsettle the socially dialogical 

constructions of stigma, and recognize that stigma emerges in the context of systemic 

trauma.  

Furthermore, connecting this way of thinking stigma to Rothberg’s (2008) 

trauma-informed decolonial framework demonstrates how trauma as structurally 

reproduced is more than event-based. Rothberg’s framework suggests that where stigma 
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reduction strategies target the behaviours of stigmatizers as though they are individual 

behaviours enacted through conscious, purposeful decision making or reproduced by 

those targeted through the internalization of social attitudes, they do little or nothing to 

disrupt or interrupt the process of stigma’s reproduction. Hence the stasis in stigma 

reduction. As Campbell and Deacon argue, “stigma is not something that individuals 

impose on others, but a complex social process […] tied into existing mechanisms” of 

power, “dominance and exclusion” (412). Therefore, approaches to and “strategies for 

contesting stigma across all social contexts necessarily require a collaborative effort,” as 

has been the case for decades now in various communities coming together to push back 

against and reduce the stigma that clings to HIV (Howarth et al. 143). Nevertheless, the 

stigma remains—a stasis that is my main driver in arguing that by shifting our 

perspective and focusing, through a trauma lens, on stigma’s ability to inflict pain and 

suffering on others, we can at best unsettle the socially dialogical constructions of stigma, 

and recognize that stigma emerges in the context of systemic trauma.  

I do not suggest that an application of trauma theory to “situations of social 

injustice and the resulting tendency to overidentif[y] the eradication of pain with the 

achievement of justice” will reduce HIV-related stigma (Craps. “On Not Closing the 

Loop” 57-8). To argue this is to feed into the “political efficacy of empathy” that allows 

for an emotional shortcut that “absolves [readers of testimonies] of the need to engage in 

critical self-reflection” that would locate their own implicit subjectivities in “oppressive 

practices” (58). Therefore, I heed Craps’s warning, based on the work of Rosanne 

Kennedy and Tikka Jan Wilson, not to conflate “empathy” with “critical thinking and 

effective political action” that runs the risk of “depoliticizing the histories” of the 
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“testimonies” it seeks to study (58). Such a conflation is as much a panacea as is wishing 

stigma away, which is the opposite aim of my project.   

As an “ecosystem,” trauma is bound up in memory and may very well be 

constitutive of a crisis of meaning that can become entangled with ideology and history, 

much as the loss of social status resulting from stigma is enmeshed in ideology. As with 

stigma, the operations and impacts of trauma are rarely reducible to a single event. Like 

stigma, trauma is not static but rather a process experienced within the social and cultural 

realms, shaping our identities. While the loss of status is an aspect of stigmatizing 

behaviour that is not often included in general definitions of stigma, Link and Phelan 

(2001) argue that it is an important feature that speaks to the distinct disadvantaging of 

people in all aspects of their lives. However, although powerful and enduring, stigma can 

be challenged, as studies have shown (Campbell et al., 808-815). Nevertheless, three 

main approaches need to be considered: anti-stigma messaging must be relevant within 

local contexts and involve the whole community; discrimination should be legislated 

against; and overall, at an educational level, greater emphasis should be placed on 

educating the public about non-stigmatizing facts.  

1.9 A More Sustainable Way to Engage with Discrimination 

The two oscillating critical stances—the paranoid and the reparative—elaborated 

in work by Sedgwick from the late 1980s into the 1990s guide my dissertation. I frame 

my concern to reduce the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS as trapped within what 

Sedgwick calls a paranoid logic. Even as I recognize the value—and at times necessity—

of adopting a paranoid critical stance, my enquiry is deeply committed to exploring 

pathways that enable oscillations, fleeting and contingent as they may be, towards 
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reparative work.24 While the paranoid and the reparative positions are not antithetical, the 

paranoid position is attuned to an aggressive “hermeneutics of suspicion” that seeks to 

name or expose a problem and sidestep self-evident meanings.25 Within the context of 

violence within existing (and most likely static) oppositional frameworks, such a stance 

aims to “out” as well as out-manoeuvre an/the enemy by anticipating its next move or ill 

intentions. In this way, paranoid thinking, buttressed by an aggressively thesis-driven 

hermeneutical logic, (inadvertently) takes existing structures and power relations as a 

given, doing little if anything to dismantle structural violence, but seeking to name it. 

Mostly, by applying a paranoid lens, existing structures and power relations are instead 

sedimented, re-entrenched and even amplified. The paranoid mode of thinking also aligns 

with a traumatic response in that it is “anticipatory” and “mimetic,”26 consistently placing 

its faith in exposure (Sedgwick. “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading, Or, You’re 

So Paranoid, You Probably Think This Introduction Is About You” 131-8). Nevertheless,  

 

24. Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s (1990) proposed minoritizing/universalizing argument shows us 

two ways of understanding homosexuality. In brief, these two views represent from a minoritizing logic a 

“distinct population of persons who ‘really are’ gay,” and from the universalising perspective, in which 

sexual desire is considered fluid, a belief that homosexuality is something that exists at a broad societal 
level and therefore affects people regardless of their particular sexual preferences (Epistemology of the 

Closet 85). I draw on this thinking, given Sedgwick’s point that these two views give us competing, 

unstable frames of reference that produce what she terms and “irreducible incoherence” (85). From the 

perspective of HIV-related stigma, I find Sedgwick’s argument compelling, as she lays the ground to 

explain the difference between the rights of a group of people (as deserving of equality), or perceiving such 

a group of people as posing a threat to the heteronormative (and presumed healthy) body politic in general, 

especially as it relates to a disease such as HIV and its many tropes.  

25. The phrase, “school of suspicion,” and subsequently referred to as the “hermeneutics of 

suspicion” was first coined by Paul Ricœur in Freud and Philosophy (1965).  

26. Anna Gibbs argues that “[m]imetic communication in the cognitive sciences” distinguishes 

between various “modes in a hierarchy of sophistication,” namely “mimicry, emulation, imitation, and 

mimesis” (189). She argues that from the perspective of a positivist framework such distinctions are 
important. However, regarding “mimesis” the problem is that “Platonically derived Western ambivalence 

about mimesis as a form of copying” ascribes “mimesis” as falling within the purview only of “children, 

‘primitive’ peoples, and animals” (189). I note Gibbs’s argument, as Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s paranoid 

stance as discussed in this dissertation is “mimetic,” always geared to symmetry, or as she argues: 

“Paranoia seems to require being imitated to be understood, and it, in turn, seems to understand only by 

imitation” (Touching Feeling 130).   
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Sedgwick contends that the paranoid stance does have its uses, especially in crises where 

specific actions on behaviours may be required and mobilized at short notice.27 However, 

the problem with paranoid thinking is that it entrenches existing power relations and 

consolidates the oppositionality of “them” and “us,” which is not desirable, both in the 

longer terms or as a default position that limits or even prevents possibilities for 

transformation.  

 A reparative stance, which in some way is a continuation of the paranoid stance, 

engages in the open-ended, careful and painstaking work of disentangling and 

unravelling the intersecting structures of power that operate in a specific context 

reparatively to ensure that the paranoid position does not become the only approach 

assumed to deliver results. Paranoid thinking, therefore, needs to operate or function 

within a broader framework that also allows for critical reparative work. Sedgwick’s 

contention that the reparative position complements the paranoid stance when the 

reader/researcher adopts a generative approach that seeks to repair and make new, rather 

than attack and chase down the enemy, lends itself ideally to the problem with which my 

dissertation is centrally concerned. Through a “willingness to listen” and, by extension, a 

turning towards rather than a turning away from others (Jurecic 3), Sedgwick’s 

distinction between a paranoid and reparative analysis is attuned to the ambivalence and 

“ambiguities that challenge a bifurcated argument about identity” to encourage a 

“reading against conventional narratives” (Barnwell 201). Moreover, the reparative 

 
27. From a public health perspective during a fast-emerging and evolving pandemic, such as 

COVID-19, people are encouraged/required to socially isolate, wear masks, keep their physical distance 

from others, and practice handwashing and other sanitizing measures. Countries’ borders are “closed,” 

public spaces are shut down, and shops and other commercial services face shutdowns or restrictions with 

regard to how many people may enter their premises. These are all “paranoid” measures designed to keep 

people as safe as possible.  
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position seeks alternative trajectories, relations and processes. As such, this stance 

affords an analysis of HIV stigma reduction that insists on acknowledging the 

interconnections that make visible how intermeshed we are. Simultaneously, the 

reparative position plots a path along a continuum without necessarily delivering 

perfectly formed outcomes. Therefore, the stance does not delineate or prescribe a future 

outcome but always leaves space for what we cannot (or cannot yet) imagine—for what 

is still to unfold. Therefore, Sedgwick’s work guides me along a reparative path, in a 

productive way forward, without disavowing the paranoid. A paranoid reading of a text 

may thus seem appropriate at times (as Sedgwick herself argues). However, the writer 

who adopts a paranoid stance may assume that the reader will jump into action once 

exposed to the outrages disclosed in the text, a course of events that, as history shows us 

again and again, and as many an investigative journalist can attest, is in no way 

inevitable. As Sedgwick argues concerning origin myths/conspiracies related to HIV and 

its spread: […] for someone to have an unmystified, angry view of large and genuinely 

systemic oppressions” does not directly translate into specific “narrative consequences” 

within a definite epistemological framework (“Paranoid Reading and Reparative 

Reading, Or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably Think This Introduction Is About You” 

124).  

Critical theory’s analytical tools are often informed by a paranoid positioning that 

is mainly concerned with the veracity of knowledge (informed by structural and 

historical realities) and how we can know whether such knowledge is true (Sedgwick. 

“Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading, Or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably 

Think This Introduction Is About You” 124). Sedgwick’s argument that a paranoid 
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position should not automatically be assumed to be a compulsory method of critical 

engagement derives in part from her careful attention to the performativity of knowledge: 

“what does knowledge do—the pursuit of it, the having and exposing of it, the receiving 

again of knowledge of what one already knows?” (124). Rather than embracing fixed 

positions or focusing exclusively on the content of knowledge and its exposition, 

Sedgwick’s premise of adopting, by turn, paranoid and reparative critical practices allows 

for shifting, fluctuating of varied relational positions. For the “seeker, knower, or teller,” 

this approach can uncover the conditional relations between knowledge and its 

narrative/epistemological involvements, an insight that is especially pertinent when 

addressing the reduction of epi/pandemic disease stigma (124). However, it does require 

a shift in perspective to reparative work that provides space to imagine an alternative set 

of relations, rather than merely intensifying the antagonisms in the current (paranoid) 

system of constantly second-guessing the Other’s operations of power, especially in the 

light of Sedgwick’s contention that paranoia is contagious.  

Sedgwick takes her critical approach further, arguing that texts and semiotic 

practices should be read as generative and empowering, with the potential to make new, 

heal and bring about social transformation. Within the context of disease stigma as a 

condition of adversity with its disruptive potential, an openness to reading beyond the 

obvious, and Jurecic’s “willingness to listen” (3) thus offers resistance against the notion 

that who I am is defined by what I am—a body infected with a virus (Touching Feeling 

3). However, the stigma that goes hand in hand with contagion narratives continues to be 

read through a paranoid lens, which works to anticipate and ward off negative feelings, 

especially “the negative affect of humiliation” (“Paranoid Reading and Reparative 
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Reading, Or, You’re So Paranoid, You Probably Think This Introduction Is About You” 

145). As Sedgwick argues, “paranoia knows some things well and others poorly” (130). 

As an expository practice, paranoia may work well in revealing secrets and mistakes but 

fares less well in engaging with personal accounts of vulnerability, precarity and 

suffering.  

Therefore, from the perspective of a reparative stance, Sedgwick’s methodology 

affords a thinking through of HIV and its stigma as an exemplary case that does not 

follow the lead of those who did and would present it as a cautionary spectacle—“an 

admonitory drama”—in a finger-wagging-moral-high-ground-way (Brophy 5; qtd. 

Watney). Instead,  Sedgwick offers a means to continue the still-urgent work called for in 

terms of the disease’s associated stigma and to keep challenging the reception and 

response to persistent “scenes of threat, depravity, and punishment [that] have been 

projected through the representation” of the body living with HIV or dying from AIDS-

related complications (Brophy, 5). As Sarah Brophy pointed out some sixteen years ago, 

by casting the body living with HIV in this light, there are only two viewpoints—both 

paranoid—to consider: “the image of the miraculous authority of clinical medicine and 

the faces and bodies of individuals who clearly disclose the stigmata of their guilt” (qtd. 

Watney, 5). Over time, there has been a shift in and relaxing of this perspective to 

encompass the chronically ill body of the person living with HIV without visible lesions 

and blemishes, drastic weight loss, and other signs of an immune-compromised body. 

Still, such bodies invariably continue to reveal and intermix both the “fear” and the 

“fantasy” that constructs our collective cultural imaginaries of contagion and plagues—

“the infected body and the ill body” simultaneously and paradoxically present as 
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“ubiquitous, threatening, irrepressible, and [yet] silenced” (5).28 Like the starlings said to 

be the carriers of a worse-than-AIDS plague-like disease “sturnusemia,” in Timothy 

Findley’s intertextual novel Headhunter—a rewriting of Joseph Conrad’s Heart of 

Darkness—the stigma associated with HIV dictates that the disease is still representative 

of that which is either dispersed and propagated or that which can be fought off and 

silenced. Findley’s Headhunter imbues its death squads with one aim, to kill the birds, 

even as they lay waste to a physical and emotional landscape in which a fictitious Jean-

Paul Sartre can expound how “[w]e pay attention to one another in accordance with our 

functions in one another’s lives […] I desire wine—I call the waiter […] And once my 

glass is filled, then—poof!—he is gone. The waiter no longer exists” (310). Like the 

starlings, the server, too, can be silenced, negated, and displaced.  

Findley’s dystopian novel serves as a reminder of the “preliminary silence and 

narrowcasting of who was at risk that allowed the stigma surrounding HIV to fester into a 

social pandemic that remains as powerful as it ever was” (Kerr). Kerr (2020) warns that 

this silencing of people living with HIV, or displacement of the disease itself, “prevent[s] 

us from seeing the progress that has been made” despite the lingering contemporary 

indifference to the disease enacted daily as stigma, as discrimination, and as 

criminalized—all far more violent than Findley’s imagined plague.29  

 

28. It is important to note that in the early days of antiretroviral treatment and managing correct 

dosages, the HIV-treated body was identifiable, significantly through facial wasting, neck bumps, and 

swollen abdomens.  

29. I footnote the concern related to the conflation of stigma and discrimination here, as it is a 

concern that has been raised by several scholars, including Harriet Deacon. The United Nations Joint 
Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS) reports in its 2016-2021 Strategy that “stigma and discrimination” 

against vulnerable communities is a major contributor to high HIV prevalence linked to lower access to 

health care and housing. These are the stark realities for people living with and affected by the disease, but 

from a theoretical perspective, may also be part of the problem—that stigma and discrimination continue to 

be conflated. By considering discrimination as an act of abasement or exclusion, and stigma as a less event-
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For all the advances made and the many scholarly studies focused on HIV and its 

stigma, such stigma, therefore, remains a contested site and one of struggle and 

resistance. For Catherine Campbell and Harriet Deacon, the answer to unravelling this 

perplexing contextual problem lies in “more communication between stigma researchers 

across various contexts to improve stigma theory, research methods and the planning” 

(412). Drawing on Deacon et al.’s earlier work, Understanding Stigma, Campbell and 

Deacon note that the literature on stigma can be read along “three broad trends: the first 

two representing a polarisation between individual and macro-social levels of analysis, 

and the third seeking to build bridges between these” (412). Understanding individual 

stigma relies on “social cognition approaches” that tends to focus on the stigmatizer, 

rather than the stigmatized, and “are often associated with interventions that implicitly 

align stigma with ignorance, seeking to reduce stigma by providing people with the 

“facts” about an illness or about stigmatised groups” from a positivist perspective (412). 

If the focus shifts to people who are stigmatized, “Existing social relations are usually 

taken as given,” with the burden of coping with the stress of stigma on them (411). The 

downside of “macrosocial analyses” such as “anti-discrimination legislation or poverty 

reduction” approaches lies in the skipping over of the “individual psychological 

dimensions of stigma,” which, while not the focus of this project, cannot be dismissed 

out of hand (411).  

It is within this context that I examine the tenacious stigma associated with a 

polarizing disease such as HIV as a phenomenon involving more than simply 

 

focused social process, the separation allows for an engagement with stigma as temporal, contingent and 

fluid, while understanding discrimination as static and constative, yet driven by stigma, which is not always 

easily recognized, yet is constantly present in the discourse that coalesces around a disease such as HIV.  
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“behaviour.” As Tyler contends, “institutional, economic and social policies intent on the 

production of grotesque inequalities require diverse, state-sanctioned stigma strategies 

that often involve the reactivation of stigma along historical lines” (Stigma 20). In other 

words, I peel back the layers to show why, if we know that stigma causes pain and 

suffering, we do not rethink the phenomenon through a trauma-informed lens, and 

specifically a decolonial one, given HIV-related stigma’s disproportionate impact on the 

health and well-being of the most vulnerable and marginalized members of society. In 

both South Africa and Canada, the processes of precaritization and marginalization are 

almost always bound up with ongoing histories of colonial violence, including epistemic 

violence, spatial violence, the violence of colonial institutions (law, medicine and 

education systems being prominent among these), and slow violence. 

In order to grasp the impact of HIV locally and globally, many commentators turn 

to statistics. Data related to HIV and AIDS show that new HIV infections and AIDS-

related deaths indicate a steady, downward trend. Medical advances are such that the 

equation, undetectable equals un-transmittable (U = U), is now a reality, despite years-

long pushback by some in the public health establishment. Simply put, this means that 

the epidemic can be ended if people have access to and use the tools available to them—

testing (for HIV status), using pre-exposure prophylactics (PrEP), and treatment to lower 

viral loads in the blood for those diagnosed HIV positive. If the virus cannot be detected, 

then it cannot be transmitted. Nevertheless, herein lies the rub—stigma (and 

discrimination) still act as a profound barrier to people getting tested or accessing life-

saving treatment. Given that this problem is universally acknowledged and cited as a 

significant barrier in providing health care and ensuring the quality of life in managing an 
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illness, it is therefore notable that while conceptual frameworks proposing 

understandings of stigma proliferate, the same cannot be said concerning the stigma 

explicitly associated with a disease such as HIV.  

Reparative work is slow. It is not about quick fixes. Unlike paranoid work, which 

thrives in environments of urgency and immediacy, and deliverables and deadlines, 

reparative work is subtle and nuanced and not committed to short timelines or the 

necessity for hard-and-fast identifiable outcomes. Biomedical research and policymaking 

understandably operate in an environment where outcomes and deliverables are critical 

aspects of the work that needs to happen, indexed as both fields are, towards ideally 

safeguarding the general populace. Nevertheless, many populations slip through the 

cracks.  

On the other hand, reparative work is concerned with the affective spaces that 

reside between either/or options; it is amenable to change and action and the mobility and 

movement that can happen when such spaces open up. Cultural texts that engage with 

reparative work have the potential to operate as affective vectors that can be usefully set 

in dialogue with the more outcome-oriented literature of biomedical and social sciences. 

Thus, such a reparative approach opens possibilities for disrupting the public, political, 

and biomedical discourses around HIV (and AIDS) that often, if inadvertently, serve to 

reproduce stigma. Through such troubling of narratives of “positive progress”—

narratives that continue to undermine and oversimply a complex social, cultural, and 

biomedical condition and the stigma associated with it— reparative work can enact 

resistance and social justice as productive engagement. 
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Steinberg grapples with this question in the early 2000s as he bears witness to the 

HIV and AIDS epidemic wreaking havoc on communities. The literary journalist’s text's 

discursive strength lies in its interplay of empirical research and reflective narrative and 

his analysis and interpretation of a disease that causes intense social and cultural 

disruption. The literary journalist negotiates different modes of knowledge production, 

juxtaposing his main protagonist, Siswe Magadla’s30 testimony with the views of the 

head of the Médecins Sans Frontières (MSF) programme in the Lusikisiki area where 

Magadla lives, his own views, and those of other characters in the book, as he tries to 

make sense of the different encounters he has with people in the community. Through 

his careful building of trust with Magadla, which is not a seamless or straightforward 

endeavour, Steinberg affords us glimpses into “subjugated knowledges,” even as 

Magadla is often concerned that he has shared too much with the white journalist and 

may stand “accused of giving away black people’s secrets” (Steinberg 351). Critical to 

this relationship and trust-building between Steinberg and Magadla is Magadla’s 

awareness of how Western knowledge has been used to subjugate his community and 

disparage knowledge about what the disease means and does to his community that is 

considered no more than superstitions from a secular perspective. Acutely aware of the 

power differentials, Steinberg nevertheless does not treat the two knowledge systems as 

rigid and self-contained and does not merely “expose” or provide the Western reader 

with unlimited and unfiltered access to “subjugated knowledges.” Instead, he recognizes 

the “power” that springs from the mistrust that Magadla’s community feels, even if 

 

30. Sizwe Magadla is not the real name of the individual at the centre of Three Letter Plague. 

Steinberg chooses to not use the man’s real name to protect his privacy and is transparent about the reasons 

for doing so. 
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Magadla dismisses the idea that “the whites are going to use our secrets” (352). Instead, 

Magadla argues that “It is we who keep borrowing the culture from the whites,” noting 

that those in his community “who get angry” would also “travel to other places [and] 

want to know about the people they met there” if they had the resources to do so (352). 

Such moments between Steinberg and Magadla suggest a skilful negotiation on the 

journalist's part as he navigates different modes of knowledge production, trying to make 

sense of his interviews with Magadla and other people he encounters during his research. 

His subjects also include Magadla’s father, Buyisile; the community healthcare worker, 

Kate Marrandi; and Hermann Reuter of the global agency delivering medical aid, MSF.  

Steinberg spends time with Kate Marrandi, who recounts the early days of AIDS, 

saying how “very difficult [a] time” it was, how “We believed the disease to be very 

infectious, and we could not see who was HIV-positive” (Steinberg 160). Marrandi’s 

story of a young woman who died alone because people were afraid that even touching 

her would lead to AIDS powerfully plots the disease's disruptive force that triggers such 

shame and stigma. The shame and the stigma, in turn, force an engagement with the 

threat, in this instance, of a disease that without treatment, will kill, and will always “like 

a heat-seeking missile” (in the words of the U.S.-based journalist and New York Times 

writer, Charles M. Blow) bear down on, find, and affect unequally and disproportionally, 

those most vulnerable, marginalized and defenceless.31 Blow reminds us forcefully and 

urgently of something we already know but that we repeatedly fail to act on: that is, that 

HIV and AIDS, like so many other debilitating conditions, impact most profoundly on 

 

31. See “Social Distancing is a Privilege” by Charles M. Blow, New York Times, 6 April 2020. 

Blow’s column focused on the disparities made visible by COVID-19.  
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the already vulnerable. My reading of Steinberg’s text is that while this argument is 

integral to his narrative, he uses it to take the reader into more complex territory: he 

explores how we know what we “know,” what we do not know, and what kind of work 

different knowledge systems do in the world. Even at the end of Three Letter Plague, 

Steinberg continues to wrestle with questions that remain unanswered, despite his 

extensive research and trust-building with Magadla. Is this a failure on the part of the 

journalist? I do not think it is, as even his inability to have conclusive answers to the 

questions related to fear, stigma and shame that swirl around HIV and AIDS point to the 

ambiguity and complexity of the stigma associated with HIV.  

1.10 Reading With a Loving, Critical Eye 

Within the socially and culturally situated contexts of the texts chosen for this 

project, Sedgwick’s work in helping think through the challenge of bridging discourses 

that are not necessarily comfortable bedfellows is critical to this inquiry. Given the 

“rapidity and nakedness of the slippage from a routinized homophobic aversion to a 

viscerally enjoyable, and strategically valuable, incitement to violence” within the 

context of “ populations metonymically linked to AIDS,” Sedgwick’s work provides a 

distinctly non-linear approach that shows a way in which to problematize “the affective 

consequences of cultural degradation, humiliation, illness, and political hopelessness,” 

(Berlant. Reading Sedgwick 3). I consider such dehumanizing behaviour in the light of 

the “social death” that Deacon et al. refer to because a loss of status is precipitated by 

stigma (Understanding HIV/AIDS Stigma 23). Such a loss of status in the South African 

context, as studies have shown, experienced as “social death,” can precede biological 

death (Horne 45). Contextually, death linked to HIV, which can be sexually transmitted, 
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is tarnished with social notions and moral judgements related to sexual “deviance” or 

“excess,” and what Mbembe suggests goes hand in hand with a distinctly anti-African 

feeling. As Horne notes, “in one study on HIV care and counselling in South Africa, 98% 

of the subjects indicated that ‘secrecy and confidentiality concerning AIDS are very 

important to them because they fear rejection by the community and even death if their 

HIV-status becomes general knowledge’” (45; qtd. Van Dyk). The social anthropologist 

Isak Niehaus points out that in some communities in South Africa, research shows that 

“death – more than sex – is the reason for the stigmatisation of AIDS” (Horne 47). Horne 

notes that “[e]ven the newly infected person is ‘tainted with death.’ People with AIDS 

are seen as ‘living corpses’; in a liminal state between the living and the dead; or 

biologically alive but socially dead” (47; qtd. Niehaus). In Three Letter Plague, Steinberg 

addresses the fear of death head-on, describing the protagonist, Magadla’s dread of AIDS 

as integrally linked to the loss of his accumulated wealth, which in turn, will deny his 

offspring the legacy he is building for them—to the point that he refuses to be tested for 

HIV. This refusal is not willful ignorance on the part of Magadla, but more about an 

individual engaged in a calculated risk driven by an elemental “primal” fear that after his 

death, his family will dismantle and distribute his assets as was customary, rather than 

ensuring that they go to his [still very young] children. (Steinberg 343). By stating that he 

“will no longer get up in the morning to work,” Magadla senses within himself that he 

will have died already, shifting in time and space, merely at the thought of being 

diagnosed with HIV (343). This sense of fatality explains the complexity of Magadla’s 

“irreducible subjectivity” that collides head-on with his equally strong drive “to be 

understood objectively” (Lloyd 169). Such fatality illustrates how awareness of the self 
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and its subjectivity inevitably involves how we experience the world from a perspective 

that helps explain our relationship with our world between truth, time, and selfhood 

(170). Magadla’s resistance—the political—“becomes a means to a future time,” 

gesturing to a time after AIDS, and a means to subvert the narrative of the decreasing 

threat of AIDS, still constitutive of deeply entrenched institutional schemas and socio-

cultural patterns that prevent us from hearing the disease’s complex narrative as scholars 

suggest (Diedrich, “Between Two Deaths” 54). When Sedgwick contends that we can 

read texts either through a lens of paranoia or through one that is reparative, she reminds 

us that each of these reading lenses is only one of many ways in which a text can be read, 

and to apply a “reparative” framework does not automatically deny the “reality or gravity 

of enmity or oppression” (128). When it comes to HIV and AIDS, there is always and 

forever the oscillations between the paranoid position and the reparative: paranoid from a 

biomedical perspective, which is and must be grounded in clinical responses, deliverables 

and outcomes, especially when facing down an enemy, such as an emerging infectious 

disease; reparative from the perspective of engaging with the social fall-out and 

constraints that such diseases present. Never has Sedgwick’s theorizing felt more 

relevant than when the 45th President of the United States, who determines “[o]fficial 

policy on immigration […] can declare that all Haitian immigrants have AIDS” (4).32  

 

32. I reference Lauren Berlant’s concern even if it speaks to the “contemporary state” within a 

U.S. context, as we live in a time when discrimination is “not only enjoy[ed], but explicitly promote[d] 
[…]—not only as policy but as a constitutional and affective right” (“Reading Sedgwick, Then and Now” 

4), and when, in the South African context, even though apartheid has been declared as a crime against 

humanity by the United Nations, some would have it that apartheid divisions had nothing to do with the 

demographics of HIV and AIDS, despite all evidence to the contrary. That Haitians have long been in the 

crosshairs of those who would apportion blame for the ills of the world, is not disputed, as Paul Farmer 

(1992) points out in AIDS and Accusation: Haiti and the Geography of Blame.  
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From the perspective of this inquiry, this openness (to reading literature) recalls 

Oliver’s premise of witnessing as “infinite response-ability” of our subjectivity and the 

ethical implications it summons about our co-existence with one another, even as our 

subject positions are historically constructed in specific social contexts. In contrast, our 

social identities are complex, plural, and continuously shifting (Witnessing 8-11). 

Additionally, my situating of the literary texts chosen for this inquiry as testimony, as 

texts that bear witness to the collective trauma of a stigmatizing disease such as HIV, 

draws on Oliver’s contention that “witnessing beyond recognition” occurs through 

various and varied accounts that are also contradictory, representing the radical otherness 

that asks of us to be attentive to what may not be familiar. All four literary texts issue 

calls to the reader to bear witness as an impossible yet overwhelmingly necessary task 

essential to human subjectivity. This daunting task is illustrated most profoundly in Three 

Letter Plague, which foregrounds the contention that to bear witness “to the inarticulate 

experience of the inside,” the outcome is not one of comprehension, but instead “the 

infinite task of encountering,” in our efforts to demand justice (Oliver 90). Oliver’s 

notion of “infinite response-ability” when related to the stigma associated with a medical 

condition such as HIV, offers a crucial intervention, especially as it speaks to the 

possibility of an encounter with radical otherness that urges us to “bear witness to a 

pathos beyond recognition” that requires open attentiveness to that which may not be 

familiar (8).  

Critical too are the ethical implications that come with reading AIDS narratives—

which requires an openness to difference—and finding meaning or “strategies of 

meaning” in them in “decoding messages behind the façade of rhetoric” (Miller 9). As 
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Oliver suggests, witnessing is an encounter with testimony, and to reduce testimony to 

the factual content of the testimonial statement is to overlook the performative element of 

witnessing in which the reparative potentiality of testimony resides. Witnessing too 

points to the political and the epistemological, even as Oliver argues that witnessing is 

not constitutive of knowledge production, moving instead beyond knowledge and beyond 

recognition to encompass more than the “axis of power that is part and parcel of systems 

of dominance and oppression” (“Witnessing, Recognition, and Response Ethics” 473). 

Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe's literary texts illustrate how recognition always 

privileges knowledge that fits easily within existing frameworks while witnessing does 

more, urging an ethical engagement with radical otherness that enables and encourages 

others’ responses that takes us into a territory of the profoundly complex and urgent task 

of testimonial encounter.  

Three Letter Plague takes as a given that “subjugated knowledges” must be heard. 

However, Steinberg’s task may fail if his goal is to provide definitive knowledge. 

Nevertheless, Steinberg, like Nolen, succeeds in bearing witness, demonstrating both the 

“necessity” and the “impossibility” of witnessing (Oliver. Witnessing 85). For all 

Steinberg’s efforts at trust-building (a complicated endeavour) with Magadla; for all his 

fact-checking as a journalist; for all the rigorous research he has done, Steinberg ends his 

text with an open-ended “Perhaps” (376). The ambiguity of the word is indicative of how 

complex and perplexing the task of bearing witness can be within the context of the kind 

of work that different knowledge systems do in “the thick of the world,” as Steinberg’s 

text demonstrates (376). Oliver contends that in bearing witness and through testimonial 

encounter, the concern does not lie with “the finite task of comprehending [the 
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testimony]; [instead] this is the infinite task of encountering it” (Witnessing 90). For this 

reason, I look to Sedgwick’s “reparative reading” as an overarching analytical frame that 

is helpful in terms of the readings of the texts chosen for this project., in addition to her 

critique of the epistemological distinctions that divide people into gay or straight 

dichotomies (Touching Feeling; The Epistemology of the Closet). Sedgwick’s theoretical 

approach of both the minoritizing and universalizing logic, defined by the oppositional 

definitions of either heterosexuality or homosexuality, profoundly affects our ways of 

knowing and thinking itself—either structuring or harming how we think. Even as 

Sedgwick points out that “AIDS has no distinctive association” with homosexuality 

beyond the obsessional media-wide “homophobic focus” of the early AIDS phobic 

blaming, her theory, therefore, springs from an ecology of entrenched societal and 

cultural homophobia, which must force a rethinking of the relationship between sexuality 

and broader society (The Epistemology of the Closet 5). HIV, too, with its profoundly 

pathological impact on society globally, has forced a radical rethinking of the 

relationship between identity, the self, subjectivity, and society, and is, as I suggest, 

constitutive of an epistemic epidemic within localized contexts.  

Nevertheless, the disease remains entrenched in injustice—of disparate access to 

and participation in knowledge practices, an unequal imposition of vulnerability, and 

social forces that diminish testimony given its pre-determined narrative as a spectacle of 

the Other, or almost exclusive focus on content and not the performative dimensions of 

testimony. Therefore, in addition to employing Sedgwick’s theoretical approach to 

illustrate the sweeping impact that HIV has had in terms of its relationship between 

identity, the self, subjectivity, and society, I also consider Donna Haraway’s two-fold 
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task in Staying With the Trouble: to not only “make trouble” and “stir up potent response 

to devastating events,” but to also “settle troubled waters and rebuild quiet places” (1). 

As an appeal, Haraway’s summons allows for a critical engagement with contemporary 

South African and Canadian HIV or AIDS-related literature through a reparative lens. 

Such a lens (which does not necessarily preclude Sedgwick’s paranoid position) opens 

possibilities to reframe polarising and politicized pan/epidemic diseases without 

replicating the divisive politics of recognition of HIV stigma.  

Following Haraway, I look to the “why” and “how” of the “unsettling of 

uncertainty” that allows me to engage with the difficulties of everyday life that escape 

the multitude of “unfinished configurations of places, times, matters, meanings,” in the 

literary texts of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe (1). Moreover, given Haraway’s 

focus on multi-species life, it seems fitting and helpful to include her ideas, seeing as 

HIV is a zoonotic disease, its pathogen having jumped from non-human animals to 

humans at some stage in its progression.33 I also follow Sedgwick’s lead in contending 

that literature should be read within the context of its situatedness in broader society. 

Engaging with texts located within two communities in which decolonial work is being 

rigorously pursued—South Africa in the years following the demise of apartheid rule and 

Canada in the aftermath of the closing of the last residential school in the 1990s—shows 

how grappling with what is systemic to the situatedness of both the narrators and the 

speakers begins to break down the many different barriers to social and intersubjective, 

 
33. Other modern diseases such as Ebola virus disease and coronavirus disease are zoonotic—

infectious diseases caused by pathogens that jump from non-human animals to humans. HIV has now 

mutated to a separate human-only disease that represents two distinct viruses: HIV-1 and HIV-2. Globally, 

HIV-1 is predominant, accounting for some 95% of all infections worldwide. HIV-2 is relatively 

uncommon, and is less infectious, and progresses more slowly than HIV-1, presented with a lower 

mortality (reference Avert.org). 
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narratively constructed moments. As Reif-Hülser notes in Literary Matters, referencing 

Hillis Miller, “reading literature opens dimensions of experience which enable us to 

account for the importance of the ‘fictive, or the ‘fictional’ in individual and social life” 

(7), which in turn allows me to conceptualize pan/epidemic disease stigma, and 

specifically HIV-related stigma, as creating the potential for reproducing traumatic 

experience.  

I also consider the stigma associated with HIV epistemic in nature and 

representative of a specific kind of injustice in which someone is wronged “specifically 

in their capacity as a knower” (Fricker 1). By interrogating the texts of narrators and 

speakers in the literary texts of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe, through the study of 

stories and the storying process, what is evident is that living with HIV and AIDS, or 

being affected by the disease, plays out in two ways socially and ethically: as 

“testimonial” and “hermeneutical” injustices if I follow the work of Fricker (1). The texts 

I have chosen for this dissertation address the idea of Fricker’s “testimonial injustice,” 

which occurs when individuals’ or groups’ credibility is questioned based on prejudices 

about them. Testimonial injustices occur, in other words, when people’s credibility is 

judged on prejudices and biases that are disconnected from their knowledge or testimony, 

thereby devaluing their knowledge. In Mpe’s novel, xenophobia and the stigma 

associated with HIV drives such testimonial injustices. For Highway, this injustice occurs 

crucially when the children cannot tell their parents of their abuse at the residential 

school. In Highway’s text, especially that testimonial injustice instances go hand in hand 

with hermeneutical injustices, which is when testimonial injustices impact collective 

knowledge structurally, leading to an underrepresentation of the experiences of those 
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who are systemically silenced. The knock-on effect is that the ability of such individuals 

to make sense of their experiences is undermined. Fricker’s conceptual framework is 

vital to understanding how those whose experiences are represented socially and 

collectively as a body of knowledge can communicate their experiences to others without 

such knowledge being devalued or dismissed—a precursor to erasure and systemic 

silencing. 

Additionally, those in positions of power “have an unfair advantage in structuring 

collective social understandings” (Fricker 147). Coupled with a polarizing disease such 

as HIV, the disease then precipitates an “ontological rupture,” as Lisa Diedrich proposes 

in her chapter in Unfitting Stories, but I submit, also manifests as epistemic and 

epistemological crises through its associated stigma (“Between Two Deaths” 30).34 The 

result is a paradigmatic rupture of knowledge along what Barry Adam refers to as 

“epistemic fault lines” concerning HIV prevention from the perspective of both the social 

 

34. My concern with an epidemic such as the one characterised by HIV as being epistemic draws 

on the Foucauldian idea of the specific period within which discourse is constituted as he argues in The 

Archaeology of Knowledge, and predates his use of the term genealogy to delineate social change. Even 
though Michel Foucault’s notion of the “episteme” has been criticized as too narrow a concept and not 

social enough, most notably by the semiotician Robert Hodge, it meets the threshold needed to 

problematise stigma as a social process and discursive practice. Foucault argues that the “episteme” is an 

inescapable “world-view, a slice of history common to all branches of knowledge, which imposes on each 

one the same norms and postulates, a general stage of reason, a certain structure of thought” within a 

specific timeframe. “It is the totality of relations that can be discovered, for a given period, between the 

sciences when one analyses them at the level of discursive regularities” (The Archaeology of Knowledge 

211). Given this definition, I suggest that HIV (and AIDS) be read as a disease of epistemic proportions, or 

an epistemic epidemic—a disease that is socially constructed by “specific systems of thought and 

knowledge” (epistemes or discursive formations) that “are governed by rules, beyond those of grammar 

and logic, that operate beneath the consciousness of individual subjects and define a system of conceptual 

possibilities that determines the boundaries of thought in a given domain and period” (Gary Gutting and 
Johanna Oksala, “Michel Foucault”) The era of HIV and AIDS can (and should) be read, as “an intellectual 

excavation of the radically different discursive formations” that govern speech and “thought,” much as 

Foucault argued in History of Madness (Gutting and Oksala). Additionally, given Foucault’s shift in 

perspective from an ‘archaeological’ to a ‘genealogical’ lens later in his work, it should be noted that he 

subsequently highlights how different modes of power/knowledge (discipline, pastoral, governmentality) 

can exist at and within the same time/epoch.  
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and the biomedical in the interest, in part, of the “population health paradigm” (4). For 

Adam, the answer lies in starting “from the grounded experience of people who deal 

most directly with HIV risk rather than […] from a population level analysis,” which gets 

to the nub of the problem and also makes space for an analysis of disaggregated data  

(5).35 Therefore, drawing from Tyler’s argument that with stigma, we need to be asking 

questions that may, within the social sciences, be perennially “bracketed” as a way to 

work around detrimental preconceptions that may taint the inquiries (Tyler and Slater 

736).36  Tyler and Tom Slater contend that questions, “such as where stigmatizing 

attitudes come from, how and by whom is stigma crafted, mediated, produced and why, 

what social, political and economic functions stigmatization might play in particular 

historical and geopolitical contexts, and how has stigma been resisted” are all critical to 

understanding the phenomenon, and where “future sociologies of stigma” should start. 

People who have been stigmatized understand stigmatization conditions far better than 

those who stigmatize (following Davidson 270). In other words, there is an urgent need 

to move beyond Goffman’s essential and influential conceptualizing of stigma, a need to 

step back and start with the right questions, such as who does the stigma associated with 

 

35. Michel Foucault uses the term “episteme” in The Order of Things to point to the historical, but 

non-temporal ‘condition of possibility’ within a particular epoch sustained by power-knowledge systems. 

Foucault defines episteme as the strategic apparatus/technology that makes it possible to separate what may 

or may not be considered science, more so than what may or may not be true. He argues that “in any given 

culture and at any given moment, there is always only one episteme that defines the conditions of 

possibility of all knowledge, whether expressed in a theory or silently invested in practice (168). Judith 

Butler also used the concept of episteme in Excitable Speech to examine the use of speech act theory for 

political purposes.  
36. Bracketing is a rigorously applied method used in qualitative research requiring interviews and 

observations, to mitigate the potentially harmful and damaging effects of prejudicial conceptualising that 

may impact and cloud the inquiry, as Lea Tufford and Peter Newman write. The authors argue that the 

process of bracketing is a concept that is not always understood well. The term bracketing is also referred 

to as phenomenological reduction and has its origins in the work of the philosopher Edmund Husserl, who 

referred to the practice as “epoche”—a way to free the researcher from suppositions.  
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HIV and AIDS serve? The answer invariably is the status quo, or the existing social 

relations and power structures, fed by the ongoing mediation and (re)production of 

stigma. Furthermore, as is made clear in the primary texts chosen for this project, people 

who are perpetually and persistently pushed to society's margins are not served well 

when epi/pandemics land on our doorsteps and come knocking.  

A wide range of health care practitioners and literary scholars increasingly use 

illness narratives to gain insight into the non-pathologizing aspects of illness and disease. 

As the editors of Unfitting Stories point out, the last few decades have seen a 

proliferation of “stories of ill health or suffering” published globally (Raoul et al. 3). 

More than entertainment and a significant shift from documenting statistical data, these 

illness narratives have piqued the interest of health professionals “who wish to go beyond 

biomedical perceptions of disease [to] understand the patient’s experiences of illness” 

(3). “Bioethicists,” for instance, turn to such narratives to gauge and “understand ethical 

dilemmas” from a personal rather than a “universal” perspective (3). Social scientists 

“solicit and analyze” qualitative narratives as a means to “document the social 

determinants of health and to provide data that will influence policymaking in the health 

care system” (3). “Therapists” draw on these narratives to use “storytelling as a healing 

tool” (3). In the Humanities, both written and visual representations of disease, disability, 

and trauma” are examined by “literary scholars and historians, [and] researchers in 

cultural studies and gender studies who are interested in how artistic expression and form 

relate to the body that produces those representations” (3). As the science and technology 

scholar Judy Segal reminds us: “Narrative research is an interesting subset of 

nontraditional health research” that “gives meaning and texture and humanity to what 
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might otherwise be just cases” (19-20). Indeed, it “restores” to a discussion across 

disciplines embodied voices that are often overlooked or discounted in health research 

(20).  

However, Nixon’s warning that literary studies should not become “uncoupled 

from worldly concerns,” lest “questions of social change and power become projected 

onto questions of form” that can lead to imbuing such forms with “inflated agency” is 

worth heeding (31; qtd. McClintock). The challenge is to recognize when texts betray or 

are in competition with the bodies they represent, as the editors of Unfitting Stories note, 

asking whether “the unspeakable” may have to “remain unspoken” at times (Raoul et al. 

27). The editors’ question relates to their contention that a disease such as HIV, along 

with others such as cancer, “might be justifiably classified as ‘traumatic’; it also entails 

an ongoing stigma and provides stories with uncertain ends” (27). Also, the editors of the 

text note that the collection of papers gathered in Unfitting Stories point to the 

“importance of the account’s form to the story told: in fact, the two are inseparable, as 

the shape, style, and central metaphors of the narrative govern its interpretation” (28). 

Above all, such accounts compel the reader to consider the ethics “involved in telling and 

interpreting stories of disease, disability, and trauma” (29). Whether factual or fictive, 

such accounts combine to a bearing witness that is all too easily forgotten in our 

increasingly post-AIDS world, of both shared experiences, as well as to those that cannot 

be shared.  

I turn expressly to Nolen’s and Steinberg’s journalism in Chapter 2 to revisit and 

extend the two key assumptions that underpin the arguments made by the editors of 

Unfitting Stories. First, “the exchange of stories is central to treatment, therapy, and 
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advocacy for change” (5). Second, that “the stories exchanged […] are governed by 

cultural metanarratives that vary according to time, place, and socio-political context (5). 

Both journalism texts speak to these assumptions. Additionally, they force an 

intersectional reckoning in the parsing of the “cultural metanarratives” prevalent at the 

time of their inquiries into the lives of those living with or affected by HIV and AIDS. 

Given intersectionality’s “central goal [which is to socially include] voices traditionally 

less heard, including populations often ignored, excluded and/or objectified,” their texts 

mediate the stories of the people on whom they focus within the context of the 

extraordinarily stubborn stickiness of the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS that I 

read as traumatic experience. Moreover, as journalists, they bring to the discussion 

something that I consider essential from an interdisciplinary perspective, namely an 

attentiveness and sensitivity to the “social and cultural elements” that inscribe themselves 

on public discourse, of which stigma has proven to be a particularly perplexing 

phenomenon as far as HIV is concerned (Segal xxix).37 

The study of stigma is a field rich in literature, while stories of the stigma 

associated with the disease proliferate in the mainstream media. However, as Leah 

Gilbert points out, even though “stigma and its [links] to health and disease is not a new 

phenomenon,” it only became “a major feature in the public discourse” when HIV and its 

 

37. Judy Segal uses the SARS outbreak of 2003 as an example to explain why interdisciplinary 

thinking is so critical when working with emerging infectious diseases. Beyond the expertise that 

microbiologists, virologists, epidemiologists, “experts in disease transmission,” and “public health 

officials” that is so necessary, gaps in knowledge in the “traditional health disciplines” can be problematic 

(xxxiii). Segal notes that “an expert in disease transmission needs to know something about strategies of 
persuasion,” while an “expert in epidemiology needs to know something about race beliefs,” and “an 

expert in hospital managements needs to know something about the human costs of institutional regulations 

that isolate patients […] not infected with sars” and so on (xxxiv). Why? Because as Segal points out, 

while “some of these expert knowledges can be shared,” SARS “is one of any number of diseases that is 

not only a medical problem, but also a wide-ranging health problem that requires researchers to think about 

things differently, and think about different things” (xxxiv).  
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“range of negative sentiments and responses associated with the epidemic” became 

known (8). Academic interest was piqued. However, despite the growing field of interest 

(and body of knowledge) in the idea of stigma, especially regarding the agreement that 

“stigma is one of the major contributors to the rapid spread of HIV,” its “exact meaning 

[…] remains ambiguous,” rendering it “hard to evaluate and measure” (8; 11). Gilbert 

maintains that there is “no dispute [about the] growing awareness that it is unacceptable 

to discriminate against people with HIV” (13). 

Nonetheless, despite the availability of and increases in treatment and access to 

treatment, “stigma continues unabated and is often disguised in more different, more 

elusive forms” (13), especially within the context of a post-AIDS narrative that goes 

unchallenged and allows for the “ongoing social, structural and cultural challenges of 

HIV and AIDS,” both in the “global South and North” to go unchallenged (Walker 96; 

95).  Therefore, introducing a trauma-informed, intersectional approach to HIV-related 

stigma’s “elusive forms” (13) is, I believe, an essential step in shifting our perspective 

when it comes to stigma reduction, especially if we consider stigma to be a “universal 

[feature] of human societies and relationships” for a host of social, economic, and 

cultural reasons (Howarth et al. 147). Nonetheless, “empathy, collaboration, and 

integration across […] stigmatized groups […] are equally universal and possibly more 

widespread” (147). Given that “strategies to reduce particular forms of illness stigma” 

have shown to have limited success or “effectiveness,” this reminder of humanity’s 

capacity for compassion is especially relevant (Campbell and Deacon 411). 

As someone deeply interested and concerned with the stigma associated with 

pan/epidemic diseases, I believe that this dissertation thus begins a response to scholars 
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such as Campbell’s and Deacon’s call to broaden communication between disciplines.  I 

have devoted some five years of study to the topic within the Humanities context, but one 

open to engaging interdisciplinarity. I have written and communicated about HIV and its 

stigma since the 1990s as both a journalist and an organizational communicator. I know 

the uphill battle to write about a disease such as HIV within the context of discourses that 

seek to silence people. Therefore, my overarching focus on the story of viral infections 

such as HIV (and now COVID-19) through the non-fictive and fictive must address the 

disruptive power of discourse and discourse’s reductionist approach to whose stories are 

not or may not be told, given the enduring reality of the stigma associated with living 

with HIV and AIDS. As Walker suggests, “the embodied experience” of living with the 

disease “remains one of conflict, derision, ambiguity, and, often, distress” (99) that 

corresponds with the potential to experience such stigma as trauma, as the journalism of 

Nolen and Steinberg makes clear, the fiction of Mpe and Highway illuminates, and the 

study of the 2014 South African People Living with HIV Stigma Index confirms.38 

Serving as a “system-justifying function,” stigma often reflects “wider social interests” 

(Campbell et al. 808). Citing a study in Zambia, Campbell et al. note that research 

“highlighted how the stigmatization of women as vectors of AIDS, with men depicted as 

the “innocent parties,” is part and parcel of a more general devaluing of women” (808). 

Within the South African context, as Mpe’s, Steinberg’s, and Nolen’s writings 

 

38. The 2014 version of the study of Stigma Index is the latest version available for South Africa. 
An update on the index’s website notes that 2020 was a difficult year to implement its second iteration, 

because of the COVID-19 pandemic. Nevertheless, the people living with HIV networks involved in the 

process are reported to be continuing with the process of implementing the second version. “As of October 

2020, 37 countries are implementing the PLHIV Stigma Index 2.0.” This includes South Africa and 

Canada. https://www.stigmaindex.org/news/updates-from-country-implementations-of-the-plhiv-stigma-

index-2-0-october-2020/ 
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demonstrate, the stigmatizing of people living with HIV in many respects reasserts “the 

racial and economic marginalization of many Black South Africans” (813). In their study 

of the stigma of HIV, the authors note that “several of our informants made [ a symbolic 

link] between HIV/AIDS and Black African people [that] both draws on and feeds back 

into negative stereotypes of Black people that have a long history in the country” (813). 

Overall, the authors argue that at “ the material and political levels, stigmatization of 

people with AIDS dramatically undermines the likelihood that they or their families will 

stand up openly and challenge inadequate levels of social recognition and support in a 

society that often fails to acknowledge even their existence, let alone their needs and 

rights” (813).  

Suppose the definition of pan/epidemic disease stigma were to be broadened, and 

Rothberg’s invitation (and challenge) to consider Nixon’s slow violence in broadening 

the definition of trauma were taken up. In that case, I believe we can apply a less 

paranoid lens through which to consider stigma reduction. Moreover, by making crucial 

connections between the stigma associated with highly infectious diseases and 

conceptualizing it as a form of slow violence and its traumatic effect, begin to 

demonstrate how such an approach can act as a disrupter of public, political, and 

biomedical discourse and enact resistance and social justice as productive engagement.  

1.11 An Overview of the Following Chapters 

In Chapter 2, I focus on the narrative journalism of Stephanie Nolen in 28 Stories 

of AIDS in Africa (2007) and Steinberg in Three Letter Plague: A Young Man’s Journey 

through a Great Epidemic (2008). Nolen significantly widens the landscape in which this 

virus plays itself out—this disease, this HIV, a virus that affects everyone, despite 
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discursive practices that would seek to contain it as only threatening a few. By 

foregrounding “subjugated knowledges,” Nolen amplifies the voices of 28 people from 

sub-Saharan Africa—voices that would usually be dominated by the usual Western 

medical researchers and policy experts. Specifically, I examine Nolen’s chapter on 

Zackie Achmat that details aspects of his life as the co-founder of the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC) and his ongoing work, his activism on behalf of people living with HIV 

in South Africa, his own HIV positive diagnosis, and his unrelenting drive through his 

advocacy for the right to health, to advance social justice and South Africa’s post-

apartheid political transformation. While Nolen’s narrative highlights each of the 

biomedical, material, emotional and affective challenges that Achmat faces head-on as 

someone living with HIV, tied up as they are with South Africa’s past, her text is doing 

the important work of witnessing. Nolen’s work, which does not turn away from the 

difficult task of bearing witness, takes the reader to the frontlines of South Africa’s post-

apartheid transformation, directly connecting responses to the HIV pandemic (at that 

stage) with responses to apartheid and colonial history.  

Jonny Steinberg’s literary journalism brings to the fore his attempts to untangle 

the fear, shame, and stigma associated with HIV in South Africa in the early 2000s when 

he travels to a small remote town in the former Bantustan of Transkei to investigate why 

people who have access to HIV treatment refuse to get tested for the virus. Framed by a 

traumatizing disease that leaches the life out of the body if not treated—“There is always 

diarrhoea […] It runs and it does not stop”—Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague challenges 

the endemic tropes that stuck to HIV and AIDS during this time (32). While Steinberg’s 

question as to why those who have access to treatment do not avail themselves of the 
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care offered may seem like a paranoid question, I read Steinberg’s text as reparative. As a 

journalist, Steinberg has written about policing, prison life, and farm murders in post-

apartheid South Africa, tackling the multiple examples of historical injustices that 

abound within the post-apartheid polity. Historically, the apartheid government 

deliberately withheld from—or provided inferior or minimal infrastructure to—its 

racialized citizens, something which the non-profit organization, Médecins Sans 

Frontières (MSF), for one, seeks to rectify by attempting to provide infrastructure to 

support the lives of those living with HIV in the old Bantustan area where Lusikisiki is 

located. Steinberg’s narrative techniques and strategies of representation at all times 

preserve what LaCapra proposes as a distance between the traumatized person and 

others, never conflating his sense of self with others’ subjectivities, even as he 

acknowledges how entangled they can become, given his own intentionally situated 

position of implicatedness in the country’s past, present, and future. Situating himself as 

an “implicated subject” and not adopting an omniscient narrative approach speaks to an 

openness on the part of Steinberg to surprises and a willingness to linger in an interstitial 

place where no concrete answers are forthcoming or even possible—the opposite of a 

paranoid, expository approach. As such, Steinberg’s narrative offers a new way of 

reading about pan/epidemic diseases such as HIV.   

An analysis of Tomson Highway’s 1998 novel Kiss of the Fur Queen forms the 

backbone of Chapter 3. I examine the text by foregrounding the connections between the 

epistemic injustices within Canada’s colonial context, with its history of forced 

assimilation policies and residential schools aimed at Indigenous people, and the 

epistemic injustices experienced by people living with HIV and the inherent trauma 
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within the stigmatizing context created by the disease. Throughout the novel, the elder of 

the two brothers, Champion-Jeremiah, bears witness to his own and his brother’s 

residential school experience, and later, to Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s grappling with HIV, 

foregrounding the necessary and important work that needs to happen to acknowledge 

another’s life, as real, wholly, and without judgment. Additionally, the text powerfully 

foregrounds a response to HIV that speaks to a radical possibility of survival, despite the 

violent and oppressive mechanisms of social power aimed at displacement, silencing and 

erasure of, in this instance, people living with HIV. Such work is powerfully illustrated 

when Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is shown as understanding that fear is the most potent driver 

when it comes to stigma—whether stigma is associated with being gay, living with HIV, 

or being Indigenous. Therefore, I read the novel, which mirrors, in part, Highway’s own 

life, as poised on the cusp of bearing witness to the horrors of the residential school 

legacies, as well as witnessing HIV, with the narrative enacting a form of Indigenous 

resurgence through its uses of non-Western realism, and Cree figures such as the 

Weetigo and the Trickster. As a fictional account, the text powerfully demonstrates how 

vulnerability, which is an inevitable part of existence within relations of interdependence, 

can be cast as a mobilizing force, as Butler argues in “Vulnerability and Resistance,” 

while at the same time states of precarity, which are socially constructed, must be 

overcome and challenged. Human-made precarity represents an intentional failure to 

provide the infrastructure necessary to support life, a purposeful dismantling of such 

infrastructure, or its rapid erosion. Equally powerful is Highway’s reading of the 

stigmatized body living with HIV and AIDS that is meaningfully represented as an 
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unstable identity, or “locus of agency,” tenuously established in time, as Butler theorizes 

(“Performative Acts” 61).  

Chapter 4 offers a close reading of Mpe’s novel Welcome to Our Hillbrow, which 

is considered an influential and significant text in South Africa. Mpe’s text illustrates 

how different forms of violences can unfold in the same social spaces and how the 

relationships between violences of the past (colonialism and apartheid) and violences of 

the present (xenophobia and HIV and its stigma) can do the same. The text affords 

profound insight into the infinite possibilities of encounter, made possible through the 

ongoing witnessing by the two central characters in the novel: when the South African 

Refilwe rethinks her xenophobic attitudes after she falls in love with a Nigerian man, 

despite contracting HIV; when Refentše, having killed himself, from the afterlife, 

acknowledges how he is compelled to respond to what was beyond his understanding 

when he was still alive. Above all, the narrative is concerned with a call for introspection, 

especially as South Africa, having just won its hard-fought struggle for freedom from 

white supremacism, now faces a brand new and quite deadly threat in the form of a virus. 

As such, the novel evokes Rob Nixon’s “long-dying[s]” that foreshadow how collective 

trauma has intergenerational consequences and that beyond the biomedical, HIV as a 

disease has real-life consequences that cannot be ignored or wished away (232). Much as 

Ann Jurecic contends that “the ailing body points to culture, pain points to philosophy, 

language points to consciousness, and all point to what is still to be learned about our 

fragility, our mortality, and how to live a meaningful life,” Mpe’s authoritative text cuts 

through social and cultural barriers to address the brutality of the stigma of HIV, but also 

shows how, through encounter, to overcome it (131).  
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Such a confrontation is not a straightforward process; instead, it asks the author to 

walk a fine line between representation and ethics, even if the text makes no “truth 

claims,” as the editors of Unfitting Narratives suggest (Raoul et al. 6). In the intentional 

exposure of subjectivity to develop a meaningful narrative within these complex social 

and political conditions, Mpe’s subjects find themselves within conditions that, to a 

varying degree, structure both risk and vulnerability. As Butler argues in Bodies That 

Matter: “Here it is not only a question of how discourse injures bodies but how certain 

injuries establish certain bodies at the limits of available ontologies, available schemes of 

intelligibility” (170). As such, the conditions required for sustaining life are at risk of not 

being produced. The result is that subjects are denied that which is constitutive of a 

liveable life (176). However, as Butler argues, this situation does not preclude resistance 

on the part of the body (176). Instead, the subjects’ resistance to/of the political 

“becomes a means to a future time”—possibly a time after AIDS, a specular imagining 

that has the potential to transform the now-time of AIDS” as Lisa Diedrich suggests (30). 

For the moment, though, HIV and AIDS remain very much in the present as a 

contemporary disease, albeit a chronic one, that compels a response, and one which we 

are reminded of in the works of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe. 

The narratives of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe, all speak to what Horne 

refers to as the kind of representation that reverses “the displacement” of the body with 

disease “through their skilful use of language, [thereby] increasing awareness of the 

depredations of the disease” within the context of discourse (39). Horne links this point 

to the theorizing by some trauma scholars, such as Dori Laub and Cathy Caruth, who 

argue that language has a limited capacity to express the traumatic experience fully. 
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However, the literary and trauma theorist Dominik LaCapra, in critiquing those who 

argue that trauma creates a gap (aporia) in language and is unrepresentable, proposes a 

pragmatic middle-ground of “empathic unsettlement” that falls between the event—

bound in place and time—and experience, not contained by spatial and temporal 

boundaries— that allows for a negotiation of the “double-bind” of the aporetic (History 

and its Limits 78-79). This mode of writing trauma, which I apply more generally in 

reading all my primary texts, allows the reader to feel an affective bond with the one 

impacted, without allowing for (over)identification with the subject that LaCapra 

cautions against (78-9). That Steinberg does not ever fully understand Magadla is central 

to Three Letter Plague and perhaps the most potent foregrounding of LaCapra’s notion of 

“empathic unsettlement” (Writing History xxiii). Steinberg acknowledges both the 

possibilities and limits of his own understanding, precariously perched as he is at the 

threshold of knowing that he may exploit his subjects and negotiate the territory of 

overidentifying with his main protagonist as a journalist. Such limits leave him, as the 

interlocutor, in a state of unsettlement, without the satisfaction of revelation. From this 

perspective too, Steinberg’s condition of unsettlement results in a text itself which is 

profoundly unsettling and does what Stef Craps (2013) critiques LaCapra of not having 

done: applying a trauma-informed decolonial lens to engage with the “traumatic 

experiences of members of […] cultural traditions” that are not Western in origin 

(Postcolonial Witnessing 3). In so doing, Steinberg recognizes the community of 

Lusikisiki’s trauma on their terms, acknowledging that working on or through of the 

problem is required—what LaCapra proposes as an “acting out” and “working through” 

as a means to “mitigate the haunting presence of the past” much as the narrators and 
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speakers in the works of Nolen, Highway and Mpe, along with Steinberg himself, also do 

(Writing History 22; History and Its Limits 54).  

Such texts also point to the asymmetrical power and social dynamics at play in 

our conceptions of health, addressing what Brophy describes as “attempts to intervene in 

cultural memory by rewriting the story of the body and its locations” to amend “how 

readers receive and respond to these imaginings and re-imaginings” (5). While Brophy 

focuses specifically on “testimonial writing—diaries and memoirs”—for this dissertation, 

I widen the circle to examine a broader range of genres (9). The texts I have chosen, 

Nolen and Steinberg's narrative journalism; the semi-fiction of Highway; and the fiction 

of Mpe, all grapple at some level with the enormous difficulty of articulating one of the 

most polarising diseases of our time. All four texts engage with the troubled history of 

HIV and AIDS stigma to illustrate how stigma and (and representational displacement) is 

fraught with historical trauma.  

However, reading literary texts within the context of AIDS discourses and 

“regimes of truth” and naming them as acts of witnessing or testimony is not objective. 

As the editor Monika Reif-Hülser writes in her introduction to Hillis Miller’s Literary 

Matters: “[…] reading is always geared to answer significant and destined questions” 

(Miller 11). Reading and examining such “subjugated knowledges” is one way to 

illustrate how meaning made from literary texts can connect to a call for a theory of 

stigma and contribute to helping disparate disciplines talk to each other. As Segal points 

out: interdisciplinary projects (such as this inquiry) are not without challenges, but a case 

can be made for “narrative approaches as a bridge between otherwise incompatible 

discourses” that potentially mediate between the different discourses (9). Moreover, as a 
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select body of work, I read the texts themselves as constituting part of a more extensive 

archive that bears witness to HIV and AIDS. As such, I chose them as primary texts to 

broaden such an archive beyond the other genres that include diaries and memoirs, as 

they too perform and enact the witnessing I am concerned with regarding the stigma 

associated with HIV.    

The first epigraph to this chapter points directly to our ethical obligations in terms 

of a compassionate response to each other and to challenge notions of who is granted a 

compassionate response and who is denied it within different socio-political contexts, 

and especially as it relates to public health on a global scale. Having worked for several 

years in the field of AIDS-related advocacy and communication, and having written 

about the disease as a journalist, I too have railed against the injustice of the stigma 

associated with HIV and what the Kenyan poet Mwaganu wa Kaggia wrote about in “Not 

Ashamed but So Ashamed”: “I am so ashamed of a world / that sits back / while millions 

die of a disease / that is preventable and treatable. // I am so ashamed” (25). I am equally 

vexed at the racializing tropes that quickly spring up around diseases such as SARS and, 

now, again, COVID-19. More troubling is that people living with HIV may now face an 

additional stigma in the form of another virus that preys on compromised immune 

systems. This concern links to the second epigraph to this chapter, the quote from Albert 

Camus’s The Plague. Camus’s point parallels Rothberg’s theorizing of the “implicated 

subject” as occupying politically-involved “positions aligned with power and privilege 

without being themselves direct agents of harm [or] with which we may be intertwined 

without even knowing it” (The Implicated Subject 1; 28). Rothberg foregrounds how “a 

new politics must emerge: one that admits implication in collective scenarios of violence 
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recognizes the asymmetry of vulnerability and builds differentiated solidarities across 

and beyond nation-states” within this context (28). If we can frame our responses to 

stigma in the way that Rothberg proposes—one that gets us to a place where the dual 

either/or approach of victimhood or representing the perpetrator is set aside in favour of 

considering “implication” as a continuum—we may be getting closer to developing more 

potent medicine to tackle the stigma associated with globalized diseases. It is a big ask—

accountability. 

Rothberg’s approach helps inform both the “convergences” and “contradictions” 

that play out in ongoing and concurrent entanglements in systems or relations of power 

that speak to the complexity of subjects and shows us a way to cut through discourses 

such as that of AIDS, by understanding how “different forms of power interact and build 

on each other” (17). In particular, Rothberg’s “implicated subject” is an “umbrella term” 

that “gathers a range of subject positions that sit uncomfortably in our familiar 

conceptual space of victims, perpetrators, and bystanders” (The Implicated Subject 12). 

The term situates fixed positions such as “victim,” “perpetrator,” beneficiary,” and 

“bystander” as part of “an underdeveloped vocabulary” that helps us see trauma in its 

structural dimensions as affecting not only the stigmatized but many actors (12-3; 1). 

Applying one of the key lessons from the response to HIV and AIDS—that the reduction 

of stigma (and discrimination) provides the space and opportunity to hear “people 

affected by the outbreak and [to establish] trust and communication between people 

affected and health authorities, even before the disease burden rises”—ensures that 

people living with and affected by the disease are understood as complex subjects who 

are much more than their symbolically designated and fixed positions within the 
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nomenclature of “key populations.”39 If we commit to ensuring that people living with 

and affected by HIV and AIDS are central to our public health responses, we may indeed 

have strong medicine that can be collectively applied rather than only ever as individual 

doses for a select few. Indeed, to research epi/pandemics and the exemplary case of the 

stigma associated with HIV is to understand the differential and precarious vulnerabilities 

of people living with and affected by a viral disease and the role history plays in shaping 

not only our present but our future too.  

 

 

 

39. Drawn from World Health Organisation (WHO) information. https://www.who.int/news-

room/spotlight/why-the-hiv-epidemic-is-not-over 
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Chapter 2: An “Ethics of Refusal” in the Journalism of Stephanie Nolen’s 28 Stories 

of HIV and AIDS and Jonny Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague 

 

For the dead and the living, we must bear witness. 

Elie Wiesel. Night.  

If we address stories as archaeological sites, and dust through their layers with 

meticulous care, we find at some level there is always a doorway. […] It is at the 

moments when the doors open, when things flow between the worlds, that stories happen. 

Alix E. Harrow. The Ten Thousand Doors of January. 

 

I now turn to two journalistic narratives: Canadian journalist Stephanie Nolen’s 

28 Stories of HIV and AIDS in Africa and specifically, the chapter that profiles the South 

African AIDS, human rights and anti-apartheid activist, Zackie Achmat, and the literary 

journalism of South African journalist Jonny Steinberg in Three Letter Plague, also set in 

South Africa. Both texts focus on HIV and AIDS explicitly within the context of the 

much anticipated and hard-fought-for political transformation that accompanies the 

country’s democratization—a profoundly transformational time when a different future, 

shaped by decolonial processes, is beginning to emerge. It is a pivotal moment in the 

lives of millions, the first taste of freedom and “an era of resurging life” (Steinberg 7). 

However, simultaneously, HIV is killing people in droves. As Steinberg comments: 

“When the dead were voters in a brand-new democracy, sons and daughters of people 

just liberated from white dictatorship, the spectacle [of AIDS] appears cynical in the 
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extreme as if guided by an evil hand”; this is “a cruel [and traumatic] irony” that is as 

pivotal as is the democratization of the country (7). These are maddeningly complex 

historically life-changing moments, in which the spectre of trauma is ever-present, 

brought on by the social, cultural, health, identity, political and economic losses, among 

others, wrought over centuries of subjugation, oppression and marginalization. Such 

trauma is now amplified by a disease that is laying waste to communities and instilling 

dread in people that, in turn, feeds the stigma associated with the disease.  

Within the context of such complicated watershed moments, I read the journalism 

of Nolen and Steinberg as exemplary of the idea of “an ethics of refusal” that manifests 

as a “refusal […] to abandon others” (Rose and Van Dooren 126, following Emmanuel 

Levinas). Both journalists embrace and respond to “the ethical call others make upon us” 

by bearing witness to the “meaningfulness of their [subjects’] lives” (126). While 

Nolen’s and Steinberg’s texts are quite different in style and motif, despite their shared 

subject matter (HIV and AIDS) and the fact that both texts are journalistic endeavours, 

theirs is a writing that does more than explaining the ostensibly linear, correlational 

relationships between the demographically driven “variables” impacting their lives and 

the stigma that coalesces around HIV and AIDS. As Nolen notes: “I looked at AIDS in 

Africa for a long time before I understood what I was seeing,” already witnessing beyond 

recognition or seeing (1). Neither Nolen’s long-form literary journalism that offers a 

compendium of profiles that are in-depth profiles of individuals living and affected by 

HIV, nor Steinberg’s text that harnesses storytelling techniques to tell a factual story, 

follow the rhetorical compulsion of what can be described as typical outbreak narratives 

that formulaically chart a disease’s emergence, development, clinical responses, and 
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eventual resolution. Instead, both journalists find themselves “in the most difficult place 

of witness: where to say nothing is abhorrent, and where to say anything is already to risk 

reductions,” as Rose and Van Dooren write (126). The journalism of both Steinberg and 

Nolen reflects an approach that can be described as not turning their “backs” on or 

abandoning the Other in a moment of crisis, brought on by a disease of epidemic 

proportions (Rose and Van Dooren 126, following Emmanuel Levinas).  

 Before I introduce, in this section, the different approaches that the two 

journalists adopt, and then, what their narratives do similarly, I need to note that I am 

aware, as I analyze, in tandem, Nolen’s and Steinberg’s texts, that the authors (and 

myself as a researcher) are privileged white people writing about racialized and 

systemically marginalized individuals and groups. I cannot skip over this. The troubling, 

problematizing and contesting of the systemic inequality and injustice that infuse all 

aspects of our society is too central to this dissertation, especially given the weight of the 

social assumptions and values that remain instilled in social policies that drive public 

health decisions. As the Queer scholar Keguro Macharia notes: “At the juncture between 

race and sexuality, recovery and representation can never be easy: minefields abound, 

and one tries to minimize the damage one will cause” (37). Macharia’s point relates to 

the profoundly systemic racism that infuses all aspects of society, and academia, 

especially “when threats of erasure remain all too real” for minoritized communities (38). 

At a practical level too, Macharia’s contentions compel me to wonder about the degree of 

authority that the journalists’ subjects have over the work being produced about them, 

especially in terms of the ethics that guide journalists not to share completed reports to 

sources unless the practice is meant to verify factual content. I cannot say whether Nolen 
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shared her work with Achmat, but Steinberg did share his manuscript with his main 

protagonist, Magadla, explaining towards the end of Three Letter Plague that “We 

agreed that he would read everything I wrote, and that he should look out for trouble” 

within the context of how Steinberg represented his story (350). To include Macharia’s 

arguments here then, within this context, may feel tangential. They are not. This 

chapter’s subjects are both products of deeply Westernised ways of knowing, as am I, as 

the author of this dissertation. To not include Macharia’s arguments within this context 

would be to ignore blatantly and deliberately “who serves as managing editors, who sit[s] 

on editorial boards, who peer reviews scholarship, whose work is cited”—all aspects that 

“conditions the shape and reception” of the kind of writing that Nolen and Steinberg 

produce (35). Additionally, as I later elaborate, I situate Steinberg and myself as 

Rothberg’s “implicated subjects” within the context of having grown up in South Africa. 

Nolen situates herself within this paradigm, although she is not as directly implicated in 

South Africa’s apartheid history, having arrived in the country only a few years before 

writing 28. However, on a global scale, I consider her as implicated in several histories 

that continue to produce violence and suffering.  

Although both journalists address the AIDS epidemic and the hidden burden of 

the disease’s stigma within the context of South Africa’s nascent democracy after the end 

of nearly five decades of apartheid rule in 1994, they situate their subjects very 

differently. Nolen’s chapter demonstrates Achmat’s resistance to the profound 

hegemonic forces, locating Achmat at the nexus of several simultaneously unfolding 

histories, bearing witness to historical events and the forces that work to discredit and 

silence him as he continually navigates between the oscillating paranoid and reparative 
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responses to HIV and AIDS at a moment of profound social transformation.1 As a 

journalist, Nolen does not foreground her interactions with Achmat. Instead, she 

positions herself in the background using conventional journalistic techniques, letting 

Achmat drive his own story’s narrative—one of deliberate and strategic defiance of the 

stigma associated with HIV. Achmat’s resistance allows for working through the legacies 

of the trauma associated with apartheid and its profoundly painful and problematic 

historical precedents within the disease’s context. While Nolen’s narrative is technically 

very much about the facts of events, she is also doing meaningful work that is not 

constative. More in keeping with the rhetorical approach of bearing witness and 

testimony that speaks to the first epigraph of this chapter, she imparts the “experience of 

living with HIV/AIDS [but also] investigate[s] and intervene[s] in its meaning” without 

“appropriating” Achmat’s experiences (Brophy 11). Therefore, her narrative strategy is 

suggestive of one that Brophy notes “attends to the complex rhetorical and ethical 

questions about mourning and memorialization inherent in second-hand as well as first-

hand witness accounts” (11-12). Nolen does not give Achmat a voice. He owns his voice, 

which is already loud and clear within the context of the South African political 

landscape, despite decades-long efforts to silence him, first by the apartheid regime and 

later by the ANC government in power in a post-apartheid context. However, Nolen’s 

work does amplify Achmat’s voice to tell his story in a way that disrupts the contagion 

narrative, offering something other in its stead. She describes how Achmat—“a gay, 

atheist, full-time rabble-rouser and one-time sex worker”—who first rose against the 

 

1. The oscillating paranoid and reparative responses gestures to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s attempt 

to expand the set of strategies available when practicing critical theory, while not privileging the paranoid 

stance over the reparative one.  
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oppressive apartheid regime when he was fourteen, spends “much of the next ten years 

underground, organizing cells of the outlawed ANC and training new members of the 

resistance” (Nolen 180). Then, in the 1990s, after “a routine medical appointment,” he 

tested positive for HIV. At 27 years old, it was a death sentence and a blow to the very 

“tissues of the mind,” which saw him retreat entirely from the world (Kai Erickson 183). 

Six months later, he was still very much alive, emerging from his reclusive state and 

diving back into activism and dissent (Nolen 181).  

Steinberg too considers the story of HIV and AIDS as one that the news media 

had missed, and like Nolen, he recognizes that he is writing in a moment of historical 

transformation open to a different kind of time to come, just barely in sight after the end 

of apartheid. However, his frustration with how “all media covered HIV [putting] it into 

its own special language, which was numbed, deadened language” prompted the writing 

of Three Letter Plague (AIDS Foundation Chicago).2 For Steinberg, it meant that “the 

whole country [South Africa] would be talking about HIV but not really talking about it 

at the same time” (AIDS Foundation Chicago). Furthermore, the more complicated idea 

for Steinberg and one of the reasons he wanted to tell the story about “antiretroviral 

medicine” through the eyes of one young man—Sizwe Magadla—was that AIDS 

represented much more than the disease. It “had a good deal more to do with [Sizwe’s] 

being a son, a prospective husband, and a shopkeeper than living in a district that 

administered antiretroviral drugs” (8). Steinberg’s primary subject, Magadla, is therefore 

situated very differently to how Achmat situates himself: as an out gay man, living with 

 

2. This quote, along with the following ones, are from an archived interview posted on 23 

November 2011 with Steinberg by the AIDS Foundation Chicago. 
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HIV, with a history of anti-apartheid activism, who has experienced some gains in the 

newly democratic South Africa, specifically with the constitutional protection of his 

rights as a member of the LGBTI community. Unlike Achmat, Magadla is not a public 

figure. He is a Black African man who does not know his HIV status, who lives in a rural 

area of the country in what was known as a former Bantustan and is so afraid of the 

stigma associated with HIV and AIDS that he refuses to be tested for the virus. 

Nonetheless, Magadla allows Steinberg to negotiate and explore with him, 

through an intricate and complicated relationship, the social and cultural chasm between 

them that must always remain in view, and how the multiple and intersecting traumatic 

legacies have shaped his situation over time. By framing the narrative of Three Letter 

Plague in this way, Steinberg deftly locates and bears witness to Magadla’s story within 

the context of an intergenerational struggle that is inextricably linked to the question of 

legacy, given Magadla’s determination not to lose what he has so painstakingly 

attained—an education, a small trading shop, a wife, a son. In this way, by foregrounding 

the structural, through his focus on institutions and his keen awareness of the extreme 

poverty in which Magadla grew up, Steinberg approaches his task of engaging with HIV 

and AIDS journalistically quite differently to Nolen. He positions himself as an 

“implicated subject,” inextricably bound up in the country’s histories of the racist rule of 

which he is a product and to which he bears witness, rather than as an objective observer 

and straightforward documenter of events.3  Such a narrative approach foregrounds 

Rothberg’s acceptance of our collective role as “implicated subject” and give us the 

vocabulary to think about HIV and AIDS in unsettling ways that connect to “our 

 

3. Referencing Michael Rothberg’s “implicated subject” (The Implicated Subject).  
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understanding of power, privilege, violence, and injustice” as Steinberg’s text vividly 

demonstrates (The Implicated Subject 1). Steinberg’s narrative brings to life Rothberg’s 

argument that “Implicated subjects occupy positions aligned with power and privilege 

without being themselves direct agents of harm” (1). The text also makes clear that he is 

profoundly aware of his position as a beneficiary of white privilege and how white 

people in the South African context “contribute to, inhabit, inherit, or benefit from 

regimes of domination [even if they] do not originate or control such regimes” (1). For a 

journalist to abandon the “Gods-eye” or “objective” position and situate himself within 

structures that reproduce domination, hierarchy, harm, and violence is a significant step 

and opens up a range of possibilities to work through the disaster that is HIV and AIDS 

and its traumatic consequences. 

One of the most helpful insights on trauma theory within the context of the focus 

of Nolen and Steinberg on HIV stigma as a traumatic encounter is Rothberg’s contention 

that the framework “can provide necessary attention both to how the experience of 

trauma isolates the victim and to how it can create the grounds for new forms of 

community” (“‘There is No Poetry in This’” 148). Rothberg, in this instance, is writing 

about the events of 11 September 2001, arguing that his concern focuses on “the 

intellectual, ethical, and political consequences of the framework,” and not whether “the 

adjective ‘traumatic’ as a description for the event” is adequate (147). I consider the work 

of Steinberg especially in this light too. Through his narrative, Steinberg delves into the 

social, cultural, and ethical consequences that encompass and infuse the stigma attached 

to HIV. Thus, even as being diagnosed with HIV can be described as traumatic, as is 

having to cope with the disease’s stigmatizing properties, the trauma framework is most 
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helpful when grappling with the structural and systemic social and cultural antecedents 

and aftereffects of the disease, or what I consider the aftershock of colonial thinking. As 

Rothberg argues, trauma “in its contemporary understanding […] refers not simply to a 

wounding event, but primarily to the ‘structure of its experience or reception’” (149). In 

other words, stigma does not merely signify behaviours rooted in individuals, which can 

then be neatly divided into categories of those who stigmatize and the “stigmatized,” but 

critically the traumatized responses to layered and intersecting histories that structure the 

conditions of reception of stigmatizing acts. Such an analysis of trauma offers a breaking 

free from the constraints of the discourse of containment and contagion. 

Furthermore, Nixon’s notion of the “occluded relationships” in Slow Violence can 

help shift the focus from the (traumatic) event to the broader social and cultural 

environment within which stigma flourishes (45). It allows for a reading Steinberg’s 

work (and Nolen’s as well) that does not favour the paranoid over the reparative, even as 

the often “contested science of damage further compounds the challenge” of keeping the 

slow violence perpetrated against people living with a disease such as HIV front and 

centre (47). Examining stigma through a trauma-informed lens within this context makes 

so much sense to me, especially as HIV becomes increasingly “spectacle deficient” (47).  

Both Nolen’s and Steinberg’s respective engagements with the disease’s facts as 

journalists and storytellers create conceptual possibilities that relate to the many and 

different ways this disease can be thought through, albeit not through a disease motif. 

However, while profoundly engaged with the AIDS epidemic as a public health concern, 

there is also no sense in their respective writing of a foundational “public health motif” 

—an approach that would see their subjects and focus of their reporting employed as 
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mechanisms “of reassurance” (Laidlaw 433). Instead, they both eschew, through their 

writing style and tone, what Steinberg regards as “ the tranquillized language in which 

people spoke” about the disease, using “numbed language [as] a way of escape, a way of 

distancing” themselves from the terrible toll of the virus from the 1980s through to the 

early 2000s (AIDS Foundation Chicago). 

Nolen and Steinberg both address the historically divisive politics associated with 

HIV and AIDS stigma. Their texts constantly gesture to how public health policies 

cannot be effective if “social hierarchies, cultural practices, belief systems, and particular 

[group] relations and histories” are not taken seriously or into account (Davidson and 

Goldberg 58). How expert discourse is taken up, therefore, matters, as do the kinds of 

narratives on which we rely to tell stories about people living with a disease, especially if 

we seek to mitigate the persistent stigma that attaches to a disease such as HIV, creating 

opportunities for more meaningful and inclusive social participation. Therefore, in 

general, I analyze the two texts from the perspective of the politics of discourse and its 

link to trauma and as a form of literature that mobilizes the imagination, emotions, and 

affect that, in turn, can translate into political action. More specifically, I propose that 

Nolen’s text charts the materiality of HIV, offering insight into how stigma is affective as 

a “force or forces of encounter”—a “force” that is less “forceful” than reflective of how 

“affect more often transpires within and across the subtlest of shuttling intensities: all the 

minuscule or molecular events of the unnoticed” (Gregg and Seigworth 2; emphasis in 

the original text). Nolen’s profile of Zackie Achmat’s in 28 engages with his activism 

both during and post-apartheid, and most notably, as co-founder of the Treatment Action 

Campaign (TAC). Achmat’s testimony speaks directly to how “Affect can be understood 
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[…] as a gradient of bodily capacity” that not only rises and falls within the “various 

rhythms and modalities of encounter but also through the troughs and sieves of sensation 

and sensibility” (2). Steinberg’s text, in turn, helps me read the chronically unnoticed or 

ignored lives, which he as journalist encounters and to which he then bears witness, 

foregrounding the intersectional and causally complex dimensions of a process that 

Nixon would describe as a form of slow violence with its own affective force.  

Nolen’s and Steinberg’s reporting challenges what Nixon calls the “perceptual 

habits that downplay the damage” caused by “slow violence” (15). The slow violence that 

Nixon theorizes is “a violence that occurs gradually and out of sight, a violence of 

delayed destruction that is dispersed across time and space, an attritional violence that is 

typically not viewed as violence at all” (2). The point that Nixon makes is that “violence” 

is generally thought of as “immediate in time, explosive and spectacular, and as erupting 

into instant sensational visibility” (2). Nolen and Steinberg’s journalism instead engages 

with a “different kind of violence that is neither spectacular nor instantaneous, but rather 

incremental and accretive,” such as the slow violence of stigmatizing behaviour 

perpetuated against people living with HIV (2).  

My readings of Nolen and Steinberg also locate the journalists in the tradition of 

“writer-activists” in whose “narrative imaginings” can be found “a different kind of 

witnessing: of sights unseen,” as Rob Nixon argues in Slow Violence (15). While Nixon 

extends the scope and nature of witnessing slow violence, I take up his work and apply it 

to the slow violence of HIV-related stigma. As a sub-genre of journalism, narrative or 

literary journalism lends itself to this kind of witnessing, especially about something 

continuously in flux and “mercurial” as the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS within 
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a trauma-informed intersectional approach (Gilbert 13). By bearing witness to the 

phenomenon that always almost seems graspable, yet continuously turning out to be 

elusive, Nolen’s and Steinberg’s journalism indeed allows the reader entry into “the 

affective and imaginative dimensions of experience” that “requires a commitment [to] an 

ethics of [responsibility] for what we do not” or maybe even fail to recognize 

(“Witnessing, Recognition, and Response Ethics” 473).  Also, Nixon argues that this 

kind of slow violence, which is evident in practices of epistemic injustices and epistemic 

violence, poses foremost a “representational” test—the “stories, images, and symbols” 

that can rise sufficiently to the challenge of representation (3).  

In reading Nolen’s and Steinberg’s journalism, I am struck by the disease’s 

systemic impact that remains qualitatively familiar and measurable and beyond the 

anecdotal. Steinberg, for instance, draws discursive strength from both the qualitative and 

the quantitative, producing a seamless interplay between the two kinds of information 

throughout Three Letter Plague. Putting both categories of data to work, he ensures a 

narrative mobility that continually moves forward his analysis and interpretation of a 

disease that seemed set to cause social and cultural disruption some two and a half 

decades after first being diagnosed.4 Nolen too draws on quantitative and qualitative 

information to describe the many calamities of a disease brought on by a “group of 

pathogens known as retroviruses” (5). HIV, for instance, she writes, is a “single piece of 

RNA,” unlike the more “familiar double-stranded loop of DNA [that] cannot replicate on 

its own but needs a host cell” (5). Instead, it is its Velcro-like nature that lets it bind to 

 

4. Such mobility is a characteristic feature of literary journalism and as a stance, allows for a fluid 

shift between scales: from the molecular (as Stacy Alaimo argues in Material Feminisms), through the 

subjective, to the structural.   
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molecules in the body. That the stigma that attaches to or binds itself to persons infected 

with the virus mirrors the nature of the pathogen, speaks to how “devious and complex” 

it is in the way that it functions, continuing to thwart “scientific effort to render it 

harmless or even slow its march” as Nolen points out (4).  

Both journalists capture the imagination of their readers “by bringing attention 

back to the unpredictable and intimate power of ordinary, everyday affects” (Lockwood 

123). They do this by consistently tracing and returning to the disproportionate and 

asymmetrical impact of an illness that has engendered such overwhelming stigma. 

Additionally, the two journalists apply a rigorous method of ethical writing and research, 

a commitment to spending time with the people whose stories they tell, and an ability to 

craft stories about real people and events that grip the imagination. Theirs are narratives 

that surpass what is commonly thought of as current affairs reporting—their texts are 

more contextual, richer in storylines, and encompass a turning inward to look outward, 

with focus, without troping the disease as clichéd contagion stories. Rather than acting as 

eyewitnesses to the catastrophic consequences of untreated HIV, both Nolen and 

Steinberg bear witness to the disease—what the media scholar Sue Tait describes as a 

practice of “assuming responsibility for contemporary events” (1220), and what the 

philosopher Kelly Oliver describes as “bearing witness to what cannot be seen” 

(“Witnessing and Testimony” 80). Both Tait’s and Oliver’s ideas of bearing witness—

one as a construct employed within the context of journalism, the other at a philosophical 

level of ethics—help make sense of the notion of ethics that demands attention and a 

refusal to walk away from the pressing disaster that is AIDS. Nolen and Steinberg 

approach their topic ethically. They do not feed into contagion narratives, do not 
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dehumanize their subjects, and demonstrate that to bear witness is not to reveal some 

ultimate truth about HIV or those living with the virus. Instead, the journalists’ 

witnessing is necessarily an ongoing process that we can never “see fully,” as Oliver 

argues. By steering clear of the polarizing narratives that have been inherent to HIV and 

AIDS discourse, both journalists avoid “grand concluding narratives” (De Kok  61). 

Instead, they keep their readers focused on the nuanced complexities of the virus, to the 

point that Steinberg’s subject does not even know whether he is living with the virus 

because he refuses to be tested. Therefore, there is no need to strive for “exposure,” 

which Sedgwick identifies as the modality of paranoid thinking and which, she argues, 

rarely if ever, solves the problem being examined.  

At a functional level, I situate my reading of Nolen’s and Steinberg’s work as 

providing an interdisciplinary bridge between the literary, the biomedical, and the social 

sciences, providing insight into how the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS can be 

untangled and understood through a trauma lens.5 The stigma associated with HIV and 

AIDS has long been the preoccupation of those responding to the disease. Its study 

represents a wide sphere of stakeholders, traversing a multiplicity of disciplines ranging 

from the biomedical and social sciences to the philosophical, behavioural, literary, and 

journalistic. As far as HIV-related stigma acting as a barrier to an effective response to 

 

5. This dissertation casts a wide disciplinary net, offering an array of entry points along a social 

and cultural continuum, as does its primary focus—the stigma associated with pan/epidemics such as HIV 

as an exemplary case study. As an interdisciplinary project, drawing on the humanities and the social and 

biomedical sciences, it “does not lay claim to a universally recognised core of knowledge, as say physics 

does,” but instead aims to draw on and integrate “existing disciplinary knowledge” (Allan Repko. 

Interdisciplinary Research 9). Therefore, this project incorporates such approaches that include “relevant 

disciplinary insights, concepts, and theories” to theorise HIV-related stigma and trauma theory. A trauma 

framework produces “integrated” and “new knowledge” that encompasses both an account of the 

phenomenon of stigma, while offering the space to imagine reparative practices (Allan Repko 10). 
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the disease is concerned, the alarm was sounded early on in the life of the virus by, 

among others, gay rights and human rights activists, global and public health workers, 

community outreach workers, faith communities, and most notably, scholars such as 

Link and Phelan (2001/2006), and Parker and Aggleton (2006). While Erving Goffman’s 

general definition of stigma was first published in 1963, it was Link and Phelan who in 

2001 argued that a common theoretical perspective on stigma was still lacking, emerging 

“from the vast body of literature that has been written on HIV/AIDS-related stigma” over 

the last two decades (Deacon. “Towards a Sustainable Health-Related Theory of Stigma” 

419). However, as Harriet Deacon (2006) notes, evidence also points to the “‘conceptual 

inflation’ and a consequent lack of analytical clarity” that has dogged the conceptualizing 

of stigma (419). Quoting a study by Prior et al., Deacon writes that “‘Stigma … is 

creaking under the burden of explaining a series of disparate, complex and unrelated 

processes to such an extent that the use of the term is in danger of obscuring as much as it 

enlightens’” (419). In part, this “conceptual inflation” and elastic application of the 

concept of stigma is central to my argument to consider the phenomenon through a 

trauma-informed decolonial lens. I contend that applying such a framework, attuned as it 

is to the oversights of trauma theory as theorists such as Roger Luckhurst and Michael 

Rothberg, and others have warned of,6 may shift and even disrupt the enduring and 

prevailing stasis that exists in breaking down the stigma related to HIV and AIDS, 

despite decades of behaviourally informed approaches aimed at mitigating the 

phenomenon. Three reasons, therefore, inform my decision to engage with the narrative 

 

6. I refer here to the contested notion of universally applying Western models of psychiatric 

interventions in non-Western contexts. This challenge does not negate or deny the notion of trauma in non-

Western cultures. Instead, the criticism is aimed at the universalising application of Western models of 

trauma therapy.  
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journalism of Nolen and Steinberg. [First,] Given the complexity associated with a 

disease such as HIV, I consider the specificity of fact, central to journalism, a helpful tool 

to gain insight into what we are up against when researching the stigma associated with a 

disease such as HIV. Additionally, Nolen’s and Steinberg’s respective humanizing texts 

represent a means to challenge social and cultural assumptions that continue to manifest 

as toxic and stigmatizing narratives, in this instance, about HIV and the stigma associated 

with the disease. Finally, both their narratives address the idea of trauma in a decolonial 

context, specifically related to the disease and its stigma.7  

Nolen and Steinberg practice and produce a kind of journalism that locates the 

trauma associated with HIV stigma within the context of biopolitics, as their texts 

foreground, profoundly, the “tension […] and discourses of trauma” that have coalesced 

around HIV and AIDS-related stigma (Vermeulen 142). From the perspective of the 

epigraph to this chapter, both Nolen and Steinberg “address” the story of HIV and AIDS 

“as [an] archaeological site,” helping the reader find the doorways that provide 

opportunities for the “moments […] between worlds” to flow through, and tell the story 

of HIV and AIDS, underscoring the rules of a post-apartheid society that render 

expressions discursively meaningful (Harrow 2). Furthermore, I consider Nolen’s and 

Steinberg’s journalism a “turning toward” those living with or affected by HIV and AIDS 

(Rose and Van Dooren 126). Situating my perspective of stigma within a trauma-

 

7. Michelle Balaev for instance reminds us that “the popular reliance on a single model of trauma 
in criticism […] has created a limited method of interpretation that fails to adequately address the complex 

phenomena of trauma in literature” (3). Balaev’s contention relies on the more traditional approaches of 

trauma theory by scholars such as Caruth that hold that “trauma is a speechless void, unrepresentable, 

inherently pathologic, timeless, and repetitious” driven by what she refers to as “a monocular view of 

memory” (3). As noted in Chapter 1, this view of trauma has been contested by literary scholars such as 

Dominic LaCapra, Michael Rothberg, and others. 
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informed decolonial framework through which to read Nolen’s and Steinberg’s 

journalism suggests, for me, via Rothberg and other trauma theorists, that the structural 

elements of stigma cannot be delinked from the intersectionality and systemic and 

structural realms of trauma.    

I see Nolen’s and Steinberg’s journalism as speaking directly to Rose’s and Van 

Dooren’s work that “has brought [them] into situations where some fateful combination 

of ignorance, negligence, selfishness, and deeply conflicting values are spelling disaster 

for individuals and species” (124). Nolen and Steinberg always “turn toward” the 

difficult conditions and all of their complexities rather than turning away when the 

compounding effects of stigma may seem overwhelming—certainly in the case of their 

respective subjects, whose wide-ranging cultural, political, social, economic, emotional 

and affective experiences they document with compassion.  (124). As suggested earlier in 

this chapter, the refusal of either to remain silent in the face of the AIDS crisis represents 

an “ethics of refusal” that underpins and stabilizes their work, as they don a mantle of 

responsibility by engaging with the “meaningfulness of [people’s] lives and death” when 

few others do at the time of their writing (124). Even when he stands accused by one of 

the main characters in the book, Herman Reuter, who is in charge of Médecins Sans 

Frontiers’ Lusikisiki programme, that he does not “heal,” and “just” reports, Steinberg 

does not turn away from people like Magadla (368). Wondering why Reuter “could not 

see that people like Sizwe represented a victory, not a failure” for Médecins Sans 

Frontières (MSF), Steinberg notes that “Even Sizwe concedes that if he falls ill, he will 

go to the clinic, test, and take the pills”—for Steinberg, clearly as a direct result of MSF’s 

intervention (370). Generous to a fault in his descriptions of the MSF doctor, Steinberg 
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recognizes something that the medical practitioner fails to see—the unnoticed reality of 

the “frail, imperfect ways of ordinary human beings in the teeth of a great epidemic” that 

foregrounds the complexity of the disease, and the fear it engenders (370). I follow 

Rothberg’s lead in identifying “the intellectual, ethical, and political consequences of the 

[trauma] framework,” and not the adequacy of “the adjective ‘traumatic’ as a description 

for the event” (“‘There is No Poetry in This’” 147). Crucial to making this claim is 

recognizing that my dissertation focuses on literary trauma theory to demonstrate how 

the stigma associated with HIV can be read as a traumatic encounter in fictional and 

journalistic texts about the disease. It should be noted, though, that “modern 

neurobiology [conditionally shares] the same account of psychic trauma” as does trauma 

theory (Leys 229).8 However, from the perspective of applying literary trauma theory, the 

texts of Nolen and Steinberg, thus, open a space in which trauma and narrative— “wound 

and word” —can and do interact (Pederson 109).  

I am not suggesting that the kind of journalism produced by Nolen and Steinberg 

offers a magical solution to the problem that is the stubbornness of stigma. Marcel 

Broersma laments this semi-failure as the “unbearable limitations of journalism,” 

contending that to understand how journalism works fully, we should approach it not “as 

 

8. The trauma scholar Ruth Leys argues that the notion of trauma “has been fundamentally 

unstable […] veering uncontrollably between two ideas, theories or paradigms” (Trauma 298). Leys 

contends that first, “mimetic theory holds that trauma [involves] a kind of hypnotic imitation or 

identification [that sees the trauma victim acting out] the traumatogenic event” (298). This acting out or 

imitation of the event happens because the victim “cannot recall” the event (298). Secondly, “antimimetic 

theory also tends to make imitation basic to the traumatic experience, but it understands imitation 

differently [in that the victim] is essentially aloof [dissociated?] from the traumatic experience, [but] 
remains a spectator of the traumatic scene, which she can therefore see and represent to herself and others. 

The “antimimetic” camps considers trauma “a purely external event that befalls a fully constituted subject” 

(299). Leys’ central claim is that the idea of trauma “has been structured historically […] to invite 

[simultaneously] one pole or the other of the mimetic/ antimimetic dichotomy and to resist and ultimately 

defeat all such attempts at resolution” (299). Whereas Leys creates two schemes of event-based trauma, my 

work is focused on structural and systemic trauma.  
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a descriptive discourse, but on the contrary as a performative discourse designed to 

persuade readers that what it describes is real.” (21). Only if we come to the kind of 

journalism of Nolen and Steinberg in this way can we see how such writing can 

transform “an interpretation into truth—into a reality [and a ‘felt’ truth] that the public 

can act on” (21). By examining Nolen’s and Steinberg’s work to chart the topologies of 

prejudice and find the traumatogenic knot that is stigma, what surfaces in both texts is 

indeed the “real” of living with a disease such as HIV. Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague 

illustrates how literary journalism circumvents and disrupts the distraction of illness and 

disease narratives as a spectacle. Instead, his text reveals what John Bak describes as the 

“magical in the mundane” (2). Nolen, in turn, frames her work from the perspective of 

“AIDS” as constantly amplifying what has gone wrong in society, undermining the 

“ability to respond” to grave societal problems, which include famine, war, other 

diseases, and shortages of schools, clinics, and potable water, to name a few (28 15). 

Given that “people react differently to traumatic events, even in terms of neurobiological 

responses,” the trauma scholar Michelle Balaev argues that no universalizing claim 

should be made in terms of trauma, such as “that all traumatic experiences are frozen in 

mental limbo, and unintegrated” (“Trauma Theory and Its Discontents” 10; 34). This 

specific approach to theorizing trauma has guided me as I consider the traumatic impact 

of living with the stigma associated with HIV through the two journalists’ texts.  

Nolen and Steinberg do not pathologize the disease, nor the stigma associated 

with HIV, about which they write. Along with the self-stigma and social stigma, each 

journalist illustrates the structural conditions within which the stigma associated 

flourishes within the decolonizing context of South Africa. In this way, Nolen and 
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Steinberg demonstrate how stigma can be understood as functioning “at the intersection 

of culture, power, and difference” (Mahajan et al. 4, following Parker and Aggleton). 

Their texts also illustrate how a decolonial trauma-informed framework offers the 

opportunity to engage with stigmatized individuals or groups to address the “power 

differential” endemic to traumatic experiences (Shimmin et al. 3). Shimmin et al. argue 

that such traumatic experiences, “by their very nature set up a power differential where 

one entity (whether an individual, an event, a system or a force of nature) has power over 

another” (3). Within the context of the “interpersonal interactions” that are pivotal to 

“public involvement in health research,” and central to the work the journalists do, what 

is evident in their writing is a distinct awareness that individuals’ “feelings of 

powerlessness [should not be] reproduced or reconstituted in any way” as this has the 

potential to do enormous harm (3).  

While Nolen and Steinberg do not shy away from naming the stigma, their 

narratives paint a much bigger landscape that creates the space to read their work within 

a trauma-informed decolonial framework that engages with the power of stigma that 

drives discourse actively. Therefore, vital to answering my earlier question—what a 

trauma-informed decolonial lens affords me as a researcher that other frameworks do 

not—lies in the intersectionality of the theoretical approach to engaging with the 

stubbornness of stigma as a social and cultural phenomenon. As trauma theory continues 

to evolve from its Holocaust-centred genesis and initial concerns with war, abuse, and 

confinement, it has opened up to include events that may not have resulted from physical 

violence. Additionally, such an approach, especially within the health sector, as 

researchers increasingly point out, provides for the critical inclusion of diverse 
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perspectives (Shimmin et al., 2017). As an approach, it gets to the exclusion problem of 

HIV-related stigma: of the voices of those who often carry the most significant burden of 

illness—voices that are systemically excluded in public health research and the media. 

As Carolyn Shimmin and her fellow researchers argue: 

An important but often overlooked aspect in the practice of public 

involvement in health research [in particular] is the recognition that the 

experiential knowledge of the public often sought out by researchers 

[…] may be intertwined with experiences of trauma. (3) 

Crucially trauma should be considered as “a widespread, harmful, and costly public 

health issue that can impact an individual’s health, responsiveness to treatment, and ability 

to access appropriate services (and therefore identify as a ‘patient’)” (3). Reading and re-

reading the central argument by Shimmin and her colleagues, it strikes me how easily I 

can replace their use of the word trauma with stigma within the context of HIV. Stigma, 

much as trauma, is “widespread, harmful and costly” from the perspective of public health 

and “can impact an individual’s health, responsiveness to treatment, and ability to access 

appropriate services,” including treatment for HIV (3). Furthermore, from an 

intersectional perspective, it is essential to recognize that “inequalities are never the result 

of single, distinct factors. Rather, they are the outcome of intersections of different social 

locations, power relations and experiences” (Shimmin et al. 2; qtd. Hankivsky). From an 

interdisciplinary (and multidisciplinary) perspective, communicating “across substantial 

barriers [to] find new space in between conventional categories” as the journalists do “is 

[thus] well worth the effort” (Raoul et al. xxv). Whereas “Biomedical discourse tells a 

particular story about health and illness, based on distinct models and metaphors,” it is 
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evident that meanings of “events or symptoms” shift and change “when they are framed 

differently, or viewed from different perspectives,” as Raoul et al. argue (6). Nolen and 

Steinberg’s literary and long-form journalism operates in this interdisciplinary ‘space.’  

By navigating very deliberately between various biomedical sciences, political 

and policy debates, social analyses, and affective registers through the immersive, 

interpretive, and qualitative as they tell their stories, they integrate and create new 

knowledge, always bracketed by fact. As my project brings other disciplines to bear on 

Humanities concerns, the journalism of Nolen and Steinberg, therefore, speaks directly to 

the interdisciplinarity of my work, as both engage in research that is reminiscent of an 

ethnographic mixed methods (quantitative and qualitative) approach as applied in the 

social sciences, were I to deconstruct their journalism through such a methodological 

lens.9  

Nolen and Steinberg focus on people who are stigmatized, considering the 

“structural (or social) power that enables stigma” (Parker and Aggleton 15). Each 

journalist illustrates how stigma is central to “producing and reproducing […] power and 

 
9. Ethnographic research can be thought of in terms of its holistic approach, which considers both 

individual and/or population data, as well as systemic or structural contextual aspects. When applied using 

a mixed methods approach, ethnography represents an integration of empirical data, critical reflection, and 

interpretative approaches that gives us an overarching, deeply connective way of understanding a story 

against a backdrop of considering the research subjects in their cultural settings, with the aim to produce a 

narrative account of that particular culture through a theoretical lens. Ethnography is not without 

contention. As a research method, it has a history of “‘studying down’ [doing research about the lives of] 

people less powerful and privileged than the researchers themselves,” (Dominic Boyer and Ulf Hannerz. 

“Introduction: Worlds of Journalism,” 9). However, Stephanie Nolen and Jonny Steinberg practice a kind 

of journalism that can be broadly described as on par with “studying sideways” in ethnographic terms, 

countering the tendency to “study down” by situating themselves as “implicated subjects” (Rothberg). 

Journalists are generally aware of the different social dimensions that influence their craft, and “studying 
sideways” in this instance reflects how both these journalists, despite their privilege, examine as peers, the 

lives of those living with HIV (9). Theirs is not a patronising approach, but rather one that adopts a method 

that can be thought of as being more concerned with the shared conditions of their humanity, than with 

recognising such individuals as Other. And while journalists may not be specifically be concerned with the 

academic protocols required by ethnographic research, they are bound by strict professional standards and 

ethical guidelines in their reporting.  
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control” (15). Such a strategy runs contrary to much of the research focused on the 

“beliefs and attitudes of those who are perceived to stigmatize others” (15). Steinberg 

foregrounds such relations with the damning indictment by Magadla, who says: Some 

people believe that the whites have developed a cure for AIDS but that they are holding it 

back. They are waiting for enough black people to die so that when we all vote in an 

election, the whites will win …”  (Steinberg 157). Nolen invokes the frustrations related 

to the HIV and AIDS response of the first president of a democratic South Africa and 

long-time prisoner of the apartheid regime, the late Rolihlahla Nelson Mandela’s 

frustrations in the chapter focusing on him. She quotes Mandela as saying that the toll of 

HIV and AIDS “is a global injustice. It is a travesty of human rights on a global scale” 

(253). As such, Nolen’s and Steinberg’s work suggests a framework that may explain 

why approaching stigma only from a behavioural and individualistic perspective (of 

those who stigmatize) has not yielded the successes envisioned. To examine stigmatizing 

behaviour, steeped as it is in concepts of power, through a trauma lens, and understood as 

a form of “slow violence” as theorized by Nixon, can thus cast light on stigma’s stubborn 

social and cultural stickiness. 

2.1 Revealing Affect, the Body, and Place: Stephanie Nolen’s 28  

Nolen’s 28 lays bare the calamitous force of HIV and AIDS in sub-Saharan 

Africa. Using South Africa as her base, the journalist travelled across the sub-region of 

the continent to report on the impact of HIV and AIDS through the eyes of those living 

with and affected by the disease, after challenging her editors of the national Canadian 

newspaper, the Globe & Mail, to consider treating the AIDS epidemic as they would treat 

wars, given the dire consequences of both. Nolen’s text focuses on 28 individuals, as 
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each person represents a million people living with HIV at the time of her writing (3). 

She notes that “nothing I was sent to cover anywhere in the world [reporting on conflict] 

compared to what I saw AIDS doing in sub-Saharan Africa. And yet this story never 

made the news at all” (3). Nevertheless, here was a disease that “preys on our most 

intimate moments” through our “blood and sexual fluids and breastmilk,” which was 

laying waste to the lives of millions of people who were treated with dismissive disdain 

(6). Equally troubling for Nolen was that treatment was generally not available to people 

in this part of the world, even if HIV was, in Canada (her home), “a fully preventable 

disease” (4). Even as Nolen’s other chapters in 28 make for compelling reading and re-

reading, I chose to closely examine the chapter that focuses on the story of Zackie 

Achmat, as it details parts of his life as an activist but also describes, vividly, the 

materiality of living with HIV. At the same time, Nolen delves into the “fractured” social 

and political “landscape” that gave impetus to HIV flourishing in the country and 

leveraged an already existing imbalance of power that privileged those who were already 

privileged—primarily white, heterosexual, male South Africans (18-9).  

Achmat’s is not the only story of a South African in Nolen’s 28. Mandela also 

appears in the chapter on Achmat. (There is also a chapter in 28 dedicated to Mandela, in 

which Achmat appears.) However, a close reading of the separate chapter on Mandela 

and the other 26 stories is beyond this project’s scope. Nevertheless, the individual 

profiles in the respective chapters highlight how a disease that polarises society amplifies 

structural inequalities and gives rise to toxic human behaviour with its propensity to 

inveigle itself into institutional policies that manifest as stigma. As Nolen writes: “It 

makes existing epidemics of tuberculosis and malaria a thousandfold more lethal” (14). 
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Nolen also points to the fear that coalesces around the disease, to the point of silencing its 

very name, which is reminiscent of the sentiments expressed in Eddie Vulani Maluleke’s 

poem, “Nobody Ever Said AIDS” (19). Recounting a visit to a rural hospital in Tanzania, 

Nolen asked whether three patients had AIDS: they were “lying in a row on a thin mat on 

the floor. Their legs were like twigs, and their breathing was audible from the other side 

of the room” (3). The response from the medical staff was immediate: “Shh, shh, shh […] 

You can’t just say that word.” Nolen notes that incidents such as these drew her back to 

Africa, “drawn to what I began to believe was the biggest story in the world” that nobody 

was telling at the time (3). As the embodiment of living with HIV ensures the “social 

placement as exceptional deviation,” it was and is a story about people ghosted and 

written out of discourse (Mitchell and Snyder vii).  

Nolen’s narrative reveals and describes how discourse works to define groups, 

their interests, and their place in society by recounting the history of AIDS told viscerally 

through the stories of Achmat, Mandela, and 26 other individuals. As such, their stories 

represent the “28 million” people living with HIV in Africa—a figure that Nolen, at the 

time of writing and having watched “the African pandemic unfold” over “nine years 

believes is “conservative” (17). While some of the people she interviews, as in the case 

of Achmat, “show us what success in fighting AIDS looks like […] others tell us how 

desperately far we have to go” (17), appending their stories to the distinct materiality of 

the AIDS discourse that gives rise to “practices that systemically form the objects of 

which they speak,” as Foucault contends in Archaeology of Knowledge and the 

Discourse on Language (54). Nolen’s engagement with the South African social milieu 

demonstrates how, in a Foucauldian sense, the production of discourse is the “terrain” 
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that Foucault seeks to “fix” with his hypothesis and the landscape that Nolen creates 

through her writing (52). For instance, Nolen captures a moment in South Africa’s 

history when the International AIDS Conference is held in the country for the first time 

(187).10 She notes that while acknowledging “that AIDS was spreading, [South African 

President Thabo Mbeki] also questioned the accuracy of HIV tests, and mentions ARVs 

only to say that they required further research” (187). It was a battle of words and ideas 

that had lethal consequences, seeing the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC) taking the 

government to court for denying access to “a drug that proved even more successful than 

AZT in blocking the transmission of HIV to babies,” namely nevirapine (189). The 

government responded by arguing “that the courts should not be writing health policy” 

(189). Nolen recounts that Achmat, an already prominent figure in South Africa’s 

political landscape because of his outspoken and public opposition to apartheid, holds to 

his promise not to take the life-saving drugs available to him until such a time that that 

“the government agreed to make ARVs available nationally” (191). It meant, however, 

that he had to endure “little jabs about his health” by the “health minister [while in] 

public meetings” (191). As such, Nolen traces how the relatively new government’s 

political and social practices produced a social reality that wreaked havoc on South 

Africans’ lives and marginalized those living with HIV. The lack of “an overarching, 

coherent, coordinated plan of action to curb AIDS in the post-apartheid period” is 

considered as having contributed to “exacerbating the scale of the epidemic” and the 

stigma associated with the disease (Horne, 18). To better understand the work of trauma 

 

10. As I read Nolen’s account of the conference, I am filled with sadness, as the intent of what she 

describes Mbeki as saying during the conference is also chillingly prevalent in the rhetoric of a new cohort 

of pandemic deniers.  
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within the context of stigma, such “little jabs” speak to “the presence of affect-worlds” 

that must be read within the context of the cultural “rules of the game” (Kabir 72). 

Consequently, to engage with stigma from the perspective of it being “an instrument of 

social policy and ‘component of the state’s coercive apparatus’” demonstrates how such 

‘rules’ reveal “the often individualistic, ahistorical and politically anesthetized 

conceptualization of stigma [with its] long penal history […] as a practice of social 

control,” that continues to dominate the “social sciences” (Tyler. “Resituating Erving 

Goffman” 743-4).11  

Nolen places the bodies of Achmat and others “centre-stage” of her reporting, 

demonstrating how they reclaim their space, regardless of the discourse that drives the 

stigma associated with the disease with which they live.  Her writing reveals how 

biopower operates, illustrating how we can understand “the work of trauma [embedding] 

the body in place [that along with] the processes which have displaced it, demand 

attention” and effecting “the original meaning of ‘trauma’—a bodily wound—within the 

context of the social policies that regulate their bodies (Kabir 72). Such bodies offer the 

generative possibilities of “the traumatized subject using the resources of the body to re-

embed itself in place” (73), much as Nolen’s subjects do.  

 

11. Individuals drive social change in, for instance, social and behaviour change programs. 

However, as Susan Roger Van Katwyk of the World Health Organization and York University noted in an 

online presentation hosted by Brock University on the difference between slow and fast-moving 

pandemics, to tell people “that it is their responsibility [to change] is not always appropriate. It is hard to 
blame the individual when we set them up for failure.” (5 November 2020). Instead, what is needed are 

more structural changes, given how “individual behavioural changes are really, really hard to do well.”  

Van Katwyk’s caution about relying on individual behaviour to change, echoes the point made by the 

journalist Mark Gevisser in the epigraph to Chapter 1—that changing individual behaviour is hard for a 

host of reasons, mostly as a result of structural and systemic inequality.  
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As noted earlier in this chapter, even though discourse constructs identities, 

labels, and organizes social structures, such constructions are not fixed or stable. Nolen 

describes in several instances how discursive constructs can be challenged. For example, 

she describes Nelson Mandela putting his full political weight behind Achmat when he 

goes “to visit Zackie at his home in Cape Town, and they toured the Khayelitsha clinic 

where Médicines Sans Frontières had four hundred people on ARVs” (190). Nolen writes 

that Mandela’s decision to “publicly” embrace Zackie “signalled his distance from his 

own party,”12 in what she describes as “one of the seminal moments in the fight against 

AIDS in his country,” and which strikingly illustrates how this past president still 

wielded enough political clout to influence the dominant discourse of HIV and AIDS and 

its links to a discourse aimed at othering people (190). Ordinary people, too, challenged 

the discourse that still, despite political gains, cleaved to homosexuality and its 

whispered connections to HIV. Rose Thame, “a stout grandmother with a pocketbook 

and a small mohair hat,” living with HIV, and previously “sickly and reclusive […] 

found new courage from her association with TAC”13 and with Achmat himself (192). 

He was her “role model” and, therefore, could not “die” (192).  

I pause to consider the current pandemic, as it has implications for people living 

with HIV in the South African context. As I write this chapter, Laura López Gonzáles, a 

journalist with South Africa’s Bhekisisa Centre for Health Journalism—an independent 

 

12. The political party referred to in this instance is the African National Congress (ANC), which 
formed the first government, post-apartheid. While the late Nelson Mandela and first President of a 

democratic South Africa supported Achmat in his activism related to HIV, the then new President, Thabo 

Mbeki, and the government chose a diametrically opposite path. For Mandela to throw his weight behind 

Achmat was an extraordinary move, as it meant taking a stance against his own political party, namely the 

ANC. Such a move was highly uncharacteristic of Mandela. 

13. TAC is the Treatment Action Campaign, co-founded by Achmat.  
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media organization that focuses on health and social justice concerns across Africa—

writes that South Africa is witnessing “two outbreaks […] colliding”: that of COVID-19 

and HIV (24 July 2020). Gonzáles reports that “Almost one in 10 people surveyed by the 

[South African] Human Sciences Research Council said they were unable to access 

chronic medication during the first month of the lockdown,” which includes treatment for 

HIV.14 For those living in informal settlements, the situation is even direr, with some 

25% of people reporting that they cannot access their medication for chronic illness 

(Gonzáles). More troubling, too, is the downward spiral of “HIV viral load” testing. The 

prognosis is grim if you add the lack of access to medication: “as patients miss doses, 

their viral loads rise, resulting in them becoming more likely to pass HIV onto others,” 

writes Gonzáles. Gonzáles writes that COVID-19’s impact on “HIV treatment in sub-

Saharan Africa [can] lead to an extra 500 000 Aids-related deaths—including those from 

TB—between 2020 and 2021.” With some of the harshest COVID-19 shelter-in-place 

and lockdown measures in the world during the first few months of the pandemic, which 

included a total temporary ban on the sale of alcohol and smoking-related products, 

South Africa may be catapulted 12 years back in terms of the death toll as a result of 

AIDS-related complications (Gonzalez for the Bhekisisa Centre for Health Journalism). 

More worrying is that COVID-19 will act as a catalyst for engendering already 

 

14. South Africa enforced a period of national lockdown on 27 March 2020 after the President of 

South Africa, Cyril Ramaphosa, declared a national state of disaster earlier during the month on the 15th of 

March. Coming during the early weeks of COVID-19 in the country, it was a precautionary and extreme 

measure for the sake of public health. International travel was banned, local travel restrictions were 
implemented, all sales of alcohol and tobacco products were banned, schools were closed, business were 

shuttered, nightly curfews were policed, and so on. As I write this dissertation, the country has once again 

entered a full national lockdown phase at the end of December 2020, as COVID-19 cases started spiking 

earlier during the month, with hospital staff announcing that they were stretched beyond their limits.   
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institutionalized inequalities and exacerbate the stigmatizing notion that epi/pandemics 

are no more than social ills that befall the most vulnerable to the disease. While this is a 

concern raised by the new global pandemic, it also speaks to Nolen’s troubling of the 

social and cultural stigma associated with HIV, context-specific as they are. Nolen’s 

ability to force a rethinking of our shared humanity through her narrative, as mentioned 

earlier, is a strength, as she demonstrates throughout her text how “those stigmatized 

within any society, the perspective of the other can be damaging to one’s sense of 

identity, inclusion, and citizenship” (Howarth et al. 140). By widening the landscape of 

stigma to include HIV, Nolen explains how HIV has become concretized in the idea of 

otherness through a “dialectic between how we see ourselves and how others see us” 

(142). Her chapter on Achmat illustrates this claim profoundly.  

The Achmats, as Nolen notes, are “Cape Malay, a unique ethnicity of people 

descended from” slaves who were brought from Malaysia to the Cape of Good Hope in 

the “1600s and 1700s to work the white-owned plantations” (179). This historical, 

political, social and economic denial of rights, based solely on the colour of one’s skin—

in Achmat’ s case, neither white nor Black—created this sense of in-betweenness for 

people categorized in this way, as Nolen suggests (179).15 Achmat and his family “were 

 

15. The apartheid idea of classifying people along so-called racial lines ostensibly based on skin 

colour is absurd. Wikipedia notes that the Population Registration Act of 1950 required that South Africans 

be classified “into racial groups based on physical” attributes, as well as “socio-economic characteristics” 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pencil_test_(South_Africa)#:~:text=This%20test%20was%20used%20to,en

d%20of%20apartheid%20in%201994.0). In the case of a person’s “racial identity” not being clear, 

government functionaries had a series of tests, of which the pencil test was one, available to them to 

determine whether the individual qualified as white, ‘coloured’ or Black. “The pencil test involved sliding 
a pencil or pen in the hair of a person whose racial group was uncertain. If the pencil fell to the floor, the 

person ‘passed’ and was considered ‘white,’” whereas if the pencil stuck, the individual was “classified as 

‘coloured’” (Wikipedia contributors). While utterly absurd, the pencil test is an egregious example of 

biopolitics gone mad, as the result of the test, coupled with the vaguely worded Act, meant that 

communities, and at times, even families, were split apart and forced to live separately. However, many so-

called “coloured” people politically adopted a Black identity.  
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classed as ‘coloured’ under apartheid, and so lived better than the black ‘natives’” (28 

179). However, it also meant that they were “denied most of the rights of whites,” living 

as they did in a “precarious in-between position [that largely had] as the white 

government intended, the effect of keeping many” people from within this community 

“from radical activism” (179). This narrative can be explained if we consider how stigma 

functions, which Goffman (1963) described as learning, through socialization, “the 

consequences” of possessing a “stigmatizing” attribute (Howarth 142, quoting Goffman).  

Stigma is constructed over time, ensuring that “marked individuals must live a 

life of uncertainty, always unsure whether they will be accepted or rejected” (Howarth 

142).  History has shown that HIV is a virus that affects everyone, despite discursive 

practices that would seek to contain it as only threatening a few. This understanding 

brings me to the notion of in-betweenness, a “precarious in-between position” that saw to 

it that those deemed “coloured” by the apartheid government, as was Achmat, were not 

drawn into “radical activism” (Nolen 179). Nolen’s depiction of this in-betweenness of 

the Achmats is a powerful non-binary antipode to the notion of them and us. She uses it 

to significant effect, unpacking the consequences of this position, the precarity it 

represents within the apartheid-driven political crises that beset South Africa, and the 

impact of the HIV epidemic in the local context.  

I also read Nolen’s text from the perspective of affect—what is referred to as 

unnarrated emotion—which illustrates how such a state of “in-between-ness” speaks 

directly to the capacity “to act and be acted upon” (Gregg and Seigworth 1; emphasis in 

the original text). As “forces of encounter” affect “marks a body’s belonging to the world 

of encounters, but also, in non-belonging” (2; emphasis in the original text). In Achmat’s 
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world, this state of in-betweenness offers him a subjective space in which new meanings 

develop within the context of the social, economic, and cultural boundaries between the 

self and the Other and the polarity of an “us” and “them.” It also speaks directly to 

Oliver’s notion of the infinite possibilities of encounter that are experienced as 

subjectivity: “the sense of agency and response-ability that are constituted in the infinite 

encounters with otherness, which is fundamentally ethical” (“Witnessing Subjectivity” 

198-9). Nolen illustrates how racializing and social labels attributed to Achmat are 

instrumental in shaping his subject position, which “although mobile, [is] constituted in 

our social interactions and positions without our culture and context, […] determined by 

history and circumstance” (198). Such politics spur him to anger, even as a teenager, 

when he burns his school down in protest over apartheid policies and laws that forced an 

inferior education on those not considered white. Although no one is “hurt in the fire,” 

Nolen explains that “it resulted in the first of his seven arrests by the apartheid police” 

and signalled the beginning of a life of activism (180). Nolen quotes Achmat as saying 

that everything “became a blur of rebellion, teenage rebellion, which […] became 

sustained” and would include founding “the National Coalition for Gay and Lesbian 

Equality” and joining “the AIDS Law Project” to fight against the discrimination against 

people living with HIV (180-1). Nolen’s recounting of these details of Achmat’s life 

illustrates the interaction between different aspects of his identity, including inhabiting a 

place in society as an out gay man, or what Oliver refers to as the “experience of our own 

subjectivity [that results in] the productive tension between the finite subject position and 

infinite response-ability of witnessing” (199). However, while I examine Achmat’s 

position as a “coloured” gay man as having its strengths, holding the potential to 
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challenge fixed categories, it is nevertheless a precarious position in every sense of the 

word. Achmat is always at risk of being put in his “place” by the heteropatriarchal, 

hegemonic state.   

Given how homophobia and its links to HIV were enshrined in apartheid policies 

and laws and how “the shapes of sexuality, and what counts as sexuality, both depend on 

and affect historical power relations,” I again turn to Sedgwick. She argues that 

heterosexuality is a mandatory or “obligatory” aspect baked into male-dominated 

patriarchy (“Between Men 2-3). If this is the case, Sedgwick argues, heterosexuality 

must, in turn, necessitate homophobia—a “genocidal” stance that is “not arbitrary or 

gratuitous, but tightly knit into the texture of family, gender, age, class, and race 

relations” (3; qtd. Crompton; 3-4).16 There is no getting away from it within the South 

African context of Achmat’s world, where his different subjectivities are in part informed 

by the stigma associated with the disease.  

Considering the dissenting body’s materiality (with HIV) through a feminist lens 

does not negate the discursive. Instead, what is foregrounded is a “trans-corporeality” 

that points to a specific vulnerability that “emphasizes the imbrication of human bodies 

not only with each other, [to] “extend human corporeality” (Alaimo. “The Naked Word” 

15). Such an understanding is critical in terms of “critique, subversion, or evasion of the 

dominant modes of representation,” including that of the demarcated, displaced HIV 

body, which is “more than a site of cultural inscription” (15). As the environmental and 

 

16. In his foreword to Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s Between Men, Wayne Koestenbaum writes that 

Sedgwick “sought to […] shatter the binary fortresses that delimited contemporary bodies” with this text 

(1). I note this here, as it is also an unintended consequence of the work that Zackie Achmat  has done—

fiercely and with courage—in scaling the walls of the “binary fortresses” erected by the apartheid 

government and its white society in general (1).  
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cultural studies scholar Stacy Alaimo argues, by emphasizing the materiality of the 

“protesting” body—and I suggest, the dissenting body with HIV—a “space for their 

politics [is carved out] as much as they assert a voice [that is] often occluded by 

discursive models” (15). As such, the dissenting body as matter and as a generative force 

push back against what Nixon claims as “unimagined” spaces that such bodies are 

relegated to (150).17  

Nolen’s text shows how the “matter” of HIV takes a long time to make itself 

known to Achmat. During this time, Mandela was released from prison and installed as 

President (Nolen 181). A constitution was adopted “that protected gay rights but also the 

social and economic rights that Zackie championed” and “he had a new boyfriend” (182). 

However, in “1998,” Achmat develops “systemic candidiasis, the fungal infection, better 

known as thrush” (182). He survives the medical condition, but a friend dies because he 

could not afford the treatment he needed (182). Achmat discovers that a generic life-

saving treatment is not available to South Africans because the “country’s laws 

protected” the pharmaceutical giant “Pfizer’s patent” (182). Nolen’s example illustrates 

biopolitics at play: only the brand name drug, known as “Diflucan,” could be sold at 

great expense in-country (182).  

 

17. While I draw on Michel Foucault’s theorising of biopolitics and especially discourse 

throughout this dissertation, I want to note that I read him as not denying materiality. Instead, his “analyses 

of discourses […] reveal how [they] shape the material reality in which we live” as Stacy Alaimo argues in 
Material Feminism (100). Foucault is therefore very much concerned with the “material changes” brought 

on by “changes in discourses” (100). Having said this, I cannot ignore how difficult it is to make a case for 

materiality, especially within the context of “a discursively oriented theoretical cosmos” as Alaimo notes in 

Bodily Natures (7). I therefore once again turn to Eve Sedgwick and her argument in her essay on paranoid 

and reparative reading: that neither takes a binding position.  
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Nolen situates Achmat as laying “his body on the line,” taking a stand that he 

would rather die before accessing treatment not available to everyone in South Africa 

who needed it (Nolen 183). It would be a fight that would test his resolve, involving the 

pharmaceutical industry, governments, politicians, organizations such as the AIDS 

Coalition to Unleash Power (ACT UP), and activists, with a message that “governments 

and American greed [were] killing South Africans” (Nolen 184). Nolen recounts how 

Achmat, with the help of other “activists, created the Treatment Action Campaign, or 

TAC,” as a means to “expose profiteering from medicines in a way that hadn’t been done 

before” (182). For Achmat and some “three million people in South Africa [who] were 

living with HIV/AIDS” in 1998, this signalled a definitive watershed moment in the 

disease’s history. It “set in motion everything that comes after; when what was 

impossible to see before presents itself […] as the origin that provides the lens with 

which the lines of future pasts can be glimpsed” (Campbell and Sitze 1). At the same 

time that the U.S. government dropped its threat of sanctions against the nascent 

democracy and the pharmaceutical giants backed down, the country’s new president, 

Mbeki, went public with his “anti-establishment scientific views” and denouncement of 

“AZT as toxic” (185). AZT was “hard on the liver […] with unpleasant side effects,” as 

Nolen points out (184). However, given that the “alternative is dying,” Nolen writes that 

“most people with HIV” were willing to take the risk (185). While Mbeki’s much-

contested stance made headlines, he also pointed to “those who hyped AIDS in Africa” 

as basing their arguments on Africans’ “promiscuity” and “unconquerable devotion to the 

sin of lust” (188). Nolen threads the needle carefully when she writes that Mbeki’s views 

were “a mystery then, and remain one today,” with nothing left to do but “speculate” 
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whether such a paranoid reading of history was warranted, given that the apartheid 

regime had indeed sponsored “medical research into biological weapons” explicitly 

targeting Black people (185). Such a stance is premised on a healthy skepticism of 

Western science’s role in colonialism. If read from a paranoid perspective, it would not 

be “too much of a stretch to think that drug companies would deliberately misrepresent 

AIDS,” as Nolen notes (185). In Sedgwick’s terms, such a stance of paranoid thinking 

sediments stakeholders into oppositional camps.  

Nonetheless, Sedgwick reminds us in the opening paragraph of her essay, 

“Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading,” of Patton’s intervention regarding “sinister 

rumors about the virus’s origin” (123).18 Patton’s point is that even if the rumours are 

true, it really would not add to our knowledge, as “the lives of Africans and African 

Americans [and] gay men and drug users are held cheap where they aren’t actively 

hated” (123). The question for me is whether there is even space for a reparative reading, 

given what we know about the apartheid regime’s malicious and venal machinations 

aimed at Black people and the gay community. Sedgwick argues in the affirmative. She 

describes Patton’s suggestion as enabling, writing that it “opens a [reparative] space” to 

examine the performativity of knowledge. If we consider that “paranoia reflects the 

repression of same sex desire [it means that it is in the privileged position of] 

 

18. The “rumours” referred to in this instance is from Sedgwick’s Touching Feeling, when she 

recounts asking Patton what she thought about “these sinister rumors about the virus’s origin” (123). She 

writes that Patton’s response to her was:  

Any of the early steps in its spread could have been either accidental or deliberate. […] 
But I just have trouble getting interested in that. I mean, even suppose we were sure of 

every element of a conspiracy: that [for instance] the lives of Africans and African 

Americans are worthless in the eyes of the United States; […] that people in power look 

calmly on the likelihood of catastrophic environmental and population changes. 

Supposing we were ever so sure of all those things—what would we know then that we 

don’t already know?” (123) 
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illuminating, not homosexuality itself, [but instead] the mechanisms of homophobic and 

heterosexist enforcement against it” (quoting Guy Hocquenghem, 124). Sedgwick’s 

theorizing about the perceived limits and dead ends of paranoid readings, as well as the 

paradoxical space it offers to do more, makes sense within the context of Achmat’s 

argument that while he “understands [the President’s] rage [at the Western notion of the 

promiscuous Black body] you cannot let other people’s perceptions and prejudices draw 

your policy” (Nolen, 188). The stakes could not have been higher in material terms and 

involved life and death decisions. Mbeki may have been challenging profoundly 

damaging discursive constructions, but at what cost? Consider, therefore, the paranoid in 

other words, but as Sedgwick argues, make the paranoid position work to address the 

tools of biopolitics, rather than to immunize the self from the very things that shock and 

surprise.  

As told to and by Nolen and driven by his own narrative, as I have noted, 

Achmat’s story disentangles “the question of truth-value from performative effect,” given 

that as a journalist, she deals in the verifiable (129). The effectiveness and directionality 

of Nolen’s reporting represent more than the facts themselves. Her responsiveness to a 

disease that invites such antagonism shows why there is a need to understand her subjects 

at a relational level, which speaks not only to connectedness but vulnerability as a 

“critical concept for reconsidering the ethics and politics of our neoliberal times” (Sabsay 

278). Such a view acknowledges the centrality of the “embodied character of the subject” 

and pays “special attention to the affective dimension of our political lives” (278). As 

Letitia Sabsay argues, “we need to consider bodies and vulnerability in a way that 

questions the negation of politics [employing] moralization,” especially given the 
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“antagonistic character of society” (279). Within this context, every fibre of Achmat’s 

being seems to illustrate the “relational affective dimension of the permeable character of 

embodied political subjectivities,” which is “central” to how we understand the 

radicalness of his constant pushing back against oppression and marginalization (279).  

Horne writes that as the “discourse of politics dominates and displaces the actual 

epidemic,” so too does it oppress, silence, and erase creative forms of expression (98). 

This oppressive displacement of the disease and the people who live with it is most 

notably contextualized in the anthology Nobody Ever Said AIDS (2004). The editors 

write that the text is illustrative of how “the language of struggle” is re-employed in 

confronting “both the pandemic and the inadequate response of local governments” 

(Rasebotsa et al. 13). Achmat’s story within this context is illuminating of the struggle 

that forces an understanding that if there is oppression, what must follow (hopefully) is 

dissent—the power to generate resistance and an ethical obligation to respond, given that 

“biopolitical forms of power are [not] disconnected from discursive formations and 

[operate] in the field of affect” (Sabsay 282). Critically, Nolen’s text provides a platform 

for Achmat to illuminate this ongoing struggle, dating back to 1984 and continuing post-

apartheid, to which HIV gives impetus. Her narrative does not portray those affected in 

isolation from profoundly “complex social contexts [that speak to] questions of poverty, 

exclusion, discrimination, or axes of inequality more generally” (281). Instead, Achmat is 

shown in defiance of the stigma associated with his disease, even if the politicking that 

accompanies his defiance is “a bitter spin to have to live with,” especially as the 

government’s about-turn on providing lifesaving treatment did not include any mention 

of TAC’s (and by extension, Zackie’s) role in making this happen (Nolen 193).  
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Nolen’s narrative also urges the reader not to do what the apartheid government 

did for nearly five decades: displacing and designating a separate space for people who 

do not fit the image of the normative discourse; in the case of the Achmats, that of a 

sanitized, white South Africa. Such, too, is the challenge set by Judith Butler in 

addressing “our ethical obligations” when we find ourselves “up against another person 

or group [or] joined to” persons with whom we may choose not engage (“Precarious Life, 

Vulnerability, and the Ethics of Cohabitation” 134). Nolen’s entire text is a testimony to 

this argument and particularly relevant within the context of the chapter on Achmat, who 

bears witness to all who live with HIV and have to contend with the stigma associated 

with the disease. After all, “What is more basic than the right not to die if there is 

available treatment” (Nolen 195). Butler’s point is that “there are times, in spite of 

ourselves [that] we are nevertheless solicited by images of distant suffering in ways that 

compel our concern and move us to act”: a demand that “compels us to negotiate 

questions of proximity and distance” that are complex, troubling, and “implicitly 

formulate ethical quandaries” (134). Nolen’s text presents such a moment, representing 

two processes: Achmat’s act of protest, which she documents and can narrate 

successfully as the government has reversed its position on treatments; and her 

witnessing of Achmat’s lived experience that summons her readers to engage in the 

ongoing work of decolonization and de-stigmatization, and embark on working through 

trauma. Achmat’s testimony thus is “an imposition but also an ethical demand,” 

stretching the idea of distance so that it can be understood as ideological rather than 

measured in kilometres (Butler 134).  
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Achmat and his fellow activists had to bridge the chasm that had formed between 

them and the government, resulting in some forty-one “TAC colleagues [being] arrested 

demanding that the health minister step down” (Nolen 196). A week later, the 

government, in an “about-face,” pledged to work with “AIDS activists [to] get ARVs to 

650,000 people by 2011” (197). What these ideological battles demonstrate is suggestive 

of Butler’s contention that such dilemmas force the viewer or reader to ask whether that 

which happens “so far from me” safeguards the individual from the responsibility to 

respond, or if “happening so close to me that I cannot bear having to take responsibility 

for it,” and indeed, even if “I myself did not make this suffering,” whether this absolves 

one from the responsibility to respond or instead reminds us of our implicated position 

(134). As Nolen’s narrative suggests and Achmat’s story demonstrates, we cannot stand 

idly by and shrug our shoulders, saying that this catastrophe that is HIV and AIDS is not 

of our making. Instead, as Butler argues, “we are invariably acted on and acting” 

(“Rethinking Vulnerability and Resistance” 24). Therefore, despite “ourselves, [we are] 

vulnerable to and affected by discourses that we never chose,” as Nolen demonstrates in 

her telling of Achmat’s story as an activist (24). Nolen’s treatment of Achmat’s story—

staying back to let him speak—powerfully illustrates Butler’s contention that such a 

situation demands a rebuttal to the “tactical distribution of precarity” in “every political 

effort to manage populations” (148). By the sheer force of his convictions, I also suggest 

that Achmat safeguards the interconnectedness and relationality of those profoundly 

affected by systemic injustice, which acknowledges more than our shared vulnerability. 

Nolen writes that while “The country still suffered from critical staff and laboratory 

shortages, […] the pace was so slow that there was obviously more at issue than just a 
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lack of nurses” (195). Pointing to the fact that “wealthy South Africa had no more people 

on treatment [in 2005] than its much poorer neighbours,” Nolen’s text foregrounds the 

idea that while the idea of our shared vulnerability is crucial, the more pressing concern 

is precarity, which comes from being intentionally made vulnerable as a result of 

systemic, human-made violence and injustice.  

What troubles Nolen deeply is the “inaction of the previous two decades,” which 

for her provides “ample proof that numbers alone, no matter how high, are not enough to 

motivate us to respond in any adequate way to the crisis” (17). By entering “into dialogue 

with an ethics that arrives from outside the self,” Nolen’s text can be described as 

“grounded in situated practices of curiosity and care” (Rose and Van Dooren 124). By 

adopting such an approach to her journalism, Nolen demonstrates Achmat’s vulnerability 

(different from precarity) as a “rethinking” of resistance that is suggestive of Butler’s 

affirmative view of vulnerability and the practice of political resistance as a “deliberate 

exposure to power” (24). To mobilize “vulnerability,” on which “political resistance 

relies fundamentally,” is to recognize that “vulnerability can be a way of being exposed 

and agentic at the same time,” complicating the divide between the sovereign and 

resistance (24). Achmat’s story illustrates that it does not mean that vulnerability is a 

given when it comes to the resisting body, powerfully captured when he says: “A million 

people have died in our country already. […] You don’t want to be a hero on a base of 

skulls” (Nolen 197). Nor does it mean that Achmat’s plight is not a form of precarity, 

precisely because he is made vulnerable by state policy, as are everyone who cannot 

affordably access ARVs because of ANC policy.  
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Every word in the chapter on Achmat that Nolen writes gestures to what is 

perhaps the most pressing socio-political and economic concern of our contemporary 

times: that of the genocidal, systemic and wholesale indifference to the subjugation of 

our fellow human beings, whether near or far, and our “ethical obligations that are global 

in character” that come to the fore “at a distance and within relations of proximity” as 

Butler argues (“Precarious Life” 134).19 It calls for dissidence and dissent—intentional or 

not. Pandemics and epidemics such as HIV, and now COVID-19, serve to amplify the 

societal fissures that rely on “dominant norms regarding whose life is grievable and 

worth protecting and whose life is ungrievable” (148). Achmat, according to Nolen, 

“wishes that TAC had fought harder and earlier, perhaps with civil disobedience that 

might have resulted in mass jailings” (197). She notes that for Achmat, “[t]he tragedy is 

that we put our party loyalty ahead of people’s lives” (197). However, Achmat also 

recognizes that HIV and AIDS “opened [his] eyes to whole new things,” which included 

a long list of concerns, from the “role of pharmaceutical companies” to being able to 

discuss “gender” roles and their relational aspects in a democratizing era (197).  

Nolen’s approach of writing deeply personal stories about people living with HIV 

throughout her text is intensely invested in the notion of reciprocity and ethically driven 

relational obligations as a means to work around what keeps us separate and apart and 

serves to obscure the stigma in favour of the disease. Moreover, HIV in the body is a 

sure-fire way to mark the body materially as dissenting from that which is discursively 

normative, the story of the HIV- infected body “grafted” onto “preexisting discourses” 

 

19. Given that Nolen’s 28 was published outside of South Africa, means that the bulk of her initial 

reading audience were at a distinct geographical distance from her subjects, and most like also in terms of 

their lived precarity.  
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that amplify the “particular kinds of displacement of AIDS seen in AIDS discourse […] 

such as stigma, fear [and] defensiveness, ” (Horne 4). Nevertheless, it is in the dissenting 

or dissident body’s materiality, or as Sabsay refers to it, its “permeability,” of especially 

the body living with HIV, that Nolen creates the space to demonstrate the 

“coextensiveness of material needs, pleasures, and dangers” of Achmat’s story (Alaimo. 

Material Feminisms 15; 4). There is no discounting of the “lived experience, corporeal 

practice, and biological substance” that is the stigma as trauma that Achmat’s story 

illustrates. The body matters. Even if ill, it can be used to resist those who would turn 

away from it.  

2.2 Finding the Traumatogenic Knot of Stigma in Jonny Steinberg’s Three 

Letter Plague 

Jonny Steinberg’s Three Letter Plague is concerned with the fear of people who 

are more afraid of the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS than the disease itself. Told 

through the story of the text’s main protagonist, Sizwe Magadla, Steinberg sets out to 

untangle the deep sense of shame associated with the virus in South Africa in the early 

2000s. Framed by a medically and socially traumatizing disease that [at the time] leeches 

the life out of the body—“There is always diarrhoea […] It runs and it does not stop”—

Steinberg’s journalism explores, intensely, the experiences of the subjects central to the 

narrative at a time when testing and early forms of treatment had become available, yet 

people shied away from accessing it precisely because of the complex and wide-ranging 

ways in which stigma manifests itself (32). His approach to journalism enacts a process 

in which the essential participants in subject-formation are always others’ subjectivities. 

This transformative and affirmative practice, which Oliver argues offers a bridge 
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between subjects, preserving agency for all, is central to Steinberg’s astute and 

indefatigable literary journalism that bears witness to the unseen within the context of a 

violent and traumatic history that provides the context and impetus for acts of witnessing.  

Moving as he does beyond the traditional, predominantly objective role of the 

mainstream news reporter, Steinberg’s literary strategy is more in keeping with a 

fictional text. By adopting this approach, he no longer acts as a mere channel of 

information: “a neutral vehicle of facticity,” in other words (Wahl-Jorgenson 309). In 

thinking through his own role as a journalist, especially when he assumes what he thinks 

others, like Magadla, may feel, Steinberg is honest about how he engages with others’ 

lives to tell their stories. He notes: “How do I know these things when he [Magadla] has 

not told me himself? I don’t. I have only felt it, intimated it, and I can only share these 

intimations as best I can” (348). The same applies to his use of pseudonyms to protect 

Magadla and others. Steinberg references many reasons why there is a need to protect 

people’s privacy. However, the most telling reason is when Magadla insists on remaining 

anonymous because people “will say I have sold something that is not for sale”—all his 

thoughts and fears about HIV that are so central to his life (354). As Steinberg notes, 

pointing to the “heaviness” of this sentiment, “In order to get close to the world of the 

umlungus [white people], he is bartering his privacy […] a black man selling his interior 

to a white man” (255). For Steinberg, this “transgression” is difficult to “articulate,” yet 

“something you know because you feel it deep in your bones: it has grown out of 

generation upon generation of racial hurt” (355). By mining to significant effect the 

structural and systemic wrongs within the context of a newly democratic South Africa 

where much decolonial work is afoot, Steinberg’s journalism takes a complex and 
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profoundly polarising condition, steeped in a divisive discourse, to wrest the lives of 

those living with and (potentially) affected by HIV from the tropes of the expendable and 

de-humanized African body that, at the time of his writing, frame the illness narrative of 

AIDS in the South African context.  

The insights he gains into his subjects’ lives result from spending hours and days 

with his subjects (in the end, some eighteen months in total), forming relationships with 

several of the people he meets during this time. Embracing the classic immersive nature 

of literary journalism, he uses the time spent with his subjects to also document, in great 

detail, the critical work of the social movements, such as the Treatment Action Campaign 

(TAC) that assume the monumental task of fighting for the rights of people living with 

HIV. It is an approach consistent with the genre’s “mobile stance” that allows him to 

demonstrate how intricately connected all aspects of society are within the context of a 

disease such as HIV (Kramer 31).    

Steinberg’s journalism assumes the task of parsing the fear that coalesces around 

and underpins responses to the disease, repeatedly emphasizing that the stigma associated 

with HIV adds fuel to the disease's fire. Furthermore, Steinberg’s work begins the 

daunting task of peeling away social, cultural, economic, and political layers to expose 

the trauma associated with such stigma. His journalism tackles what Flint and Hewitt 

term the “re-emphasis of Africa's place in the global imagination as the ‘sick continent,’ 

the ‘diseased continent’ and the ‘dark continent’” by challenging the multifaceted layer 

of “colonial-era narratives” that add to an already complicated social, cultural, political, 

and economic narrative (Flint and Hewitt 295). Such discourse provides fertile ground 

for the troping of the disease if left unchallenged, given its framing by an “external 
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discourse [that] is almost entirely derivative” of the colonial-era discourse (295). 

Steinberg actively challenges the endemic tropes. Not content to stand back and let the 

historically dominant once more speak over the traditionally dominated, he chooses to 

tell a story of “several successive generations of southern Africans […] decimated by a 

sense of disgrace” linked to what some scholars working in the trauma field refer to as 

“implicit memory” or residual intergenerational trauma (Steinberg 2).20  

Steinberg begins his narrative with the confounding question of why people are 

not accessing life-saving treatment. Quoting Justice Edwin Cameron, 21 the journalist 

suggests that the answer to the problem lies in 

Stigma, […] People are too scared — too ashamed — to come forward 

and claim what their government is now affording them: … the right to 

stay alive [instead] “choosing” to die, rather than face the stigma of 

AIDS. (Steinberg 1) 

As noted earlier, such stigma related to HIV is happening at the very moment of a 

nascent democracy, when Black South Africans should be experiencing a sense of 

empowerment and the potential to participate fully in society. Instead, the disease and its 

stigma put all of these possibilities profoundly under threat.  

Much has changed with regards to people accessing treatment since the 

publication of Three Letter Plague. As many of the commentators cited in my 

Introduction make clear, what has not changed is the stigma associated with HIV, which 

 

20. Unlike “explicit memory” that recalls events, facts, and circumstances, “implicit memory” 

relates to a memory of past pain, fear or grief that may be unrecognized or unacknowledged, as Gabor 

Maté, among others, argue. Read more in In the Realm of Hungry Ghosts by Gabor Maté (2018).  

21. Justice Edwin Cameron was the first public office holder in South Africa to disclose that he 

was living with HIV. See more in Witness to AIDS by Edwin Cameron (2005).  
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gives rise to a culturally and sociologically unsettling narrative. Steinberg notes that 

while AIDS always signifies diarrhea, rarely are the other equally deadly diseases linked 

to the virus mentioned. Instead, HIV (and AIDS, as the two were in many respects 

thought of as synonymous at the time) and its opportunistic diseases, such as tuberculosis 

(TB), and AIDS dementia or shingles, are attributed to traditional beliefs. Steinberg also 

notes that “while AIDS is without a doubt the largest catastrophe Lusikisiki has 

experienced,” the people of the district are intimately acquainted with “chronic disease, 

early death, and wretched health care” (6). As such, I read Three Letter Plague’s 

unravelling of the messy and complicated history of South Africa and identity, class, and 

social status and race within a decolonial context, even as the text is written reflecting a 

potential time of profound decolonization in which the 1994 democratic election has 

provided the opportunity to begin dismantling the structures of apartheid and 

colonialism. Simultaneously, in reading Steinberg’s text, I heed Rothberg’s warning that 

“Historical trauma and loss […] mean something different depending on whether one” 

engages with them as “epochal events or the repeated degradations of a racist colonial 

regime” (“Decolonizing Trauma Studies” 229). Moreover, I read the stigma associated 

with HIV as a process—a “move beyond event theory”—even if the event of being 

diagnosed with the disease is, for many individuals, irrefutably damaging, traumatic and 

“disabling” (230). This is not in dispute. Even as Steinberg focuses on the character of 

Magadla, his narrative suggests that the traumatic experience encountered by his subject 

and others he meets pursues “an approach between homogenizing universalism and 

nominalist particularism,” or what Rothberg refers to as “the multidirectionality of 

collective memory” (230). There is no sense that Steinberg’s fine-grained approach to 
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narrativizing the story of HIV through the eyes of Magadla is an attempt “to import 

individualizing and psychologizing models onto the terrain of collective violence [as a] 

resolutely individualist” approach to understanding the fear and stigma that coalesces 

around the disease (230). Instead, Steinberg’s text gestures to a heterogeneous and 

universalizing view of the disease to examine the why and how of treating this disease 

that is about more than “Sizwe’s failure to test” (375). Steinberg’s narrative and 

Magadla’s story are about more than “healthcare services: it is a tale about men” of a 

particular era and a particular place in South Africa’s nascent democracy after centuries 

of colonial rule and practices (375).  

Steinberg illustrates what he considers the “anomaly between rural landscape and 

the urban profile” (Three Letter Plague, 5) by drawing “attention to the role of place, 

which functions to portray trauma’s effects through metaphoric and material means” 

(Balaev. “Trends in Literary Trauma Theory” 149). Considering the “anomaly between 

rural landscape and the urban profile,” Steinberg describes Lusikisiki’s “single market 

street [as] the focal point for 150,000 residents of a rural district” that forces them “to 

purchase everything in their lives” where “people, metal, noise, and a cloud of carbon” 

come together (5). While the journalist at first suspects that his confusion may have 

something to do with being an “outsider,” he soon discovers the villagers who shop here 

“were as confused as I was, that they themselves felt the place to be in a painful and 

extended interregnum, and that it was this state of affairs that shaped the meaning of the 

AIDS epidemic” (5). This “extended interregnum” or prolonged pause also weighs on the 

reader, who is forced to take time in considering Lusikisiki as a place of trauma. By 

choosing to set his narrative in this small, historically important town, and “carefully 
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describing the place of trauma,” Steinberg’s text offers the reader “the opportunity to 

examine both the personal and cultural histories embedded in landscapes that define 

[Magadla’s] identity and the meaning of the traumatic experience” (Balaev. “Trends in 

Literary Trauma Theory” 150).22 The “primacy of place in the representations of trauma 

anchors the individual experience within a larger cultural context,” according to Balaev 

(152). While also referencing a specific time during which a “group of people or a 

particular culture, race, or gender, have collectively experienced […] trauma,” Magadla, 

following Balaev’s contention, can be read to function “as a cultural figure to raise 

awareness” about HIV and all the social and cultural expectations and attitudes that 

attach to it.  (152; 155). Balaev does, however, caution that by evoking history, it does 

not imply “that the historical event is the sole defining feature of a collective or cultural 

identity” (155). If this were the case, the danger exists of it becoming yet another trope, 

of which Steinberg’s text is the antithesis.  

Steinberg’s literary journalism is exemplary of the use of “narrative storytelling 

techniques to report upon real-world events and situations [that] include point-of-view 

writing, dialogues, thought representations, vivid details that may carry symbolic 

meaning, and the use of a chronological event structure rather than an inverted pyramid 

structure” (Van Krieken 2). As a narrative, it is in keeping with Balaev’s notion of the 

“trauma novel,” which speak to “loss or intense fear on individual or collective levels” 

(“Trends in Literary Trauma Theory” 150). Steinberg’s text, which reveals the fear and 

shame experienced by Magadla and others, is profoundly illustrative of this experience, 

 

22. Steinberg describes Lusikisiki as a town that symbolizes political and economic “defeat” (5). 

Once “the capital of Eastern Pondoland, [it] was the last independent black polity in these parts to 

surrender its independence to the British” (5).  
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as well as conforming with the “defining feature [that] is the transformation of the self, 

ignited by an external, often terrifying experience,” (Balaev 150) in this instance the 

threat of carrying a disease that is still known to kill, and which Magadla describes as 

“dirt” in his blood (Steinberg 347). As Steinberg contemplates: “An epidemic that kills 

young adults in droves spawns difficult politics. How does society absorb the death of its 

young? Whom does it blame?” (7). Such a “terrifying” experience shows how the subject 

comes “to terms with the dynamics of memory that inform the new perceptions of the 

self and world” (Balaev. Trends in Literary Trauma Theory” 150) even if “the politics get 

more difficult still” if you add sexual intercourse to the mix, that is the terrible 

conundrum of HIV (Steinberg 7).   

As Steinberg comments, and as  I noted at the beginning of this section: “When 

the dead were voters in a brand-new democracy […] just liberated from white 

dictatorship, the spectacle [of AIDS] appears [to be] guided by an evil hand” (7). Such an 

“evil hand” represents what Rothberg describes in The Implicated Subject as that which 

cannot be forgotten by those who have been condemned to “segregation and poverty” in 

racial places of containment—“a destructive environment” not known to white South 

Africans, even as they are implicated in its segregation and infrastructural neglect (11). 

Drawing from the historical “Kerner Commission Report,” Rothberg’s point is that 

“white institutions created it, white institutions maintain it, and white society condones 

it,” thereby demonstrating that “implication does not require consciousness of one’s 

entanglement in injustice—in fact, implication is often unconscious or denied” (12). 

Nonetheless, Steinberg, through the words of Magadla and others, makes such 

“implication visible,” more powerfully so if such implication is remembered and 
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“embraced […] by those who are implicated […] and usually disavow their 

responsibility” (12) by showing the reader who and what the “evil hand” represents and 

the different processes of violence that unfold in the same spaces as Rothberg argues 

(Steinberg 7). Steinberg, always foregrounding his role as a white man in this rural Black 

village, is acutely aware that just sometimes, he has a fleeting glimpse of understanding 

how high the stakes are (for instance, as a Queer man), but he never conflates this 

position with that of Magadla’s. As such, within this complex framework, his refusal of 

the stance of “objective” onlooker or eyewitness (the ‘bystander’ in classic trauma theory 

terms), and his positioning of himself instead in terms of Rothberg’s “implicated subject” 

opens the space where an exploration of stigma meets an exploration of trauma.  

Steinberg illustrates the chaos that ensues when negotiating the trauma associated 

with having tested positive in the retelling of the story of Jake—a friend of Magadla’s—

whose HIV disease has progressed too far for him to survive (29). Magadla states that 

Jake “‘was denying it even while he was saying it,’” only to admit many weeks later, 

“what was wrong with him” (29). However, as Magadla explains, Jake admitted his 

illness “‘in a very strange way, in a very sad way,’” and with a “‘different pain in his 

eyes. Not from his body, but from his mind’” (29). Magadla explains to Steinberg that 

the object of Jake’s despair was Magadla’s “‘beautiful hair,’” which he wore as 

“‘dreadlocks’” (29). By cutting his hair, Magadla would ostensibly no longer be the 

object of desire of the many women attracted to him. What Jake was saying, Magadla 

explains, is that “‘He wanted me to be very ugly, to be so ugly that the girls would not 

want to look at me’” as a way to save him from the disease (29). However, a profoundly 

agentic Magadla counters this telling by noting that even as he “‘felt sad” for Jake, 
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whether he had “‘beautiful hair or whether I have no hair,” he had a choice: whether he 

would have sex with women or not (29).  

In this re-telling of Magadla’s friend Jake’s story, five years after the death of 

Jake, Steinberg overturns the idea that the people of Lusikisiki are hapless victims 

twisting in the wind of a terrible disease. Yes, they are impacted by HIV; yes, their losses 

are terrible and grievable; yes, trauma may have wreaked havoc with their memory; yes, 

the disease has exponentially impacted their precarity; but their agency is not stripped 

away as Magadla so clearly demonstrates. For Steinberg, Magadla’s memory of the day 

he sat with Jake reveals that “When Jake was dying, he looked into Magadla’s face and 

saw his own death transported into his friend’s body” (30). However, “Sizwe looked into 

Jake’s dying face and saw himself. For a moment, the boundaries between the two men 

dissolved” that represents for Steinberg “an unusual moment, one that embodied an 

attitude to AIDS” that speaks to identity, both individually and collectively (30).   

This passage, at the end of Chapter 3, “Sizwe and Jake,” foreshadows a 

conversation that Steinberg has with Magadla, much later in the text, that speaks to how 

trauma can insinuate itself into the stigma associated with HIV and how the phenomenon 

“manifests itself [as] personalized, disclosure concerns, negative self-image [and] public 

attitudes” (Zeligman et al. 12). Trauma, which can function individually, can also 

manifest collectively as “a blow to the basic tissues of social life,” insidiously inserting 

itself into the very fabric of society and cultures (Alexander. Cultural Trauma 4; qtd. Kai 

Erikson; emphasis in the original text). Steinberg tells Magadla that the “certainty with 

which you feel you will not survive the knowledge of your illness is a lie. The trauma 

you are imagining, it is something you have already experienced; you have already 
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survived it” (346). Magadla’s response? “Maybe you’re right […] But it’s not worth the 

chance,” as he is still not convinced that the treatment for the disease is effective” (346). 

Such is the constant to-and-fro between Steinberg and Magadla that gestures as much to 

resistance as it does to the intense dread that the disease invokes.  

Referring to the late Jake’s brother, who is on treatment, Magadla says that “‘He 

looks better if you just glance at him’” (346). “‘But if you look at him very closely, he is 

not right’” (346). Steinberg then asks Magadla whether he sees “death” (346). Magadla 

does not respond, and Steinberg muses: “One does not say it out loud; one does not 

willingly coax the evil eye” (346). The conversation represents a moment that gestures to 

trauma’s capacity within a collective context, to work “its way slowly […] into the 

awareness of those who suffer from it, so it does not have the quality of suddenness 

normally associated with ‘trauma’” (Alexander 4; qtd. Erikson). This realization 

foregrounds for me, as the reader, Luckhurst’s proposition that trauma “appears to be 

worryingly transmissible” (Luckhurst 3). Steinberg’s text demonstrates how the nature of 

trauma operates to “confuse self and other, and collapse all distinctions,” as  

It leaks between mental and physical symptoms, between patients […], 

between patients and doctors […], and between victims and their 

listeners or viewers who are commonly moved to forms of 

overwhelming sympathy, even to the extent of claiming secondary 

victimhood. (Luckhurst 3) 

The dialogue between Steinberg and Magadla in the preceding paragraph foregrounds the 

collapse of “boundaries” between Magadla and Jake and between Magadla and Steinberg 

(Steinberg. Three Letter Plague 30). Steinberg’s approach to writing about the fear and 
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stigma that coalesces around HIV and AIDS reads as the journalist always keeping an 

empathic distance, or what Dominik LaCapra refers to as “empathic unsettlement” 

(Writing History 2001/14). Demonstrating LaCapra’s middle-ground approach, Steinberg 

avoids conflating empathy with identification, which LaCapra cautions against in Writing 

History, Writing Trauma. Critically, the trauma theorist’s breaks with the “either/or 

option” is helpful in reading Steinberg’s text, as it demonstrates a hybrid approach to 

writing both about our past and the trauma brought on by its experiential dimensions (ix). 

LaCapra suggests a strategy that offers the possibility of “working through” trauma 

rather than “acting [it] out” or over-identifying with the victim (ix). Such a “working 

through as a process” is evident in Steinberg’s text and his relationship with Magadla, as 

at all times, he is aware of the need to maintain “critical distance on the problem” (143-

4). At the same time, Steinberg’s text suggests an understanding that this “process” can 

never be complete, even as it allows both the victim and the secondary observer to 

distinguish between the overwhelming experience and their present conditions (143-4). 

Steinberg does not attempt to conflate empathy with identification, given his 

concern with the irreducible specificity of history and traumatic experience of those he 

interviews, whose pasts he delves into, and whose stories he tells. As I  noted in the 

introduction to this dissertation, examples abound of how the apartheid government 

historically withheld from or provided inferior or minimal infrastructure to its racialized 

citizens. MSF seeks to rectify these racist injustices by creating the necessary 

infrastructure to support people facing the HIV crisis. However, any notion of 

infrastructure in areas like the old Bantustan of Transkei where Lusikisiki is located, will 

test one’s patience and resolve, as Magadla illustrates when he finally decides to go to 
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“the Village Clinic” to be tested for “the dirt” in his blood (Steinberg 374; 347). The 

clinic has no “electricity, no running water” day after day, and in the end, Magadla gives 

up and so misses the opportunity to be tested (374). 

Furthermore, Steinberg’s text, in conjuring images of collapsing “boundaries” 

that gesture to the imagination, much as LaCapra’s argument does, in turn, evokes in the 

reader a desire to know more about the haunting spectre that is AIDS and all its bodily 

deprivations, while simultaneously hindering access to such imagery. Steinberg’s text 

forces the reader to work and work hard, especially in terms of the personal why of 

wanting to know more about this awful disease, concurrently addressing the 

imagination's limits in understanding others’ suffering. Steinberg notes this at the 

beginning of his text when he writes that “a certain intellectual temperament greets such 

spectacles [the deaths of people dying from AIDS mounting] with excited fascination” 

(2). Steinberg is responding to Justice Cameron’s book, Witness to AIDS, writing that “it 

may be tempting to conclude [after reading the book that] human lives are not sunny and 

progressive projects, but the sites of blunt, blind tragedy” (2). He is emphatic when he 

writes: “I am not one of those fascinated souls” (2). However, as a journalist, Steinberg is 

driven by his “gut response […] that something is wrong, something that might be fixed” 

that sends him on his “quest to discover whether [he] is right” (2). The “wrong” 

Steinberg points to is that “people die en masse within walking distance of treatment,” 

which in turn for him gestures to what must surely be “a miscalibration between 

institutions and people” (2). The easy answer would be stigma. People who visit the 

clinics are acutely aware that lengthy visits for counselling may suggest who is being 

treated for HIV and who is not.  
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Much as Steinberg grapples with this question, I do too. Within the context of 

engaging with stigma in a trauma-informed decolonial manner, I, therefore, look to 

Visser’s contention that we need to be attuned to “indigenous rituals and cultural 

practices” and “spirituality,” given that “dominant Western models of trauma obstruct 

entry to meaning that underlies” such often overlooked or ignored customs, “due to the 

influence of postmodernist theories and poststructuralist antagonism towards religion as 

“grand narrative” (“Decolonizing Trauma Theory” 259). Visser argues that a Western 

notion “of religion-as-superstition” represents a “limited perspectives” that is normative 

and “reminiscent of Eurocentric or even colonialist tendencies”—a secularized 

perspective that runs contrary to “indigenous literatures that situate trauma in the context 

of ritual and ceremony” (260). Steinberg is deeply respectful of the customs and culture 

of his subjects, which foregrounds Visser’s contention, and especially so in the chapter, 

“Further Readings,” in which he suggests further examination of several texts related to 

“questions of African belief, science, and medicine in contemporary South Africa” 

(Steinberg 387). As a reader, I consider Steinberg’s journalism style reparatively, guided 

by his approach to his subjects that is very much in keeping with Sedgwick’s notion of a 

reparative stance. Such a position does not disavow the “productive critical habits 

embodied in what Paul Ricoeur memorably called the ‘hermeneutics of suspicion’” 

(Sedgwick. “Paranoid Reading and Reparative Reading” 124). Instead, I consider his 

careful consideration of Magadla’s sometimes wryness, sometimes “superstitious” 

position in relation with any number of social and cultural dilemmas within the light of it 

being precautionary as profoundly human; a  “prefiguring [to] chase the actual event 

away” (Steinberg 349). Such an approach to his subjects and the challenge of writing 
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about HIV and its stigma do not blunt any findings he makes during his journalistic 

discoveries. Instead, his openness to non-Western epistemologies provides the space in 

which to “unpack the local, contingent relations” of how such knowledge is acquired 

(Sedgwick 124). Moreover, Steinberg’s approach allows him to test the recognition 

paradigm as more than an objective observer or bystander to reframe stigma as a form of 

power and violent practice.  

From a trauma perspective, Steinberg suggests to Magadla that he has “already 

experienced” and “survived” the trauma associated with the stigma of the disease, 

understanding that the stigma and trauma both combine as a form of social death, 

unsettling the assumption that stigma and trauma function as separate phenomena and 

experiences (346). The affective encounter of stigma as trauma powerfully renders an 

intimate moment in this story of HIV that represents what Nixon argues is unavoidable in 

“writing against a violent and violating invisibility” of sanitized and “idealized […] 

retreats” (24). Nixon is referencing tourism in this instance, while Steinberg visits 

Lusikisiki as a journalist. I note this moment, as I think it crucial within the context of 

journalists referred to as “professional, specialized” tourists” within the era of mass 

information, most notably by Susan Sontag in Regarding the Pain of Others (2). Instead, 

Steinberg’s journalism does something that cannot be swept aside as the voyeurism of a 

tourist who is not invested in an area.  

As a journalist, Steinberg uncovers the deeply colonizing and imperialist 

backstories of the people he interviews. His work thoroughly echoes the “painfully riven 

reflections on representational authority” while acknowledging his position of privilege 

as white, male, and a journalist, interviewing a Black man about a fear-inducing and 
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stigmatizing disease (Nixon 25). As such, he draws “to the surface inconvenient 

questions about long-term ecologies of social injustice” so inherent within the South 

African context (24). Furthermore, Steinberg builds a journalistic narrative that carries 

imaginative clout that is both material and political. He shows why HIV stigma differs 

from other disease stigmas, which does not drive such ongoing disproportionate social 

exclusion of vulnerable communities. Creating a space occupied by disease and infused 

with an unsettling sense of the natural order of things being disrupted, Steinberg’s text 

highlights what is needed to understand HIV and how the disease’s stigma is constitutive 

of a traumatic encounter.  

Such an understanding is key to thinking through HIV’s future, especially now, as 

“COVID-19 is already shaping HIV’s present” and how once again, communities are not 

being consulted—one of “early mistakes” in the HIV response (Gonzáles). As 

Bhekisisa’s reporter, Gonzáles, notes, “what it means for HIV’s future will depend on 

many things, including countries’ ability to ensure it can get people onto antiretroviral 

treatment and stay on it.” To therefore look to the future, we are compelled to look to the 

past. In this instance, Steinberg’s journalism acts as a call for understanding, to harness 

the imagination to gain insight into the persistently polarising and crushing disease that is 

HIV at the time of his research. As such, Steinberg’s text represents “an unaffiliated 

social force” and one that can be considered as “one of the few places in media where 

mass audiences may consume unmoderated individual assertion, spoken on behalf of 

[only] the adventurous author” (Kramer 31). Moreover, while Steinberg does “connect 

the unfamiliar to the familiar as a way to understand disturbing news events,” Three 

Letter Plague is not a typical story about heroes (Van Krieken 2). The journalist 
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illustrates Magadla’s vulnerability and precarity within the context of his ambivalence 

towards being tested, despite having access to a well-run testing programme. Magadla’s 

fear of being tested provides insight into the psyche of a man negotiating the cultural 

divides brought on by the new disease, as well as the forces at work when it comes to life 

and death. Magadla’s precarious status in the community is always at stake: he has come 

from extreme poverty, and he now owns a shop, and the community knows “too that 

Sizwe is no longer poor [which] in this village is no mean achievement […]. The path 

from poverty to success is watched and noted, and not always with generous eyes” (20). 

Narratively, Steinberg’s journalism is at its core concerned with the sociocultural 

processes that inform his research and his writing—significant life events that pose a 

threat to our ways of being and asks of narratives to be “meaning-making” within the 

context of the “social trauma” caused by the event (Van Krieken 2). Steinberg’s narrative 

does not follow the typical trajectory of an “initial [story] of grief about the victims [that] 

become suppressed by stories of their heroism and […] resilience”—“patterns and frames 

[that] are universal to stories deeply rooted in the histories and cultures of Western 

societies” (2). In other words, Steinberg does not frame his story as one in which the 

main character transforms from victim to hero (2).  

Nonetheless, Magadla’s story, as recounted by Steinberg, is a heroic story of a 

traumatized community that epitomizes precarity. Such dynamics, which form an 

intricate part of the social and cultural weave, function within the “exemplary conceptual 

knot” that “ties together [an] impressive range of elements, allowing trauma “to travel to 

such diverse places in the network of knowledge” as Luckhurst, following Latour, argues 

(14). By applying Latour’s idea of “‘hybrid assemblages’” to his notion of trauma, 
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Luckhurst explains that trauma works as a series of “passageways” and “connections” 

(14). In this way, trauma can be understood as “‘tangled objects,’ imbroglios that mess 

up our fundamental categories of subject and object,” among others, all of which have to 

be negotiated in the “contemporary world” (14). For Magadla, such a “tangled” (14) 

object is HIV, “not a disease you go and look for” (347). It is a disease that “comes to 

you” (Steinberg 347). Steinberg describes Magadla’s fear of HIV in its simplest form, as 

the knowledge that “as much as he knows he will die one day; at [the] bottom he does not 

believe in his own death […] something we all share” (347). Demonstrating how 

Magadla’s fear of a positive test's social consequences overrides his fear of the 

biomedical cost, Steinberg’s journalism gets to the problem of what it means to 

experience a social death within the context of the complexity of HIV-related stigma, 

precisely at a historical nexus that allows glimpses of a possible and different future.  

Moreover, as Steinberg writes towards the end of Three Letter Plague, the 

question that continues to stump him, despite having spent months with Magadla and 

others in telling this story, is “[w]here are the missing men?” (376). This question is 

pivotal to the text, as is the follow-up question: “Why are they [men] so less likely to find 

their way to ARV treatment than women? (376). It speaks to the essence of the puzzle 

that is Magadla’s story. Steinberg suggests that Magadla’s reluctance to be tested for 

HIV may well be linked to a concern for his legacy and a “conviction that were 

[Magadla] to fall ill and take the pills they would only remind him that he is dying” 

(376). As such, Steinberg muses, Magadla “is speaking not just for himself but for all the 

missing men. When he expresses terror, it is their terror he is expressing” linked to the 

amplified historically traumatic dimensions of a disease that is steeped in stigma (376).  
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As we learn later in the text, Magadla’s fear is fed by more than his anxiety over 

living or dying or his legacy. Instead, social practices and trends come together as a 

traumatogenic force within the context of a society organized in such a way that it either 

reinforces or mitigates individual experiences of trauma. Steinberg assumes that 

Magadla’s reluctance to be tested may mean that he “will die before you have 

accumulated enough wealth for them?” (343). Magadla’s response is telling, as he 

explains the reason why, if he does “test positive, [he] will no longer get up in the 

morning to work” (343). Such an unequivocal statement summarises the force of the 

disease. It speaks to its threat to the self-definition of those who are infected, as well as 

their relationality to their worlds. By stating that he “will no longer get up in the morning 

to work,” Magadla senses within himself that merely by being diagnosed with HIV, he 

will have died already, compounded by the “social death” of stigma. (343). The mere 

thought of testing positive strips Magadla of the desire to live. His fierce resistance also 

gestures to the deeply traumatizing notion of this disease, to the point that he can barely 

think or talk about it. 

What is this terror that runs so deep and that fuels the stigma associated with a 

virus? Such a deep-rooted fear can be read within the context of how HIV operates in our 

most intimate bodily moments, to the point that “‘sex [for instance] has become a vector 

of death’” (376). Steinberg, again quoting Deborah Posel, writes that “‘the very intimacy 

of the home […] has become contaminated’” (376). It is a point that effectively targets 

and recruits the imagination, mobilizing and amplifying emotions, which the philosopher 

Martha Nussbaum notes are “shaped in countless ways by social contexts and social 

norms” (12). Describing fear as “pain at the seeming presence of some impending bad 
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thing, combined with a feeling that you are powerless to ward it off,” Nussbaum argues 

that it is the “stuff of nightmares” (24; 17). As Steinberg illustrates, when he once 

decides not to be tested for HIV, it conjures up for him one of the “most disturbing and 

pitiful images I have of myself; a terribly lonely, terribly angry man on a bicycle, riding 

as fast as he can from self-care”—isolating, limiting, stifling, triggering a “flight fright 

freeze” trauma response that prevents him from doing what is in his best interest (362). 

Fear, in this instance, goes hand in hand with drawing the cartography of an emotional 

terrain that must be navigated in the face of a disease that destabilizes generative thinking 

capacity, as it above all builds a “fence” that is difficult to scale (134). Steinberg’s 

subjectivity—how he offers an account of himself rather than a story of himself—adds a 

layer of ethical responsibility to his reporting in Butlerian terms. He does not merely tell 

a story, stitching together interviews that reflect, verbatim, his engagement with the 

people he interviews. Rather than maintaining a process of recognition in the “she said, 

he said” kind of way of mainstream reporting, he bears witness to his subjects’ lives, 

concerns, and plight as Oliver would have it—more than a single act of eye witnessing.   

Magadla’s life and social position are always precariously balanced on a knife-

edge. By tracing the history of the region known as a “homeland” under the apartheid 

dispensation, the journalist illustrates Magadla’s precarious position and foregrounds the 

complex interconnectedness of the operations of the slow acts of violence that Nixon 

gives us. The many causalities of “slow violence” point directly to the destruction of 

family life as a result of the apartheid government’s migrant labour practices, how some 

were privileged with educational opportunities and others left behind to make do in the 

Transkei; how Magadla’s mother went to great lengths to ensure that he and his brother 
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received an education; and how, against all odds, he ends up owning a trading store, 

known as a “spaza shop—a ubiquitous presence in rural South Africa, where customers 

buy everything from headache powders to baby food to cold beer” (13). Steinberg could 

quickly have settled with an interview of Magadla about the MSF clinic and stopped 

there. Instead, he chooses to tell Magadla’s story by tracing, for the most part, hidden 

(and in-flux) histories, as well as contemporary social practices that may not be 

immediately obvious to readers who may not be aware of the complexity of South 

Africa’s history.  

Steinberg’s dialectical approach to narrative is a potent strategy, such as when he 

engages with Magadla about his fear of taking antiretrovirals. This approach concerns 

contradictions, constraints, and intersecting contexts, with echoes of conflict and 

opposition that Magadla articulates. His fear is three-fold, Magadla explains. People from 

his geographic location do not know enough about the treatment offered to those who test 

positive (82). Secondly, he finds it difficult to understand why one should fall ill before 

taking the medication (82). Critically, Magadla cites his “third reason as the biggest 

reason” for his distrust of the treatment available: “I feel terrible for people living with 

this disease inside of them. It is there for their whole lives” (82). It echoes Nussbaum’s 

theory that the pain generated by fear is one that “persists beneath the fabric of daily life” 

(43), which Magadla jokingly refers to as: “This is not a disease you go and look for […]. 

You wait until it comes to you. And then you deal with it” (Steinberg 347). Steinberg 

also captures Magadla’s fear, expressed as one “that paradoxically belongs to a person 

who believes that he is in grave danger of dying. […] He has had intimations of what it 

feels like to have dirt in his blood, and he believes it is a feeling that will kill him” (347). 
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Beyond the fear of “contamination,” there is also the fear that by collaborating with 

Steinberg, Magadla may stand “accused of giving away black people’s secrets,” possibly 

the most truthful reason why he insists on his real identity being kept a secret (347; 351). 

Such fear-driven pain may well lurk for a long time, especially if we consider that HIV 

exposes people directly to social systems, increasing people’s exposure to systemic and 

structural traumas. Moreover, it does not necessarily bring about a resolution, which is 

indicative of a traumatic experience, and critically, how this text ends: there are simply 

no easy answers.  

In Magadla’s articulate response to the AIDS epidemic, Steinberg demonstrates 

that the “unspeakable quality of trauma as a fixed response should not be taken as an 

irrefutable fact” (10; emphasis added). I, therefore, read Steinberg’s text as 

demonstrating what the trauma scholar Balaev argues—that “the difficulty of speaking 

about a traumatic experience” need not inevitably be linked to what traditional trauma 

theorists refer to as an “aporetic gap,” or “speechless void, unrepresentable, inherently 

pathologic, timeless, and repetitious” (Balaev. “Trauma Theory and Its Discontents”  3). 

Instead, as Balaev argues, trauma responses can be attributed to a vast array of factors 

from the individual to the social and cultural that can influence memory and articulating 

the experience, pointing to lack of a “causal link between traumatic experience and 

dissociation” (11). Balaev’s claim can be contextualized by a vast body of literature that 

speaks directly to HIV- and AIDS-related stigma. People experience the stigma 

associated with HIV in myriad ways, as Magadla so vividly and powerfully illustrates. 

Balaev’s argument is, therefore, an important one within the context of demonstrating 
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how the stigma associated with a disease such as HIV can be construed as a traumatic 

experience.  

By electing to tell South Africa’s story of AIDS through Magadla’s story, 

Steinberg connects the challenge of apartheid’s still dominant and suffocating ideology 

with that of a disease taking a horrific toll on the country. The text repeatedly gestures to 

the notions of infection and contamination as threatening to the “‘health’ of the (tacitly 

white, ‘civilized’ and, in the context of the Cold War, stridently capitalist) body politic” 

(Brophy and Spearey 237-8). The question of why his “generation, and the generation 

before mine, are dying younger than the last” is a question that bothers Magadla (355-6). 

He wants to know why people stopped dying in other countries, while in South Africa, 

“there are funerals every weekend and it is young people who are being buried” (356). It 

is a question that is as puzzling to Steinberg as it is to Magadla, “why […] the epidemic 

[has] been uniquely terrible” in South Africa (356). These are questions deserving of an 

answer within the context of a country's painful legacy dominated for nearly fifty years 

by an ideology of white supremacism, which foreshadowed the deadly trend in 

stigmatizing behaviour endemic to HIV.  

Steinberg writes that Three Letter Plague “has been awash with examples of a 

contamination that elides the boundary between the physical and the moral” (348). If 

framed by Rothberg’s contention that “the intellectual, ethical, and political 

consequences of the [trauma] framework” are the place to start when applying a trauma 

lens, then the text also plots a direct path to understanding how the stigma associated 

with HIV can be read as traumatic experience (“‘There is No Poetry in This’: Writing, 

Trauma, and Home,” 147). Rothberg’s thesis can be applied to the occurrence of being 
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diagnosed, living with, and enduring the stigma associated with HIV. Additionally, 

Rothberg argues that the innate sense of “surprise” of vulnerability needs to be addressed 

within the context of theorizing trauma (151). As Rothberg notes: “Claims to traumatic 

experience, to vulnerability, to violence do not tell us everything we need to know about 

matters of justice and responsibility” (156). However, by applying a trauma lens, we are 

compelled to be “attentive to suffering and thus, in principle, to justice and 

responsibility” (Rothberg 156). We can choose, are we for “life, or against it,” as 

Rothberg contends, even as we are inextricably tethered to death (156).  

Three Letter Plague disrupts and reframes how we can write about pan/epidemic 

diseases such as HIV, especially as it relates to how Steinberg explores the narrative from 

a post-apartheid and post-colonial/decolonizing perspective. Both Magadla’s and 

Steinberg’s journeys are concerned with their ethical obligations towards each other, 

which in a Butlerian sense addresses the notion that while universal, “ethical obligations” 

that “emerge from a distance” are experienced “within relations of proximity” (Butler, 

“Precarious Life” 134). The journalist’s subjectivity—how, again in Butlerian terms, 

Steinberg offers an account of himself rather than a story of himself—serves as a 

launchpad for ethical responsibility concerning others.  Steinberg’s revelatory approach 

to his fears and concerns also amplifies the need for intersectional approaches to the 

epidemic from the perspective of identity and power. He uses this to significant effect to 

conceptualize the ethical obligations that must come from living (and dying) well, 

together, as I noted Haraway as arguing in Staying with the Trouble earlier in Chapter 1.   

Furthermore, by weaving his own story into the narrative, juxtaposing it with 

Magadla’s, never conflating his life experience with Magadla’s, Steinberg foregrounds a 
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writer's relationship to a subject (or journalistic source) in a complex, nuanced approach. 

Even as he includes his own experiences and reluctance to be tested for HIV, his is not an 

over-identification with his subject. Instead, it is a parallel explanation of a fear that 

comes in many guises, demonstrating how far-reaching the impact of HIV is on 

everyone. Steinberg notes that several years after his “first HIV test,” he became anxious 

about his health. However, in this instance, he writes, his “anxiety came in a very 

different form this time. It did not crash down on me in a single moment but accumulated 

quietly over time” (Steinberg 358). As such, Steinberg brings to life the relational aspect 

of the self throughout his narrative, demonstrating what Butler describes as a 

“fundamental sociality” that speaks to human interconnectedness (Giving an Account of 

the Self 13).  He writes that the first time he met Magadla, “Sizwe was healthy and strong 

and had never tested for HIV, which puts him in a category shared by most South African 

men his age. That is why I chose him […] it was his perspective on the antiretroviral 

program that I wanted to understand” (8). The clinical psychologist, Pierre Brouard, 

known for his early counselling work in South Africa with people living with HIV, 

indeed notes that “In some sense, Sizwe is an ‘everyman,’ a stand-in for all of us as he 

grapples with issues of identity, sexuality, gender and autonomy, in trying to come to a 

decision about testing for HIV” (1). I suggest that the same holds for Steinberg. Despite 

the empathic distance he keeps, the literary journalist's subjectivity is always entangled 

with Magadla’s subjectivity. Both men’s testimonies wring a deeply imagined reality 

from the reader. As such, their testimonies must feel familiar to anyone who has ever had 

to or grappled with their own subjectivities, whether gendered, racialized, sexual, or 

informed by a polarising disease such as HIV. By identifying the universality of his 
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subject in his text, Steinberg “brings into awareness the specificity of individual trauma 

that is often connected to larger social factors and cultural values or ideologies” (Balaev. 

“Trends in Literary Trauma Theory.” 155). The journalist demonstrates “how a traumatic 

event,” such as being diagnosed with then, a still-deadly disease, challenges 

“fundamental assumptions about moral laws and social relationships that are themselves 

connected to specific environments” (149-50). Three Letter Plague is a text about a 

“young man’s journey through a great epidemic” that profoundly addresses the 

“contested science of damage [of] rival regimes of truth manipulable by political and 

economic interests” that can spring up (Nixon 47). As Nixon argues: “What emerges […] 

is a contest over the administration of difference between those who gain official 

recognition as sufferers and those dismissed as nonsufferers”—a “toxic recognition that 

may create novel forms of biological citizenship” (47). Not only are people labelled 

based on their perceived racial attributes, but whether they are HIV-positive, a “violent 

conversion of inhabitant into uninhabitant [as a] recurrent trauma” that can then indeed 

blur the distinction between absence and loss (Nixon 153).  

In discussing trauma and its theory within the context of Steinberg’s narrative, 

“Trauma theory [therefore] allows us to ‘read the wound’ [created by trauma] with the 

aid of literature,” which within the context of this paper, is crucial (Goarzin 4). Of 

course, the framework may not provide definitive answers to a problem such as the 

stigma of HIV. Nevertheless, what it does offer, applied to a text such as Three Letter 

Plague, is the ability to “revisit events and ‘proclaim them aloud’” with a “determination 

to look back on previously ill-defined or deliberately overlooked events or chronically 

violent conditions in the history of a nation” (Goarzin 1-2). In this respect, through 
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Steinberg’s text, HIV and AIDS provide “the narratives [of which HIV is one] that 

‘ghost’” South Africa’s histories (2). Moreover, by applying a trauma-informed lens to 

examining the stigma associated with the disease, I believe that the needle moves beyond 

the limits of current approaches to understanding HIV-related stigma. As Rothberg 

reminds us: it is “not just the scale, but the way events surprise us, take us unawares, and 

break with our previous horizon of expectation, thus disallowing our defences against 

anxiety” (“There is No Poetry in This” 149). Above all, it is a reparative approach to 

understanding trauma, an understanding that is demonstrated throughout Steinberg’s 

journalism.  

Applying a trauma-informed decolonial framework to the social and cultural 

phenomenon of HIV stigma makes us aware of and attentive to others' suffering, which 

the text illustrates with razor-sharp attention to the details of his own and others’ fear and 

shame. Steinberg’s narrative also provides insight into why the idea of, and the term 

trauma, has gained such traction in contemporary times, speaking as it does to the 

“strongly politicized contexts” within which it operates (Vermeulen 142). Vermeulen 

reminds us that our understanding of trauma is not “a mere academic exercise” (142). 

Instead, it “reflects [and] shapes contemporary power relations,” which are underpinned 

“by multiple acts of ‘framing’” through its intersection with violence, which Steinberg 

demonstrates time and again—not as empathy as much as compassion (142). It is “love 

and acceptance” he refers to when he writes that “If ever there was a moment Sizwe 

came close to believing that ARVs might be for him,” it was when he met a community 

health worker, Kate Marrandi. Steinberg thinks very carefully about why Marrandi is so 
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successful in her work, concluding that she does not hold “up a mirror to his shame, 

[instead] she spurned it with love and acceptance” (Steinberg 366).  

Blame is apportioned generously throughout Three Letter Plague. As Steinberg 

notes: “On one level, this book is an exploration of the place of blame and resentment in 

one man’s decision whether to test his blood for HIV” (7). In Understanding HIV/AIDS 

Stigma, Deacon et al. argue that the “blaming model of stigma […] provides an 

alternative approach to the social control model” that is limiting in its approach, given its 

concern with ways to reduce the likelihood of deviant behaviour (18). As noted, 

Steinberg himself recognizes the ubiquitous role of blame in the story of HIV stigma, 

which in and of itself is a “kind of blaming discourse, some people are commonly 

characterized as ‘innocent victims’ and others are seen as more blameworthy, often 

depending on their age, gender, class or the mode of infection” (Deacon et al. “HIV and 

Stigma in South Africa” 110). However, the blaming model is not without challenges, 

mostly present when “using the model to help understand the relationship between 

stigma, discrimination and power, and how to change the way people respond to risk” 

(Deacon et al. Understanding HIV/AIDS Stigma 18). Marrandi shows us why and how. 

She shuns blame in favour of recognizing the affective subject, the body, the person, 

wholly and as connected and interconnected to all who live. She rejects shame (and fear) 

in the face of the knowledge that “the accusations expressed in national politics are also 

stitched into village life” (Steinberg 7). She sees no them, only us.  

Imogen Tyler illustrates how forcing a re-reading of Erving Goffman’s 

foundational yet “decidedly apolitical” theory of stigma, through a “Black sociology” 

lens, addresses the theory’s historical neutrality (“Resituating Erving Goffman” 744). By 
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placing “Goffman’s concept [of stigma] into critical dialogue with Black epistemologies 

of stigma,” the researcher can reconceptualize “stigma as governmental technologies of 

dehumanisation that have long been collectively resisted from below,” as also noted in 

the introduction to this dissertation (744). This refiguring offers “insight into the potent 

force of stigma” and its power to hurt and inflict suffering. The journalism of Steinberg 

(like that of Nolen) demonstrates the power of trauma theory at its most potent. Stigma 

theory provides a map of social and cultural behaviour. It illustrates the how and why of 

the behaviour and the pain inflicted (emotionally or otherwise) within a landscape of 

prejudice. However, as a theory, it stops short of directly engaging with the aftershocks 

of systemic prejudice and discrimination, the evolving structural conditions of its 

ongoing replication, and the historical acts of violence out of which these emerge. 

Trauma theory, however, makes us attentive to the suffering of others. It does not provide 

a map. Instead, the framework shows us the intricacies of the “knot” that is trauma and 

offers new ways, as this chapter demonstrates, to untie it.  If read through a trauma-

informed lens, Nolen’s and Steinberg’s literary journalism very much engages with the 

untangling of such a knot.  
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Chapter 3: The Reliable Witness in Tomson Highway’s Kiss of the Fur Queen 

  

Testimony [organizes] the fragments of memory that traumatic historical events 

leave in their wake […] “The bits and pieces of memory, not to mention the actual bones 

and bodies that are themselves the remains of traumatic events.  

Julia Emberley, The Testimonial Uncanny 

 

This is a book about bodies, language, and death; it is about illness, culture, and 

politics, and the discourses and practices of medicine, literature and philosophy.  

Lisa Diedrich, Treatments 

 

HIV (and AIDS) in the novel Kiss of the Fur Queen by Tomson Highway, the 

Cree author from northern Manitoba in Canada, provides a case study that examines what 

it is that we understand as health-related stigma and its profoundly complex relationship 

with a myriad social and cultural responses to polarizing diseases. Inspired by Highway’s 

relationship with his late brother, the dancer René Highway, who died of HIV-related 

complications in 1990, Kiss of the Fur Queen follows the lives of the fictional Cree 

brothers from Eemanapiteepitat in Northern Manitoba, Champion (later named Jeremiah) 

and, in the case of Ooneemeetoo (later named Gabriel) Okimasis, from birth to death as a 

result of HIV complications.1  

 

1. Champion’s “Christian” given name is Jeremiah, and Ooneemeetoo’s, Gabriel. Indigenous 

children were stripped of their names as part of Canada’s assimilation policies and practices. My 

understanding of these “Christian” names is that Gabriel, one of two archangels named in the bible, 
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First published in 1998, Kiss of the Fur Queen is considered a pioneering literary 

work that both addresses the sexual and physical abuses to which Indigenous children 

were subjected in the assimilative residential school system which they were forced, by 

law, to attend; and examines the gay identities of First Nations people. Also notable is 

that the text was written during a time (from the 1980s through to the 90s) when, for 

many people, an HIV diagnosis foreshadowed a certain death. As the Canadian author 

Margaret Atwood notes, “Highway wrote the first chapter” on these matters when he 

wrote Kiss of the Fur Queen. What makes this text so extraordinary is that stories of the 

atrocities perpetrated against Indigenous children in the residential schools were highly 

contentious and inflammatory at the time of its publication. The Canadian Royal 

Commission on Aboriginal Peoples2 was established in 1991 to investigate the 

relationship between Indigenous people in Canada, the government, and Canadian 

society, culminating in a far-reaching report released in 1996. The Truth and 

Reconciliation Commission (TRC) was still a decade away, starting in 2008 and 

concluding in 2015 with its Final Report and 94 Calls to Action. Aimed at documenting 

the history and intergenerational impact of the residential school system on Indigenous 

 

represents a closeness to and strength derived from the God of The Bible. In “The New Testament,” 

Gabriel appears to Mary, foretelling the birth of Jesus. The name Jeremiah references the second of the 

prophets in the Christian “Old Testament,” who is known for his laments, hence the idiomatic expression, a 

jeremiad, which the Oxford Dictionary defines as “a long, mournful complaint or lamentation; a list of 

woes.” I use both names for the Okimasis brothers throughout this chapter, for example, Champion-

Jeremiah, or in this instance, Ooneemeetoo, with the parenthetical qualifier (named Gabriel). Highway 

switches between the brothers’ names in his text, sometimes using the characters’ birthnames, sometimes 

their “Christian” names, and sometimes both, separated by a hyphen. I choose to use both their names, as I 
think it important that the reader is continuously reminded of their “birthnames,” and that the artificial 

application of a “Christian” name is designed to assimilate them as an act of colonial collusion.  

2. “Aboriginal Peoples” as used in the name of the commission include First Nations people, Inuit 

and Métis. I use the term Indigenous, rather than aboriginal, given the word’s often pejorative associations. 

For more, refer to “Why We Say Indigenous Instead of Aboriginal” at 

https://www.animikii.com/news/why-we-say-indigenous-instead-of-aboriginal 
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students and their families, the TRC provided residential school survivors with the space 

to share their lived experiences publicly and privately. It is at this momentous and 

potentially transformational time in the late 1990s that Kiss of the Fur Queen, with clarity 

and humour, tackles head-on the entrenched forms of three-fold discriminatory epistemic 

injustice3: first, linked to the brothers’ Indigenous subjectivity, secondly to 

homosexuality within the context of homophobia, and thirdly, to living with HIV and 

dying as a result of complications of the disease. Inuk scholar Kristina Fagan, citing the 

Mohawk actor Gary Farmer, suggests that this kind of humour is perhaps the only way to 

survive the social (and epistemic) injustices heaped on Indigenous people of North 

America and that such an application of humour to deal with subjugation trauma is not a 

passive response or inevitable “carrying on in a traditional mode” (Fagan 204). Instead, 

Highway’s vibrant storytelling is always more than an expression of stoicism.  

I read the storytelling of Highway as offering the space “to explore connections 

between the traumatic past and troubles in the present” and to tackle the story of the 

attempted wholesale expurgation of the author’s culture (Fagan 204). Atwood writes that 

this is the “genius” of Highway: to tell a “story of erasure;” to convey “what it was like 

to live through, what effects it had on those who suffered it, and how […] older 

traditions, beliefs and long-familiar figures could still make their way back to the surface 

of consciousness” (Atwood). Initially intended as a “non-fiction memoir,” Highway’s 

 
3. One way to gain a deeper understanding of the social and cultural responses that manifest as 

stigma within the context of Highway’s novel, is to consider Miranda Fricker’s notion of “epistemic 

injustice,” which, too, elicits an ethical response in line with Kelly Oliver’s idea of “response-ability.”. 

Fricker contends that epistemic injustice functions in two ways: it occurs when people are silenced 

(ignored or not believed) based on their identities, in the form of testimonial injustice, and also, how people 

interpret their own lives from a hermeneutical perspective (Epistemic Injustice). 
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novel foregrounds such normative prejudices and acts of discrimination as hiding in plain 

sight. As the author says of his novel:  

When I tried to tell [the publishers that] it was an autobiography, people 

didn’t believe it. Two Indian kids from northern Manitoba become a 

dancer and a concert pianist—forget it! Nobody is going to believe it. It 

sounds like fiction, so I said OK! (McKegney 105-6; qtd. Favel) 

However, Sam McKegney notes that even though “built from the raw materials of its 

author’s life,” the text does not constitute “survivor testimony” in the literal and legalistic 

sense, given Highway’s explicit acknowledgement that Kiss of the Fur Queen is a work 

of fiction (81). Therefore, working with a more limited definition of testimony, 

McKegney argues that Highway, within the context of Kiss of the Fur Queen, departs 

from “a testimonial paradigm” that emulates “the ‘surveillance of the social sciences’”—

a critical methodology that may well frustrate literary critics, in that it may seem 

“difficult to articulate a distinction between the lived and the literary” (82; qtd. Vizenor). 

Nevertheless, I argue that Highway’s non-linear, multidirectional, multipronged, and 

multifaceted ideas in Kiss of the Fur Queen can and should be read as testimony within 

the context of Oliver’s ethical obligations that demand that we “respond to what is 

beyond our comprehension […] in a way that affirms response-ability” (Oliver. 

Witnessing 106). Witnessing is not simply the transmission of information. Instead, it 

enacts a crisis in understanding as the witness is confronted with the unfamiliar. It makes 

something happen in the tension-filled space between “the performative and the 

constative” (Oliver. “Witnessing Subjectivity” 197). The author’s narrative is 

dialogical—subject to subject—and not simply telling a story of “dehumanization and 
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objectification” (186). In this way, Highway’s narrative speaks “the unspeakable” 

(Atwood). Within this context, Atwood’s argument foregrounds the idea of both 

decolonization, which is concerned with the dismantling of colonial structures, and the 

disentangling reparative work of Indigenous resurgence, which speaks to the rebuilding 

of integrative, interconnective, (all) life-giving and (all) life-affirming traditions.  

While my other primary texts are set in South Africa, written, respectively, by 

Stephanie Nolen, a Canadian journalist, and two South African authors, Phaswane Mpe 

and Jonny Steinberg, I have included Highway’s novel set in Canada. I do so to 

foreground the distinct but related ways that colonial violence continues to be played out 

in different contexts across the globe, and in so doing, to emphasize the value of 

approaching HIV related stigma through a lens that takes on board the impacts of the 

intergenerational trauma that colonial violence continues to (re) produce. Besides, as a 

child of the colonies, shaped by history, I am a deeply “implicated subject” within the 

context of Rothberg’s argument. I grew up in South Africa, spent a year as an exchange 

student in Australia, and in my thirties, emigrated to Canada, which is now home. While 

it has not always been easy in each of these settings, I have benefited from my privileged 

position, having to jump through far fewer hoops than my fellow humans who have been 

racialized and minoritized. Therefore, Highway’s profoundly moving and compassionate 

novel calls to me to bear witness to the conditions that made it possible for me to live a 

good life in Canada and opens new ways of reading the contagion of stigma, not only 

related to HIV but much more broadly.  

Hans Bak has portrayed Kiss of the Fur Queen as “[m]etaphorically rich [and] 

drenched in a mode of Cree humor by turns obscene and blasphemous,” suggesting that 
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the novel engages with and brings “together” in a profoundly empowering way, 

“unbridgeable, irreconcilable cultures” that defies a linear, cause-and-effect, historically 

constrained reading of the Okimasis brothers’ stories (Bak Section II:8). I would thus add 

that Highway’s genius also lies in his affective use of humour—a threshold where 

infinite possibilities of change are possible—which he uses as moments of disruption to 

highlight the social problems he is exploring and starting to dismantle.   

While HIV and AIDS may not be the principal focus of Highway’s novel, the 

disease, which claims the life of Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel, becomes integral to the lives of 

the two fictional brothers.4 The inclusion of a disease such as HIV and AIDS as a crucial 

element of the narrative, added to the deprivations and violence the Okimasis brothers 

suffer due to the enforced residential school system, is essential to understanding how 

Highway’s narrative explores both the epistemic violence that they endure as their 

language and culture are forcibly stripped from them and what Miranda Fricker defines 

as “epistemic injustice” that culminates as resistance against the stigma associated with 

the disease. The stigma associated with HIV and AIDS is one specific manifestation of a 

vast, social process of stigma that speaks to centuries’ epistemic silencing and violent 

displacement of those deemed Other. Not in contention is that all stigma is toxic, driven 

by fear or risk, causing infinite harm. What is open to debate is how we set about the 

disentangling of the stigma experienced individually, collectively and 

intergenerationally. What is striking is how Champion-Jeremiah, the elder of the two 

boys, is portrayed as internalizing the stigma the two boys encounter and some of the 

values inculcated in residential school. Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel, the more skeptical of the 

 

4. The abbreviations HIV and AIDS are mentioned once in Kiss of the Fur Queen (292). 
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two brothers, while aware of the stigma, is more defiant. Within this context, Highway 

depicts the different responses the two brothers have to colonial structures, subtly attuned 

to the character of Champion-Jeremiah’s impact on Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s ability to 

bear witness. Champion-Jeremiah is always there for his brother, even when he does not 

agree with Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s views or actions.  

Kiss of the Fur Queen directly addresses the violent and shocking damage done to 

the ability of specific groups to speak or be heard, as evidenced in its treatment of the 

reverberating impacts of the racist attempted genocide perpetrated against Indigenous 

people. Therefore, the novel can generatively be read through the lens of Fricker’s (2007) 

notion of “epistemic injustice,” as well as Gayatri Spivak’s (1988) formulation of 

epistemic violence,” 5 which is the shocking harm inflicted against subjects and their 

ability to speak or be heard. Highway’s use of imagery, his enlistment of allegorical and 

autobiographical elements, his play with colloquialism and foreshadowing, and his 

invocation of a non-Western realism with its different understandings of temporality 

create tension and locate the reader imaginatively in the world of the Okimasis brothers. 

Julia Emberley describes such a state as “a realm of uncertainty where ethical and 

political questions may be explored and contemplated,” related to conventional Western 

notions of mimetic realism more in keeping with an empirically observable world 

(Emberley 28). As such, Highway’s novel can be read as a powerful narrative that 

asserts, within the context of “treatment, therapy, and advocacy for change,” new 

 

5. The term “epistemic violence” is used by Spivak in “Can the Subaltern Speak?” to indicate the 

silencing of specific groups who are routinely and systemically marginalised in society.  
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possibilities for considering Indigenous ways of knowing and ways of being, as well as 

the epistemic violence and epistemic injustices perpetrated against them (xxi).  

Along with reading the text as a narrative of resistance, the fictional world of Kiss 

of the Fur Queen powerfully illustrates the pervasive epistemic violence that inheres in 

the residential school system’s colonial practices and the “testimonial” and 

“hermeneutical epistemic injustices” that prevail (Fricker).6 The same can be said of 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s death resulting from HIV-related complications, which suggests 

an epistemic failure on the part of those in positions of power to give a complete account 

of the person and not the disease. However, even without the virus, Ooneemeetoo-as-

Gabriel’s story as a gay man speaks to the discursive tensions between socially 

stigmatized groups and dominant cultural practices—both the dominant white and, even 

though subjugated, also the Cree culture, given the insidiousness of colonial religious 

indoctrination and the lateral violence that ensues.  

As much as symbols present as sites of generative resistance, so too does 

language throughout the novel. For example, Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s reiteration of the 

traditional Catholic prayer, “Hail Mary, full of grace,” as “Hello merry, mutter of cod, 

play for ussinees, no anat tee power of power beth, aw, men,” reduces the prayer to 

nothing more than the “mumbo-jumbo” of his later musings about the Catholic teachings, 

 

6. In the epigraph to her text, Epistemic Injustice, Fricker quotes Judith Shklar’s The Faces of 

Injustice (15) that makes the point that moral philosophy texts contain “at least one chapter about justice” 

with many works “entirely” dedicated to the concept, yet, along with “art […] seem to shun injustice.” On 

the other hand, “sermons … drama, and fiction” seem to be devoted to injustice. I include this contention, 

as Fricker, whose work is so foundational to this chapter, focuses on injustice, and not in a “taken for 
granted” sense that “injustice is simply the absence of justice.” Fricker does not concern herself much with 

the genre of fiction, except for Edmund White’s A Boy’s Own Story and, to some extent, Patricia 

Highsmith’s fictional character Marge Sherwood (163; 161). However, by including Shklar’s argument as 

an epigraph, Fricker creates the space for those of us in the Humanities, even if working interdisciplinary, 

to imagine the literary “as performing repair” by applying Sedgwick’s reparative framework to our close 

readings, as I do in this dissertation (Jurecic 113). 
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informed by the mythology of the flesh-eating “Weetigo”7 (Highway 76; 179; 83). 

Highway’s delightful but often also heart-wrenching use of subversive humour in this 

instance reduces the colonizers’ Christian prayers to gibberish, which is how the rituals 

and language of colonized peoples were so often described.  

The novel, which blurs joyful and playful moments with immense horror and 

privation, is both a lament that foregrounds colonial conditions and a celebration of Cree 

culture. Crafting a profoundly trauma-informed narrative that underscores the author’s 

characters’ agency rather than a loss of agency, Highway’s text speaks to the theoretical 

intervention of reparative practice of the Queer Feminist theorist Eve Kosofsky 

Sedgwick. Guided by Sedgwick to read reparatively, rather than from a paranoid 

position that seeks to expose secrets and mistakes and manipulate knowledge in an 

anticipatory way, I am constantly reminded that “paranoia knows some things well and 

others poorly” (Touching Feeling 130). A paranoid stance, for instance, geared as it is to 

the “possibility that [it] offers unique access to true knowledge” (130) rather than 

representing one way of doing so, does not cope well with personal narratives of 

“embodied suffering,” which is more concerned with providing affective “sustenance” to 

“communities and cultures” (Jurecic 113), as Highway’s text shows us. Kiss of the Fur 

Queen constantly reminds us that such embodied suffering is viewed with suspicion and 

 

7. Weetigo is a mythical Cree monster that is often the cause of suffering and can either inhabit 

living people or exist freely. However, if the spirit takes up residence in a living body, the person it inhabits 

may be forced to perform violent acts such as cannibalism—acts, which some argue, are directly a result of 

the occupiers forcing Weetigo to become destructive. Weesaceechak, also known as the Trickster, is one of 

the most important Cree spirits, and can take on any form it wishes to. Primarily a joyful spirit, 
Weesaceechak’ s role is to teach people about nature and the meaning of existence on Earth, and to save 

living beings from destruction. In Kiss of the Fur Queen, Weesaceechak often appears in the form of a fox. 

(Drawn from Kyle P. Whyte, “Indigenous science (fiction) for the Anthropocene: Ancestral Dystopias and 

Fantasies of Climate Change Crises,” Environment and Planning E: Nature and Space 2018, vol. 1 (1-2), 

224–242.) 
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often dismissed as not verifiable in a positivist sense, which would not and cannot 

recognize that “Mistik Lake,” for instance, is filled with “fresh human blood” rather than 

water (Highway 281). 

In contrast, a reparative approach is attuned to showing the profound complexity 

of stigma (along with its traumatic aftershocks) and lets us “imagine art and criticism as 

performing repair” when reading the trauma-informed, allegorical and time-warping 

narrative of Highway through a decolonial lens (Jurecic 113). It is within the context of 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s illness and death that Highway’s narrative foregrounds a 

reparative stance and generative resistance, belying the idea that “literary texts [cannot] 

know as much, or more, than theory,” illustrating that literature can do more than simply 

“serve [a paranoid] knowledge [only to] affirm the lesson of theory” (Jurecic 114; qtd 

Felski). The day that Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel gets his HIV-positive results from the clinic 

illustrates the embodied suffering “[w]hen mouths move [and] words take flight” and 

when Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel and his lover hold “each other so tightly their bones 

cracked” (Highway 284). As Raoul et al. contend, “Whether the “stories exchanged” are 

“medical [following a paranoid logic] or personal, in the form of aesthetic or didactic 

accounts” that can be reparative, what holds is the framework that rests on the idea “that 

the stories exchanged […] are governed by cultural metanarratives that vary according to 

time, place and socio-political context,” as I noted earlier in Chapter 1 (5).  

It is within the context of the lament that Highway’s narrative becomes testimony. 

Read through the lens of Kelly Oliver’s (2001) summons to the “infinite response-

ability” of encounter, I argue that Highway bears witness to the task of living and dying 

in a desire for aesthetic repair. Such a desire plays out in the tension-filled and trauma-
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informed sequence of Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s death, at the mercy of a public health 

system that has betrayed his people through centuries of ill-treatment and stigma.8  Thus, 

not only are the two Okimasis brothers eyewitnesses to the historical fact of the 

government’s assimilative practices of denying their subjectivity (the “impersonal” or 

what is known), they also bear witness “to what is beyond knowledge or recognition […] 

what you cannot see” such as the embodied suffering of their oppression (86).  

To live with HIV, certainly at the time of the novel’s publication, was terrifying. 

To be diagnosed with HIV, given the nascent clinical treatment options, social stigma, 

and the general lack of information about the disease is to die twice: when one 

understood that one had been infected with a virus for which there is no cure, and when 

one died from complications from the disease. At best, people living with the disease 

could hope for a death that did not see them, alone, abandoned to their pain and suffering. 

Highway’s narrative illustrates this concern profoundly when he describes how, at the 

end of his life, Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is surrounded by those who love him: his brother, 

his mother, elders from his community and his lover, all bearing witness to this 

profoundly reliable witness whose entire life is predicated on bearing witness to “the 

 

8. From the perspective of this chapter, there is the fear of the institutional aspects of public health 

that manifests as vaccine hesitancy during COVID-19, “an issue that is playing out across Canada” as a 

news report (6 January 2020) by Global News illustrates. Sabina Vohra-Miller of the Anishnawbe Health 

Foundation, which addresses “inequalities in the health-care system” is quoted as saying that “If you 

feel as if your life is not valued, how do you trust that your life will be taken care of? We are not 

talking about an anti-vaxxer who is against all vaccines, we are talking about people who are 

genuinely anxious and afraid of the vaccine.” Joe Hester, the executive director for Anishnawbe 

Health Toronto, argues that this fear of “maltreatment” is “historical […] where our people have 

historically experienced not-so-nice things, […] (including) experimentation done on our people of 
various sorts” (Ward). Vohra-Miller’s and Hester’s concerns are backed up by Dr. Amy Tan, a 

palliative care and family physician from Victoria, B.C., who says that “new data suggests people 

from underrepresented communities make up a good portion of those who are concerned. Those in 

racialized or Indigenous communities were much more hesitant to trust or want the COVID-19 

vaccine than those who were not” (Ward). Drawn from 

https://globalnews.ca/news/7554806/coronavirus-covid-19-vaccine-hesitancy-canada/ 
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horrors beyond recognition” (Oliver. Witnessing 8). Such a model, according to Oliver, 

“does not ground identity in hostility toward others, but rather, one that opens into the 

possibility of working-through hostilities” (11) —a reparative model illustrated when 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel asks his brother whether he is “scared” of him dying (Highway 

300). Champion-Jeremiah, who does not answer, thinks, “Yes? No? Sometimes?” before 

pulling “his eyes away, [throwing] his hands up to his mouth, and cried; yes, he was 

scared shitless that he was about to lose his brother” (Highway 300). However, 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel reminds him: “There is nothing you could have done about this. 

What I did, I did on my own. Don’t mourn me. Be joyful” (301). Through the dual 

meaning of witnessing—both as an objective eyewitness and subjective witness bearer—

Highway’s text invites the reader to attend to people’s historical, social and cultural 

contexts. If we ignore or overlook such contexts, we risk denying the realities of the past, 

present, and what still lies ahead. Such is the “loving […] critical eye […] that […] 

insists on going beyond recognition toward otherness,” Oliver writes, and adopting this 

stance is a crucial element in “establishing and nourishing relationships across 

difference” (Witnessing 219). To, therefore, bear witness as Highway’s narrative does to 

the ongoing epistemic injustice and violence perpetrated against Indigenous people 

within the Canadian settler-colonial context, of which the residential school system was 

perhaps the most extreme manifestation, is to make possible the impossible: bearing 

witness to what is “the inarticulate experience of the inside” (Oliver 90).9 Such is our 

 
9. It should be noted that the Canadian Truth and Reconciliation Committee (TRC) focused 

exclusively on the residential school system, ignoring the broader colonial project of which residential 

schools were perhaps the most egregious expression. It could be argued that many Canadians of settler 

descent understand the residential school system as the “outrage” that has been “settled” given then-Prime 

Minister Stephen Harper’s official apology in Parliament in June of 2008, and the publication of the final 
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ethical obligation, as Highway reminds us time after time. Our efforts to communicate 

and bear witness to others’ encounters and lives will be stymied if we refuse such an 

ethical obligation. If we remain locked into recognizing only difference, such efforts 

remain in a closed iterative loop of stigma theorizing that consistently overlooks the 

colonial trauma inherent in the phenomenon and the structural elements of stigma’s 

wide-ranging social aspects. Oliver’s critiques of a “politics of recognition” are therefore 

central to my argument—that by conceptualizing stigma through a trauma-informed 

decolonial lens, we can direct our attention to the core of stigma, which is the pain and 

suffering it causes in others, to therefore focus on our shared humanity, rather than on our 

differences.  To bear witness as Highway’s narrative does to the ongoing epistemic 

injustice and violence perpetrated against Indigenous people within the Canadian settler-

colonial context, of which the residential school system was perhaps the most extreme 

manifestation, is to make possible the impossible: bearing witness to what is “the 

inarticulate experience of the inside” (Oliver 90). To bear witness is never finite, unlike 

the task of eyewitnessing (you see something, you recognize, you name it, and your job 

is done, your “obligations” fulfilled). Instead, Highway illustrates how the bearing of 

witness is to engage with the “infinite task [and possibilities] of encounter” that is a more 

difficult task than recognizing something that conforms more readily to frameworks that 

may be familiar (90). When something does not quite fit our existing categories and 

 

report of the TRC in June of 2015. In 2009, during the September G20 Summit, Harper is quoted as saying 

that Canada “has no history of colonialism” (O’Keefe). Following Nixon’s argument of “slow violence” it 

is easier to deal with the spectacular violence of residential schools, but infinitely more difficult to unravel 

and account for the longer and ongoing history of colonialism of which the residential schools were a 

particularly egregious and tragic part.  
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definitions, we may simply fail to “recognize” it or even dismiss it as that which does not 

conform to our expectations.  

Highway’s text foregrounds an understanding of witnessing that does not 

represent testimony as a “repository of forgotten memories of trauma” but rather as one 

that also holds “aspirations once articulated and spoken out loud, of needs that call out to 

be met, of demands that refuse to be reduced to a silent murmur” (Emberley 2). 

Highway’s tone throughout the novel plays a critical role in bringing these elements to 

light. Tinged with humour and interspersed with autobiographical and allegorical aspects, 

Highway’s tone amplifies the bleakness of the social and cultural violence and pain 

suffered by Indigenous communities. Such moments in the novel do not serve as “silent” 

murmurs” (2). Instead, these instants serve to mitigate “[t]he trauma of the text and its 

unrelenting” victimhood (2). Highway’s narrative as testimony and “survivance” always 

does more than recognize the vast injustices with which his characters contend. Such 

“survivance” is demonstrated when an elder, Ann-Adele Ghostrider, wanting to throw the 

rosary Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s mother had laced through his fingers as he is dying, 

instead, hangs it on a “Ken doll sporting cowboy hat and white-tasselled skirt” (Highway 

3030). Ghostrider’s gesture summarizes in one ostensibly small gesture the infinite 

possibilities of encounter.  

The task of bearing witness is enriched by Mbembe’s idea of violence within the 

context of the sovereign that evokes an image of an obsessive (paranoid) search for an 

enemy (Necropolitics). I mention Mbembe’s argument, as it serves as a valuable prism 

through which to read Highway’s novel as engaging with “survivance,” an intentionally 

imprecise word appropriated by Gerald Vizenor from legal language, which an “active 
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sense of presence, the continuance of native stories, not a mere reaction, or a survivable 

name” (vii). The physical and sexual violence brought to bear, for example, on the body 

of a “six-year-old” (Highway 96) evokes a feeling of “an act of caprice and pure 

destruction aimed at instilling terror” in which “the politics of race” must be read as 

“ultimately linked to a politics of death” (Mbembe 17, following Arendt). Also in the 

background to my readings, always, is Rob Nixon’s formulation of “slow violence” that 

demonstrates how reading the epistemic injustice and genocidal epistemic violence 

associated with HIV-related stigma as traumatic experience can help bring greater 

understanding to the affective impact of social and cultural experiences shaped by such 

phenomena. As these theorists are concerned with the social and the relational, their 

interventions help me conceptualize the two fictional Okimasis brothers’ experience as 

young Indigenous boys, forced first into residential school and then into foster homes. In 

a profoundly normative move, their later critical successes as performing artists10 are 

juxtaposed with the physical, emotional, and sexual abuse they have endured, and 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s sexual encounters and his HIV diagnosis and subsequent death 

resulting from HIV-related complications.  

Within the context of my inquiry, these injustices are foundational to Highway’s 

narrative that counters, disentangles and unsettles the normative discourses associated 

with stereotypes and stigma that coalesce around notions of race, gender, identity. 

Besides, Oliver reminds us is that bearing witness to injustices will take us “beyond 

recognition to the affective and imaginative dimensions of experience,” that cannot be 

 

10. The fictional successes of the Okimasis brothers mirror the real-life successes of Tomson and 

René Highway.  
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left out when engaging with the “politics of recognition” within the context of what is 

known as “symbolic power” (“Witnessing, Recognition, and Response Ethics” 474). 

After all, the politics of recognition is tied to “the pathology of oppression [that] creates 

the need in the oppressed to be recognized by their oppressors, the very people most 

likely not to recognize them” (Witnessing 9). As such, a trauma-informed decolonial lens 

affords a reading of Highway’s text that “does not ask the reader […] for empathy but 

[instead, to] become critically conscious of his or her own role in the ongoing conspiracy 

of silence,” what is in this instance Indigenous Canadian “history and […] dispossession” 

(Craps. Postcolonial Witnessing 42). This focus on holding the reader to account is 

immediately reminiscent of Rothberg’s “implicated subject.” The reader is not asked to 

“become a vicarious victim,” nor permitted the “objective distance” or “neutrality” of the 

“bystander” (Craps 42). Instead, Highway’s text “denounce[s] and fight[s] the 

indifference of a privileged and empowered Western public to the suffering of the racial, 

ethnic, or cultural other” that is endemic to society (42). While not an “illness narrative” 

in the traditional sense, Highway’s novel is a story “about bodies, language, and death 

[…] about illness, culture, and politics, and the discourses and practices of medicine, 

literature, and philosophy” (Diedrich. Treatments vii). Breaking down “the boundaries 

between various domains” when “art, politics, and personal experience” come together, 

Highway’s imaginative world of non-Western realism and its repeating performative 

cycles iteratively change and channel the social realities of the characters’ lives as they 

struggle to negotiate constant shifts in power (Diedrich 149).  

From a literary post-colonial perspective, Highway’s mode of writing is referred 

to as “magical realism,” which is most often associated with Latin American writing and 
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cinema. Xavier Luffin notes that this writing mode is characterized by “‘two conflicting, 

but autonomously coherent perspectives” (244; qtd. Chanady). Tension is created when 

attempting to balance these two perspectives, oscillating between a so-called 

“‘enlightened’ and rational view of reality,” while the other perspective accepts the 

“supernatural as part of everyday reality” (244). Quite powerfully, this writing style 

operates as a kind of “decolonizing agent” that brings together a “cultural hybridity, 

appropriation of colonial language, revision of colonial history, denunciation of 

colonial/imperialist violence and the use of humour,” as Luffin notes and as Highway’s 

narrative illustrates (244; qtd. Farris; Slemon; Vautier). By challenging the normative, 

Highway’s Indigenous (and specifically Cree) realism acts not only as a liberating 

instrument but also as a destigmatizing agent, reframing what constitutes the so-called 

real with equally “real” imaginative devices drawn from Cree cosmology. Added to this 

response-as-resistance is Highway’s intentional displacement of colonial language in part 

with Cree, which powerfully contributes to the enactment of resistance against the 

residential school system through the storying of the lives of the Okimasis brothers, and 

generally against stigmatizing and discriminatory behaviours and actions. Such 

resistances are crucial in retelling two Cree brothers’ lives, as the residential school 

system’s spectre is so central to the novel. When asked by his father whether he still 

prays, for instance, Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel lies, “his voice incapable of masking shame or 

guilt” at the thought of what “this kind old hunter […] this most Catholic of men” would 

think if he “could see his baby boy” having sex with “a certain ardent young Jesuit with 

grey-blue yes” (Highway 190). The residential school is a ghost that “haunts” what 

McKegney terms “Native literature” in Canada (11). Such an epistemically unjust system 
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has a lasting effect not only on the “subject matter” of authors and is “a source of anger, 

shame, pain, and violence, and as an unspoken backdrop to conditions of authorship,” 

that casts a long shadow over multiple generations (McKegney 11).  

 Highway powerfully compels the reader to consider how we can live and die 

together, well, within the context of a damaged world in which “symbolic power” 

prevails.11 What Gerald Vizenor (2008) and Julia Emberley (2014) give us in terms of 

gaining more in-depth insight into how to read Indigenous literary texts, is the tool to 

“stay with the trouble,” as Donna Haraway urges us to, and what Highway does through 

the storying of his life as fiction. By narratively laying bare the lives of the two fictional 

Okimasis brothers, Highway powerfully compels the reader to consider how we can live 

and die together, well, within the context of a damaged world in which “symbolic 

power” prevails. Therefore, the first epigraph to this chapter, drawn from Emberley’s 

Testimonial Uncanny, directly addresses Highway’s novel of the two fictional Okimasis 

brothers. Through a series of difficulties and struggles within a decolonizing context, the 

brothers navigate a disentangling and unbalancing of the structural elements of stigma’s 

wide-ranging social determinants that culminate in their coping with an illness that for 

the main part is still unspeakable at the time of the novel’s publication.  

The stigma associated with the disease and the subsequent trauma inscribing itself 

on his characters’ subjectivities foregrounds Highway’s engagement with HIV and 

AIDS. By integrating sweeping representations of stigma and trauma in his quasi-

 

11. The contemporary use of the term “symbolic power” was first introduced by the sociologist 

Pierre Bourdieu, who describes it as giving those in positions of power the ability to impose and normalize 

their taken-for-granted vision of what constitutes the social world onto those considered as lacking in such 

power. Bourdieu’s work, in turn, led to epistemic violence studies, which focuses on discursively produced 

Othering, as determined by those in power, and as illuminated by Highway in his novel.  
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fictional world, the author places his characters firmly in a realm that allows my research 

to filter the fictional worlds through different disciplinary approaches to understand “the 

functions of narrative in determining how disease, disability and trauma are defined, 

experienced and treated” (Raoul et al. xiii). Applying the assumption of the editors of 

Unfitting Stories, “that disease, disability, and trauma, while often having physical or 

biological causes and effects, are socially and psychologically constructed and part of a 

life story which changes because of them,” provides a robust framework for examining 

Highway’s text, and specifically his treatment of HIV and AIDS (Raoul et al. xxi).  

Highway’s multidimensional narrative humanizes the traumatizing discrimination 

that springs from structural stigma. The text guides me, as a researcher, in reading the 

scholarly “empirical peer-reviewed literature” of Wilk et al. (1) and others critically, yet 

not in a way that privileges “cause and effect” over the multifaceted and multipronged 

text of an author such as Highway, and generally how these effects are resisted and 

challenged. Instead, as Jurecic notes, to read novels is to gain insight into our 

understanding of “the human meaning of events and policies” and “essential preparation 

for moral interaction” (117). Highway sees and writes into existence “the impossible,” as 

Oliver argues, and what is displaced and silenced in discourse (“Witnessing Subjectivity” 

180). Upending earlier theories of subjectivity primarily concerned with recognition—the 

visible and the familiar—Oliver argues that such theories uphold oppressive power 

structures (Response Ethics). To bear witness beyond recognition is to set an 

unbelievably high bar, as both Highway and Oliver remind us. Bearing witness beyond 

recognition requires an ongoing critical reflection. Only in this way can we hope to 

address our weaknesses in responding ethically to others.  
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3.1 Making Knowledge Count  

Kiss of the Fur Queen opens with the two young boys’ father, the caribou hunter 

and champion dogsled racer, Abraham Okimasis, winning, against what he believes to be 

all odds, a gruelling three-day race of “one hundred and fifty miles of freezing 

temperatures and freezing winds” (Highway 4). His victory earns him a kiss from the 

newly crowned Fur Queen of the 1951 beauty pageant, portrayed as a “young woman so 

fair her skin looked chiselled from artic frost, her teeth pearls of ice, lips streaks of 

blood” and who symbolizes the dominant white culture’s triumphant nature (22). The 

kiss—an initiating moment and thereafter a recurring motif—itself is portrayed as 

“fluttering, like a leaf from an autumn birch, until [the Fur Queen’s lips] came to rest on 

Abraham’s left cheek. There” (23). The Fur Queen, who watches over the two fictional 

brothers throughout the novel, takes on a pivotal role in the lives of the Okimasis family, 

representing the shape-shifting, mystical trickster figure, in Cree mythology: “neither 

exclusively male nor exclusively female or […] both simultaneously” (Highway, “A 

Note on the Trickster” in Kiss of the Fur Queen). Nonetheless, I am haunted by the kiss 

when I read the novel. The kiss, first bestowed on Abraham by the Fur Queen at the start 

of the novel, signifies approval yet simultaneously symbolizes betrayal. As a symbol of 

death (the kiss of death) and “benevolent” colonialism, the kiss thus foregrounds the 

lasting and traumatic impact of the monstrously applied white culture on the lives of the 

characters of Champion-Jeremiah and Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel, and Indigenous people 

overall, and the labelling that dictates what stories are told about them as characters (and 

people). In this instance, the kiss of the Fur Queen (who embodies both a form of 

colonial surveillance and acts as a guardian angel) represents not so much the playfulness 
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associated with the “Trickster” or “Weesaceechak.” The kiss can be read as a sinister act, 

foreshadowing the conflict and tension inherent between Indigenous and colonizing 

cultures, playing out endlessly in the body politic of Canada, rippling through its systems 

and institutions, including that of public health (9; 27). 

Nevertheless, Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is carried away by the Fur Queen—a figure 

that embodies a form of colonial surveillance and yet, also one who guards over the two 

boys. At the end of the novel, the fur queen, one last time in the novel, signifying the 

affective threshold between life and death that provides the space for Highway to write 

against forgetting, his narrative foregrounding in equal measure the draconian and 

horrific aspects of colonization and the complete absence of or lack of justice within the 

context of the characters’ lives. In Ooneemeetoo’s deathbed scene, as “the medicine 

woman lit a braid of sweetgrass and washed the patient in its smoke […] an eagle feather 

[having replaced] Mariesis’s rosary,” the brothers’ response to dying and death speaks to 

a radical possibility of survival, despite the violent and oppressive mechanisms of social 

power (Highway 303). The novel, in this way, engages with the unfamiliar, “Seeing the 

impossible” that gives the characters “the strength to make what seems impossible, 

possible,” in other words, surviving the unthinkable, which echoes Vizenor’s notion of 

“survivance” (Oliver. Witnessing and Testimony 83). 

Moreover, within the context of Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s death, there is the 

ongoing presence of the Fur Queen—the “beauty-pageant winner whose photo acts as the 

embodiment […] of the Cree trickster figure who guides and guards the Okimasis 

brothers” (Highway 1). At the end of the novel, as Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel rises “from his 

body, he and the Fur Queen floated off into the swirling mist, as the little white fox on 
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the collar of the cape turned to Champion-Jeremiah. And winked” (Highway 291). He is 

at once protected and stolen by the Fur Queen—she of myth but also as Weesaceechak, 

the “Trickster” who “bridges humanity and God”—her cape adorned with a small white 

fox that winks (284).  

The wink is an equally powerful symbol that acts as a device called on at least ten 

times throughout the novel. Halfway through the novel, when Gabriel is still performing, 

Highway powerfully employs the wink: “Gabriel bowed, bobbed his head to the side, and 

winked at his brother. Champion-Jeremiah caught the wink, and by way of a love-

bedazzled smile, threw it back” (155). Such powerful imagery used to represent lived and 

anticipatory trauma—what is still to come—signifies an “ironic acknowledgement of 

doubleness” that implies that “the priest and his God have been outwitted” and that “Cree 

perspectives” do/can survive, although “reconstituted and ambiguous” (Cunha; qtd.  

Brydon 112). While the wink suggests irony, it also signifies the visceral love, 

connection and understanding that survive between the two protagonists, even as one 

dies. The wink suggests a testimonial and hermeneutical defiance, much as the act of the 

Fur Queen’s taking of Ooneemeetoo’s body after death can be read as disputing the 

notion of defeat. The Fur Queen’s may be the kiss of death as the Weetigo, but it is also 

one of life in the form of the Weesaceechak—a kiss that signifies, much as the wink 

does, the legitimacy of different cultural practises as a means to render the Other 

relational as a subject, always enmeshed in inter-subjective relationships. Above all, the 

“wink” represents a contract between the writer and the reader that stipulates equality-

seeking responses. Such a “response” by Highway follows Oliver’s contention that 

witnessing the unseen does far more than merely recognize the Other. It is a profoundly 
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inter-subjective relational response, and one in which the wink, whether shared between 

the brothers or by the small fox, are important moments of subjectivity’s restoration and 

the antithesis of the objectification and isolation that goes hand in hand with stigma. 

The same holds when Highway represents the Weesaceechak and the Weetigo in 

one guise, even as the former “who can assume any guise he chooses” is representative 

of teaching “us about the nature and meaning of existence on the planet Earth” and the 

latter what is painful, unsaid, morbid, salacious and despairing (Highway, “A Note on the 

Trickster”). While Highway’s narrative is infused with these “fantastic creatures” and 

gestures, I read both the figure of the fur queen and the Weetigo as deeply relevant within 

the context of the deprivations suffered by the two fictional brothers. The two boys’ 

father, Abraham, refers to the mythical creature of the Weetigo as “the man who ate 

flesh,” widening the notion of “eating” or consumption semiotically to foreshadow the 

“homoerotic,” illustrated throughout the novel as representing “hunting and meat” (Kang 

201). Above all, the Weetigo expresses and represents that which destroys agency and 

causes pain and suffering, and as such represents the encounters with trauma and stigma 

that Highway deftly weaves throughout his novel. However, the Weetigo does not 

prevail. Highway’s narrative illustrates the epistemic violence brought to bear on the 

children, whose childhoods are forever disrupted when first, (still) Champion (but soon 

to be given the name Jeremiah), and then, Ooneemeetoo (who will be renamed Gabriel), 

are taken from their family and sent to the fictional Birch Lake Indian Residential 

School. Here, they are not allowed to speak their language. The two boys are sexually 

and physically abused and exploited. Their long hair is cut short. 
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Moreover, the professed Christian care that they are under translates into 

horrendous institutionalized violence as the boys bear the weight of attempts to 

modernize their so-called “primitive” Cree subjectivities, as they are forced to become 

part of a structurally engineered violent system of assimilative embrace as colonial 

(Christian) care and concern. In what can only be described as a toxically oppressive 

move, the two brothers are “given” new “Christian” names—Champion is cast as 

Jeremiah, and Ooneemeetoo as Gabriel—part of discursively alienating them from their 

history, heritage, culture, and language (see footnote 1). “But what else is there?” asks 

Champion-Jeremiah (184). “There’s Indian religion,” responds his brother, only to be 

rebuffed by Champion-Jeremiah, who “splutter[s]” that “There’s no such thing” (184). 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel responds: “Christianity asks people to eat the flesh of Christ and 

drink his blood — shit, Jeremiah, eating human flesh, that’s cannibalism. What could be 

more savage —?” (184). This form of alienation to subordinate and subjugate the 

children through the shame of who they are creates the potential for foreclosure of affect. 

Nevertheless, despite Champion-Jeremiah’s insistence in response to his brother’s 

contention that “[t[he crucifix is a symbol of hope […] an instrument of love!” 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is adamant (184). Only “If you’re into whips and chains and pain. 

Where do you think the priests get their jollies?” (184). This passage illustrates the very 

stuff of the purported “civilizing mission”’ of colonization that Oliver argues, which 

translates into a “rejection of affect” that continues to serve as “the energetic and 

successful defence” of such a goal (Colonization of Psychic Space 45; qtd. Spivak). 

These abject-making practices can be traced throughout the novel. Inscribing themselves 

on the bodies of all who are considered Other, in this instance, primarily because of their 
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Indigeneity, such practices are then also applied in additional layers on Ooneemeetoo, as 

a gay man living with HIV and eventually dying from HIV-related complications that 

speaks to the early AIDS crisis and the multiple ways AIDS bodies were Othered and 

locked away out of fear of contagion.  

Despite the epistemic violence visited on the text’s Indigenous characters, 

Highway establishes powerfully through Cree cosmology and language that all efforts to 

silence Champion-Jeremiah and Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel are met with resistance. For one, 

the two brothers later in life powerfully claim Winnipeg’s artistic spaces as their own: 

Champion-Jeremiah as a concert pianist and Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel as a celebrated ballet 

dancer. Highway employs the figure of the Weetigo allegorically to illustrate the 

systemic physical and social abuses his characters have to endure while in the so-called 

care of the residential school. Additionally, the figure represents “a reconstruction of 

abused children’s memories” that addresses the awfulness of the physical and epistemic 

violence they live through (Kang 197). Even so, the monstrous apparition does not 

prevail, as Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is agentic in both body and mind—fully constituted as a 

subject. Not only does this “passionately invested young artist” use “‘sex [as] an act of 

revenge’ [explicitly tied] to the ravenous effects of a colonial legacy” and inseparable 

from the abuse he suffered at the hands of the priests (197; qtd. Fee in part). Additionally, 

he refuses the colonial discourse to construct his Indigenous and “Two-Spirited body” as 

less than that of a normative, heterosexual one (Buzny 7).  

The brothers resist what is put in place to tie them down by meeting the challenge 

of the epistemic injustice materially inscribed on their bodies—as a dancer living with 

HIV and a brilliant concert pianist battling addiction. Such resistance also rebuffs the 
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standard colonial approach to a resistance that illustrates how Indigenous epistemologies 

can adapt and survive despite centuries of colonization and its technologies. However, 

the fictional brothers’ situation that foregrounds the ubiquity and wide-ranging reach of 

stigma in all its “mercurial ambiguity” (Gilbert), linked to their Indigeneity that manifests 

as acts of profoundly disadvantaging discrimination, is always driven by “a hitherto 

unseen potential for violence” born from “colonial conquest” (Mbembe. “Necropolitics” 

76; qtd. Arendt). It saps the “strength” from Champion-Jeremiah when his long hair is 

cut (Highway 54), while such deprivations make his brother, Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel, all 

the more defiant in the face of stigma. When Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel has “no strength 

left,” it is when he gives himself over to the “pleasure” that “welled so deep that he was 

about to open his mouth and swallow whole the living flesh” that tasted like his “most 

favourite food, warm honey” (78-9). In this way, Highway describes how responses to 

different forms of violence can occupy the same space, much as Rothberg argues. 

However, while there is a sense of an instinctive rebuttal of the overarching stigma that 

confronts the characters that then translates into resistance, this does not happen 

seamlessly. Instead, other stigmas feed into each other to coalesce as an at-times, 

suffocating blanket of discriminatory actions.  

The novel illustrates how Champion-Jeremiah’s talent as the classical pianist 

known as Jeremiah is portrayed as the portal through which he enters so-called white 

spaces. The same holds for Ooneemeetoo-as-Gabriel’s flair as a gifted ballet dancer. 

Champion and Ooneemeetoo must contend with how the social spaces they occupy also 

regulate their behaviour and subjugate their bodies. Their adoption of Western-influenced 

arts can therefore also be thought of as testimonial smothering. By immersing themselves 
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in the classical traditions of the concert pianist and ballet dancer, their Cree testimony is 

subjugated, leaving only testimonial content for which their audiences demonstrate 

“testimonial competence” (Bunch 12; qtd.  Dotson).  

I read such audiences in two ways. First, there are the audiences in the venues 

where each of the brothers performs—the concert halls and ballet stages. Then there is 

also Highway’s reading audience. In both instances, the novel invites a thoughtful 

engagement with the dynamics of reception and interpretation at play in the artistic 

performances, guided by the characters’ self-doubt echoed in the mocking words of a 

cast member of a play in which Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel makes his directorial debut, as 

well as acts: “Ha-ha, can’t act, ha-ha, can’t act” (Highway 283-4). Nevertheless, there is 

also the brothers’ extraordinary talent, reflected in glowing reviews of their 

performances. One example, however, crystalizes how Highway plays with his readers. 

In a review of the play that Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel puts on notes that he is a “[r]espected  

Cree dancer-choreographer [and] surely the most beautiful man who ever walked the 

earth,” before making the point that “the cannibal spirit shedding his costume at death, 

revealing a priest’s cassock confuses the viewer. The image comes from nowhere. And 

goes nowhere” (285). Not so. This passage underscores the reviewer’s ignorance of the 

violence perpetrated by priests in residential schools and the testimonial epistemic 

injustice perpetrated against Indigenous people. For witnessing to happen, there has to 

be, at the very least, an understanding of our enmeshed relationships with each other and 

with our pasts that forces a re-evaluation of “our notions of recognition,” as Oliver argues 

(“Witnessing and Testimony” 79). The passage also illustrates how the two brothers are 

equally celebrated and silenced, eternally “put at a disadvantage because of their 
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exclusion from participating in the creation of social meaning” for their own “intellectual 

traditions,” with grave epistemological consequences (12; qtd. Fricker and Collins). They 

may be recognized, but there remains a complete lack of witnessing to their lives. 

Symbolically trapped in the fictional Birch Lake Indian Residential School, which casts a 

shadow over their lives long after they leave, the two young boys, and later men, 

however, themselves bear witness to the deprivations they experience, and as such, 

acknowledge the radical inter-dependency and relationality of human subjects that 

foregrounds “the realness of [others’ lives, yet not] judging its worth … or understanding 

or recognizing it, but responding in a way that affirms [Oliver’s notion of] “infinite 

response-ability” (Witnessing 108). It is then within this context—of lives situated within 

the city of Winnipeg—that Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel contracts HIV and later dies from HIV-

related complications, mirroring Highway’s brother René’s life. In “With These Magic 

Weapons, Make a New World,” Lindsay Claire Smith notes that Highway’s text can be 

read against the background of deep concern expressed at the rising HIV infection rates 

within Indigenous communities in Winnipeg, Manitoba and across other provinces (155). 

The increase in HIV rates among Indigenous communities has indeed alarmed health 

officials, who “suggest the possibility that infection rates could explode in number much 

like what has been documented in sub-Saharan Africa” (Smith 155; qtd. Skerrit).  

In Kiss of the Fur Queen, Highway plots a path that sheds light on the deep 

fissures etched by stigma and existing forms of social power, illustrating the strong 

relationship between them. Additionally, the author also narratively imagines new forms 

of social power that arise within the context of the Okimasis brothers’ lives, often 

depicted in spatial terms—the residential school, the city, the concert hall, the stage—yet 
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always inscribed with power and structural stigma, as evidenced in the 2010 participatory 

study from the perspective of people living with HIV and health care providers 

mentioned in the introduction to the dissertation. When it comes to illnesses that are 

deemed especially “deviant,” such as HIV (but also leprosy, for instance), the disease and 

person living with the disease is therefore considered a “threat to the established order of 

society” (1470; qtd. Freund and McGuire). The outcome is that socially marginalized 

individuals or communities “who develop a stigmatizing condition such as HIV” may 

encounter or experience “a layering or double burden of stigma,” much as Ooneemeetoo-

Gabriel must endure in Highway’s novel (1471). As Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel explains 

when Champion-Jeremiah asks him what the pills are that he is taking: “Vitamins. My … 

cold feels like it’s … coming back,” because to “explain pentamidine, let along 

Pneumocystis carinii, the rare pneumonia one got only when something had kicked the 

hell out of one’s natural immunities [or] the virus in his bloodstream, let alone how he 

had come by it” was something that he did not want his brother to ask of him (Highway 

292). Such a doubling of the layers associated with stigmatizing behaviour is especially 

relevant for Indigenous people, who, worldwide, have experienced profound and 

devastating historical disadvantages, been socially excluded or marginalized, and who 

have “consistently poorer health outcomes than their non-indigenous counterparts in the 

same country (Mill et al. 1471). The findings from the study also show that in Canada, 

with its history of “racism, marginalization, colonization, and disenfranchisement,” the 

result is a “greater likelihood […] of a layering of stigma” if people live with HIV 

(1471). The authors note that in Canada, health inequalities experienced by Indigenous 

people can be described as the “embodiment of inequity” and that a direct link can be 
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made to “economic, political, and social inequities, including limited autonomy” that 

continues to impact their lives (1471; qtd. Adelson).  

Kiss of the Fur Queen lays bare the fluctuating narratives of punishment and 

healing, rivalry and love, religion and belief, death and life that include intercessions by 

the antagonist, Weetigo and the protagonist, Weesaceechak—all predicated on a desire to 

sustain life as the narrative bears witness to the unconscionable. Central to the novel are 

themes of resistance to the colonial past, a cleaving to culture, and a social healing and 

recovery strategy. The novel considers elements that a traditional causal trauma 

framework may not—what Greg Forter argues annihilates the “mundanely catastrophic,” 

such as the trauma induced by everyday racism, homophobia, rape, and I would add, the 

stigma associated with dying from a polarising disease for which there is no cure (260). 

Forter argues that such social “phenomena are indeed traumas” that are “also chronic and 

cumulative [and] woven into the fabric of our societies” even if they do not present as the 

spectacular and shocking accounts of trauma as depicted by the Holocaust—the genesis 

of trauma theory—for instance (260).  

The knock-on effect of this direct form of discrimination comprises for the 

“knower” the “negative effects of how they are perceived and treated non-epistemically 

too – secondary aspects of the intrinsic wrong” (53). Furthermore, Highway’s narrative 

showcases Fricker’s contention that “ingeniously [downgrading] and/or [disadvantaging 

individuals or groups] in respect of their status as an epistemic subject” demonstrates the 

“cause of testimonial injustice [as] a prejudice through which the speaker is misjudged 

and perceived as epistemically lesser” (Fricker. “Evolving Concepts of Epistemic 

Injustice” 53). From the perspective of “hermeneutical injustice,” which along with 
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testimonial injustice rounds out Fricker’s definition of epistemic injustice, Highway’s 

narrative also demonstrates how his characters are put “at an unfair disadvantage,” 

specifically in “getting others to comprehend [their] experiences, given how their lived 

experience and knowledge are discredited out of hand (53). In response to the epistemic 

injustice that leaves many of Highway’s characters at a loss, given how widely their 

experiences are discredited, the novel constantly works to restore equilibrium and 

reinscribe “connections and wholeness” that foreground the resistance to the existing 

epistemic violence that is foundational to the characters’ lives (Belghiti 2; qtd. Fitznor). 

Kiss of the Fur Queen brings representations of such injustices together in Highway’s 

powerful coming-of-age story, in which the central characters are disadvantaged in any 

number of ways in their capacities as “knowers,” based on prejudices about those who 

“speak,” as Fricker argues in Epistemic Injustice.  

Both forms of discriminatory epistemic injustice—testimonial and 

hermeneutical—are illuminated throughout Kiss of the Fur Queen as the two Okimasis 

brothers are stigmatized and discriminated against, primarily because of their 

Indigeneity. Highway’s text also demonstrates the definitiveness of what Fricker terms 

the “absence of deliberate, conscious manipulation” when it comes to “testimonial 

injustice” (“Evolving Concepts of Epistemic Injustice” 54). Fricker’s comments are 

related to healthcare settings and make specific mention of the work of Ian Kidd and 

Havi Carel (2017) that addresses the epistemic injustice that occurs from a broader health 

perspective when ill people experience negative social responses to their condition as 

“pathocentric epistemic injustices” (153; emphasis in the original text). The last few 

years, in particular, have given rise to a wealth of literature that makes the connection 
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between the social experiences of ill people with the concept of epistemic injustice and 

the “epistemic prejudices and hermeneutical difficulties” that arise from such experiences 

(153). Critically, Kidd and Carel note that such “experiences are consistently unfair” and 

aimed at “injurious epistemic exclusion and marginalization,” as is exemplified in the 

case of Joyce Echaquan (153).12 While Kidd and Carel argue that this form of epistemic 

injustice is pathocentric, I further suggest that it also plays out as a form of epistemic 

violence, which Spivak argues marks the routine and systemic silencing of marginalized 

communities, whom she refers to as the “general nonspecialists” whose voices are 

eternally displaced (282). 

Moreover, from the demographic perspective of Indigenous populations in 

Canada, as studies show, damaging social and health determinants place such 

communities at risk of future HIV generalized epidemics, given how marginalized 

individuals and communities are often locked into a “stance of silence,” taking on a 

social position that can prevent full and ready access to health care systems and other 

 

12. Michel Foucault contends in Discipline and Punish that “the body has produced and 

reproduced the truth of the crime [showing] that he bore it inscribed in himself and on himself” (47). For 
Foucault this represents the “full circle: from the judicial torture to the execution,” aided by “a whole set of 

rituals and trials” (47). Along with existing forms of disadvantage, such as prejudice and discrimination, 

which are discursively repeated and thus normalized, discourse goes a step further. Not only does discourse 

rule and direct, but it also etches itself on the bodies and subjectivities of those it dominates, as Foucault 

argues in Discipline and Punish (47). In earlier work, Foucault (1970) puzzles: “What then is so perilous in 

the fact that people speak, and their discourse proliferates to infinity?” (“The Order of Discourse” 52). A 

central danger to this, the theorist contends, is how “procedures of exclusion [driven by discourse, can] 

intersect, reinforce or compensate for each other, forming a complex grid” that while not fixed, can be 

powerfully enforced and reinforced (52). Foucault’s contention some fifty years ago remains an urgent 

reminder that is demonstrated profoundly by the horrific experience of 37-year-old Joyce Echaquan, an 

Atikamekw woman, as she lay dying in a Quebec hospital. Widely reported on by the news media (2020), 

Echaquan live streamed from her hospital bed the verbal abuse she endured by a staff member, even as she 
was in distress and pleading for help. After Echaquan’s death, her husband, Carol Dubé, was reported as 

saying that the dismissal of one of the nursing staff involved in his wife’s treatment did not “ease [his] 

pain” (Shingler). Shingler reported for Radio-Canada that Dubé’s “voice trembled with emotion as he told 

Radio-Canada his wife went to the hospital with a stomachache on Saturday and ‘two days later, she 

died,’” but not before her video bore testimony to the insults she was subjected to, the slurs made against 

her character, and blamed for her “‘life choices’” (Shingler).  
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critical public health interventions (Kidd and Carel 153).13 Highway’s characters, 

Champion-Jeremiah and Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel, especially represent how testimonial 

injustice, including what Fricker terms the “non-epistemic injustices [that are the] 

secondary aspects of the intrinsic wrong,” result in the adverse and disadvantaging 

effects and affects springing from the stigma associated with Indigeneity and how 

Indigenous people overall are perceived and treated (“Evolving Concepts of Epistemic 

Injustice 53). Simultaneously, there is the hermeneutical injustice that “puts them at an 

unfair disadvantage in comprehending and/or getting others to comprehend an experience 

of that kind (a somewhat indirect discrimination),” as is the case when they do not have 

the words in their language for a disease such as HIV or the sexual abuse by the priest 

(53). Concerning the latter experience, how does Champion-Jeremiah begin to explain 

the “Black and white hair all around the base, like … a mushroom on a cushion of 

reindeer moss”; being pierced by “the holy man inside him, the lining of his rectum being 

torn, the pumping and pumping and pumping, cigar breath billowing somewhere above 

his cold shaved head” (Highway 287). Who would heed a little boy’s testimony and 

witness? “What had he done?” (287). Such instances of epistemic injustices and 

epistemic violence illustrate Nixon’s theorizing of “slow violence.” The idea of slow 

violence explains how such social concerns affect how we make sense of and respond to 

such “pervasive but elusive violence of delayed effects” that Highway portrays so 

 
13. A wide-ranging study by Negin et al., “HIV Among Indigenous Peoples: A Review of the 

Literature on HIV-Related Behaviour Since the Beginning of the Epidemic” in the journal AIDS Behaviour 

(2015) vol. 19 (1720–1734), provides an extensive literature review of the substantial disparities in HIV 

rates between Indigenous and non-Indigenous people in some countries, including Canada. The authors 

identified 107 articles published over more than 20 years that highlight both social and behavioural HIV-

related determinants.  
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cogently as he details, with exquisite nuance, the many systemic deprivations foisted on 

the two brothers and the horrific injustice they endure (3).  

Throughout the novel, Highway identifies the many forms of non-spectacular 

violence that are “often not just attritional but also exponential,” operating “as a major 

threat multiplier” (Nixon 3). Highway’s narrative foregrounds the menace of such a 

threat in its capacity to fuel, in the long run, situations that flourish when “conditions for 

sustaining life become increasingly, but gradually degraded” (3). As such, Highway’s 

novel passes Nixon’s “test” beautifully, representing and illustrating instances of 

epistemic injustice and violence with humour and resistance, and dare I say, love, 

poignantly illustrated in a passage focused on Abraham Okimasis’s final words (3). “The 

world has become too evil,” the dying old man says, referring to the Weetigo, as a priest 

hovers to perform the last rites (227). “With these magic weapons, make a new world” 

(Highway 227). However, what “new world” can be made when a “priest” wields such 

power over children separated from their families in the existing world? (227). As 

Abraham mutters: “Evils after evil, […] the most fearsome among them the man who ate 

human flesh,” foregrounding that there is no paradise, no perfect world as the two boys 

know only too well (227). Theirs is a world filled with a kind of hate that does not allow 

them to be “free, at last” from colonizing influences or from the universally stigmatizing 

behaviour they must endure.  

While concerned with the “immediate” deprivations suffered by the two young 

brothers, Highway’s narrative is primarily troubled by the “slow moving and long in the 

making” catastrophic effects of what lies in wait in the future (Nixon 3). Highway’s 

novel provides any number of analytical entry points from the perspective of literary 
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studies and theoretical frameworks that can be applied in reading the text. For instance, 

Andrew Buzny contends that Highway’s work is not often read through the lens of Queer 

theory, even if this framework also has failings regarding race and colonization, much as 

trauma theory has been criticized for (1).14 Buzny argues that this is particularly relevant 

related to the essential and ongoing role of the Trickster-as-sometime-Fur-Queen, the 

notion of “Two-Spiritedness,” and the persistent “power of heterosexuality to infiltrate 

all manner of being” (2).15 I agree with Buzny’s contention, given how still dire the need 

is to destabilize popular cultural narratives by reading against the grain of 

heteronormativity and how central subjectivity and sexual identity are to Highway’s text. 

This point is illustrated when, on a personal level, Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel must also 

confront the toxicity of homophobia on a trip to Ojibwe country with his brother. 

“[W]here is your panty-hose, Flossy?” a small group “of ripe young men” shout at him. 

Champion-Jeremiah turns from his brother, “embarrassed [as he is] to be caught in 

cahoots with a pervert, a man who [had sex with] other men. On an Indian reserve, a 

Catholic reserve?” (Highway 250). In what is a painful and revealing instance, Highway 

illustrates a profound insight related to resisting, destabilizing, and disentangling stigma 

and its poisoned and poisonous discriminatory manifestations when he writes how 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel responds to the homophobia of the group of Ojibwe men: 

 

14. The use of the word Queer, rather than gay or lesbian points to subjects that actively reclaim 
“a political identity” that reveals the “fictions of heteronormativity” (Andrew John Buzny, “Kissing 

Fabulose Queens” 2).  

15. Andrew John Buzny writes in “Kissing Fabulose Queens” that the “Two-Spirit is a unique 

indigenous sexual and gender identity [and that] the term was codified at the third annual gathering of gay 

and lesbian Native people in Winnipeg in 1990, in order to provide a counterdiscourse to white GLBTQ 

movements” (2).  
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Gabriel looked into their eyes, and was taken completely by surprise. For 

where he had anticipated hatred, what he saw, instead, was terror. Of 

what? The fact that the flesh of the mother had formed their flesh, female 

blood ran thick inside their veins? Terror that the emotion of a woman, the 

spirits of a woman, lived inside them? (251).  

This passage demonstrates a profoundly reparative moment for the character of 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel. It captures a tone of incomprehension and surprise that instead of 

“hatred,” there is only fear. This moment captures everything that I understand as a 

profoundly reparative move on the part of Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel. He sees the “logic” of 

paranoia that compels the fear, but with wisdom and compassion, he chooses to unravel 

the notion that suspicion is above all the very functional thing that gives us the answers 

we seek. I cannot but be reminded of the protagonist of Jonny Steinberg’s Three Letter 

Plague, Sizwe Magadla, whose fear of the stigma associated with AIDS that will result in 

the loss of his legacy is more potent than his fear of death or the sickness itself. The 

terror that Steinberg illustrates, Highway amplifies in this passage when his character, 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel, lightly touches and identifies the very core of stigma—fear.  

This passage in the novel also recalls Harriet Deacon’s argument in her call for a 

sustainable health-related theory of HIV stigma—that social disadvantage and 

stigmatization do not merely replicate “existing power relations” (“Towards a 

Sustainable Theory of Health-Related Stigma” 423). Instead, such stigma and 

stigmatization represent “a new source of social power, with its specific characteristics” 

(423). As studies have shown, poverty, for instance, can amplify the stigmatization of 

people living with HIV and limit people’s capacity to resist stigma, while “layered 
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stigma” may not merely “follow the path of existing fault lines” but also lay down new 

ones (Mill et al. 1471).  

In my close reading of Highway’s Kiss of the Fur Queen and the writing of this 

chapter, I keep coming back to the question of whether one can draw (multiple) lines 

between the traumatic legacy of Canada’s colonial past and its residential school system 

and the disproportionately high rates of HIV among Indigenous communities. Throw into 

the mix the stigma associated with the disease and the racist tropes and systemic racism 

that still cling to Indigeneity that prevails in contemporary times, and it is a troubling 

theory that reads too simplistically. Therefore, I reviewed literature that engaged with 

such a premise, which specifically identified the history of the residential school system 

and its ongoing and intergenerational effects on Indigenous communities’ physical health 

in Canada. That colonial policies, of which the residential school system was one such 

technology, aimed at eradicating the language, cultural traditions, and spiritual beliefs of 

Indigenous children to conform to white settler society, left a particularly harmful and 

destructive legacy, is not contested.  

One such scoping review of scholarly work, surveyed nine databases within North 

American and, specifically, Canadian empirical peer-reviewed studies (Wilk et al. 1-23). 

The authors excluded citations that did not focus on health and residential schools in 

Canada. The majority of the sixty-one articles selected for inclusion in the study focused 

on the impact of the residential school system on “First Nations” communities, although 

some did include “Métis and Inuit” communities (Wilk et al. 1). The authors noted that 

“physical health outcomes” overall included “poorer general and self-rated health, [and] 

increased rates of chronic and infectious diseases” (1). The authors demonstrate that 
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“mental distress, depression, addictive behaviours and substance misuse, stress, and 

suicidal behaviours” dominate the literature from a mental health perspective. The 

authors conclude that the studies provide further documenting of the “negative health 

effects of residential schooling, both among former residential school attendees and 

subsequent generations,” and suggest that future research would do well to focus on the 

causal factors of such “effects,” and to identify resilience to these effects (1). Crucially, 

Wilk et al. identify HIV and AIDS as one of many physical health conditions cited in 

their literature review. 

Moreover, the authors note that post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD), sexual 

dysfunction, and effects on interpersonal relationships, among other conditions, were 

prevalent within the context of mental health and emotional well-being (5). In particular, 

“residential school attendance,” according to the authors, was recognized as related to 

“poorer sex health in general” and with “infectious diseases such as HIV/AIDS and 

STIs” (18).16 At the same time, they also identified such attendance “as an independent 

risk factor for the Hepatitis C virus (HCV) (18). As Wilk et al. suggest, “better 

knowledge of how the effects” of such historically traumatic instances as residential 

schooling continue to affect Indigenous communities (and individuals) can profoundly 

aid in informing “both population health interventions and the care and treatment of 

individuals” (20).   

Highway’s novel is, therefore, as topical and relevant now as when it was 

published 23 years ago. The text explores Canada’s colonial legacy and helps the reader 

visualize the unseen—the skipped over, overlooked or ignored—but not in the sense of a 

 

16. STIs is the abbreviation for sexually transmitted infections.  
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paranoid logic, that if all is revealed or exposed, then the problem is at the very least half-

solved. Instead, the novel can be read reparatively, as it constantly foregrounds the 

resources that the characters draw on to survive and move beyond the anguish of their 

lived experience, which includes Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s illness and subsequent death 

(Sedgwick. Touching Feeling 128). There is, of course, a sense of a paranoid “terrible 

alertness” (128). How can there not be? However, such alertness is not the endgame for 

Highway. Instead, the author shows how despite erasure, despite the abuse, despite death, 

he can disentangle “the question of truth […] from performative effect” that requires and 

elicits “love and care” within a context that is designed to damage rather than repair yet 

does not ask the reader to launch an attack (129; 137). As such, Highway’s text also acts 

as a reminder that through testimony, knowledge can be made to count, given its stated 

intent to keeping a topic or idea open for continual response.  

3.2 Addressing the Silence as a Reliable Witness 

When Highway transports us to the world of the Okimasis brothers, Champion-

Jeremih models for readers how we, in turn, might bear witness to the pervasiveness of 

structural injustices and their stigma-inducing construction that disregard the pain and 

suffering caused, with the understanding that the memory of such trauma is always more 

than the spectacular. As Emberley notes, quoting Huyssen, traumatic encounters are 

always “more than the prison house of the past” (2). As such, the brothers’ story also 

calls for a reparative reading that does not rest on an assumption “ahead of time that 

[such a literary work] can be an [object] of knowledge but never a [source] of 

knowledge” (Jurecic 114, qtd. Felski). To the contrary, as Jurecic quoting Felski notes, 

by doing so “dismisses the possibility ‘that a literary text could know as much, or more 
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than a theory,” thereby ignoring the fact that such “many-sided” texts may be “worthy of 

[critical] investigation” (114). If we are not convinced, then all we need do is read 

Highway’s novel side by side with the research of Wilk et al. and the story of Joyce 

Echaquan (see Footnote 12), to be reminded, yet again, from the perspective of their 

health and well-being, that the first casualties and the most vulnerable to disease are 

racialized and minoritized communities, whose deaths still hold little meaning for most, 

and only coming under investigations until “otherwise healthy” communities critically 

engage with the purview of the public health system. As “strong medicine” makes clear, 

the founding principles of health and wellness in Indigenous communities may not align 

well with the foundational principles of the Western public health system, heavily 

indexed to recognition. Within a decolonizing context, colonialism’s legacy reaches far 

back and into the future, mostly privileging Euro-centric knowledge over or outright 

rejecting non-Western knowledge. 

Reading the end of the novel when Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is dying opens infinite 

possibilities of witnessing that allows for “address and response” as a “dialogical” 

connection, as Oliver argues in Witnessing (87). Always in tension with the constraints of 

eyewitness testimony” and its objective preoccupations, Highway’s narrative explores 

the kind of work that Oliver attributes to the “inner witness” as a “negotiating voice 

between subject positions and subjectivity” […] produced and sustained by dialogic 

interaction with other people” (87). As Oliver contends: “Dialogue with others makes 

dialogue with oneself possible” (87) given the “tension between recognizing the familiar 

in order to confirm what we already know and listening for the unfamiliar that disrupts 

what we already know” that is so central to the recognition paradigm (2). She asks: “If 
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we always experienced the world only in terms of what we already knew, then we 

couldn’t learn anything at all” (2). Highway’s narrative illustrates profoundly how the 

two boys put their different ways of knowing into dialogue with each other while making 

pliable the new knowledge they acquire at residential school to inter-weave the two ways 

of knowing in such a way that they create stories that “You could never get away with 

[…] in English” (Highway 118). Indeed, as Julia Emberley notes regarding the impact of 

the “epistemic shift from European-based knowledge to Indigenous storytelling 

epistemologies” in Indigenous Humanities, such a shift breaks “the silence” that inheres 

to traditional testimonial studies. In turn, the shift demonstrates that “breaking the silence 

[is] a necessary and inevitable response to colonial histories of violence” (40). Emberley, 

however, cautions against the implied “victimization” that is a “necessary condition for 

recounting traumatic […] events,” even as the “writing of trauma” coupled with a history 

of colonialism “share an interest in reassembling knowledges of violence” (2). Testimony 

to traumatic pasts, Emberley contends, is not a catch-all for “forgotten memories of 

trauma” (2). Instead, Emberley argues, Indigenous storytellers, such as Highway, “are 

using Indigenous storytelling practices to transform what was once “expressionless” into 

a language of experience that resists the reality of violence as an inevitable or essential 

determination in Indigenous life” (40). “Silence,” therefore, “exceeds its signification as 

a sign of repression and becomes, uncannily, a productive space to create a new language 

in which to give expression to previously unrecognized violence” with its roots in 

systemic racism and other colonial practices (40). However, it is “not only […] a matter 

of breaking the silence, […] but creating an ‘educated eye’ capable of seeing the reality 
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of trauma and the effects of its violent aftermath,” as Highway’s narrative asks of the 

reader (44; qtd. Felman).  

Kiss of the Fur Queen reveals that there is trauma to be contended with, especially 

within the context of stigma as power and epistemic violence and injustice. Trauma, 

power, and violence are always grounded in multiple acts of discursive framing that refer 

to historically contingent social systems that produce both knowledge and meaning. 

However, trauma theory as a “field of cultural scholarship” attentive to “Holocaust 

testimony, literature and history” has been critiqued for its sidestepping of the trauma of 

colonialism and post-colonialism (Craps. “Beyond Eurocentrism” 46). Visser, Craps, and 

Gert Beulens, among others, argue that there is a need to reconceptualize trauma to create 

the critical space to consider the ongoing traumatic experience that also connects to 

changes in power structures. Visser specifically argues for “dominant Western models of 

trauma [to not] obstruct entry to meanings that underlie indigenous rituals and cultural 

practices” (“Decolonizing Trauma Theory” 259). It is precisely for this reason that I 

include Highway’s novel as a text that speaks directly to how stigma’s “divisive politics 

gets under the skin of those it subjugates” and has a capacity for “corroding compassion, 

crushing hope [and] weakening solidarity” especially if state-sanctioned (Tyler. Stigma 

7).  Stigma makes possible Fricker’s notion of hermeneutical injustice and also limits the 

potential for witnessing. When it comes to a disease such as HIV, the stakes are high, 

especially in the case of racialized and minoritized communities, whose everyday lives 

are appropriated as canvases on which to paint layer upon layer of stigma cruelly. Within 

a neoliberal/late capitalism context, I, therefore, suggest that the ongoing trauma 
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associated with epi/pandemics and their stigmas must also be considered, undoubtedly 

related to HIV, and also now, related to coronavirus disease.  

Highway’s narrative demonstrates why such ongoing trauma can be understood 

from the perspective of Nixon’s “slow violence” and the “scientifically convoluted 

cataclysms in which casualties are postponed, often for generations,” acting as an urgent 

reminder of the intergenerational trauma associated with living as an Indigenous person 

in Canada (Nixon 3). From the perspective of Highway’s narrative, I read Nixon’s 

conditions as represented by “the Weetigo, feasting on human flesh” (Highway 79). Even 

as Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel approaches his death, commanding his brother Champion-

Jeremiah that “Mom [must] be allowed her Catholic mumbo-jumbo. But I do not want 

priests anywhere near my bed. Do you hear me?” […] The Weetigo came at Gabriel with 

its tongue lolling” (Highway 298-9). The passage paints a profoundly trauma-informed 

representation of all that ails this world—systemic racism, structural stigma and its 

discriminations, economic inequality, oppression, and the legacies of colonialism.  

From a health perspective, Indigenous people were already, in the early days of 

the HIV epidemic, identified as particularly vulnerable to social and economic disparities 

brought on by systemic racism and the ongoing, toxic legacies of colonialism. A potential 

outcome of such systemic forms of stigmatizing behaviour and systemic discriminatory 

practices is a deep distrust of health care systems, as well as all the other systems, often 

working together, such as children’s aid and the police and justice systems, which can 

contribute to an increased vulnerability when it comes to HIV health outcomes. Within 

the context of marginalized groups’ silencing—the “epistemic violence” perpetrated 

against them—this is particularly troubling, as Indigenous communities’ testimonies 
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have been systemically and routinely displaced in Canada. The result is the destructive 

and damaging effect of the displacement of vast bodies of knowledge that do not 

conform to normatively accepted discourses and Euro-centric epistemic practices, 

resulting in the rejection of age-old and holistic practices of Indigenous medicine in 

favour of scientific approaches, methodologies, prognostics and treatment regimes 

grounded in Western science. This approach represents weak medicine, as I noted earlier 

in this dissertation, rather than the strong medicine that rests on three pillars—“sharing 

strength,” “treating us [as Indigenous people] well,” and that “culture matters”—

“weaving together Indigenous knowledges of culture and wellness and Western 

knowledge” to treat a polarizing disease such as HIV (CATIE).  

In his “Acknowledgements” in the novel, Highway quotes an anonymous 

“philosopher of ancient Greece” who is to have said that “the difference between the 

historian and poet/storyteller is that where the historian relates what happened, the 

storytellers tell us how it may have come about.” Such tension enables a stepping over or 

moving beyond the comfortable contrasts of fact versus fiction, theory versus fiction, 

actual versus the imaginative or the subject position versus subjectivity. Highway 

powerfully plays with such dichotomies in his text, forcing a fictional reading as one 

would a non-fictional, historical account. The outcome of this approach perpetuates the 

tension between historical facticity and affect as unnarrated emotion, as we tend not to 

look for or engage with affect when we read non-fiction, and specifically, scholarly 

articles that examine stigma. I am reminded of Dori Laub’s account of the debate 

between a group of historians and psychoanalysts ensuing from an eyewitness account of 

an uprising in Auschwitz when some prisoners set fire to the death camp (Testimony 59-
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62). Laub recounts that the woman whose eye witnessing was up for debate claimed that 

“four chimneys” had gone “up in flames” and exploded (62). However, historians 

reported that “only one chimney” had been blown up and that the linear eyewitness’s 

testimony was thus inaccurate “and should be discredited in its entirety because she 

proved herself an unreliable witness […]” (62). In sharp contrast with the historians’ 

empirical and chronological understanding of what had happened, Laub relates, 

“psychoanalysts responded,” that this testimony was not about “the number of chimneys 

blown up” and as such, the witness should not be dismissed as unreliable (61). However, 

as Laub writes in Testimony, “She was testifying not simply to empirical historical facts, 

but to the very secret of survival and of resistance to extermination” (62). In line with 

Vizenor’s concept of “survivance,” the prisoners’ response was one that speaks to a 

radical possibility of survival despite the violent and oppressive mechanisms of social 

power, a circumstance also powerfully demonstrated throughout Highway’s narrative. 

One such moment, which beautifully describes the difference between eyewitnessing and 

witnessing, revolves around an ostensibly mundane moment in the characters' lives, 

which comes in the somewhat scatological retelling of a story. The two young men are 

on a flight home and about to land. 

Highway writes that “The aircraft landed in flawless Cree. So much dust rose that, 

for one dark minute, according to Jane Kaka McCrae’s subsequent confabulations, 

Eemanapiteepitat resembled Hiroshima on that dreadful day” (187). While disembarking, 

one of the passengers (Kookoos Cook) trips, sending the other passengers tumbling 

forward, crashing into the priest waiting to receive them, along with one of the town’s 

elderly residents, Annie Moostoos, who, now, at the bottom of the pile of bodies, releases 
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a toxic smelling “bell-like poot” (189). Two accounts of this story line up with Laub’s 

point that the difference between recounting historical fact valued by historians and 

testimony is “not simply the information, the establishment of the facts, but the 

experience itself of living through testimony, of giving testimony” (Testimony 91). First, 

there is the retelling of the dust kicked up by the small aircraft on landing, evoking the 

catastrophic loss of life and damage when the U.S. dropped a nuclear bomb on the city of 

Hiroshima during World War II. Secondly, for all eternity in the retelling of the story, the 

“poot” was not made by Annie, “a one-toothed laywoman,” but instead by “the learned, 

elevated cleric,” Father  Bouchard (189). Indeed, this profoundly affective vignette can 

be understood as highlighting not simply the empirical facts (the plane kicks up dust; the 

passengers tumble down the stairs; an old woman passes gas), but one that speaks to the 

tragic and long-term consequences that so-called progress (whether in the form of a 

bomb or a plane) has on the lives of the people of Eemanapiteepitat. Additionally, there 

is also the latent affective potentiality in ascribing the socially unacceptable release of 

bodily gas to the priest, even if such retellings are considered “confabulations” (187). 

Reliable witnessing to the haunting legacies of erasure and attempted genocide, in other 

words.   

Highway’s text demonstrates how to disrupt this limited and limiting notion of 

testimony within the context of trauma by “transforming violence” into something 

powerful: a “creative force for change” if one considers the reparative work that the 

author does (Emberley; qtd. Vizenor 19). The author’s narrative continuously 

undermines the preoccupation of trauma studies with event-driven and time-bound 

spectacular events. Instead, the text facilitates a reparative reading that allows the reader 
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to engage with stigma and discrimination as representative of Nixon’s concept of the 

“long-dyings” of “slow violence” that is always “incremental,” “accretive,” “attritional,” 

and “exponential” (2-15). Highway’s narrative does more than mark memory only as 

instances of loss and suffering. His characters are never denied their agency, even in 

death. Instead, they live out their stories of “survivance” that renunciate and repudiate the 

epistemic violence of a system geared to erasing their very existence.  

The author’s narrative employs a multidimensional witnessing that reflects “the 

spiritual ethics of continuity across past, present, and future” that serve to disentangle 

stigma, counter fear, and in a way, invert the stereotypes that have become sedimented in 

the stigmatizing discourses that drive discrimination (Emberley 29). As Highway writes: 

“A sudden swerve to Cree mythology might disarm such occult phenomena” when a 

store mannequin whispers to Champion-Jeremiah in Cree, making “his heart” palpitate 

(118). Alternatively, when Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel notes: “I have always thought that, ever 

since we were little kids. I mean, if Native languages have no gender, then why should 

we. And why for that matter, should God?” (298).  Moreover, when Ooneemeetoo-

Gabriel, towards the end of the novel, points out to his brother that there is no word for 

the disease that ails him, it echoes the fact that there are no words in Cree for sexual 

abuse.  

“How do you say AIDS in Cree, huh? Tell me, what’s the word for HIV?” asks 

Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel of his brother as the virus steadily wreaks havoc within his body 

(292). Years before, too, the novel’s two brothers, then much younger, cannot find the 

words to explain to their parents the sexual abuse they had experienced at the hand of 

Father Lafleur. There was the word “machipoowamoowin” (95). However, both children 
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understand that to use this word (that signifies a troubling) to explain Father Lafleur’s 

sexually abusive and depraved acts would simultaneously mean having to face the 

injustice of their parents siding with the priest (95). This kind of injustice can be read 

within the context of Fricker’s construct of hermeneutical injustice, which she describes 

as being caused by “a background inequality of hermeneutical opportunity – specifically, 

hermeneutical marginalization concerning some area of social experience” (“Evolving 

Concepts of Epistemic Injustice” 53). Hand in hand with the direct form of 

discrimination that is testimonial injustice (caused by “a prejudice through which the 

speaker is misjudged and perceived as epistemically lesser,” the more indirect form of 

such an injustice is hermeneutical (53). However, as Fricker points out, since 

“hermeneutical discrimination” flows directly from “social powerlessness” as a result of 

being socially and culturally marginalized, it will take much more than minor attempts at 

empowering individuals to ensure that “new areas of hermeneutical marginalization do 

not keep re-emerging with new patterns of unequal power” as the two Okimasis brothers 

navigate their way into and in the arts world (55). Again, the challenge lies in ensuring 

that social equality work happens at the social level, not the individual, even as the 

argument can be made that even one is more than none and therefore necessary. 

However, for actual epistemic empowerment to happen, as Highway’s narrative shows, 

and for the stigma to begin to dissipate and even disappear, there needs to be a social 

(and cultural) groundswell in opposition to it.  

Even as my inquiry focuses specifically on HIV and its associated stigma, I 

cannot read only the sections about Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s illness. HIV, as I noted 

earlier, while not a central focus of Highway’s text, forms an integral part of the story of 
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the two Okimasis brothers, which ends with Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s death from 

complications of the disease. As Champion-Jeremiah barricades from his brother’s 

hospital room, the nursing staff, the fire chief responding to the smoke alarm set off by 

the smudging, his mother, Mariesis and “God [..] finally [coming] for his brother, 

banging on the door, demanding to be let in” Highway’s lament, framed by his dream 

world, comes full circle (Highway 304-5). “The scream of the fire alarms and engines 

became a women’s wail, then another, then another, until one hundred voices were 

wailing the death chant” (305) as Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel and the Fur Queen float hand in 

hand into a realm in which Indigenous ways of knowing are foregrounded, and Western 

systems denied entry.  

I started this chapter with an epigraph drawn from Diedrich’s Treatments, as the 

premise of her monograph in many ways speaks to salient concerns in Highway’s novel, 

which although not an illness narrative as I have mentioned, is so much about “bodies, 

language, and death” (Treatments vii). So too does her contention of “an ethics of failure: 

that is, an ethics that emerges out of, or along with, an experience of failure, be it of the 

body, of (conventional or alternative) medicine, or of language” resonate (148). From the 

perspective of the literary, and specifically the semi-fictional work of Highway that 

represents such powerful writing against forgetting, Kiss of the Fur Queen brings to the 

fore the traumatic legacies that haunt the novel's characters. It is the very failures, of 

“body” and “language” in particular, but “medicine” too, as experienced by Highway’s 

characters, that foreground their capacity “to bring into being new ‘idioms which do not 

yet exist’ as an ethical imperative in the face of suffering” that speaks to their 

humanness, resilience and courage as they engage with life “in all its immediacy, 
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intimacy, and messiness” (Diedrich 148; qtd. Lyotard; 149). As Highway would have it: 

“Strength. Willpower. Endurance.” even as the Cree ritual of burning herbs—

“Sweetgrass. A sacred herb, […] like incense for Catholics!”—set off the smoke alarm, 

“Until the entire institution [hospital] reverberated” (Highway 303, emphasis in the 

original text; 304). In this way, Highway’s narrative speaks to Diedrich’s suggestion that 

“failure might be the beginning of [“various practices of politics and witnessing” as] 

searching, not its conclusion” (Treatments 150). “Did he have enough [Strength? 

Willpower? Endurance?] Did he have any?” Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel dream-muses, before 

leaving this earthly plane in the embrace of the Fur Queen, demonstrating that despite all 

attempts to subjugate them, Indigenous people remain active political agents that can and 

do shake the colonizing institutions and technologies to their very core (Highway 303). 

Highway’s Indigenous realism that allows Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel to float “off into the 

swirling mist” (Highway 306) and Champion-Jeremiah to keep, finally at bay, the painful 

embrace of colonization by barricading it from the room is not “marginal” and indeed not 

“meaningless” (Emberley 77). Instead, as I read the novel, Highway’s narrative drives 

home the “discursive limits of scientific realism” (77) and positivist frameworks that still 

occupy a primary place in refiguring stigma and its wide-ranging social aspects.  

3.3 Creating Space for Generative Resistance   

The two brothers straddle two distinct identities that are difficult to reconcile: their 

Indigenous cultural identity against an enforced identity as survivors of the residential 

school system, and later as a renowned classical pianist (Champion-Jeremiah) and 

equally famous ballet dancer (Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel). The brothers struggle to form 

meaningful relationships when they move to Winnipeg as young adults. They lack family 
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and community support so far from home, which makes them increasingly vulnerable to 

risk. Champion-Jeremiah turns to alcohol and falls into a downward spiral of self-

loathing, while Gabriel’s risky sexual behaviour in the early years of the HIV and AIDS 

crisis also compounds his vulnerability. Nevertheless, despite the unspeakable trauma 

they have suffered and their ongoing personal battles, they succeed in reclaiming as 

worthwhile and viable their Indigenous subjectivity. Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel does this by 

rejecting the imaginary body of Christ, laughing as “his mouth [spewed the] blood” of 

the bread made flesh. (Highway 181). In so doing, he discards the shackles of the Roman 

Catholic faith that is entirely locked in an embrace with his sexuality. Ooneemeetoo-

Gabriel’s embrace of his homosexuality also comes with its own set of challenges.17 He 

turns to drugs and alcohol to manage the memories of the traumatic experiences that 

infuse every aspect of his life, which compounds the potential for stigma. At the end of 

the novel, he dies from HIV-related complications, yet as traumatic and heartbreaking an 

experience as this is, Highway’s writing steers clear of melancholia. Ooneemeetoo-

Gabriel, watched over by the Trickster (now in the form of the Fur Queen), dies on his 

(and Champion-Jeremiah’s) terms, not subjugated to or subsumed by the artifacts and 

symbols or rituals of Catholicism.  

Highway’s text is exact: the “Cree Son of God” is also “the champion of the 

world” (85; 306). The lack of melancholic engagement is critical; Ooneemeetoo-

Gabriel’s death is not couched in melancholic terms, precisely because a “melancholic 

response” to death and loss within the context of HIV and AIDS can be read as 

 

17. Given the setting of the novel, it is worth noting that Manitoba, a province of Canada, in 1987, 

passed the Human Rights Code which includes protections from discrimination based on sexual 

orientation. See more at “Overview of LGBT Human Rights in Canada,” Egale at https://egale.ca/wp-

content/uploads/2012/10/UPR-Submission.pdf 
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underscoring a “loss of agency,” or “acceding” to it as Brophy contends in Witnessing 

AIDS (16; qtd. Crimp). Coupled with societal “homophobia and its ‘violence of silence 

and omission’” that have acted as barriers to those who need to mourn the immense loss 

brought on by AIDS, Brophy quotes Crimp as arguing that the “incompleteness” of the 

process of grief and mourning may be read as a “gay community frozen and 

overwhelmed by grief,” instead of “mourning” becoming “militancy” (16-7). Brophy 

adds that this militant or activist stance inspired the dance critic David Gere to write in an 

article for the New York Times that there was a need for the “gay man [to transform] 

melancholia to activism in the crucible of his righteous anger” much as the U.S. 

writer/activist/playwright, Larry Kramer, had insisted on (17). Moreover, resist is what 

Highway’s Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel does, right up to the point when he rises “from his 

body” to float “off into the swirling mist” in the embrace of the Fur Queen at the end of 

the novel (Highway 306). Furthermore, what does the “little white fox on the collar” of 

the Fur Queen “cape” do? (306). The fox turns to Champion-Jeremiah, and it winks as if 

to say, “I’ve got them/him.” There are different ways of reading the wink: a co-opting 

sign representing the dominant discourse that seeks to silence Indigenous cultures or a 

signifier of irony and resistance. In this instance, my reading is that the wink signifies 

defiance, despite a disease that kills and the residential school system’s institutionalized 

violence that does not succeed in silencing Highway or his characters.  

Repeatedly, Highway’s two fictional brothers challenge the discourse that would 

have them behind “steel-mesh fences and curfews that chained you to your bed by 9:00 

P.M.,” always under the watchful (and vengeful) eyes of “nuns and brothers – and priests 

– watching every move, every thought, every bodily secretion” (Highway 102). From the 
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perspective of biomedical discourse, knowledge is organized in such a way that it drives 

a discursive logic that reads reiteratively as social fact: if you are socially marginalized, 

and you live with HIV, then you may expect to be “ignored, silenced, or dismissed” 

unless people start fighting back, developing their support networks, education and 

research, and above all, a public voice (Kidd and Carel 153). Besides, you may not be 

“listened to or taken seriously [and be] treated as mere sources of information,” restricted 

to only answering “within the defined terms of clinical-epistemic practice” (153). To be 

discredited and dismissed in this way is central to Fricker’s (2007) idea of testimonial 

injustice. Epistemologically, much is at stake, therefore, in the world of the Okimasis 

brothers. To be “free, at last,” is to not only throw off the physical shackles of 

subjugation but to be able to say, as Champion-Jeremiah does, that he will be “‘the best 

goddamn piano player in Winnipeg,’ the Cree words whispering to him like a coded 

message from a secret agent” (Highway 102). That Champion-Jeremiah whispers this to 

himself in Cree illustrates what is at issue: to have one’s knowledge count, given that our 

knowledge is profoundly wrapped up in our value as humans. 

As Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel is borne away by the Fur Queen as he dies from HIV-

related complications, he is proclaimed as “the champion of the world,” as I noted earlier 

(306; emphasis in the original text). There is no irony in this contention. Despite the far-

reaching social stigma associated with Indigeneity, homosexuality, and the virus that 

inhabits his body, Gabriel, or Ooneemeetoo as he was named at birth, survives in the 

memories of those who loved his real-life counterpart and in the memories of the readers 

who cannot but be moved by this powerful account of Canada’s shameful history that 

continues to bleed into contemporary times, with, among other results, devastating health 
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consequences. Highway’s novel is set in the mid-1950s to the mid-1960s and published 

in 1998. In 2021, the worlds and words of the Okimasis brothers remind the reader of the 

work that still needs to happen concerning the systemic racism that prevails in society 

that is still the “unseen” when it comes to a disease such as HIV, and overall, to systemic 

racism.  

That the discourses that drive stigma are “deeply implicated in the fault lines of 

racism, sexism and other forms of discrimination” is not a contested idea (Das 9). We 

know that stigma as a social process has an infinitely wide social and cultural embrace. 

We know that stigma objectifies and that stigma isolates. Such stigma can (of course) be 

internalized, as Highway illustrates when he depicts a scene during a school production 

in which Ooneemeetoo-Jeremiah has to “address a room filled with white people” 

hearing “them shifting in their seats, embarrassed, no doubt, by his backwoods 

ungainliness” (Highway 152). Nonetheless, within the context of the structural stigma 

and systemic racism that prevails, Champion-Jeremiah’s and Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel’s 

identities are deeply relational beyond the individualistic. As such, the characters’ lives 

play out Oliver’s contention that it is impossible to have any sense of identity apart from 

our relations with others. In the example of the Okimasis brothers, theirs is not simply 

about each other but also their family and community. Highway’s text, therefore, 

illustrates, because of their “ability to respond to, and address, others” as agents, that the 

two fictional brothers bear witness, always, as a means to obtain justice within a literary 

context (Witnessing 15). By “shifting the epistemic focus” from “testimony [as] 

evidentiary material that supports already existing knowledge,” Highway’s narrative 

brings to the fore a non-positivist “epistemological framework of Indigenous storytelling 
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practices,” profoundly illustrated by the character of a young Amanda Clear Sky 

(Emberley 44-5). Clear Sky reminds the “grade twelve history class” that the French 

revolution was not the most “bloody period” in history when she is epistemically 

discredited by the teacher, “Herr Schwarzkopf” (Highway 144). Many examples of such 

violence are written in history, including much of it perpetrated against Indigenous 

people in North America, as Clear Sky’s character notes. Her response both in the 

classroom setting and after the children leave the room foregrounds how Fricker’s notion 

of epistemic injustice functions, especially when Clear Sky remarks to Ooneemeetoo-

Jeremiah: “You just shouldn’t forget that we have a history, too […] We can’t let them 

[the “two thousand white middle-class kids” in their school] walk all over [..] the only 

three Indians” (155). This passage from the novel goes to the heart of what I see as 

injustices committed and continued because of existing prejudices as represented by the 

recent real-life case of Joyce Echaquan and profoundly illustrated in Highway’s novel 

when Ooneemeetoo-Gabriel becomes infected with HIV.  

Nevertheless, the novel also illustrates how stigma (as ideology) has the insidious 

quality of seeping into and throughout the very weave of normatively constructed 

societal attitudes and beliefs, driven by fear of the Other, as contagious. If deemed 

infectious, people can steer clear of those they consider “infectious,” which gives them 

the space to blame others as so-called “carriers” if they were to contract the disease 

(Deacon. “Towards a Sustainable Health-Related Theory of Stigma” 419). Such 

associations can translate into blaming the very groups vulnerable to the disease, based 

on the social understanding that somehow, they subscribe to some wantonly deviant 

behaviour. Such a fearful response, which is so often linked to epi/pandemic-like 
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diseases and the subsequent stigmatizing of others, can be cognitively justified as an 

“emotional reaction of fear,” argues Deacon (420), citing Joffe’s (1999) ground-breaking 

work, Risk and ‘the Other’ (37-55). Joffe explains how individuals make sense of 

looming crises, such as the AIDS epidemic, within a social and cultural context, 

demonstrating “that people tend to attain a sense of personal invulnerability to risk by 

externalising the threat”—Othering in other words (10).  

However, Joffe also points out the complicity (and as Shoshana Felman would 

describe it, a stabilizing gesture to “manage” crises’) of the medical and scientific 

community: “The status of the African origin as “fact” in contemporary social 

representations of AIDS, is a testimony to the extent to which medical writing 

concerning AIDS has lived on in the collective imagination” (53). More than two 

decades have passed since the publication of Joffe’s Risk and “the Other,” but “scientific 

ideas [that] allowed for homosexuality and promiscuity to be established, not merely as 

facilitators of the spread, but as potential causes, of AIDS” has had a long shelf-life in 

social and cultural contexts, given the “weight” science carries, as the stigma associated 

with HIV has demonstrated (52).18  

 There is absolute merit in Joffe’s argument that fear can be justified as an 

“emotional reaction” (Joffe 122). Highway’s fiction also demonstrates the affectedness of 

fear, deftly weaving it into his narrative by drawing on the fearful mythic cannibalistic 

figure of the Weetigo, consumed by a (colonial) hunger that is so horrific (Gregg and 

Seigworth 2). As the philosopher, Brian Massumi contends: “Fear is the anticipatory 

 

18.  We need only think of the “myths that vaccines or mercury are associated with autism […] 

amplified by misguided scientists; frustrated, but effective parent groups; and politicians,” as Michael 

Davidson (2017) points out in his journal article, “Vaccines as a Cause of Autism—Myths and 

Controversies” (403).  
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reality in the present of a threatening future. It is the felt reality of the nonexistent, 

loomingly present as the affective fact of the matter” (54, emphasis in the original text). 

Moreover, such fear has a way of insinuating itself into stigmatizing discourse, which in 

turn clouds how we view others, effectively short-circuiting our conception of how our 

judgements of others impact them socially and culturally.19 All we end up doing is 

poisoning the well from which we all drink. 

 

19. I have myself experienced fear of the other during the COVD-19 pandemic, and quite 

specifically fear of people who either continue to deny the existence of the virus, or insist that it poses no 

more health risks than regular influenza, thus refusing to wear masks or maintain social and physical 

distancing. Therefore, I must constantly check my own assumptions and do some hard talking with myself 

to not stigmatise such individuals or groups. They represent a very big tent. Yet, if infected with the virus, 

even if asymptomatic, they do pose a threat to our collective health. However, stigmatising and alienating 

such individuals and groups within our social and cultural contexts will not change their mindsets. Having 
worked with journalists within social and behaviour change communication contexts, I am not convinced 

that instilling fear or using threats to illustrate danger work well. Nor does moralizing. Such tactics have 

proven to be unsuccessful in changing people’s minds and behaviour. Instead, my experience has been that 

social mobilization—creating a sense of unity and community and doing away with the binary oppositions 

of them and us—seems to be the most effective tool in any social and behaviour change communicator’s 

toolkit.  
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Chapter 4: The Price of Place and its Pain in Phaswane Mpe’s Welcome to Our 

Hillbrow 

 

CAL: God, how many of us live in this city because we don’t want to hurt our mothers 

and live in personal terror of their disapproval. We lose ourselves here. Our lives aren’t 

furtive, just our feelings toward people like you are! A city of fugitives from our parents’ 

scorn or heartbreak.  

 

Terrance McNally, Andre’s Mother 

 

Welcome to Our Hillbrow, a short novel by the late South African novelist, poet, 

scholar, and cultural activist, Phaswane Mpe, tackles complex issues: specifically, HIV 

and AIDS (a “strange illness”) and xenophobia, and generally, systemic racism driven by 

structural inequality (3). The novel is set chiefly within the spatial context of South 

Africa’s post-apartheid inner-city life of Hillbrow in Johannesburg. The neighbourhood 

has a history of making space for immigrants. Many Italian and Greek families settled 

there after World War II. Since the end of apartheid, people from the African diaspora 

have increasingly been making it their home. The last decade of apartheid also saw an 

increase in Black South Africans moving to Hillbrow, as they sought opportunities in the 

city that were simply not available to them in the more remote townships and rural areas. 

Hillbrow was associated with a frisson of delight for a long time because of its vibrant 

and dynamic cultural mix. As an urban area, it represented everything that was forbidden 

in the old apartheid South Africa. Other spaces, such as the rural village of Tiragalong, 

the urban setting of Alexandra on the outskirts of Johannesburg, Lagos in Nigeria, 

Oxford in the United Kingdom, and the imaginative space of the afterlife, are also pivotal 
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to the narrative, as these spaces map the physical and emotional journeys the characters 

in the novel undertake.  

Hillbrow, described as “a menacing monster” that threatens the white 

neighbourhoods of “downtown Johannesburg,” is, as the novel’s title suggests, the place 

most central to the story and space within which stigma’s multilayered impacts play out, 

often appallingly and ruinously (3). Nevertheless, as the novel’s central character, 

Refentše, muses, “The lure of the monster was […] hard to resist [swallowing] a number 

of the children of Tiragalong, who thought that the City of Gold [Johannesburg] was full 

of career opportunities for them” (3). Within this setting, Mpe illustrates how the stigma 

(and its pain) that infuses all aspects of the lives of the characters, including place-based 

stigma, can be and is resisted, countered, and challenged, as the epigraph to this chapter, 

drawn from a short play by Terrance McNally, Andre’s Mother, suggests. Thus, Mpe’s 

novel and the epigraph both gesture to stigma’s most troubling qualities; it is all-

encompassing, contingent, fluid and ambiguous, covering a disease such as HIV and the 

many other social phenomena frowned upon socially and culturally in equal measure. 

The affective dimension of Cal’s speech is also reminiscent of the way Refentše speaks 

about Hillbrow, acknowledging the idea of the city as a cosmopolitan hub, yet showing 

that for characters like André and Cal, and Refentše and Refilwe, the neighbourhood is 

also a place of precarious exile from their other homes. Thus, the epigraph mirrors and 

points to the communal significance of the storying of life events marred by the stigma 

associated with HIV, as illuminated in Mpe’s novel. The epigraph expresses a yearning 

for acceptance, yet it also submits a resistance to rejection, foregrounding a challenge to 
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the respective audiences—a re-imagining of what feeds stigma and allows it to do its 

violent and traumatizing work.  

Deeply concerned as Mpe’s text is with the Other, the narrative illustrates similar 

conditions to those expressed in the epigraph. Cal’s speech explicitly addresses the 

unnamed mother of André, his recently deceased lover, a character in the play who 

represents what the central character, Cal, perceives as the dominant social attitudes that 

discursively sublimate and displace both HIV and in the case of Andre’s Mother, 

homosexuality. Welcome to Our Hillbrow provides a good measure of irony present in 

that Hillbrow, no longer a primarily white enclave as it was during apartheid, now 

welcomes everyone for the first time. The pronoun “our” in the title signifies a shift in 

perspective, indicating an expansiveness that would not have been possible or wished for 

under apartheid zoning laws, as well as an aspirational desire given the many divisions 

that remain as a legacy of apartheid and colonialism.  

While concerned with the overarching themes of stigma and trauma, each of the 

three sections in Chapter 4 has its own focus. In the first section, “Resisting the ‘Violence 

from Above,’” I discuss the resistance to the structural and systemic stigma that act as 

“threat multiplier[s]” and that “fuel long-term, proliferating conflicts in situations where 

the conditions for sustaining life become increasingly but gradually degraded” (Nixon 3). 

Relative to Mpe’s novel, what is foregrounded is Nixon’s non-spectacular “slow 

violence” that illustrates the “convoluted cataclysms in which casualties are postponed, 

often for generations” and which exacts a catastrophic political and emotional toll (3). 

Section 4.2, “Mapping the Geography of Stigma,” engages Mpe’s topographically driven 

narrative that demonstrates how traces of “territorial stigmatisation” speak to the “ways 
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in which the material histories of places […] are shaped by the development of eugenicist 

race–class distinctions,” prevalent within the South African context (Tyler. Stigma 75). 

The final section, “Charting Stigma Through The Trauma Narrative,” is concerned with 

the journeys on which the characters embark that mark them as strangers in their own 

land, mapping the traumatic legacy of colonialism, amplified by expressions of 

xenophobia in the post-apartheid context, and the stigmatizing behaviour related to a 

disease such as HIV. The chapter in its entirety demonstrates how conceptualizing stigma 

through a decolonial lens as a collective, cultural traumatic experience can help resituate 

the phenomenon along a different continuum of understanding that deindividualizes the 

notion of stigma and provides insight into the impasse that exists in theorizing stigma 

related to HIV.  

Given the focus of Mpe’s novel on “questions [of] prejudice,” I, therefore, 

examine the text applying both a stigma and a trauma lens, with a specific focus on the 

stigma of HIV and AIDS and its affective impact as a traumatic force (Mpe 59). My 

analysis is primarily framed by the ideas of Tyler, who argues that stigma results not only 

in devaluing “the people and the places where they live, [but also] destabilises local 

communities and social bonds” (Stigma 15). Mpe’s short and only novel cogently 

demonstrates Tyler’s argument that stigma creates conditions of abjection. As a result, 

stigma “shortens lives” (15). Simultaneously, Mpe’s narrative demonstrates how 

systematized and structural stigma can be challenged and resisted. By resisting “the roles 

assigned to them” (Tyler 115), Mpe’s characters “grapple with [the] profound questions 

of euphemism, xenophobia, prejudice and AIDS” that play out within the decolonizing 

context of a newly democratic South Africa (Mpe 59).  
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I supplement Tyler’s work with that of, among others, the theorizing by Judith 

Butler, Achille Mbembe, Rob Nixon and Michael Rothberg, to demonstrate how stigma’s 

violence can be understood as “a disciplinary form of power that seeks to transform 

people, to change attitudes, behaviour, and how we make value judgements about others” 

that can leave devastation in its wake underpinned as it is as a “dehumanising force of 

power that infiltrates, pierces and deflates your sense of yourself” (Tyler. Stigma 239). I 

also draw on the contributions of literary scholars and social and other scientists such as 

Lizzy Attree, Catherine Campbell, Harriet Deacon and Tim Woods that situate Mpe’s 

thematic concerns of stigma, shame, blame, prejudice and discrimination within a 

decolonizing context.   

Again, I also briefly reference the philosopher Miranda Fricker’s theory of 

epistemic injustice (2007), discussed in Chapter 3. There are many instances of the 

operation of this kind of injustice that can be read throughout the novel, some of which I 

point out when Mpe details the discriminatory discrediting of certain forms of knowledge 

and of the capacities of a subject who express and act on such understandings. While I do 

not intentionally focus on Fricker’s framework in this chapter, I cannot let instances of 

the representation of epistemic injustice slide by without drawing attention to it. Mpe 

illustrates one such example in his chapter, “Notes from Heaven,” when the ghost of 

Refentše remembers his one-time lover, Refilwe asking him to act as a work-related 

referee, noting that undeniably, a “testimonial, coming from an educated person is likely 

to carry more weight than if it came from someone else” (Mpe 32). However, in Mpe’s 

novel, the epistemic burden is also associated with being Black in the South African 

context and not only with being educated, as the author demonstrates. The characters of 
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Refentše and Refilwe are both highly educated. Nevertheless, they are systemically 

discredited and discounted in their capacities as bearers of knowledge, which also sees 

their literary work, written in their mother tongue, Sepedi, being rejected by publishers, 

and somewhat paradoxically, in turn, “viewed as inferior by their own readers” (Negash 

xix). Such is the “strength of apartheid [with] its ability to make many Africans believe 

its racial supremacist assumptions,” as the main protagonist, Refentše, posits (xvi).  

As this dissertation responds to Harriet Deacon’s call for a sustainable theory of 

HIV-related stigma, of central importance to my reading of Mpe’s novel, as an example 

of cultural production, is attention to the ways Welcome to our Hillbrow challenges the 

accepted notion of stigma, which Tyler argues is derived from Goffman’s “white 

normative perspective” (Stigma 118). Such challenges are particularly crucial within the 

context of HIV and AIDS, given how Goffman’s definition of stigma has become 

foundational to many studies of HIV-related stigma. Goffman, as Tyler notes, “argues” 

that a belief is concretized that “the person with a stigma is not quite human,” as I 

referenced earlier (110). Tyler contends that “black readers” of Goffman’s ideas “will 

find that they are ‘not structurally regarded as human beings’ in the context of white 

society” (110). Furthermore, “this dehumanised positionality is [considered] their 

permanent fate” given that Goffman “uses norms to obfuscate and naturalize historical 

arrangements of power,” simultaneously ignoring the intersectionality of stigma and the 

ongoing work in challenging oppressive regimes 108; 110).  

Mpe’s Welcome to Our Hillbrow provides the textual space to engage with the 

painfully normative understanding of stigma as a mark of shame or spoiled identity by 

charting the far more comprehensive and complex operations of power that underpin 
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stigma understood stigma “as [a] social process” (Tyler and Slater 728). Such a shift in 

focus demonstrates unequivocally that stigma (and within the context of this dissertation, 

specifically HIV-related stigma) comes with a history (Tyler and Slater 721). Tyler’s 

reformulation of stigma (as) power is central to the challenge of fully grasping the 

changeable and hard-to-pin-down phenomenon that is stigma, which does not manifest in 

ways that are obvious or always “self-evident” (721). From a historical perspective, it is, 

therefore, helpful to briefly revisit Goffman’s stigma theory to consider his argument that 

society constructs “stigma theory” to make sense of the inferiority of the stigmatized 

individual, thereby making apparent why such a person must be deemed a danger to 

society (Goffman 15). Stigma sees that those marked by the phenomenon must live a life 

characterized by doubt and ambiguity. However, Goffman argues that stigma does not 

represent a fixed set of individuals separated into two distinct categories—the 

stigmatized and the non-stigmatized (Goffman 137). Instead, stigma operates as a social 

process that sees each individual participating in both roles, at least at some stage in life.  

Therefore, the normal and the stigmatized do not so much represent individuals as they 

do positions (137–138).  

Tyler and Slater suggest that questions related to where stigma is produced, “by 

whom and for what purpose”— in other words, how stigma is “used by individuals, 

communities and the state to produce and reproduce inequality” —remains critically 

absent when researching stigma (Tyler and Slater 721). We may well ask: whom does it 

serve? From the perspective of land and space in the context of Welcome to Our 

Hillbrow, racial stigmatizing (and discrimination within a legal, albeit contested and 

sanctioned context of apartheid) served only white, racist and exclusionary economies 
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and politics. Within the context of HIV, stigmatizing behaviour serves as a “safeguard” 

for those who deem the body infected with HIV as an irredeemably dangerous threat, 

therefore functioning to exclude and oppress people.  

The South African writer Sindiwe Magona and author of Beauty’s Gift illustrates 

how a normative lens skews perception. For Magona, it comes as “a shock to realize just 

how many white South Africans” are simply not aware of lives such as hers, even as she 

notes, “they were the people who made the laws on behalf of everybody else” (Orantes 

32). However, more disturbing for Magona is the realization that there is a lack of 

understanding on the part of white people of “what those laws actually translated to, and 

it was a shock to me, because I thought they knew” (32). Magona notes that finally, she 

understands that white South Africans “didn’t and don’t always know everything” (32). 

Magona’s point is profoundly echoed by Mpe’s narrative, as the text powerfully 

illustrates the tension between recognition and bearing witness, but also what Oliver 

refers to as the “impossibility” and “necessity” witnessing. The characters’ life stories 

and travails invite the reader to acknowledge “that their experiences are real, even though 

they may be incomprehensible” (Oliver. Witnessing 106). To witness is to “respond to 

what is beyond our comprehension, beyond recognition” (106). Mpe’s novel, therefore, 

calls on the reader to change their perspective and name the active ignorance of the 

oppressive past, the apartheid body politic, and all it entails, including responding to a 

polarizing disease such as HIV. Shifting his gaze between what was, what is, and what 

will or can be, Mpe foregrounds the economic, social, and political fissures and traces of 

inequality left by the apartheid regime. Such stigmatizing attitudes foreground profound 

suffering and pain that can be conceptualized as a traumatic experience within the 
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context of the “historical” that fluctuates temporally and across the characters’ social and 

cultural contexts (Rothberg. “Preface” xi).  

In reading Mpe’s narrative, what crystalizes for me, as a researcher, is the 

importance of applying a trauma-informed lens in thinking through stigma. This idea is 

profoundly illustrated by the “case study” of non-white (and primarily Black) South 

Africans on the verge of emerging from a collective history of collective trauma and 

dispossession, beginning to glimpse the possibility of a different kind of future. From the 

perspective of xenophobia, a central theme of Welcome to Our Hillbrow, trauma is acted 

out by formerly disenfranchised South Africans treating another sector of the population 

(immigrants and refugees from Continental Africa, many of whom are fleeing war and 

extreme poverty) as they (the South Africans) had been treated historically.  It is 

important to note that xenophobia is not directed at foreigners in general, but specifically 

at Black foreigners. I read the xenophobic violence as a paranoid response within the 

context of Sedgwick’s argument, where there is a clear enemy, and the violence 

“anticipatory” so that the threat posed can be stopped in its tracks and not advance too 

far. Mpe looks at this dynamic in an unflinching and sustained way and then has his 

characters begin to understand (even if after death) how they have been implicated in 

reinforcing these structures of violence. Hillbrow, along with the rest of South Africa, is 

in a transitional moment. The residues of apartheid continue to play out. Nevertheless, 

those most severely targeted by apartheid policy and most brutally subjected to apartheid 

violence (Black South Africans, in other words) are implicated in the same kind of 

targeting and violence against immigrants and refugees from other parts of Africa. 

However, this is also the watershed moment that makes possible the untangling of the 
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skein of historical connection, which opens pathways toward the reparative work that 

must happen.  

4.1 Resisting the “Violence ‘from Above’”  

Mpe’s post-apartheid novel illustrates how “stigma arises, and stigmatisation 

takes shape in specific contexts of culture and power,” given that it “feeds upon, 

strengthens and reproduces existing inequalities of class, race, gender and sexuality” 

(Tyler and Slater 732; qtd. Parker and Aggleton). Tyler and Slater, therefore, argue for a 

return to Foucault’s (2008) notion of power “as a political apparatus,” to understand 

stigma in the same way, and, therefore, “stigma power as a productive and constitutive 

force which enables ‘the structures, mechanisms, and justifications of power to 

function’” (732). However, while the current focus on “traditional sociological concerns 

with structures, institutions, classification and power” is a critical turn, the authors argue 

that the engagement with “questions of power […] is still often hampered by a limited 

understanding of ‘power’: where power is still imagined primarily as a force exercised by 

individuals – ‘the aims of stigmatizers’” in other words (732).  

Mpe’s novel is profoundly concerned with the burden of social and cultural 

manifestations of stigma, even though he does not use the word “stigma” in his narrative. 

He does not have to. The social process of prejudice and stigma spills from each page of 

Mpe’s text. Whether representative of the stigma associated with the racialized body 

from which a stigmatized language flows (in the case of the novel, Sepedi), or whether 

representative of the stigma associated with “the mysterious and mythical ailment” called 

AIDS, deftly interwoven with xenophobic acts and utterances, all foreground a narrative 

concerned with an array of contagion tropes fed by the politics of stigma within the South 
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African context (Negash xxii). As Negash notes in his introduction to Mpe’s novel, the 

text invites a reading of the “literary-aesthetic rendition or refraction of both real and 

imagined realities of post-apartheid South Africa” (xxv). Such renditions or refractions of 

“realities,” both historical and imagined, from the perspective of power, gesture to the 

“classificatory violence ‘from above’ which devalues people, places and communities” 

(Tyler. Stigma 27).   

Throughout the novel, Mpe draws on the tropes of infection to drive home how 

notions of stigma and shame function, linking these practices to foreign bodies and the 

bodies of women as the Other. He writes, for instance, that  

Migrants (who were Tiragalong’s authoritative grapevine on all important 

issues) [tell us] that AIDS’s travel route into Johannesburg was through 

Makwerekwere; and Hillbrow was the sanctuary in which Makwerekwere 

basked” (3–4; emphasis in the original text).1  

The text powerfully illustrates how being an African foreigner in South Africa plays out 

in a profoundly xenophobic context, even though the word “basked” implies a soaking up 

of a life of luxury. Grief, fear, a sense of loss, injustice, and fear of the stranger as 

xenophobia, coalesce around a logic that places blame on the immigrant/migrant Other, 

as the carrier of the disease that surely, cannot possibly come from within. This is shame 

writ large, and a form of representational displacement that inscribes new meanings of 

the disease within the larger AIDS discourse in the novel, enshrined in the utterance by 

 

1. Ghirmai Negash explains in the “Introduction” to Welcome to Our Hillbrow that the 

xenophobic derogatory term “Makwerekwere” is used to describe black Africans not from South Africa, 

although the term’s origin is uncertain (xv). However, in the text, one of the narrators makes the point that 

the word “Makwerekwere” is a vulgar onomatopoeic, denoting the sound of the language of “foreigners 

from African countries” according to the locals (20). 
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Refilwe towards the end of the novel: “It used to be fine in Hillbrow until the Nigerians 

came” (118). 

Within the context of Mpe’s imaginative world, the contagion tropes’ nexus is the 

sexual act, and specifically to sex between the South African and the Other or outsider 

(the “Makwerekwere”). Furthermore, such stigmatizing infectious outbreak and 

contagion tropes within the context of the novel’s intentional engagement with 

xenophobic discourse offer a practical conceptual framework to address the stigma 

associated with HIV.  Mpe, for instance, illustrates a rendering of such tropes within the 

context of shame and its links to the self, and the formation (and functioning) of the 

stigmatized self “whose respect for his manhood was so shallow that he left it to swim in 

the pools of AIDS spilling into the night streets of our Hillbrow” (65). Thus, Mpe’s 

narrative is concerned with a call for introspection, a move away from ascribing all the 

social ills that befall people to apartheid, especially within the context of a new enemy—

a disease that kills—which he describes in this passage. Invoking a sense of drowning, 

HIV, indeed at the time of Mpe’s writing, threatens to spill over the nascent democracy, 

threatening everything that people had fought for, for so long. 

Nonetheless, within the context of such a disease, Mpe’s profoundly introspective 

narrative pays careful attention to ensuring that the Other is also seen as the self. The 

chapter “Refilwe,” towards the end of the novel, does precisely this, as the character 

Refilwe takes a step toward overcoming personal biases (and, by extension, stigmatizing 

behaviour). From Refilwe’s perspective, there is her exposure to other Africans as a 

student at Oxford and her falling in love with a fellow student from Nigeria. Never 

named, Refilwe’s Nigerian lover represents the forbidden fruit that will be her bodily 
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undoing when she contracts HIV. Refilwe is not infected with the disease by someone 

from home. Instead, in a painful and challenging inference, her contracting HIV outside 

of South Africa serves to underscore a stacking up of all the xenophobic biases brought 

to the fore by the characters in the novel. However, Refilwe’s exposure to other Africans 

while away from South Africa and her intimate connections with her lover are also 

transformational. From being deeply prejudiced against other Africans, she transcends 

her earlier bias to now embrace a pan-African identity, which signifies a profound 

resituating of Refilwe’s attitudes. The embrace of her new identity flies in the face of the 

anxiety-inducing stereotypes aimed at the influx of African foreigners into South Africa, 

who ostensibly bring crime and disease with them, according to the characters.  

What this awful turn of events—Refilwe’s contracting of the disease—addresses 

and echoes is “the vexed ideological medical debate in the 1990s about the causes and 

treatment of HIV/AIDS in South Africa” (314). As Woods notes, every discourse that 

includes a “mixture of speculation, rumour, myth, and misinformation”— “from the 

President downwards”—works hard to regulate the subtle and dangerous consequences 

of HIV (314).2 Therefore, crucial to the story's development is Mpe’s constant reminder 

that xenophobic elements are woven into the fabric of the narrative of HIV and AIDS: 

that the virus is the foreigner and that the foreigner is the virus.  

Mpe’s narrative, which details (Black) South Africans having to fend off the 

“Makwerekwere” who want to partake of “the green pastures” and “take our jobs,” 

because “Rolihlahla Mandela welcomes guests and visitors unlike his predecessors who 

 

2. The “President” in this instance refers to then-President Thabo Mbeki. For more on his role in 

the HIV and AIDS debate, see Chapter 2, and specifically, the section focused on Nolen’s 28. Woods’s 

words also reflect the current debates related to COVID-19, and the especially egregious behaviour of the 

45th US President concerning his response to the current pandemic.  
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erected deadly electric wire fences around the boundaries of South Africa trying to keep 

out the barbarians from Mozambique Zaïre Nigeria Congo Ivory Coast Zimbabwe 

Angola Zambia from all over Africa” imaginatively depicts Tyler’s and Slater’s thesis of 

stigma (as) power (Mpe 26). The narrative, from which this quotation is drawn, stretches 

over two pages and asks all the questions related to Tyler’s (with Slater) theory that “one 

of the major limitations of existing understandings of stigma is [how] key questions […] 

are ‘bracketed off’” (“Rethinking the Sociology of Stigma” 736). Such questions, Tyler 

and Slater suggest, are concerned with “where stigmatising attitudes come from, how and 

by whom stigma [is] crafted, mediated, produced and why, what social, political and 

economic functions stigmatisation might play in particular historical and geopolitical 

contexts, and how … stigma [has] been resisted” (Tyler and Slater 736).  

There is no bracketing in Mpe’s text. Instead, the narrators engage with, ask, 

trouble, speculate about, think through, and generally delve into myriad questions related 

to stigma. Furthermore, by moving between Hillbrow, Tiragalong, Oxford, Lagos, and 

“Heaven,” Mpe’s text also addresses the “concept of territorial stigmatisation,” which as 

Tyler and Slater note, is the “spatial taint [with its] distinctive feature of advanced 

marginality in the 21st century”—in other words, the geography of stigma as a targeted 

“form of ‘violence from above’” as I discuss in the next section (qtd. Wacquant, 734; 

738). 

By elevating HIV and AIDS to such prominence in his novel, Mpe powerfully 

demonstrates the significance of the disease as a crucial cultural moment in all South 

Africans' lives. It is a moment in that that situates the novel in a topography of both 

resistance and abandonment, yet still in the shadow of the dualistic legacy of apartheid, 
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predicated on binary oppositions such as us and them, white and black, good and evil, 

those who belong and the outsiders, in-groups and out-groups, and the living and the 

dead. While HIV is overshadowed by its clinical complications, AIDS, throughout the 

novel, and predates the huge biomedical strides made in addressing HIV, a stasis remains 

when it comes to moving the stigma dial that is indicative of the “limits and possibilities” 

of resistance to the phenomenon (Tyler. Stigma 28). Within this deadlock and inertia of 

what is possible and what is not, I return to the question I posed in the introductory 

chapter to this project: Why HIV, and why now? In addition to my earlier answer to the 

question, given that I am writing this dissertation when the world is trying to cope with 

an out-of-control pandemic, I take stock of Stuart Hall’s comments in his 1992 lecture, 

“Cultural Studies and its Theoretical Legacies.” Hall urges that there is a need to operate 

in the tension associated with how HIV is (still) represented. If we do not “operate in this 

tension,” Hall argues, “we don’t know what cultural studies can do, can’t, can never do; 

but also, what it has to do, what it alone has a privileged capacity to do” (Hall 286). As 

this dissertation is an interdisciplinary Humanities project, I take Hall’s call to heart, as in 

small part, working with cultural artifacts enshrined as literary texts, this project speaks 

very much to the cultural. As for why HIV and why now? Because we still live in a 

world where some 30 million people live with HIV, with no cure in sight, and because 

the disease and its stigma remain a site of contention and division.  

Many examples of what can only be described as a kind of blaming are steeped in 

the stereotypical: misogyny and sexism; xenophobia; and the everything-but-neutral 

ways of stigmatizing others because of HIV. However, Mpe does something 

extraordinary through his many examples of blaming. The author invites his audience to 
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think and feel, calling to his audience to relive the pain and injustice of the blaming that 

he unpacks throughout the novel, only to have the character Refilwe stop the reader short 

when she recounts that her “brave heart had been eaten away by thoughts of home and 

Heaven; by her worry over what they would say when she finally arrived and also over 

the other Bone of her Heart, wasting away alone in far-away Nigeria” (118). She misses 

her lover but is also relieved that he is not “with her […] knowing they would want to pin 

the blame for her disease on his head […] Now she was, by association, one of the hated 

Makwerekwere. Convenient scapegoat for everything that goes wrong in people’s lives” 

(Mpe 118). This insight is not hyperbole. It is the way that stigma works. It is lubricated 

by shame, which the South African writer, Pumla Gqola addresses when she quotes 

Shailja Patel, the Kenyan feminist activist, poet and theatre practitioner, as reminding us 

that “when you want to understand how power works in any society, watch who is 

carrying the shame and who is doing the shaming” (38). It is what Tyler refers to as the 

exploitation of differences through “hierarchies” of “value” that serves primarily to 

aggravate what separates us—whether you live with HIV or not in this instance (Stigma 

271).  

The purging of Tiragalong through fire and the death of Refentše’s mother, who 

is “necklaced”3 by a group of Tiragalong residents, demonstrate Malle et al.’s argument 

that a “Path Model of Blame” shows how “blame as cognitive judgment” can be shifted 

to that of a “social act” ( 147). What started with a love affair between Refentše and a 

 
3. Necklacing is the term used for the practice of forcing a rubber tyre doused in gas (petrol) 

around a victim’s upper body and setting it alight. Such extrajudicial killings in the South African context 

were aimed at people who were thought to collaborate with the apartheid government. This horrific form of 

execution is/was not only used in South Africa. (I say “is” as necklacing also happened post-apartheid, as 

Mpe’s novel illustrates.) Similar tactics have also been used in Sri Lanka, Haiti and Brazil.   
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young woman from Hillbrow—ostensibly the antithesis of the young women of 

Tiragalong—ends with his mother’s brutal death, all of which he is privy to after his 

suicide, from his vantage point in “Heaven” (47). Mpe crucially demonstrates that to 

argue that difference “didn’t matter” only serves to illustrate the complex notion of 

sameness and difference that results in the racialized (and HIV positive body), made 

visible in excruciating and brutally thought of ways, which an aggregated approach to 

theorizing the stigma of HIV cannot illuminate (46). “[W]hether you died because of a 

Lekwerekwere [immigrant from continental Africa] or a Johannesburger did not make 

much difference. Were the two not equally dangerous? Immoral . . . drug dealing . . . 

murderous . . . sexually loose . . . money grabbing” (46). In Mpe’s text, both the 

foreigners (the Lekwerekwere) and the Johannesburgers (residents of the gold-mining 

city of Johannesburg) illustrate the devaluing function of difference inherent in the 

stigma that manifests as an expression of power. Even though there is no “Refentše to 

add his voice to the few voices of reason who say that disease is just disease. That choice 

is choice, and no one in particular can be blamed for the spread of AIDS” (123). 

Therefore, it is within a “framework of diversity” that Rothberg’s notion of the 

“implicated subject” points to the need to consider what he terms “the differential” 

vulnerabilities of subjects (The Implicated Subject 9). For Rothberg, to focus on 

“differential” yet shared vulnerabilities open the possibility to both hypothesize and 

challenge holdovers from “violent histories [as well as] the sociopolitical dynamics that 

create suffering and inequality in the present” rather than turning away from them (The 

Implicated Subject 9; 11).  
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Furthermore, Mpe illustrates stigma’s functioning profoundly when the hero of 

the novel, Refentše, remembers how his friend, Refilwe, “blemished [his] name more 

than anyone else could have hoped to do” by describing his “naïveté that had allowed 

[him] to get hooked up with the Johannesburg woman [Lerato] who was [his] final 

nemesis” (42). This powerful recounting by Refentše encompasses a complex series of 

life events that he imagines Refilwe retelling, as she cannot rewrite his mother’s horrific 

necklacing death. Read through a blaming model lens and, specifically, through a path 

model of blame, illustrates the workings of such theories as stigma, affect, and trauma. 

Nevertheless, social norms are themselves deeply embedded culturally, and quite often 

operate at a level, which Nixon, quoting Edward Said, notes are “the normalized quiet of 

unseen power,” which means that however helpful Malle et al.’s theoretical approach is, 

it is a path that must be treaded lightly and with caution (Nixon 6).   

I read Mpe’s novel as addressing the gaps concerning stigma that allows for 

insight into the unpredictability of stigmatizing beliefs that continue to vary and shift 

according to the different behaviours, diseases, and treatments as the epidemic proceeds. 

I thus consider blaming models instrumental in gaining insight into understanding 

stigma, as they are generally grounded in a desire “to resist the wrong mental 

representations (in this case stigma) and get the social reality right” (Vasilyeva and 

Ayala-López 64). Mpe’s text illustrates Vasilyeva and Ayala-López's point that “many 

morally problematic attitudes do get the social reality right […] The key is not to deny 

this, but to ask why the social reality takes this shape ” (65; emphasis in the original text).  

Therefore, if we aim to effect social justice in any shape or form, we need to “fix the 

environment that provides inputs to our mental machinery” and consider instead the 
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social history within which the stigma operates (65). As Deacon, whose work set this 

project in motion, posits, conceptualizing stigma as a social process certainly helps 

clarify that it is a phenomenon that is “constantly re-enacted or re-created in different 

situations” and, although not named as such, describes the performative dimension of 

stigma. When enacted, stigma is “not a rational, cognitive process,” but contingent and 

susceptible to social and cultural norms (Understanding HIV/AIDS Stigma 29).  

To think through stigma within this context provides the space and opportunities 

to engage with the social and cultural phenomenon in exciting and fresh ways as Mpe 

does when he rediscovers the unremarkable and “ordinary” of Ndebele’s thesis (Rafapa 

and Mahori, “Exorcising the Ghost of the Past” 156). Instead of apportioning blame on 

apartheid for all the social ills that befall the characters, Mpe, line by line and chapter by 

chapter, forces his characters to “examine their own attitudes, thought, perceptions and 

feelings” to explain, if only to themselves, the massive social and political problems they 

encounter in everyday life (155). The characters are not put in a position where they 

grovel “at the feet of the ‘ever-invincible’ ogre called apartheid” (157). Nevertheless, 

while this may be the case, Mpe’s characters live the effects and affects of Rob Nixon’s 

thesis of non-spectacular “slow violence.” As such, Mpe’s writing “denounces the 

‘spectacular’ way of writing,” which Ndebele argues characterizes “the literary output of 

black South African writers during” the apartheid era (155). In his introduction to the 

novel, Negash notes that while “Mpe does not dwell on apartheid’s material exploitation 

and violence,” he does, through Refentše’s voice, reveal the normalization and 

internalization of “the refutation of the black culture’s right to exist by the controlling 

other” (xvii). Mpe deftly illustrates the interpellative function of power that persists, past 
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its primacy: “And of course you could not forget all those black agents of the Apartheid 

State, playing their various roles with a mastery that confounded the minds of even the 

State itself” (Mpe 19). Such “agents,” who were often necklaced, can be thought of as 

being impelled by the apartheid special forces, among others, to turn on their own 

communities. They can also be thought of as implicated subjects who pay a horrific price 

for turning on their own people. By reminding the reader of these crucially “connected 

histories of stigma power,” I read his narrative as doing the crucial decolonial reparative 

work that is needed if we are to engage in the “ongoing work of salvage,” vital to our 

understanding of the divisions created by stigmatizing behaviour (Tyler. Stigma 271; qtd. 

Gilroy).  

The crisis facing the people of Tiragalong and Hillbrow is not a spectacular 

disaster. Instead, it is a calamity that continues to unfold, slowly and progressively, often 

imperceptibly, and, therefore, very easily ignored, as the traumatic legacy of colonialism 

continues. This crisis is not so much individual as it is societal—although pain and 

suffering are felt at the material and individual level. These are the “calamitous 

repercussions” “postponed for generations” (2-3). Nixon’s “slow violence” is most 

forcefully encountered in the social, “staggered and staggeringly discounted […] long-

dyings” of the utterly “disposable” people of Tiragalong and Hillbrow ( 2; 4). As with 

HIV, it is in the here and now, too, as COVID-19 wreaks havoc on societies around the 

world, that we see the kind of violence that Nixon posits as playing out larger than life 

itself, with the “poor” (4) the marginalized, and the oppressed, who are, as Gqola 

reminds us, eternally dehumanized, brutalized and then made to feel shame for the 

conditions they endure (38). Nevertheless, we persist in our biases toward “spectacular” 
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violence that steadily aggravates the precariousness and vulnerabilities and tends to the 

personal and individual within a rights-based context, sacrificing “imaginatively to the 

pressures of spectacle” (183).  

Mpe’s text very much deindividualizes HIV and AIDS. Writing his characters as 

always connected to their communities, yet quietly refuting the idea that “community and 

nation” are the bedrocks of “social consolidation” as Barris notes (38), Mpe creates the 

space in which, even when dead, theirs are voices central to the new discourse of a 

democratic South Africa, even if their voices ring out in what Mpe “depicts [as a] set of 

disintegrating communities” (Barris 39). The narrators’ language is that of the “nation 

language,” the term Edward Kamau Brathwaite uses in History of The Voice, to describe 

the language born out of transnationalism and slavery that, although evolved in the 

Caribbean, is equally applicable in the context of the post-apartheid South Africa of 

Mpe’s writing (5). The novel also points explicitly to agency as it engages with what 

Tyler cites as central to reconfiguring racial stigma into a “revolutionary emotion”—the 

bedrock of the anti-stigma concept of ‘Black Power’ (“Resituating Erving Goffman” 

760).  

The magnitude of the injustices perpetrated against the majority of South 

Africans, who, at the dawn of a new democracy, now face a formidable enemy in the 

form of HIV and AIDS, helps Mpe situate the disease and its stigma, functioning as 

power (as Tyler proposes), both socially and historically. Tyler’s refiguring of stigma as 

power is a move that deindividualizes the disease and its stigma while simultaneously 

making it easier to be understood than if only viewed as a rigidly held railing against that 

which is heterogeneously normative and predicated on the individual. As one of the 
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narrators, Refilwe notes regarding the late Refentše’s fictional writing that in 1995 came 

on the heels of the end of apartheid in 1994  

one year after the overthrow of the political and cultural censorship, 

and of the damaging and dishonest indoctrination system which had 

been aimed at forcing South Africans to believe that life’s realities lay 

exclusively in euphemisms, these spaces called euphemisms . . . 

became homelands; where any criticism of Apartheid thinking became 

a threat to public morals; where love across racial boundaries became 

mental instability (Mpe 57). 

In this passage, Mpe demonstrates how those in power and the powerful controlled and 

refuted the very existence of black culture—a denial so profoundly “normalized and 

internalized” that even “multiracial and multicultural fraternization and love” became a 

“source of shame in the public sphere of life” (Negash, xvii). Moments such as these in 

the novel also speak to the complexity of stigma, escaping being pinned down, 

discursively powered, seeping into every aspect of life, and indeed so within the South 

African context. 

Moreover, Mpe’s topographically driven narrative illustrates the connective 

topology that stretches, twists and bends, but never destroys HIV-related stigma. As 

Negash argues, “this is Mpe’s point—the disease […] cuts across cities, regions, race, 

gender, and professions: the AIDS pandemic eventually harms everyone in its way” 

(xxiii). Mpe engages with the “textuality of life and death,” as Hall proposes within the 

context of cultural studies. For Hall, as for Mpe, all representations are political, as are 

the effects of language. AIDS, and its whispered or outraged tropes as “foreign germs 
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that travelled down from the central and western parts of Africa” (3-4), therefore, is the 

terrain in which any advances made in terms of “sexual politics [were] being rolled back” 

creating optimal conditions that not only saw people die, “but desire and pleasure” too, 

mostly if “certain metaphors do not survive—or survive in the wrong way”(Hall 286) as 

Mpe’s narrative demonstrates by referencing the “bizarre sexual behaviour of the 

Hillbrowans” between men, or the story “of a young man who died of a strange illness in 

1990 [whom] the migrants said it could only have been AIDS (Mpe 4; 3). After all, was 

he not often seen roaming the whorehouses and dingy pubs of Hillbrow?” (3). Later in 

the novel, the character Refentše musingly addresses himself directly from heaven, 

noting that “you had not gone on that occasion to dish sex onto your plate from a 

whorehouse” (59). Such is the “sour fruits” of the politics of sovereignty that Mpe’s 

characters come to know (2). As Mbembe asks in “Necropolitics”: “What place is given 

to life, death and the human body (in particular the wounded or slain body)? How are 

they inscribed in the order of power?” (12). Mpe’s response must lie in the unsettling 

narrative that always returns to the refrain, “welcome to our Hillbrow,”—the place that 

signifies the whole world, both beautiful and broken at the same time.   

Mpe’s text creates the decolonizing space to analyze stigma—whether associated 

with HIV and AIDS, xenophobia, or with racial identity—within the context of an 

understanding of especially “racial differences as forged within histories of slavery and 

colonialism, and cemented by the monstrous abnormality of ideologies of white 

supremacy” (Tyler. Stigma 114; emphasis in the original text). As such, the novel allows 

the reader to resituate stigma, and more specifically that of HIV-related stigma, within a 

decolonizing context, which in turn illustrates how different forms of violence unfold in 
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the same social space as the trauma scholar Michael Rothberg argues, intersecting with 

stigma, or compounding threats of stigma. Nevertheless, Mpe’s novel also demonstrates 

how acts of resistance against hegemonic power “remind us that racism is a historical 

practice ‘centuries in the making’; a regime of seeing, a ‘stigma- optics,’ crafted in order 

to deny black people personhood” (Tyler 115). Instead of uncoupling “the perception of 

black skin as a stigma from histories of slavery” as Goffman’s concept of stigma does, 

acts of resistance against white supremacist hegemonic power “remind us that racism is a 

historical practice ‘centuries in the making’; a regime of seeing, a ‘stigma- optics,’ 

crafted in order to deny black people personhood” (115). Such a sustained engagement 

with the idea of stigma and its impingement on the lives of marginalized communities, 

which is the strength of Mpe’s narrative, additionally provides insights that may be 

beyond the remit of those working in the biomedical sciences or as researchers writing 

about HIV and AIDS and policymakers, who understandably may be more concerned 

with the “science” of treating and ideally curing the disease. Unlike “biomedical 

discourse [that] tells a particular story about health and illness, based on distinct models 

and metaphors,” some narratives are framed “more self-consciously artistic” that can 

restore agency through representations of subjective experience (Raoul et al. 6-7).  

Two decades after Welcome to Out Hillbrow was published, the narrative of HIV 

is one of a decreasing threat. However, it is a narrative still haunted by AIDS and is one 

that is still constitutive of deeply entrenched institutional schemas and socio-cultural 

patterns that prevent us from hearing the disease’s complex narrative, as Lisa Diedrich 

argues (30). It is an epistemic disease still mired in injustice: of disparate access to and 

participation in knowledge practices, of an unequal imposition of vulnerability, and of 
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social forces that diminish testimony, given its pre-determined discursive narrative as a 

spectacle of the Other. Furthermore, it is a disease that lends itself to spatially informed 

prejudice. 

Nevertheless, Mpe shows us another way to look at the disease—to ask the 

questions concerning stigma that are perniciously and persistently bracketed, as Tyler 

and Slater argue. Here is an author who gives us a narrative, which by his admission was 

“unusual”— “having xenophobia and HIV/AIDS treated in such a sensitive way” in 

English in South African literature, as he explained to Lizzy Attree when she interviewed 

him shortly before his death from an undisclosed illness (144). However, Mpe also found 

it surprising that even  

As the Truth and Reconciliation Commission4 was giving impetus to new 

novels and I think it did, what surprises me is why HIV/AIDS did not 

feature so much in the TRC novels. While perhaps part of it might just be 

that the TRC was really not about disease, but it seems to me to be a very 

odd omission (Attree 145).  

In Welcome to Our Hillbrow, this reflection by Mpe is narratively illustrated through the 

analogous themes of AIDS and xenophobia continuously brought into dialogue with each 

other, much as the living and dead are in conversation with each other, situating the 

 

4. Of the South African Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Mpe writes: “You would also 

remember the grisly details, draped in tears, from the testimonies of the Truth and Reconciliation 

Commission hearings, of South African policemen enjoying their beer and braai [BBQ] while black 
dissenters roasted alongside their roasted meat in the heat of a summer day – stuff that would be called 

surrealism or magic realism or some other strange realism were it simply told or written as a piece of 

fiction” (Welcome to Our Hillbrow 19). Similar harrowing accounts of the violence perpetrated against 

Indigenous people in Canada were heard during the country’s own Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 
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disasters of “political change and economic oppression […] in corruptible human nature 

as much as in societal dysfunction” (Barris 47). As such, Mpe’s narrative, which can be 

read within the context of stigma and shame as forms of representational displacement 

that inscribe new meanings of the disease within the larger AIDS discourse, is also about 

power and resistance forcefully illuminated by the contradictory functions of 

preservation and destruction that is foundational to Achille Mbembe’s theory of 

“necropolitics.” Within the context of affirmative biopolitics, Achille Mbembe’s 

“necropolitics” draws on Foucault’s theory of biopolitics and definition of biopower to 

build his thesis of “necropower” as related to conflict, both past and present 

(Necropolitics, 25). However, Mbembe takes issue with what he sees as a lack of clarity 

on the part of Foucault concerning how biopower is operationalized in societal systems 

of violence and domination, hence his notion of necropolitics that still turn on the 

sovereign concerning who has “the power and the capacity to dictate who may live and 

who must die” (161).   

That the “boundaries and internal frontiers” are “regulated by the language of 

pure force, immediate presence, and frequent and direct action,” as Mbembe argues, and 

Mpe illustrates powerfully, what culminates is how we define whose lives matter most 

(26). Mbembe’s argument calls for an ethical approach to all life and the place accorded 

the human body, much as Mpe’s novel does when he writes that  

You can no longer hide behind your bias against Makwerekwere. You do 

not blame them for the troubles in your life, as you once did. You have 

come to understand that you too are a Hillbrowan. An Alexandran. A 

Johannesburger. An Oxfordian. A Lekwerekwere, just like those you once 
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held in such contempt. The semen and blood of Makwerekwere flow in 

your Tiragalong and Hillbrow veins (Mpe 123-4).  

Mpe’s narrators actively dismantle the stigmatizing walls of silence that go up around 

notions of shame related to the disease, even if only to grab the interlocutor’s attention. 

For one, they will not allow erasure of the memories that coalesce around the disease and 

its stigma(s) and ensure that the epidemic is not forgotten. Theirs is a powerful testimony 

related to HIV and AIDS and the disease’s associated stigma and shame, which takes up 

residence in notions of the self and subjectivity. 

Sedgwick’s and Frank’s reading of the psychologist Silvan Tomkins’s notion of 

shame as relying on positive affect—what the authors refer to as the required “gestalt, the 

duck to interest’s (or enjoyment’s) rabbit”—is deeply relevant within the context of the 

novel and its engagement with affect (Touching Feeling 97).5 In Welcome to Our 

Hillbrow, this affective response is echoed in Mpe’s writing: “If such words did not 

actually come from people’s mouths, then they simply rang inside your own head” (Mpe 

120). As Sedgwick and Frank note, “only a scene that offers you enjoyment or engages 

your interest can make you blush. Similarly, only something you thought might delight or 

satisfy can disgust,” producing a visceral affect that the authors describe as recognizing 

the “difference between inside and outside the body and what should and should not be 

let in” (97). However, it is crucial to note that Sedgwick and Frank do not claim the 

 

5. Wikipedia describes the duck-rabbit illusion, which the authors refer to in relation to their 
concept of shame, as the “ambiguous image” that allows one to see either a rabbit or a duck, depending on 

one’s perspective. When training journalists, I often use this illusion to show how points of view, along 

with framing, can elicit a different images/understanding of a story. While the psychologist Joseph Jastrow 

is associated with the image, Ludwig Wittgenstein included the image in his Philosophical Inventions to 

show how different ways of seeing can be contained in one image. 
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affective state of shame as a monolithic construct, but “like stigma,” they claim that the 

two evolve through the creation of identity, as a way to signal “trouble” (Touching 

Feeling 36). Besides, Hillbrow, as the novel unfolds, is all about trouble. As Sedgwick 

and Frank suggest, shame is “the affect that most defines the space wherein a sense of self 

will develop” (Touching Feeling, 98). I suggest that shame also occupies the affective 

space wherein stigma flourishes, as Mpe powerfully demonstrates centrally or 

contextually throughout his novel. In particular, the stigma that cleaves to HIV—the 

“strange illnesses courted in Hillbrow [that] could only translate into AIDS” (3)—can be 

said to find a home in Sedgwick’s interstitial realm of the “beside” (Touching Feeling 8).  

Sedgwick harnesses the preposition “beside” to describe the inherent in-

betweenness of affective experience to describe that which is neither here nor there to 

escape the duality trap (8). Herein lies the complexity too of stigma as always more than 

a simple dichotomous equation. As such, Mpe’s characters’ responses to stigmatizing 

behaviours enact Sedgwick’s attempt to lucidly express what is difficult or even 

impossible to articulate, in much the same way that Mpe engages with stigma in his 

extraordinary fictional world.  

Mpe illustrates how shame is an elusive, affective and isolating construct at the 

individual level, yet is also profoundly relational, much as Sedgwick proposes. This 

profound sense of the communal and the social comes to the fore when Refilwe notes of 

Refentše’s writing: “his story […] looked at AIDS and Makwerekwere and the many-

sidedness of life and love in our Hillbrow and Tiragalong and everywhere (95). Such 

moments are “life’s realities” often residing “exclusively in euphemisms” as Mpe’s 

narrator, Refentše proposes (57). Nevertheless, language and its use, its “linguistic 
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chisels,” infuse the narrators with a power that is productive rather than oppressive, even 

as they face enormous barriers within the context of both social and cultural stigma 

(122). Therefore, shame can be read as a gatekeeper of the self if we are, as Sedgwick 

and Frank suggest, to understand shame as an affect that provides different ways to 

identify the presence of the self or subjectivity in literary texts.  

Death not only acts as a destabilizing influence on the narrative but also offers 

“an infrastructure of value upon which the narrative moves” (Barris 41). There are as 

many ways of dying as there are of living in the novel. The characters succumb to AIDS-

related complications and hit-and-run crashes, acts of suicide, and murder. Ken Barris’s 

argument that the different ways of dying in the novel “are not related to national 

political events,” but suggest “problems of identity and dispossession” (41; emphasis in 

the original text) is indicative of Ndebele’s argument of “the growth of complexity” that 

frees the self from the narrative representation through language of the spectacle (Rafapa 

and Mahori 47). Such a shift in perspective is evident in Refentše’s often paratactical 

memories in the chapter “Notes from Heaven,” in which he pokes and probes not only 

the absolute awfulness of AIDS and its paradoxically unifying and capricious 

ramifications but other deaths too.  

These deaths are never mere spectacles. Dying in the newly democratic South 

Africa has a history and is about story as Mpe notes: “The diseased woman of your story 

did not resolve to tumble down from the twentieth floor of her building, to escape her 

misery. She chose a different route to dealing with her life” (55). This move from the 

spectacular to the nuanced and profoundly complex—“[…] a story with a smooth 

narrative current, stripped of all rough edges, devoid of any gaps that might suggest good 
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intentions on either one’s part,” does not imply a failure to recall or deny history and its 

material inscriptions on the body (60). Instead, through an engagement with historical 

and social processes and constructs, the shackles of interpellated subjectivity imbricated 

by technologies of power are shaken off, as black South Africans “assert themselves” 

“against the remains of apartheid” and its systemic and systematized stigmas of 

representation (Negash xviii).  

Mpe illustrates this shift when Refentše remembers how his narrative shifted from 

a story of love to a story that turns “into something else,” becoming a “story about an 

HIV-positive woman from Tiragalong” who is shunned, condemned, and blamed for her 

health status (54). Moreover, the stigma piles on in layers as Refentše, realizing the 

damage he has caused, recounts how “the Tiragalong of [his] fiction said that she 

deserved what she got. What had she hoped to gain by opening her thighs to every 

Lekwerekwere6 that came her way?” even if some who “read” his story said that he had 

no proof of her having had sex with a foreigner and that poverty probably drove her to 

earn extra money through random sexual liaisons (Mpe 54).  

Mpe’s fictional world feels both balanced and unbalanced—a society on the brink 

of a crisis that lays bare how an invisible, insidious, and non-spectacular virus (with 

catastrophic outcomes) can claim many more lives than crime ever did or will in this 

young democracy. Nevertheless, ironically, the very thing that grips most of the social 

imaginary of South Africa is fear and anxiety of violent and spectacular crime. Mpe 

knows that.  

 

6. “Lekwerekwere” is the plural form of Makwerekwere.  
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Parsing the in-between spaces and overlapping stories of love and hate and joy 

and sorrow that may seem unbridgeable is what Mpe does well in the novel. He 

deliberately engages with the space in-between, or what Sedgwick refers to as the space 

“between the self we see and the self as whom we are seen” (Tendencies 251). In line 

with her concept of the reparative/paranoid positions that thread their way throughout my 

analysis, this notion of the in-between spaces clearly illustrates the genuine difficulties 

created by dualistic, binary thinking, which leaves little or no space for nuance. Instead, 

this kind of thinking traps us in a world of them and us, good and bad, love and hate—a 

world in which stigma flourishes because binary thinking is the fast food that feeds 

stigma, much as the literary critic, Susan Sontag (1978/1989) has also argued. In 

Touching Feeling, which foregrounds the emotions provoked by the AIDS epidemic 

more explicitly, Sedgwick shows us how to navigate and translate the relationship 

between feeling, learning, and action that may help alter or adjust the foundations of our 

experience. For Sedgwick, this interstitial realm of the “beside” untethers us from duality 

(Touching Feeling 8).  

This “beside” world is where Mpe inserts his narrative, that foregrounds the 

complexity of stigma: always more than a binary proposition, the workings of stigma as 

prejudice as explored by Mpe, represents vividly Sedgwick’s analysis of how the difficult 

to articulate, or that which is even beyond articulation, can be expressed. In having his 

character, Refentše, write his story as a way to make to sense of the wrongs that bedevil 

not only his immediate but also the broader community, Mpe illustrates the 

understanding that “like your heroine” the story is told/written to safeguard against all 

and everything that poses a risk, even as it is clear to the narrator that “the worlds of 
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fiction […] are never quite what we label them” (59). Mpe’s is a powerful insight, given 

how, aimed at categorizing and classifying, stigma and its labelling processes are nothing 

more than fictions devised by the stigmatiser and foisted on the one being stigmatized. 

This does not mean that such fictions are not robust. However, by thinking of stigma as 

nothing more than a fiction devised to serve a specific interest, Mpe shows us a new way 

of understanding stigmatizing behaviour, challenging the reader with the rhetorical 

question: “what is the use of sanctity if it does not shield you from AIDS” (121).  

Mpe’s characters’ resistance is born from a transformational power that sees the 

two main protagonists reconfiguring both racial and disease stigma as “revolutionary 

emotion,” their agentic selves facilitating “a sense of peoplehood: pride, rather than 

shame” (Tyler. “Resituating Erving Goffman” 760; qtd. Carmichael and Hamilton). 

Critical to this fundamental shift is knowing what is being resisted. In a still new post-

apartheid South Africa, such knowledge is crucial, given that the country is in a phase of 

destabilizing political and social transition, which defies “any expectations of a humane 

society even as it is generated” (Barris 38). Death in this instance, therefore, signifies the 

changes within both the urban and rural communities as a traumatic experience, and not 

merely an unintentional by-product of the transitions taking place (38), even as one of the 

narrators in Welcome to Our Hillbrow ironically notes: “At least AIDS came by accident, 

unlike such malicious acts as sending lightning to strike Tshepo. One could not keep on 

condemning people for diseases that they had not purposefully passed around” (55). It is 

within this context that “the visceral manifestation of shame that was attached to 

HIV/AIDS during the Apartheid era” lingers long beyond the end of apartheid in 1994 

(Gray 129). Gray’s point explicitly concerns another South African author, Koos 
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Prinsloo’s writing, but is equally relevant to Mpe’s text. Mpe’s novel displays deeply felt 

moments of humiliation, disgrace, and dishonour, all of which clouds the disease, even as 

the narrative grapples with its stigma and attendant shame. Such a resistance requires 

Herculean strength, given South Africa’s potently toxic history of centuries’ concerted 

and orchestrated efforts to marginalize and systemically exclude most of the country’s 

citizens—anyone not deemed white—from participating fully in society. Theirs are not 

cultures to remember within the narrowly constructed viewpoint of a racist ideology, and 

their very existence comprises an abject and subjugated state of being as Other “all 

brewing in the depths of our collective consciousness” as the late Refentše reminds 

himself in his afterlife musings (Mpe 41).7 This moment for Refentše illustrates Butler’s 

premise that people are compelled to negotiate their social identity within the context of 

the social conditions they may be, but are not necessarily constrained by (The Psychic 

Life of Power).  

Mpe is writing about ordinary people living through extraordinary times, yet as 

Woods points out, they represent “citizens as subjects with social, political, and 

psychological power and agency” that can be harnessed to alter their “life roles” (305). 

By symbolically reorganizing “subjectivity” concerning HIV and AIDS, Mpe manages to 

project “a change in socio-medical power relations within South African society,” as 

Woods argues (305). Thus, Welcome to Our Hillbrow is very much about “creating new 

spaces for social justice,” and in so doing “contributing to transformative intervention in 

 
7. The term “abject” is associated with Julia Kristeva’s psychoanalytic account of abjection, which 

she explores in “Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection” (1982). “Abjection”—subjective horror—

literally means to be “cast off,” or to describe the breakdown in the distinction between the self and the 

Other. Kristeva’s conceptualisation of abjection is often employed in literary critical theory, and to explain 

popular cultural narratives of horror, as well as stigmatising and discriminatory behaviour that play out as 

for instance homophobia, racism, or in the instance of this inquiry, disease-related stigma. 
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the public discourse of HIV/AIDS,” as relevant today as when Wood’s scholarly article 

was published in 2007. To therefore read Mpe’s short novel is to be invited into a world 

where the story of HIV and AIDS emerges within a context that raises questions about 

the characters’ “status as sources of knowledge” while simultaneously making “us aware 

of the interconnections between the aesthetic, therapeutic, and polemical functions in 

narratives of ill health or suffering” (Raoul et al. xx-xxii). As Raoul et al. suggest, the 

idea of “narrative” is used in multiple ways, which also includes “the stories involved” as 

representative of lived experience, and which “can lead to new insights” (xix). Critically, 

the editors of Unfitting Stories argue, “Like experiences of disease, disability, and 

trauma, this type of inquiry [focused on the literary] challenges our assumptions about 

what can or should be studied, how, and by whom” (xix). Raoul et al.’s argument is 

especially pertinent within the context of Tyler’s contention that a “sophisticated 

understanding of racial stigma [has been] developed over a hundred years of black 

sociological thought” (Stigma 118). Nevertheless, the sociologist argues that theorizing 

“stigma” from this perspective has been “largely ignored [as] a body of knowledge […] 

in the social sciences” (118).  

Mpe’s novel powerfully illustrates that challenging prejudice and its concomitant 

grief is “a task to which we urgently need to attend, with all the imagination and tools at 

our disposal,” as Tyler argues about stigma in general (Stigma 29-30). By 

reconceptualizing stigma, by situating it within a notion of power, and by recognizing the 

trauma that underpins biopower, “our capacity to understand the division which stigma 

politics are designed to cultivate” is improved, which in turn through “strategies of 
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resistance” help make mobile the immobility that exists in HIV-related stigma reduction 

(29-30).  

In an interview with the HIV scholar Lizzy Attree shortly before his unexpected 

death in 2004, and only three years after Welcome to Our Hillbrow was published, Mpe 

explains that he wrote about HIV “because for me it linked nicely with questions of 

xenophobia” (141). As the literary journalist and scholar Jonny Steinberg noted, Mpe’s 

text is “chillingly prescient on the xenophobic violence that would erupt in Johannesburg 

and elsewhere several years later” even as “the sexuality of respectable young Africans” 

forms an axis around which much of the story turns to produce the intertextual spaces of 

living and dying (“An Eerie Silence” 87). In her interview with Mpe, Attree suggests that 

it is “notable that everyone in the novel dies […] including the narrator who is already 

dead,” asking the author whether this “reflects a form of pessimism or a lack of 

redemption that you see for these characters or is this just a device to round off their 

story?” (Attree 141). Mpe responds that “many people have told me it is depressing, I 

wouldn’t say it isn’t, but I tend to think about it as one of the optimistic [laughs] pieces of 

writing I have done.” (141).  

To use a word such as “optimistic” related to a novel such as Welcome to Our 

Hillbrow, with its focus on grief and prejudice, illustrates the “difficulty of using trauma 

theory to read the experience of the colonized Other,” and powerfully so, as “the voice 

that cries out from the wound is not a universal voice,” but the “voice of black Africa” 

(Novak 32). In his interview with Attree, Mpe points out that he thinks a shift (away 

from the overtly political) is necessary and is happening from the perspective of African 

writers. However, he argues that even if the new writings are not tied explicitly to 
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national politics, such writing is still “grappling with politics of identity, which are 

crucial” (Attree 146). Moreover, history must be considered. Mpe addresses this 

reminder when he notes that there is “an opportunity to explore stories that have not been 

told on one hand and on the other, to revisit old stories, retell them in a new context and 

see what you can learn from the old stories,” especially as such stories profoundly reveal 

information that is mostly not recorded in South African history texts (147). Mpe’s novel 

demonstrates that there are stories that have much to teach us about the stigma associated 

with a disease such as HIV, even as he acknowledges that not many South Africans have 

substantively written about it.  

In the chapter, “Notes from Heaven,” the long-dead Refentše muses that the 

powerful writing in Sepedi by his fictional heroine is rejected, with the outcome that “the 

story of Hillbrow and xenophobia and AIDS and the nightmares of rural lives remain 

buried in the heroine’s files […] and the woman of your fiction became eaten up by grief 

and bitterness” (Mpe 58). And then, in a moment of deep self-reflection, the character of 

Refentše acknowledges that he wrote the “story of [his] fictitious scarecrow heroine in an 

attempt to grapple with these profound questions of euphemism, xenophobia, prejudice 

and AIDS” (59). Nevertheless, Mpe’s shifting of the “the axis […] to the problematic of 

existence, obligation, and endurance” as Povinelli theorizes, rather than applying “the 

problematic of normativity” as a focal lens, provides space for both intimate and 

challenging encounters with survival, responsibility, honesty, and fortitude, rather than 

being obsessed with the chaotic force of being captive to a horrific disease in a post-

apartheid South Africa, and its impact on the narrators’ subjectivity (169).  
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Such a shift in perspective is powerfully illustrated when towards the end of the 

novel, the dying Refilwe muses of Refentše’s short story that “each time it made her 

weep anew […] partly because it made her see herself and her own prejudices in a 

different light” (Mpe 95-6). Mpe maps out the different kinds of stigma put to work in his 

novel, and specifically related to the ongoing tension between how the characters 

perceive themselves and how others perceive them, and how, through social processes, 

stigma operates to “teach” those stigmatized the perspective of normativity, which goes 

hand in hand with the “learned” consequences of possessing such stigmatizing attributes, 

as Goffman argues (45). The “normal” and the “abnormal,” therefore, over time, are in 

constant play, bouncing off each other. Reading and re-reading the novel, one of the most 

profound and compelling concerns articulated for me is how people are made to feel like 

strangers in their own land—as outsiders and Other—because of race, ethnicity, class, 

gender, and social status, and also, because of a disease such as HIV.  

4.2 Mapping the Geography of Stigma 

As I have discussed throughout this dissertation, to be effective, responses to the 

virus must consider that people living with HIV present enormously complex and 

complicated histories that can include experiences such as traumatic events, coupled with 

stigma, which in turn can lead to poor adherence to treatment regimes, behaviour that 

increases HIV risks, and generally, lower quality of life. Within the South African 

context, the geography of stigma and “literature from urban sociology, urban geography 

and beyond is suggestive of the role of place-based stigmatisation in affecting various 

social outcomes” (Pearce 1923; 1924). Mpe illustrates the role of place within the context 

of stigmatizing behaviour and the inequality that permeates all aspects of South African 
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society, in which the characters are forced to navigate the complex and shifting social 

and cultural norms and mechanisms of the stigma that underpin the densely populated 

neighbourhood of Johannesburg’s Hillbrow, this place of “milk and honey and bile” 

(Mpe 41).  

Constructing a world for his characters, in which Hillbrow features prominently, 

Mpe uses the many instances of crime mentioned in the novel to demonstrate how an 

intense focus on only one aspect of place can be a barrier to bearing witness to the 

multifaceted lives of the people who call it home. Known for its crime and as the place in 

which HIV has taken a foothold, Hillbrow is representative of neighbourhoods and towns 

“in which individual lives as a socially organizing unit of space [are] predictive of many 

individual-level outcomes” (Besbris et al. 159). Mpe’s characters represent the full 

spectrum of humanity rather than one-dimensional caricatures, illustrating that a narrow 

and overarching focus on one societal aspect, like crime, for instance, ignores the 

conditions that create criminal activity or make it far more likely to flourish, thereby 

negating the full range of lives lived that contribute to society’s richness. Such is the 

terrain in which the geography of stigma takes centre stage. From the perspective of this 

project, “the blemish of place” foregrounds the “ways in which place-based processes are 

important in understanding social and spatial” aspects of the characters’ lives, which 

include “inequalities in health outcomes and related behaviours” (Pearce 1921). Hall’s 

use of the word “terrain” within a cultural context is therefore critical to my reading of 

Mpe’s novel, as place and space, and the stigma that cleaves to the places we occupy as 

bodies, provide profound insights into why geography, which remains “understudied” is 

a “significant contributing factor to HIV-related disparities” and inequality (Kalichman 
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1066). While Mpe does not absolutely associate the operations of social stigma related to 

xenophobia and HIV and AIDS with the centrality of place, his narrative gestures 

profoundly to how “place-based processes are important in understanding social and 

spatial inequalities in health outcomes and related behaviours,” even as the text is 

profoundly concerned with mobilities (Pearce 1921). Such mobilities see rural South 

Africans (during and post-apartheid) migrate to large urban centres; mobilities that see 

some South Africans migrate to the global north to enhance their educations and 

credentials; mobilities that see continental Africans move to South Africa, fleeing either 

war or poverty or simply looking for better opportunities for survival. Mpe illustrates the 

relationship between geography and the structural social elements that drive inequality as 

a juxtaposition of the operations of stigma aimed at foreigners and those directed at 

people living with and dying from HIV complications.  

By emphasizing the intersections between the two processes, Mpe’s novel creates 

the space for the reader to engage with the open-ended notion of “implication” proposed 

by Rothberg—the necessary condition for social justice that “emerges from the ongoing, 

uneven, and destabilizing intrusion of irrevocable pasts into an unredeemed present” (The 

Implicated Subject 9). Within the nascent democracy of a post-apartheid South Africa, 

the “two different ways in which the past and present may entwine” are significantly 

linked to place, and specifically, place-based stigma.  

Even as Mpe’s novel illuminates HIV’s complex and catastrophic dimensions and 

scope and links its associated stigma to the workings of social inequality within structural 

and systemic power dynamics, there is also the nod to the notion that AIDS discourse 

continues to be framed by a still-dominant apartheid-centric and hegemonic ideology that 
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contained people in segregated spaces. In this way, both Hillbrow as a place and a 

disease such as HIV quintessentially can be generatively explored through Sedgwick’s 

formulation of both the “paranoid” and “reparative” positions in our ways of knowing, 

doing, and being (Touching Feeling). At once, both hopeful and optimistic, yet also 

despairing and pessimistic, and in constant flux, these two positions are not mutually 

exclusive. Instead, the two positions underscore the profoundly internal and personal 

reparative responses that balance out the need to conquer and hold off exterior threats 

and contain them within borders, as Sedgwick argues. In turn, the fluid and changeable 

positions allow us to find meaning in the always-unpredictable affective space(s) in 

between.  

Mpe’s novel depicts the lived daily experience of the neighbourhood as a way to 

pay attention to “emotions” that provide a framework within which to engage with “the 

question of how subjects become invested in particular structures” to the extent that the 

structures’ “demise is felt as a kind of living death” as the philosopher Sara Ahmed 

argues (12). For Ahmed, emotion is to be approached as a “form of cultural politics and 

world making,” which is not only at odds with the “the psychologising and privatisation 

of emotions [but also that of] a model of social structure” that does not include 

“emotional intensities” (12). Read alongside Sedgwick’s theorizing of the “reparative” 

and the “paranoid,” Ahmed’s and Sedgwick’s interventions are especially helpful in 

reading Mpe’s novel and its concerns with the awfulness and horror of both a disease 

such as HIV and its stigma in its multivalences that engender xenophobia and the stigma 

that attaches to the places they call home, and which always beckons and welcomes 

them.   
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Ostensibly a frightening place, Hillbrow is in many respects also the centre of the 

universe for the many racialized and dispossessed South Africans, who now call it home, 

as well as for its many foreign residents, mostly from continental Africa. Mpe’s unnamed 

narrator notes: “Your first entry into Hillbrow, Refentše, was the culmination of many 

converging routes” (2). Both a crossroads and a mirror of the newly independent African 

democracy, Hillbrow as a place (to live and die) and space (to grow and wither). As Mpe 

writes, “All these things that you have heard seen heard about felt smelt believed 

disbelieved shirked embraced brewing in your consciousness,” can be discerned in the 

haunting refrain that is “Welcome to our Hillbrow” as affective intensity (26-7). 

Nevertheless, for the most part, the “streets of Hillbrow and Berea and Braamfontein”8 

are described as “overflowing with Makwerekwere come to pursue green pastures […] 

filling every corner of our city and turning each patch into a Hillbrow coming to take our 

jobs in the new democratic rainbowism of African Renaissance […]” bringing with them 

the “foreign germs” that are understood to cause “AIDS”  (26; 3-4). However, the 

iterative “welcome,” to a Hillbrow, not of mine, but ours, in the collective, represents a 

world in which everyone plays a part and partakes of all it has to offer, even if balanced 

precariously on the edge of a crisis.  

4.3 Charting Stigma Through a Trauma-Informed Narrative 

The invitation to enter Mpe’s fictional world, underscored by the title and 

throughout the narrative with the refrain, “welcome to our Hillbrow,” acts as a specific 

narrative device and textual topographical marker of the physical and affective (beyond 

 

8. Berea and Braamfontein are two other inner-city neighbourhoods that form part of the greater 

Johannesburg. As with Hillbrow, Berea and Braamfontein are densely populated suburbs. In Braamfontein, 

the University of Witwatersrand and the Nelson Mandela Bridge are two landmarks. The bridge connects 

the neighbourhood to the city centre of Johannesburg.  
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emotional) journeys to various places that the narrators embark on, including “heaven,” 

“mapped” throughout the text. The narrators are, therefore, simultaneously located within 

and outside of the borders of South Africa. Using “conceptual” cartography, Mpe lays 

bare his characters’ resistance to colonializing impulses while at the same time 

illustrating the “tragic […] and sober acknowledgment of the discursive and 

epistemological limits to resistant agency” (Forter. Critique and Utopia in Postcolonial 

Historical Fiction 27). In this way, Welcome to Our Hillbrow is more concerned with the 

social conditions of trauma rather than the event of trauma or the individualizing notions 

of psychoanalytical enterprises.  

Moreover, the refrain, paradoxically, given the levels of xenophobia experienced 

in both urban and rural settings in South Africa, implies a (contested) invitation to be part 

of this rollercoaster ride that is this newly minted in 1994, post-apartheid South Africa, 

even as the country faces a viral epidemic of frightening proportions, and to embrace 

what Hillbrow represents. Additionally, given the lack of temporal linearity in the novel, 

shifting time between the past and the present means that the characters are free to escape 

the circumscribed conventions of a “coherent linearity” of the hierarchical, Western-

centred notion of storytelling (Negash xiii; qtd. Krog). The result is that the novel 

continually puts the abstract and physical dimensions of traumatic encounters into 

dialogue. 

While described as a post-apartheid novel, Mpe’s narrative is exemplary of the 

trauma novel. Welcome to Our Hillbrow puts formal strategies to work, portraying “the 

oppression from, and resistance to, hegemonic power in a representational order that 
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attempts to silence the subject” (Mambrol).9 By locating his characters in a fictional 

world that is responsive to Tyler’s call to “deepen the understanding of stigma as a 

governmental technology of exploitation [and] to draw new lines of connection between 

people’s dehumanising experiences of stigmatisation,” Mpe unpacks, often in 

excruciating moments, the profound impact of non-spectacular forms of violence (Stigma 

29). His text profoundly illustrates stigma’s “disabling force, a form of power that is 

inscribed in bodies, places and communities in ways that often leave profound and 

permanent scars,” which helps the reader understand “the wounds of stigma as social and 

political injuries” (29). Moreover, while there are horrific and spectacular moments of 

violence too—the scenes of necklacing, for instance—Mpe’s narrative is mainly 

concerned with unravelling and disentangling the trauma and stigma as a means to repair 

the brokenness of his society.  

While writing in English, interspersed with Sepedi, Mpe breaks with some 

narrative conventions bolstered by Western philosophical assumptions. He does this 

powerfully and deliberately. Negash, in the introduction to the novel, notes that “Mpe 

remains committed to traditional African forms of narrative that allow him […] to move 

in an out of the ‘physical and the metaphysical spere[s]’ effectively but also to employ a 

communal mode of narrative continuity” (xiii). This is a “story that begins with ‘an 

 

9. The field of trauma studies continues to evolve from its earlier medicalized conception of 

trauma, set out first in 1980 in the American Psychiatric Association’s then new classification of 

Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD), in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder (DSM-
III), as noted in Chapter 3. Characterizing PTSD as “a psychologically distressing event outside the range 

of usual human experience,” the DSM-III noted that the condition was accompanied by “intense fear, 

terror, and helplessness” (236-8). This definition was amended in later editions, describing the condition as 

related to trauma or stressors, rather than classifying it as an anxiety disorder. Increasingly the field of 

trauma studies includes wide-ranging scholarly approaches that is concerned with the deindividualization 

of trauma as a singular traumatic event to consider a more pluralistic approach to the traumatic condition.  
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opening narrator who dies halfway through [the novel],’ […] carried on by ‘another 

narrator [who] takes over without any obvious change in style or view’” (xiii; qtd. Mpe). 

There is also the use of “a communal first-person plural voice, speaking from a universal 

omniscient viewpoint” (Schreiber) and the second-person pronoun, “you.” Both uses of 

pronouns draw the reader into the story in two ways: implying tacit complicity on the 

reader's part, but more subtly, gestures to Rothberg’s notion of the “implicated subject.” 

The use of these pronouns in the case of Refentše’s musing is also profoundly 

subversive, as the words invite an understanding that the narrator, breaking the fourth 

wall, is speaking directly to the reader. When the communal “we” is used, the narrator 

speaks for the reader, for us, providing insights into the deeply enmeshed 

interconnectedness between a violent colonial past that spills into the present and clouds 

the future, exacerbated by a virus for which there is no cure.  

I read the novel as inviting an interdisciplinary alliance between the literary, the 

sociological, the historical, the political and the psychological, all of which foreground 

the traumatic events that intersect with the lives of the characters, who present with 

“classic traumatic symptoms,” as they grapple with notions of memory, shame, fear and 

stigma, experiencing “disassociation and withdrawal” (Novak 33). Such disasters include 

the country’s apartheid education policies deliberately designed to disadvantage Black 

people systemically.10 Cataloguing the many tragedies that befall the novel’s main 

 

10. The Bantu Education Act of 1953, renamed the Black Education Act in the same year, 

enforced a segregationist law within the context of the apartheid system. The law obligated educational 
racial separation that extended beyond schools to also include universities. Exemplary of the egregious 

apartheid era acts, the law was grounded in separating people from different ethnic backgrounds, and 

maintaining vast inequality between them, including educationally. In the mid-1970s, a new decree forced 

all Black schools to use both Afrikaans and English as languages of instruction. These are the laws that 

would have deliberately disadvantaged the protagonists of Mpe’s novel under the rule of the apartheid 

regime.  
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characters and their familial and social circles, the novel represents a negation by Mpe of 

“community and nation as principles of social consolidation” in favour of a more 

“communitarian” (Barris 38) approach that gestures to the “radical aspect” of trauma 

study (Hartman 546). Hartman argues that such an “aspect comes to the fore” in its 

“emphasis […] on familiar violence such as rape, and the abuse of women and children,” 

over a single-minded focus on “violence like war and genocide” (546).11 Geoffrey 

Hartman’s “familiar” acts of violence include the main protagonist, Refentše’s death, 

caused by his grief at finding out that his best friend, Sammy, and his lover, Lerato, had 

betrayed him by having sex with each other. Refentše jumps to his death from a high-rise 

building. Lerato then kills herself after Refentše’s suicide. Sammy is driven mad by all 

the events, including Refentše’s death, while his “girlfriend,” Bohlale, is killed crossing a 

road after witnessing Sammy’s infidelity with a sex worker. The events, described for the 

most part by an omniscient narrator and driven by “orature [as a] causative agent, [with] 

a malicious agency that leads to the death of various characters,” are all stunningly 

calamitous and chaotic, impacting how the story of each of the characters can be told, is 

revised, and is written (Barris 38).  

Mpe employs several narrative perspectives using an overarching “narrative 

technique of orature” (Barris 38). The novel opens with an unspecified narrator who 

says: “If you were still alive, Refentše, child of Tiragalong” (1). This somewhat 

shocking, implied death, along with the many explicit deaths articulated throughout the 

 

11. Critical to this shift in perspective is the work of Greg Forter (2011), who distinguishes 

between singular catastrophic events—“punctual” trauma—and the ongoing and everyday trauma evident 

in “political and historical dimensions of extreme experience” incorporating “the idea of ‘signification 

trauma’ that allows for a transformative realization of the experience” that foregrounds and extends “the 

focus on the social, political, and cultural forces at work in representations of trauma” (Mambrol).  
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novel, is noteworthy, as Mpe constructs “death as a signifier of traumatic social change, 

thus anatomising community responses to transformation” (Barris 38).  In particular, the 

chapter “Notes from Heaven” exemplifies the kind of “orature” that Barris describes. 

Relying on the second person pronoun, by addressing “you,” Mpe situates the characters’ 

thoughts and memories at a remove, even as the text simultaneously makes for an 

immediate, interpellating and, at times, overwhelming narrative. When the narrative 

switches to a first-person perspective, it becomes clear that the narrator is the late 

Refentše, who is addressing himself as much as he is addressing the reader from the 

afterlife, given his sharing of his memories. One such memory is focused on how 

wounded he was that his work about a fictional heroine, written in Sepedi, was rejected. 

The outcome of this remembering is that the character notes that “the story of Hillbrow 

and xenophobia and AIDS and the nightmares of rural lives remain buried in the 

heroine’s files […] and the woman of your fiction became eaten up by grief and 

bitterness” (Mpe 59). This passage not only situates the systemic racism encountered by 

the characters “in relationship to [a] site of trauma: the lingering effects of colonialism,” 

it also illustrates “how we record and speak about trauma,” gesturing to the erasure of 

whole lives (Novak 4; 34). As Refentše’s character acknowledges that he wrote the 

“story of [his] fictitious scarecrow heroine in an attempt to grapple with these profound 

questions of euphemism, xenophobia, prejudice and AIDS”—as a way to “steady 

yourself against grief and prejudice, against the painful and complex realities of 

humanness” (Mpe 59). It is a moving moment insofar as Refentše acknowledges that the 

stories we tell can both create and destroy our world.  
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Mpe’s novel also illustrates how memory can be a crucible for forgetting, 

illustrated when Refentše, addressing the reader from the afterlife, makes the point that 

Sammy, his partner, Lerato’s erstwhile lover, “for his part, was never able to tell the full 

story, because he did not know it himself,” condemned, by his “insanity” to telling 

“fragmented versions” of his story (Mpe 35; 60). Furthermore, of himself, Refentše 

remembers that “you never discovered exactly how both came to be involved in this love 

life of theirs. Because you jumped from the twentieth floor of your building before you 

could find out” (41). Reminiscent of Forter’s analysis of Toni Morrison’s Beloved and 

Arundhati Roy’s The God of Small Things, Mpe’s novel too illustrates the sequential and 

relational nature of his characters’ world in which one of the most destructive and 

trauma-inducing and spectre-creating attributes of colonialism, its capacity to deform 

“the colonized’s capacity for love” is foregrounded (26). However, Mpe’s novel 

deliberately moves away from a position that centralizes pathological fragmentation. 

Instead, the novelist employs a “pluralistic” paradigm that continuously reveals “new 

relationships between experience, language, and knowledge” that illustrate the social 

meaning of trauma (Mambrol). Mambrol notes that this approach to the “study of trauma 

[…] provides greater attention to the variability of traumatic representations,” which, as a 

model, is critical to reading Mpe’s post-apartheid novel, as it is therefore not viewed as a 

monolithic construct.   

The spectre of Mpe’s novel, Refentše, has already died when the novel opens. 

However, the Refentše’s ghost serves to illustrate a “historical phenomena rather than 

local instantiations of some quasi-metaphysical haunting or “wound-in-being” that 

registers “the severity of such disruptions and to prefigure their future overcoming in a 
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ritual of utopian carnality that must, in the present order, fail” (Forter 26). Instead. 

Refentše’s story is written “to steady […] against grief and prejudice,” yet also serves  

“to find sanctuary in the worlds of fiction” even if such worlds represent that which is 

difficult to articulate (59).  

The main character, Refentše, reminds the reader that this storying of life acts to 

steady oneself again stigma and sorrow. Such storying provides a critical interval from 

which to understand the “victim of colonial race society who represents the site at which 

[…] human action first exceeds human comprehension” (Rothberg. Multidirectional 

Memory 55). Alternatively, as Mpe’s character, Sammy is condemned to tell only 

fragmentary stories that resist “reality,” the reader is reminded that “phenomena beyond 

human comprehension require a form of paradoxical comprehension” (54). By directly 

making a connection between “grief and prejudice,” Mpe’s text foregrounds the 

workings of stigma as profoundly corrosive, pain-inducing, and traumatic in its outcome 

if read through a trauma-informed decolonial lens. Stigma plays out in the “Manichaean 

world” of Franz Fanon, a world in which “The colonist is not [merely] content with 

physically limiting the space of the colonized,” but also “turns the colonized into a kind 

of quintessence of evil” (6). Throughout the narrative arc of the novel, there are moments 

of stomach-turning xenophobia, which Mpe addresses explicitly, juxtaposing it with 

moments of crises that befall the characters in the novel, often directly linking it to AIDS, 

the “disease [that lends] itself to lies” (121). By putting different individual histories of 

the different characters side by side “without equating them,” Mpe’s narrative forces 

what Michael Rothberg argues is a “detour through a multidirectional terrain” that 

represents a “self-conscious way of remembering the past without suggesting that 
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memory’s figures can substitute for what has been lost or resurrect the disappeared in 

their full presence” (“Multidirectional Memory and the Implicated Subject 43-4).  

As the novel draws to a close, the late Refentše continues to be very present 

through a series of memory flashbacks, starkly illustrating the colonial world and its 

dualistic notions that require an urgent rethinking of how we apply a trauma lens relative 

to colonizing and neocolonizing forces. As such, Mpe’s novel critiques the “post in 

postcolonialism” by demonstrating that “there is no end to colonialism, only a 

transformation” of Western-style “policies and methods,” which sees “slavery […] 

replaced by the creation of a market” geared to “the fueling of tensions between classes 

and ethnic groups” (Novak 34). Drawing on the work of Laura S. Brown, Novak points 

out that the definition of trauma, which is generally defined and commonly understood as 

a single, isolated event,” transgresses “the range of human experience,” fails (37; qtd. 

American Psychiatric Association). Why? As I have been arguing, a focus on “[w]ar and 

genocide, which are the work of men and male-dominated culture,” and catastrophic 

events such as “natural disasters” ignore “the daily threat of private violence and constant 

exposure to traumatic situations that women and oppressed peoples face” (37). Such 

systemic and “ongoing, repetitive exposure to trauma” is also the site of the trauma that 

is the stigma associated with being diagnosed with HIV and dying from the disease’s 

complication, as Mpe’s characters so powerfully demonstrate (37).  

Mpe’s text illustrates Novak’s contention that considering trauma theory through 

a decolonizing lens can “direct more attention to the ways that trauma alters the daily 

activities” of those whose lives are impacted (Novak 49). By accounting “for a gendered, 

racialized Other,” as well as the Other living with a polarizing disease such as HIV and 
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taking into account the multiple structural barriers that preclude the oppressed, 

marginalized and minoritized, Mpe’s novel positions his characters in a non-Western 

space that demands not only that we listen, but also compels us to hear their voices (49).   

Consistently engaged with notions of inequality and the legacy of structural 

stigma, yet not contributing to its “material inscription” as Rothberg warns against, Mpe 

illustrates how the “stigma politics” functions “to disarm resistance” when Mpe’s 

omniscient narrator reminds the reader of how “Black police officers contorting bribes 

from fellow blacks accused of political and other dissents. Black police and security 

forces hitting fellow blacks mercilessly for crimes that were often not committed” (19). 

Such is the “reign of terror” of stigma politics that Tyler posits within the context of the 

“ethical and aesthetic quandary” that writers face when expressing “ethical solidarity” 

that can inadvertently endorse unparalleled power differences (Rothberg. “The Event of 

Postcolonial Shame” 377). 

Mpe’s visceral idea that a “corpse is always deskinned on someone else’s back” 

(57) gestures to Ahmed’s warning against such ethical over-reaching when she cautions 

against “claiming” the grief of the Other, “for which we might have responsibility […] as 

our own” (12). By the end of the novel, Mpe demonstrates this understanding as a 

relational process of giving, taking, negotiating, and mediating. Writing in the third 

person narrative, in one stream of consciousness sentence, the Mpe zooms out from the 

personal to invite the communal in—“Welcome to the World of our Humanity . . .,” 

deindividualizing stigma in one, massively long sentence that spans nearly an entire 

page. The passage is profoundly redemptive and gestures to Refilwe’s character as freed 

from judgement and the “prejudice that she helped to sow” as she is dying, and “soon, 
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very soon [will] be joining Refentše, Lerato, Bohlale, Tshepo and the others in the World 

of our Heaven” (113). Refilwe’s character is described as musing that she and the others 

that are waiting for her in heaven will “talk about Hillbrow and Tiragalong and Oxford. 

They would share their thoughts about love, AIDS and xenophobia,” before the narrative 

launches into the lengthy sentence, which describes Refilwe’s “journey to AIDS” that 

starts with the “xenophobic prejudice that she had helped to sow” and ends with her 

“expanding consciousness” that is the culmination of  

her new understanding of life love and prejudice gained in our Oxford and 

Heathrow Oxford London and Lagos demystified Tiragalong sweating its 

way through the scary invasion of AIDS apparently aggressively sown by 

migrants and all witchcraft becoming less colourful and glamorous in the 

face of this killer disease the impact of which could be seen with the naked 

human eye without the assistance of diviners and bone throwers (113).   

The passage goes to the heart of the cultural studies theorist Stuart Hall’s (1992) 

argument that much is at stake within the historical context of HIV and AIDS, 

contending that the disease is “an extremely important terrain of struggle and 

contestation” 285-6). Hall’s argument lives on in this profoundly important paper he 

delivered in 1992—as relevant today as it was nearly 30 years ago because of the social 

stigma that still cleaves to HIV and those who live with the virus. That the struggles may 

have changed over time is not in dispute, nor is the struggle against stigma. Hall’s 

question, “who gets represented and who does not” remains equally valid in 

contemporary times, given that the disease barely makes an appearance in mainstream 

media, except for the usual stories unpacked in time for, or on World AIDS Day, which 
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is commemorated on 1 December annually (Hall 286). Mpe’s text, which is “situated in 

the discursive intersections of trauma […] and neocolonialism,” illustrates not only 

Hall’s question related to whose voice is or may be heard but demonstrates chapter by 

chapter the “dynamics of traumatic address and learning to listen for the voices that still 

cannot be heard” (Novak 49). By not rethinking the individualized and individualizing 

notions embedded in “universal meta-narratives” of “trauma theory and psychoanalysis,” 

we remain oblivious to the “incompleteness” of the narratives of those who speak but 

whose testimonies are discounted and not heard (49). Instead, what happens is that we 

further complicate the ossified status of stigma reduction, certainly as it relates to a 

disease such as HIV.  
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Conclusion: A Trauma-Informed Decolonial Framework 

 

The demands of writing about AIDS […] are acute; all sorts of respect and delicacies 

have to be maintained. 

Ingrid de Kok, “Cartography of One’s Own Country”1  

 

For the moment, it suffices to repeat the following: the contemporary era is, 

undeniably, one of separation, hate movements, hostility, and, above all, struggle against 

an enemy.   

Achille Mbembe, Necropolitics  

 

This dissertation, which was catalyzed by Harriet Deacon’s (2005/6) call for a 

sustainable HIV-related theory of stigma, argues that an effective response to stigma 

must recognize stigmatization not as behaviour enacted by individuals on other 

individuals but as a practice embedded in complex social dynamics that are linked to and 

shaped by the unfolding of histories of violence. For me, keeping this argument front and 

centre, the political always supersedes the individual therapeutic in discourse, allowing 

for a separation between ideas of social justice and trauma, as Lauren Berlant (2020) 

urges us to do. As such, I argue that to understand the testimonies of Stephanie Nolen, 

Jonny Steinberg, Tomson Highway and Phaswane Mpe as bearing witness to a 

stigmatizing disease, the application of a trauma-informed decolonial lens helps make 

 

1. The epigraph is drawn from an interview, “Cartography of One’s Own Country,” by Jenny 

Penberthy with the South African poet, Ingrid de Kok 
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possible a more nuanced understanding of the operations of power than insights gained 

from an expository paranoid perspective might afford.  

The four authors’ narratives engage with the myriad opportunities of encounter as 

an ethical response to a social and cultural phenomenon that has proven challenging and 

difficult to dislodge and continues to enact its violence. The literary texts of Nolen, 

Steinberg, Highway and Mpe illustrate how profoundly interculturally HIV functions, 

how critical interdisciplinary approaches are to any response, and how the pandemic 

compels a “witnessing [as] a concerted effort against the force of social death, against the 

reduction of others” (126). Staying attuned to stigma as power and violent practice 

challenges us to develop “modes of response” that are “open to complexity and diversity 

[and] unsettling limited notions of culture,” allowing for reparative work to happen (Rose 

and Van Dooren 126). While the journalists’ and novelists’ narratives lay the ground for 

what Rose and Van Dooren refer to as a problematic “time” (within their stated context 

of environmental humanities), the texts also afford us story as methodology. Specifically, 

Nolen’s, Steinberg’s, Highway’s, and Mpe’s narratives provide the reader and researcher 

a framework that resists “story” as a “neatly […] singular” narrative (126). HIV always 

has and continues to resist a linear, singular story in which the disease is a simple 

signifier of illness. Instead, HIV suggests an imaginary that compels a non-violent 

response to a disease that refuses to be reduced to a single narrative because the stigma it 

carries emerges from a particular history that intersects with and is compounded by other 

histories of violence.  

Even as the world is consumed with its responses to COVID-19 and now dealing 

with a slew of coronavirus disease-related stigmatizing behaviours, it does not mean that 
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we can dismiss HIV as a crisis that we merely gesture to concerning the latest pandemic 

threat. Instead, there is a need to stay very much attuned to the fact that there are two 

viral diseases colliding head-on globally and that both feed on structural stigma: racism, 

inequality, injustice and discrimination. Moreover, we need to heed the call by Sophie 

Harman not to dismiss or overlook the stories told about diseases, such as HIV, because 

if we do, they become “dangerous” (776). As Harman argues: “If you want to understand 

how a disease spreads, look to the stories of the communities it affects” (776). As long as 

we continue to overlook or ignore such narratives, “any intervention to stop the spread of 

diseases, however scientifically advanced, is likely to fail” (776). In other words, stories 

that embody the experiences of people living with and affected by HIV, matter.  

Despite some four decades of research, HIV still presents as a global risk and a 

historical, political, social and cultural crisis that maintains its Velcro-like capacity to 

stigmatize people who live with or are affected by the disease. I have tried to 

communicate that such a situation begs for the strong medicine of a radical form of 

political practice that speaks to our ethical obligations in responding compassionately to 

each other across our differences and states of precarity. Such strong medicine also asks 

us to keep up a sustained challenge to the notion that some lives are considered to have 

more value than others—through story and specifically within the context of global 

health. A trauma-informed decolonial approach affords me the strong medicine required 

to tackle this monumental task, given the discursive histories and embodied subjectivities 

that inhere in a communicable disease such as HIV. By warranting that people living 

with and affected by HIV and AIDS are central to our public health responses, we 

consider the differential and precarious vulnerabilities of people living with and affected 
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by a viral disease that has such propensity to dehumanize and, indeed, as an aftershock of 

stigma as violent practice, relegate people who are diagnosed with HIV to a different 

place of subjectivity.  

Does such strong medicine offer a cure? As much as I would like to argue that it 

does, I can only echo the words of the South African multidisciplinary artist-scholar, 

Gabrielle Goliath (2020), that it may not cure, but can, at the very least provide 

“remedies, [even] in small doses.”2 Goliath’s quote comes from her work's context, 

focusing on the negotiations of complex social concerns, explicitly focused on gendered 

and sexualized violence in South Africa. Listening to Goliath’s lecture made real to me 

the many touchpoints present in my research, illustrated profoundly by the work of 

Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe, whose narratives call on the reader to query the 

myriad connections and associations “present in our social reality” and the notion of 

stigma as a “violence from above” as Tyler (2020) argues.  

A 2005 qualitative study, “Eating Plastic,” “Winning the Lotto,” “Joining the 

WWW” by Uys et al., demonstrates Saray Ayala-López’s and Nadia Vasilyeva’s 

argument that the “problematic associations” with various “inequalities and unjust social 

(structural) dynamics” that are socially and culturally outlined but also, often, hidden, can 

and do “disappear” (65). Studies show that when the “mental shortcuts” that people rely 

on to “reason about” such connotations fail, their reasoning (and resulting stigmatizing 

behaviour) either no longer exists or is shown to be flawed (65). Employing a series of 

focus group discussions with people living with HIV and nurses in five African 

 

2. The quote is drawn from an online lecture delivered by Gabrielle Goliath to a cohort of students 

at Brock University, St. Catharines, on 29 March 2021.  
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countries, of which South Africa was one, Uys et al. (2005) note about their study that 

the different tropes related to HIV and AIDS have been foundational to the disease’s 

stigma. From a perspective of health care, such tropes are “greatest when the [medical] 

condition” is considered “the responsibility of the individual,” when a disease is 

“incurable or deadly,” or if considered a “threat to society” (12). Critical to the authors’ 

findings is the inclusion of several recommendations, which aligns with my concerns 

about the individualization of stigma. Uys et al. recommend emphasizing the 

“socioeconomic impact of the illness […] to bring home to communities the impact the 

illness has on the welfare of the total community,” rather than focusing on the well-being 

and “welfare of specific families and individuals only,” as a way to include the “greater 

community with the illness and its results” (20). Stigma does not simply vanish, as Uys et 

al. note (20). “Specific interventions have to be designed, based on a thorough 

understanding of the nature of HIV/AIDS stigma in this context” (20). Many scholars 

have taken up this call over the last four decades. That there is a desire to end the stigma 

associated with a disease such as HIV is not in dispute. The body of research that focuses 

on reducing or halting the stigma associated with HIV represents a vast archive in and of 

itself.  

My intention in this inquiry has not been to argue that refiguring how we 

conceptualize stigma through Nixon’s lens of “slow violence” will do away with its 

commensurate pain and suffering in a bid to enact social justice. As the four primary 

texts chosen for this dissertation demonstrate, the “reparation of pain does not bring into 

being a just life” (Berlant. “The Subject of True Feeling” 126; 128). Nolen’s and 

Steinberg’s literary journalism and the fiction of Highway and Mpe make this very clear. 
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Reducing the pain that comes with stigma to an abstraction or wishing it away cannot and 

does not negate or “alter the hegemonic structures of normativity and mourning” that 

prevail (128). Instead, it “affirms more powerfully than anything the fragile and violent 

disavowals that bolster hegemonic worlds of reason” (Berlant 126). Therefore, in closing, 

I am reminded again of the compassionate work of Dominick LaCapra that affords us a 

relational notion of “empathic unsettlement,” which forces a rethinking of how we read 

HIV narratives and AIDS testimony, given that the “demands of writing about AIDS […] 

are acute” as the first epigraph to this chapter notes. Such an “empathic unsettlement” for 

LaCapra blurs the inappropriate binary distinctions between historian and victim in part 

because of the aftershocks of traumatic encounters that connect the “acting out” and 

never complete “working through” modalities of memory (Writing History xi). However, 

it is in the “working through” process that “critical distance on a problem” and “self-

reflexivity towards transferential relations rather than their disavowal” can be sought and 

bring about an understanding that we are not absolutely or inextricably bound to the past 

(143-44).  

Nolen’s clear-sighted literary journalism that focuses on Zackie Achmat 

demonstrates this understanding, as does Steinberg’s lucid account of the extraordinary 

fear that the stigma associated with HIV engenders in his protagonist, Sizwe Magadla. 

Both journalists’ narratives give their readers insight into “the workings of violence, 

exploitation, and domination” (Rothberg. The Implicated Subject 20). Their literary 

journalism also demonstrates that understanding stigmatizing behaviour as a violent 

practice is possible, not because of the oppressive interventions of “some restricted group 

of demonic individuals [who] continue to perpetrate extreme evil, but because most 
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people deny, look away from, or simply accept the benefits of evil in both its extreme 

and everyday forms” (20). Moreover, Nolen and Steinberg’s narratives foreground an 

“ethics of refusal” that affords the reader, including me as a researcher, a necessary mode 

of response “that hold[s] on to [an] attentiveness to the lives and death of others in a 

world in which so much is slipping away” (Rose and Van Dooren 126). The journalists 

refuse to look away. Their narratives invite a reading of their work that does not dismiss 

their stories, does not become overwhelmed by the  “separation, hate movements [and] 

hostility” that Achille Mbembe’s “The Struggle Against Enmity” speak to in the second 

epigraph to my conclusion, and that above all, reveal troublesome truths about HIV, 

AIDS and the world in which we live (Necropolitics 43).  

The same holds for Highway’s and Mpe’s novels. The authors’ narratives help 

flesh out what Rothberg refers to as our “underdeveloped vocabulary” when it comes to 

“our understanding of power, privilege, violence, and injustice” within the context of a 

disease that continues to strain social and psychological resources (Rothberg. The 

Implicated Subject 1). Furthermore, the narratives invite the reader to join with others to 

grieve and mourn and love, across precarity, across difference, to practice a radical 

politics of refusal that does not skip over the endemic histories that underpin a disease 

like HIV. Instead, the reader is invited to acknowledge the reciprocal, collective and 

participatory role of the “implicated subject” in the “histories and social formations” that 

bedevil binary and oppositional positions that are foundational to stigma (1). Such are the 

radical modalities of witnessing beyond recognition, as the philosopher Kelly Oliver 

argues and as demonstrated in the texts of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe. Their 

narratives do not ask for a kind of empathy predicated on the assimilation of others. 
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Instead, the journalists’ and novelists’ texts acknowledge that this kind of empathy only 

serves to perpetuate the violence to those “whose inclusion is sought” (Craps. “On Not 

Closing the Loop” 56). Even when language falters, given the limits of representation, 

the reader is invited to acknowledge the ethical encounter with the stigma associated with 

HIV. 

Nevertheless, as Lisa Diedrich wrote in 2007, even if “HIV” is “eradicated, […] 

as long as traces of this […] virus remain in some of us [there will persist] a shadow of 

rupture unassimilated not only within individual bodies but within the social body as 

well” (“Between Two Deaths” 60). For Diedrich, this is the “time of AIDS” in which we 

all live, a condition that now seems to be forgotten during a new pandemic that suggests 

a break in a transfer of knowledge (60). “People have short memories” (Dumisani). 

Lessons not learned, in other words.  

The narratives of Nolen, Steinberg, Highway and Mpe enact resistance against a 

pluralizing trend of the stigma associated with HIV and AIDS in the South African and 

Canadian contexts. HIV is no longer necessarily a death sentence. Nonetheless, the 

authors’ gaze is fixed on what Woods describes as “a symbolic reorganization of 

subjectivity in the public sphere” (305). The narratives are less concerned with 

constructing the imagined lives of people living with HIV as “dying subjects for whom 

nothing can be done” (Woods, 305). In other words, despair is no longer as central a 

theme as in earlier AIDS narratives, although it is still present. Instead, what is 

increasingly foregrounded is the stigma (and shame) associated with the disease.  

I would be remiss not to briefly discuss the South African author Nosipho 

Dumisani’s (2019) speculative fiction. Through her extraordinarily prescient short story, 
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Dumisani dares to step into the future, after pandemics, after the world-as-we-know-it 

has ended, after what is expected is turned on its head. Dumisani’s fiction, “Mpendulo: 

The Answer,” may well have been written during our contemporary COVID-19-driven 

times. She writes:  

Nobody in my world took note when it first started all the way out in 

Asia, but one day I was helping my aunt clean her employer’s kitchen 

and listening to the radio when the announcer declared our land to have 

experienced its first infection. The disease mainly attacked our immune 

systems, like HIV, but was much worse because it was airborne (27 

February 2019). 

The text demonstrates how disease outbreaks and the fear, panic, shame, and trauma they 

invoke can anticipate the sociology of pan/epidemics. “According to Mother, the masks 

and gloves are unnecessary relics from before, when the Doomsday pandemic swept 

across the globe.” While “Flights were eventually shut down,” it could not stop the 

spread of the virus. Nor could it stop the spread of fear, “Fear that drove us all mad.” 

Dumisani’s speculative short story does not represent contagion literature, nor does it 

present the disease as a monstrous artifact. Instead, the author focuses on the workings of 

social inequality, the cultural anxieties about selfhood, the loss of autonomy, and the 

perceived threats of de-individualization. Dumisani draws back the curtain on the 

everyday dystopian dramas that affect her narrators’ lives long before a broader collapse 

of society or a pandemic sweeps across the globe by rendering constructed sociological 

dynamics of health disparities figuratively real. Much as the authors of the scholarly 

paper, “The Symbolic Violence of ‘Outbreak,’” propose, that “words such as ‘outbreak’” 
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themselves do symbolic violence by assuming that social suffering ends when the 

pathogenic crisis is over, so too does Dumisani make visible the violence of stigma that 

inheres in their narrators’ past and present (Richardson et al. 77).  

I was listening to a podcast, “Podcast Playlist” (2021) from the Canadian 

Broadcasting Corporation (CBC), a while ago, and one of the narrators remarked 

concerning Black Lives Matter that if “you are marked, you can be hunted.” Indeed, this 

is why stigma can and does kill. It feels shocking to put it so bluntly, but studies over the 

decades since HIV was first diagnosed have borne this out, yet making it clear that this 

kind of Othering can be overcome, even if the process of doing so is slow, extended and 

laborious, requiring concrete interventions. Why this is the case is demonstrated by this 

inquiry, which to me suggests that while our responses to reducing stigmatizing 

behaviour are incremental, the “slow violence” of stigma itself tends to an “incremental,” 

“exponential,” “attritional” and “accretive” continuum (Nixon 2-15). Nevertheless, 

applying a trauma-informed decolonial approach opens possibilities of working with the 

kind of disaggregated data represented in Nolen, Steinberg, Highway, and Mpe's literary 

texts that do not skip over what is often set aside or bracketed. Such data is complex and 

can be messy. It cuts across the grain and upsets the prevailing normative discourses. 

Nonetheless, this kind of information provides space to engage with the non-singular 

narrative of HIV and its associated stigma from the perspective of a non-positivist 

framework that does not disavow or negate science. If we read reparatively as Sedgwick 

urges us, it enables us to engage with an exemplary disease (and its stigma) that lends 

itself so freely to the vicissitudes of the paranoid. 
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